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Executive Summary 
12 

 

 

In November 2017, political appointees of President Donald Trump assumed control of the Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau (Consumer Bureau), the federal government’s watchdog dedicated solely to 

protecting American consumers from unfair, deceptive and abusive practices. Trump-appointed officials have 

since undermined the Consumer Bureau, including by weakening the Bureau’s previously robust policing of anti-

consumer misconduct in the financial sector. As a result, Consumer Bureau leadership has denied consumers 

millions of dollars in relief, even in cases where returning cash to harmed consumers was an available and 

appropriate remedy.  

 

Under Trump-appointed leadership, the Consumer Bureau’s enforcement actions have declined in volume 

and failed to compensate harmed consumers adequately. For example, during Director Kathleen Kraninger’s first 

six-months (December 11, 2018 to June 11, 2019), the Consumer Bureau obtained only $12 million in consumer 

relief,3 a mere 6% of the $200 million reported by the Obama-appointed Director, Richard Cordray, during the 

six months from October 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017.4  

                                                
1 Richard Cordray, Prepared Remarks of CFPB Director Richard Cordray at the People and Places Conference, Consumer Bureau 
(May 31, 2017), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/prepared-remarks-cfpb-director-richard-cordray-people-and-

places-conference/. 
2 Mick Mulvaney, The CFPB Has Pushed Its Last Envelope, Wall Street Journal (Jan. 23, 2018) https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-

cfpb-has-pushed-its-last-envelope-1516743561. 
3 Highlights of Director Kraninger’s First Six Months, Consumer Bureau (Jun. 11, 2019), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-

us/newsroom/highlights-director-kraningers-first-six-months/. 
4 Semi-annual report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Consumer Bureau (June 2017), 

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/201706_cfpb_Semi-Annual-Report.pdf.  This is the final Semi-Annual report to 

Congress submitted by Director Cordray including the amount of relief obtained through enforcement actions. 

“Consumers want and need to have someone stand on their side to see that they are treated 

fairly. We seek to protect them against unfair surprises, frustrating runarounds, and bad 

deals that ruin their credit, cost them their homes, and saddle them with further problems. We 

stand with them, proudly and unapologetically.” 1 
 

- Richard Cordray, Director of the Consumer Bureau from January 2012 to November 2017 

 

“It’s fair to say that the bureau’s previous governing philosophy was to ‘push the envelope’ 

aggressively, under the assumption that we were the good guys and the financial-service 

industry was the bad guys.... The days of aggressively ‘pushing the envelope’ are over.” 2 
 

- Mick Mulvaney, Acting Director of the Consumer Bureau from November 2017 to December 2018 

1
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In February 2019, the Committee on Financial Services (Committee) opened an investigation to examine how 

and why the Consumer Bureau, under Trump-appointed leadership, failed to seek consumer relief in certain cases. 

Committee investigators reviewed thousands of pages of internal Consumer Bureau communications related to 

two recent enforcement actions against Enova International, Inc. (Enova) and Sterling Jewelers Inc. (Sterling). In 

both cases, contrary to Consumer Bureau precedent and in defiance of the recommendations of the Consumer 

Bureau’s career enforcement attorneys, Trump’s appointees failed to pursue remedies that would have returned 

money to the victims.  

 

 In an administrative settlement announced on January 25, 2019, the Consumer Bureau found that Enova 

International, Inc. (Enova), an online lender, illegally replaced the bank account information for 6,829 of its 

customers with bank account information obtained from internet loan applications. Enova never informed, or 

obtained authorization from, these customers prior to taking over $2.6 million from their bank accounts. Enova’s 

conduct was analogous to a friend agreeing to lend you a hundred dollars and then seeking to collect it by sneaking 

into your house and taking the money from your wallet. Eighteen months before the settlement, career attorneys 

in the Consumer Bureau’s Office of Enforcement (Enforcement) had recommended, and Director Corday had 

approved, ordering Enova to refund consumers the money it took. In settlement negotiations that occurred before 

Director Cordray’s departure, Enova offered to return approximately $1.4 million to consumers.  

 

 After President Trump appointed the director of the Office of Management and Budget, Mick Mulvaney, 

to serve as the Consumer Bureau’s Acting Director, the Consumer Bureau abandoned its demand that Enova 

return the illegally-debited funds to consumers. At the direction of Trump’s political appointees — and against 

the recommendation of career enforcement attorneys — the Consumer Bureau ultimately settled with Enova in 

January 2019 for $3.2 million in civil penalties payable to the Consumer Bureau. The consumers harmed by 

Enova’s egregious conduct received nothing. 

   

In a separate civil action brought in January 2019 against Sterling Jewelers Inc. (Sterling), the Consumer 

Bureau alleged that Sterling employees at retail stores opened store credit-card accounts in customers’ names 

without their consent; misrepresented credit-card terms and conditions; and enrolled unwitting customers in 

payment-protection insurance. The Consumer Bureau’s career enforcement attorneys recommended that Sterling 

be required to refund certain consumers that were harmed when Sterling enrolled them in unwanted payment-

protection insurance. Between 2014 and 2017, Sterling received over $50 million in revenue annually from the 

sale of payment-protection insurance.  

 

Despite career staff’s recommendation and the Consumer Bureau’s history of requiring redress in similar 

cases,5 Trump-appointed leadership again refused to seek refunds for consumers and settled with Sterling for 

penalties of $10 million paid to the Consumer Bureau and $1 million to the State of New York.  

                                                
5  See, e.g., CFPB Probe into Capital One Credit Card Marketing Results in $140 Million Consumer Refund, Consumer Bureau (Jul. 

18, 2012), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-capital-one-probe/ (requiring Capital One Bank to pay $140 

million in refunds for deceptive marketing  of credit card add-on products); CFPB Orders American Express to Pay $59.5 Million for 

Illegal Credit Card Practices, Consumer Bureau (Dec. 23, 2013), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-

american-express-to-pay-59-5-million-for-illegal-credit-card-practices/ (requiring American Express to pay $59.5 million in refunds 

for illegal marketing and administration of credit card add-on products); CFPB Orders Chase and JPMorgan Chase to Pay $309 

Million Refund for Illegal Credit Card Practices, Consumer Bureau (Sept. 19, 2013), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-

2
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 The Committee’s investigation of these specific matters revealed that the politicization of the Consumer 

Bureau contributed to the decline in the Consumer Bureau’s enforcement activity, leaving consumers holding the 

bag when entities violate federal consumer financial law. To ensure that the Consumer Bureau fulfills its mission 

as an independent agency tasked with enforcing federal consumer financial law and protecting consumers, 

Congress should pass the Consumers First Act (H.R. 1500), legislation introduced by chairwoman Waters that 

limits the number of political appointees at the Consumer Bureau. The Committee should also consider ways to 

strengthen the provisions in the CFPA authorizing the Consumer Bureau to seek relief for consumers through 

enforcement actions. 

  

                                                
us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-chase-and-jpmorgan-chase-to-pay-309-million-refund-for-illegal-credit-card-practices/ (requiring Chase to 

pay an estimated $309 million in refunds for illegal practices relate to the sale of credit card add-on products); CFPB Orders First 

National Bank of Omaha to Pay $32.25 Million for Illegal Credit Card Practices, Consumer Bureau (Aug. 25, 2016), 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-first-national-bank-omaha-pay-3225-million-illegal-credit-card-

practices/ (requiring First National Bank of Omaha to pay $27.75 million for illegal marketing and administration of credit card add-

on products). 

3
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A. History of Consumer Bureau Obtaining Restitution on Behalf of Consumers 

  

In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, Congress established the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

(Consumer Bureau) to protect consumers from the unlawful and predatory conduct that led to millions of 

Americans losing their savings and homes. The Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (CFPA) authorized 

the Consumer Bureau to investigate potential violations of federal consumer financial law.6 The Consumer Bureau 

can initiate civil and administrative actions against entities that violate federal consumer financial law,7 including 

the CFPA’s prohibition against unfair, deceptive, or abusive practices.8 The CFPA gives the Consumer Bureau 

broad powers to obtain relief for consumers harmed when a company violates federal consumer financial law, 

including requiring the company to pay compensation (also called “redress” or “restitution”) to its victims.9 The 

Consumer Bureau has the authority to enter into settlements with financial institutions that require redress.10  

 

In 2012, President Barack Obama appointed Richard Cordray as the Consumer Bureau’s first director. 

Under Director Cordray’s leadership, the Consumer Bureau brought numerous enforcement actions against 

providers of financial products or services who cheated consumers out of their hard-earned money. The Consumer 

Bureau announced its first public enforcement action on July 18, 2012, against Capital One Bank for deceiving 

consumers with low credit scores or low credit limits into purchasing credit card add-on products when they called 

to activate their new credit card.11 As a result of the Consumer Bureau’s enforcement action, Capital One Bank 

paid approximately $140 million in restitution to two million harmed consumers.12 In the ensuing years under 

Obama-appointed leadership, the Consumer Bureau held to account financial institutions when they broke the 

law and routinely returned money to the consumers they had ripped off.  

 

In its first six years, the Consumer Bureau brought 201 enforcement actions that provided nearly $12 billion 

in consumer relief.13 On November 24, 2017 – Director Cordray’s last day at the Consumer Bureau – the 

                                                
6 12 U.S.C. § 5562 (2017). 
7 12 U.S.C. §§ 5563 - 5564 (2017). 
8 12 U.S.C. § 5531 (2017). The Consumer Bureau can initiate an enforcement action through the filing a notice of charges in an 

administrative action or by commencing a civil action in federal court. See 12 U.S.C. § 5563 - 5564 (2017); 12 C.F.R. § 1081.200 

(2019). 
9 The CFPA explicitly states that a court or the Consumer Bureau in an administrative action “shall have jurisdiction to grant any 

appropriate legal or equitable relief with respect to a violation of Federal consumer financial law . . . Relief under this section may 

include, without limitation  . . . refund of moneys  . . . restitution . . . payment of damages or other monetary relief.” 12 U.S.C. § 

5565(a) (2017).  
10 The Consumer Bureau can enter into administrative settlements. 12 C.F.R. § 1081.200(d) (2017) (“where the parties agree to 

settlement before the filing of a notice of charges, a proceeding may be commenced by filing a stipulation and consent order”). The 
Consumer Bureau may also obtain relief on behalf of harmed consumer by filing a settlement agreement and accompanying complaint 

in federal court. 12 U.S.C. § 5564(c) (2017) (the Consumer Bureau “may compromise or settle any action if such compromise is 

approved by the court”). 
11 CFPB Probe into Capital One Credit Card Marketing Results in $140 Million Consumer Refund, Consumer Bureau (Jul. 18, 2012), 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-capital-one-probe/. 
12 Id.  
13 Christopher L. Peterson, Dormant: The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s Law Enforcement Program in Decline at 14, 

Consumer Federation of America (Mar. 12, 2019), https://consumerfed.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/CFPB-Enforcement-in-

Decline.pdf. 
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Consumer Bureau’s website indicated that over 29 million consumers had received relief through its enforcement 

actions as of July 20, 2017.14 

 

B. Trump-appointed leadership declares, “The CFPB Has Pushed Its Last Envelope” 

     

To preserve the independence of the Consumer Bureau, Congress included provisions in the CFPA to prevent 

the politicization of the director position. Under the CFPA, the Consumer Bureau’s director serves for a five-year 

term and can only be removed from office for cause.15 Therefore, President Trump could not replace Director 

Cordray – except for inefficiency, neglect, malfeasance – until his term expired in July 2018 or he resigned 

voluntarily.  

 

Director Cordray announced his resignation in November 2017, after which President Trump appointed 

the director of the Office of Management and Budget, Mick Mulvaney, to serve as acting director of the Consumer 

Bureau.16 From the outset, Acting Director Mulvaney communicated that the Trump administration intended to 

rein in the Consumer Bureau’s efforts to protect consumers. In an opinion piece for the Wall Street Journal titled  

The CFPB Has Pushed Its Last Envelope, Acting Director Mulvaney wrote: “It’s fair to say that the bureau’s 

previous governing philosophy was to ‘push the envelope’ aggressively, under the assumption that we were the 

good guys and the financial-service industry was the bad guys…. The days of aggressively ‘pushing the envelope’ 

are over.”17 With respect to enforcement, Acting Director Mulvaney stated, “we will focus on quantifiable and 

unavoidable harm to the consumer. If we find that it exists, you can count on us to pursue the appropriate remedies 

vigorously. If it doesn’t, we won’t go looking for excuses to bring lawsuits.”18 Mr. Mulvaney’s statements 

reflected his prior opposition to the very existence of the Consumer Bureau. As a member of Congress, he 

sponsored legislation to eliminate the agency.19 He also introduced legislation that would have allowed states to 

opt-out from any Consumer Bureau rules on payday loans for five years.20 

 

To accomplish its goal of reining in the Consumer Bureau, the Trump administration needed to increase 

the number of political appointees in Bureau leadership. Under the CFPA, the only political appointee within the 

Consumer Bureau is a director appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.21 Before Trump 

appointees assumed leadership of the Consumer Bureau, career officials with the title of associate director led 

each of the divisions within the Consumer Bureau, including the Division of Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair 

Lending (SEFL). Almost immediately upon taking control of the Consumer Bureau, Trump-appointed leadership 

                                                
14 Consumer Bureau Homepage, Internet Archive Wayback Machine, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20171123215352/https:/www.consumerfinance.gov/ (last accessed Nov. 23, 2017). 
15 12 U.S.C. § 5491(c) (2017) (“The Director shall serve for a term of 5 years . . . Removal for Cause – The President may remove the 

Director for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office”). 
16 Tara Siegel Bernard, Dueling Appointments Lead to Clash at Consumer Protection Bureau, The New York Times (Nov. 24, 2017), 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/24/us/politics/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-cordray-leader-trump-mulvaney.html. 
17 Mick Mulvaney, The CFPB Has Pushed Its Last Envelope, Wall Street Journal (Jan. 23, 2018) https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-

cfpb-has-pushed-its-last-envelope-1516743561. 
18 Id.  
19 Chris Arnold, The Consumer Complaints Database That Could Disappear From View, NPR (Apr. 25, 2018), 

https://www.npr.org/2018/04/25/605835307/the-consumer-complaints-database-that-could-disappear-from-view.  
20 Chico Harlan, The pending crackdown on payday lending is causing the exact Washington argument you’d expect, The Washington 

Post (Apr. 5, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/04/05/the-pending-crackdown-on-payday-lending-is-

causing-the-exact-washington-argument-youd-expect/. 
21 12 U.S.C. § 5535(a). 
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announced its plan to hire political appointees to oversee each of the Consumer Bureau’s divisions.22  Typically, 

federal financial regulators are staffed and led almost entirely by professional, career employees. Acting Director 

Mulvaney’s decision to politicize the agency’s top positions threatened to compromise the Consumer Bureau’s 

independence.23 

 

In December 2017, Acting Director Mulvaney appointed Eric Blankenstein to oversee SEFL.24 Mr. 

Blankenstein’s professional background alone raised questions about his commitment to protecting consumers. 

Mr. Blankenstein had spent the majority of his legal career as an associate at Williams & Connolly where he 

“represent[ted] banks in regulatory investigations and litigation with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

(OCC) and CFPB alleging violations of various consumer laws….”25 While at Williams & Connolly, Mr. 

Blankenstein argued that the Consumer Bureau was unconstitutional in a motion filed on behalf of a bank seeking 

to dismiss a lawsuit filed by the Bureau.26   

 

Media outlets reported on the extent of Mr. Blankenstein’s control over the day-to-day work of the 

Consumer Bureau’s enforcement attorneys, including approving what documents they could demand from entities 

during their investigations.27 It was also reported that Mr. Blankenstein reduced fines and consumer redress in 

certain cases. A December 2018 Washington Post article reported that in a case against a South Carolina lender 

and its affiliates, Mr. Blankenstein, “pushed to slash the fine” from $11 million to ultimately $5 million.28 In a 

case against National Credit Adjusters, the Washington Post reported that Mr. Blankenstein “scrapped the 

recommendation” by career staff that would have provided $60 million to consumers, instead only requiring an 

$800,000 penalty.29   

 On December 6, 2018, the United States Senate confirmed Trump-nominee Kathleen Kraninger as the new 

Director of the Consumer Bureau.30 Director Kraninger continued the Trump administration’s politicization of 

                                                
22 Kevin Wack, Mulvaney’s plan to embed political staffers in CFPB sparks backlash, American Banker (Dec. 05, 2017), 

https://www.americanbanker.com/news/mulvaneys-plan-to-embed-political-staffers-in-cfpb-sparks-backlash; Nicholas Confessore, 

Mick Mulvaney’s Master Class in Destroying a Bureaucracy From Within, The New York Times Magazine (Apr. 16, 2019), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/16/magazine/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-trump.html. 
23 Id. 
24 C. Ryan Barber, Ex-Williams & Connolly Associate Snags Senior Adviser Post at Mulvaney’s CFPB, National Law Journal (Dec. 

21, 2017), https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/sites/nationallawjournal/2017/12/21/ex-williams-connolly-associate-snags-senior-

advisor-post-at-mulvaneys-cfpb/. 
25 Resume of Eric G. Blankenstein produced to American Oversight, https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6167433-AO-CFPB-

Resumes-2.html#document/p3/a508877 (accessed Sept. 27, 2019). 
26 Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss (Feb. 17, 2017), Consumer Financial Protection Bureau v. TCF 

National Bank (No. 0:17-cv-00166-RHK-KMM), 

https://www.chamberlitigation.com/sites/default/files/cases/files/17171717/Memo%20in%20Support%20of%20Defendant%27s%20

MTD%20--%20CFPB%20v.%20TCF%20National%20Bank%20%28USDC%20-%20District%20of%20Minnesota%29_0.pdf.  
27 Nicholas Confessore, Mick Mulvaney’s Master Class in Destroying a Bureaucracy From Within, The New York Times Magazine 

(Apr. 16, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/16/magazine/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-trump.html.  
28 Robert O’ Harrow Jr. et al., How Trump appointees curbed a consumer protection agency loathed by the GOP, The Washington 

Post (Dec. 4, 2018),  https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/how-trump-appointees-curbed-a-consumer-protection-agency-

loathed-by-the-gop/2018/12/04/3cb6cd56-de20-11e8-aa33-53bad9a881e8_story.html?utm_term=.ce862709945b. 
29 Id.  
30 Jim Puzzanghera, Senate confirms new consumer financial protection chief: Kathy Kraninger, protégé of industry-friendly Mick 

Mulvaney, Los Angeles Times (Dec. 6, 2018), https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-cfpb-kraninger-confirmation-20181206-

story.html.  
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the Consumer Bureau by maintaining the political positions created by Acting Director Mulvaney, including 

Mr. Blankenstein, who continued to oversee the Bureau’s enforcement activities until he resigned in May 2019.31 

  

C. Enforcement Activity Declines Dramatically Under Trump-Appointed Leadership 

  

The number of public enforcement actions taken by the Consumer Bureau declined dramatically under the 

Trump administration.32 During the twelve-month tenure of Acting Director Mulvaney, the Consumer Bureau 

announced only eleven public enforcement actions, as compared to thirty-seven in 2017 and forty-two in 2016 

under Obama-appointed leadership.33 The amount of consumer relief obtained by the Consumer Bureau in the 

public enforcement actions it did bring also declined. Under Obama-administration leadership, the average 

enforcement action by the Consumer Bureau returned $59.6 million to consumers, as compared to an average 

$31.4 million per action under Mulvaney.34 However, even this average does not adequately portray the contrast 

between the two directors, as the Trump administration’s enforcement data is skewed by one particularly large 

settlement. Specifically, of the $345 million in consumer relief obtained during Acting Director Mulvaney’s 

tenure, the Consumer Bureau obtained almost all the consumer relief from a $335 million settlement with 

Citibank.35 

 

 

                                                
31 Renae Merle, Trump appointee, whose past blogs on race sparked backlash, resigns, The Washington Post (May 15, 2019), 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/05/15/trump-appointee-whose-past-blogs-race-sparked-backlash-resigns/. 
32 Christopher L. Peterson, Dormant: The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s Law Enforcement Program in Decline, Consumer 

Federation of America (Mar. 12, 2019), https://consumerfed.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/CFPB-Enforcement-in-Decline.pdf.  
33 Id. at 15.  
34 Id. at 16. 
35 Id.  
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While the pace of enforcement actions increased during Director Kraninger’s first six months as Director, 

the downward trend in the Consumer Bureau obtaining consumer relief under Trump-appointed leadership 

persisted. The Consumer Bureau announced eleven public enforcement actions during the first six months of 

Director Kraninger’s tenure but ordered only $12 million in consumer relief.36 This contrasts with the 

approximately $200 million in consumer relief reported in the Consumer Bureau’s final semi-annual report to 

Congress submitted by an Obama-appointed director, covering the six months between October 1, 2016, and 

March 31, 2017.37  

 

 
 

The precipitous decline in the Consumer Bureau’s enforcement activity under the Trump administration 

resulted in less money being returned to American consumers harmed by bad actors in the financial services 

sector. 

  

D. The Committee’s Investigation  

 

The Committee initiated its investigation in response to the Consumer Bureau’s January 16, 2019 settlement 

with Sterling Jewelers Inc. (Sterling), January 25, 2019 settlement with Enova International, Inc. (Enova), and 

                                                
36 Highlights of Director Kraninger’s First Six Months, Consumer Bureau (June 11, 2019), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-

us/newsroom/highlights-director-kraningers-first-six-months/.  The number of enforcement actions was obtained through a search of 

the Consumer Bureau’s website. See Enforcement actions, Consumer Bureau, https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-

compliance/enforcement/actions/ (accessed Sept. 27, 2019). 
37 Semi-annual report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Consumer Bureau (June 2017), 

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/201706_cfpb_Semi-Annual-Report.pdf.  
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February 1, 2019 settlement with NDG Financial Corporation and other Defendants (NDG Financial). These 

settlements authorized by Director Kraninger did not require the payment of redress to consumers harmed by the 

unlawful actions of the defendants in these matters.  

 

The Committee sought to understand how the Consumer Bureau decided not to order consumer redress in 

these cases and, given prior media reports about the politicization of the Bureau, the role played by political 

appointees in enforcement decisions.38 On February 7, 2019, Committee Chairwoman Maxine Waters and 

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations Chairman Al Green wrote to Director Kraninger requesting 

internal Consumer Bureau communications and documents related to the decision not to seek consumer redress 

in the aforementioned cases. Additionally, the Committee requested external communications between the 

Consumer Bureau and representatives of Sterling, Enova, and NDG Financial.39  

 

The Consumer Bureau produced the requested external communications with Sterling and Enova,40 but 

the Committee encountered significant obstacles in obtaining internal documents from the Consumer Bureau 

regarding its decision not to seek consumer redress in these cases. Correspondence between Chairwoman Waters 

and Director Kraninger detail the Consumer Bureau’s objections and the Committee’s efforts to address them.41 

The Consumer Bureau initially declined to produce any internal documents to the Committee.42 After extensive 

negotiations, the Consumer Bureau ultimately produced a selfselected subset of the internal documents requested 

by the Committee.  

 

The Consumer Bureau generally refused to produce responsive emails, instead only permitting an in-camera 

review of certain emails. The Consumer Bureau withheld an untold number of documents, it only produced 1,974 

pages of documents to the Committee. The Committee relied on these documents and the emails reviewed in 

camera to make the findings contained in this report. 

II. FINDINGS 

 

A. A Political Appointee Overruled Career Staff’s Recommendation to Require Enova To Refund the 

Money It Had Illegally Taken from Consumers’ Accounts 

   

Acting Director Mulvaney appointed Eric Blankenstein as the political appointee responsible for overseeing 

the Consumer Bureau’s Office of Enforcement (Enforcement). Following his appointment, the Washington Post 

reported that Mr. Blankenstein had previously authored racist blog posts that questioned “if using the n-word was 

                                                
38 Robert O’ Harrow Jr. et al., How Trump appointees curbed a consumer protection agency loathed by the GOP, The Washington 

Post (Dec. 4, 2018),  https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/how-trump-appointees-curbed-a-consumer-protection-agency-

loathed-by-the-gop/2018/12/04/3cb6cd56-de20-11e8-aa33-53bad9a881e8_story.html?utm_term=.ce862709945b. 
39 Letter from Chairwoman Maxine Waters to Director Kathleen Kraninger (Feb. 7, 2019). 
40 Letter from Director Kathleen Kraninger to Chairwoman Maxine Waters (Mar. 5, 2019). Based on the representations in the March 

5, 2019 letter, the Committee determined not to pursue further investigation of the NDG Financial settlement. 
41   Letter from Chairwoman Maxine Waters to Director Kathleen Kraninger (Mar. 28, 2019); Letter from Chairwoman Maxine 

Waters to Director Kathleen Kraninger (June 20, 2019). 
42 Letter from Director Kathleen Kraninger to Chairwoman Maxine Waters (Mar. 5, 2019). 
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inherently racist” and whether most hate crimes were hoaxes.43 Mr. Blankenstein remained at the Consumer 

Bureau under Director Kraninger until he resigned in May of 2019.44 

    

Mr. Blankenstein overruled the recommendation of career attorneys and non-partisan senior management in 

Enforcement to order Enova to provide consumer 

redress. Before resigning, Director Cordray had 

approved Enforcement’s recommendation to require 

that Enova compensate consumers as a condition of 

settling the Consumer Bureau’s enforcement action. 

Nevertheless, Mr. Blankenstein explicitly directed 

Enforcement not to seek redress in the Consumer 

Bureau’s settlement with Enova. Director Kraninger ratified Mr. Blankenstein’s decision when she signed the 

Consumer Bureau’s consent order with Enova.  

 

i. Director Cordray Approved Enforcement’s Recommendation to Require Enova to 

Refund the Money Illegally Debited from Consumers’ Accounts  

 

Enforcement described Enova’s misconduct in a July 26, 2017 memo to Director Cordray seeking 

authority to settle the Consumer Bureau’s claims against the company.45  Enova, an online lender that markets 

unsecured payday and installment loans and lines of credit, purchased loan applications from lead generators.46 

Lead generators collect relevant information from potential borrowers, including bank account information, and 

sell it to potential lenders like Enova.  

 

Sometimes Enova purchased loan applications from lead generators for consumers who already had 

outstanding loans with the company, and Enova’s policy was to deny these applications.47 However, without 

informing them or obtaining their authorization, Enova replaced the bank account information of 6,829 consumers 

with the bank account information contained in these loan applications.48 Enova then attempted to unlawfully 

debit over $5 million from consumers’ accounts, successfully withdrawing $2,638,933 in payments.49  

 

Enova’s unauthorized attempts to debit consumers’ accounts — successful or not — could have resulted 

in insufficient fund (NSF) charges and other bank fees.50 Enova engaged in additional unlawful practices, but its 

                                                
43  Robert O’Harrow Jr. et al., Trump anti-discrimination official once called most hate crimes hoaxes, The Washington Post (Sept. 26, 

2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/trump-anti-discrimination-official-once-called-most-hate-crimes-

hoaxes/2018/09/26/05438bbe-c0fe-11e8-92f2-ac26fda68341_story.html. 
44 Renae Merle, Trump appointee, whose past blogs on race sparked backlash, resigns, The Washington Post (May 15, 2019), 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/05/15/trump-appointee-whose-past-blogs-race-sparked-backlash-resigns/. 
45 Recommendation Memorandum for the Director (July 26, 2017), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001824 - 43. 
46 Id. at 1826-1827. 
47 Id. at 1827.  
48 Id.  
49 Id.  
50 Id.   

Mr. Blankenstein explicitly directed 

Enforcement not to seek redress in 

the Consumer Bureau’s settlement 

with Enova. 
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practice of making unauthorized debits caused consumers the most harm.51 Enova had previously been the subject 

of an enforcement action by the Consumer Bureau.52  

 

On November 13, 2013, the Consumer Bureau entered into a consent order with Enova related to its 

unlawful conduct during a routine examination, including destroying documents and failing to provide requested 

information.53   

 

In the July 26, 2017 memo to Director Cordray, Enforcement recommended requiring Enova to refund 

consumers approximately $2.16 million for successful unauthorized debits, and an “additional amount for all 

consumers affected by Enova’s unauthorized debiting, as a proxy amount for the consumer’s loss.”54 Enforcement 

also recommended requiring redress of approximately $30,840 for additional legal violations committed by 

Enova. Director Cordray approved Enforcement’s recommendation memo on the same day it was submitted.55  

 

Beginning in August 2017, the Consumer Bureau engaged in settlement negotiations with Enova. On 

November 7, 2017, Enova offered to provide $1,367,567 in redress to consumers that included, “[f]ull refunds” 

for consumers with payday loans and “[r]efunds for up to four debits for installment loan and line-of-credit 

customers.”56 This figure included redress related to NSF and other fees incurred as a result of Enova’s 

unauthorized debiting of accounts, regardless of whether the debit was successful.57    

 

ii. The Legal Division Affirms that the Consumer Bureau has the Authority to Seek 

Refunds of the Money Enova Took without Authorization.  

 

On January 30, 2018, Enforcement submitted a memo to Mr. Blankenstein informing him that Enova had 

made a settlement offer of $1,367,567 in redress on November 7, 2017 (prior to Director Cordray’s resignation), 

but on December 4, 2017 (after Mr. Mulvaney became Acting Director) Enova communicated that it was 

reassessing its settlement position.58 On April 27, 2018, Mr. Blankenstein emailed his Senior Legal Advisor, a 

career employee, that he was “worried about restitution” in the Enova matter and requested that he call him “to 

discuss.”59 Mr. Blankenstein requested that the Legal Division provide analysis on whether courts consider it 

                                                
51 Id. at 1828-1831. 
52 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Takes Action Against Payday Lender for Robo-Signing, Consumer Bureau (Nov. 20, 2013), 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-takes-action-against-payday-lender-for-

robo-signing/. 
53 Id. 
54 Recommendation Memorandum for the Director at 1839 (July 26, 2017), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001824 - 43. The difference 

between the $2,638,933 successfully debited and the $2.16 million in recommended redress was due to the fact that the enforcement 

attorneys recommended only seeking restitution for consumers whose bank accounts Enova unlawfully debited after the Consumer 

Bureau was established in 2011. 
55 Decision Memorandum from the Director (July 26, 2017), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001906. 
56 Recommendation Memorandum for the SEFL Policy Director at 1959 - 60 (Oct. 3, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001959 - 64. 
57 Id. Specifically Enova’s offer included  

 $35 per transaction for up to four debits for all consumers whose bank accounts Enova successfully debited without 

authorization;  

 $35 per transaction for up to four debits for all consumers whose bank accounts Enova attempted to debit without 

authorization; and 

 $35 per transaction for up to four debits for all consumers for whom Enova failed to honor loan extensions. 
58 Decision memo for Senior Advisor to the Acting Director (Jan. 30, 2018) (in-camera review). 
59 Email from Eric Blankenstein to Senior Legal Advisor (Apr. 27, 2018) (in-camera review).  
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appropriate to require a creditor to return money illegally collected from a borrower that actually owed the debt, 

as detailed in a May 2, 2018 email from the Senior Legal Advisor.60  

 

In two separate memos provided to Mr. Blankenstein, the Legal Division concluded that a legal basis 

existed for the Consumer Bureau to order Enova to refund consumers the money illegally debited from their 

accounts. While noting that their analysis 

was “preliminary,” the Legal Division 

concluded in a May 4, 2018 memo that the 

Consumer Bureau could indeed require 

Enova to refund consumers the “entire 

amount” illegally debited from consumers’ 

accounts, “notwithstanding that the 

consumer owed the debt.”61 On May 6, 2018, 

the Senior Legal Advisor informed Mr. 

Blankenstein of the Legal Division’s conclusion that the law supported the Consumer Bureau seeking consumer 

redress against Enova.62   

 

On May 31, 2018, the Legal Division provided a more comprehensive thirty-nine-page memo addressing 

whether illegally debiting amounts actually owed could harm consumers.63 The memo also addressed what was 

the “appropriate remedy” when a creditor illegally collects a debt actually owed.64 Consistent with its initial 

analysis, the Legal Division concluded that consumers can suffer harm when creditors illegally collect debts 

actually owed.65 The Legal Division also determined that it would be “legally appropriate,” although not required, 

for the Consumer Bureau to require Enova to refund consumers the money debited from their accounts without 

authorization.66 Notably, the Legal Division asserted that there was no question that Enova caused harm when it 

“simply improperly t[ook] money from consumers.”67   

 

In analyzing these issues, the Legal Division referred to two prior occasions where the Consumer Bureau 

had ordered entities to provide redress to consumers for illegally collecting debt even where the debt was actually 

owed.68 In 2012, the Consumer Bureau entered into a consent order with American Express69 for illegal debt 

                                                
60 Email from Senior Legal Advisor to Cara Petersen et al. (May 4, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001907. 
61 Email from Legal Division attorney to Senior Legal Advisor et al. (May 4, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001907; Attachment to 

email from Legal Division attorney to Senior Legal Advisor et al. (L&P Outline Regarding Debt Collection of Amounts that 

Consumers Actually Owe) at 1909 (May 4, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001909 - 15. 
62 Email from Senior Legal Advisor to Eric Blankenstein (May 6, 2018) (in-camera review) (“In essence, Legal’s view is that under 

the CFPA the Bureau could reasonably seek as damages the entire amount improperly taken from the consumer, leaving the collector 

to attempt to re-collect that amount using lawful means.”). 
63 Attachment to email from Eric Blankenstein to Senior Legal Advisor at 1918 (June 7, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001916 - 56.   
64 Id. 
65 Id. at 1935 (“Based on our understanding of this precedent, we conclude that a consumer can be substantially injured when a 

creditor or debt collector improperly takes money from a consumer, even if the consumer owed a valid debt.”). 
66  Id. at 1954 (“From the relevant precedent, we are inclined to conclude that it would be legally appropriate for the Bureau to seek 

consumer redress in the full amount taken from consumers when a debt collector or creditor improperly takes money from consumers, 

notwithstanding that consumers owe a debt.”). 
67 Id. at 1955. 
68 Id. at 1920 - 21. 
69 American Express refers collectively to American Express Centurion Bank and American Express Bank, FSB. 

On May 6, 2018, the Senior Legal Advisor 

informed Mr. Blankenstein of the Legal 

Division’s conclusion that the law supported 

the Consumer Bureau seeking consumer 

redress against Enova. 
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collection practices that required the company to provide $85 million in consumer redress.70 In seeking such relief 

in the American Express matter, Enforcement attorneys reasoned, “[c]reditors and debt collectors have a right to 

collect debts that are owed. They do not, however, have a right to break the law when doing so … in order to 

prevent consumers from receiving an improper windfall, we propose … to allow the Bank to resume collection 

activities on the refunded debt….”71 Also, in a 2014 consent order with ACE Cash Express for using illegal tactics 

when collecting payday loan debt, the Consumer Bureau required the company to refund $5 million to its 

consumers.72   

 

iii. Mr. Blankenstein Ordered Enforcement Management not to Require Redress and 

Eliminated Certain Claims Against Enova  

 

On June 26, 2018, Mr. Blankenstein engaged in an email exchange with his Senior Legal Advisor about 

ordering Enforcement management not to seek refunds for consumers in the Enova matter. Mr. Blankenstein 

indicated that, irrespective of the Legal Division’s analysis, his position was that illegally debiting amounts 

actually owed did not harm consumers, and he thus did not want to require Enova to refund consumers the money 

withdrawn from their accounts.73 In response, the Senior Legal Advisor noted that “a good argument” existed that 

the unauthorized debits did injure consumers, even if refunding the amount debited was not an available remedy.74 

Mr. Blankenstein, rejecting his Senior Legal Advisor’s advice, emailed Enforcement management later that day 

that he was “ok going forward” with the claim not because Enova’s unlawful debiting of accounts itself harmed 

consumers, but because the illegal debits resulted in consumers being charged NSF fees and overdraft charges as 

a result of  “lower than expected account balances.”75 Mr. Blankenstein appears to have adopted the argument 

made by Enova in their June 18, 2018 letter to Mr. Blankenstein and Kristen Donoghue, the Enforcement Director, 

that “[t]he only actual harm caused by the inadvertent account update would be any NSF or overdraft fees resulting 

from the debits to the incorrect account.”76 

 

Mr. Blankenstein, in that same email, explicitly directed Enforcement not to seek refunds of the amounts 

illegally debited:  

 

I have reviewed Legal’s and Enforcement’s research on the question of whether the Bureau may seek as 

a remedy restitution of amounts that were validly owed but taken without authorization from a specific 

                                                
70 CFPB Orders American Express to Pay $85 Million Refund to Consumers Harmed by Illegal Credit Card Practices, Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau (Oct. 01, 2012), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-american-express-to-

pay-85-million-refund-to-consumers-harmed-by-illegal-credit-card-practices/. 
71 Attachment to email from Eric Blankenstein to Senior Legal Advisor at 1920 (June 7, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001916 - 56 

(quoting July 26,2012 Decision Memorandum for American Express approved by Director Cordray). 
72 Id. at 1921; CFPB Takes Action Against ACE Cash Express for Pushing Payday Borrowers Into Cycle of Debt, Consumer Bureau 

(Jul. 10, 2014), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-takes-action-against-ace-cash-express-for-pushing-

payday-borrowers-into-cycle-of-debt/. 
73 Email from Eric Blankenstein to Senior Legal Advisor (June 28, 2018) (in-camera review) (“Neither the unfairness liability nor 

restitution should be based on the actual amount of the unauthorized debit (where there is no dispute that it was for a valid debt 

actually due and owing).”). 
74 Email from Senior Legal Advisor to Eric Blankenstein (June 28, 2018) (in-camera review) (“I wouldn’t say in this email that the 

unfairness ‘liability’ theory should not be based on the amount of the debt validly owed. We have a good argument that the 

unauthorized taking of money from a consumer’s account is part of the ‘injury’ caused by the unfair practice here – even if restitution 

is not available for the aspect of the injury. . . .”). 
75 Email from Eric Blankenstein to Cara Petersen and Kristen Donoghue (June 28, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001957 - 58. 
76 Letter from Matthew Previn to Kristen Donoghue at 1157 (June 18, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001155 - 61. 
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bank account. Having considered the research, having discussed the issue with the Acting Director, based 

on the facts of this case the Bureau should not seek restitution of those amounts, and should instead impose 

only a civil penalty for this violation….77    

 

Cara Petersen, the Deputy Enforcement Director, then asked Mr. Blankenstein whether his decision to 

deny refunds to consumers would change if the Consumer Bureau “required Enova to return to consumers the 

funds it withdrew from their bank accounts without authorization, but also allowed it to recollect those amounts 

using lawful means?”78 In prior negotiations with Enova, Enforcement had anticipated that any settlement would 

permit Enova to lawfully collect the debt in the future (even any amount refunded to consumers).79 Mr. 

Blankenstein responded minutes later that he was not sure he “fully understood” her question, but that he 

“affirmatively d[id] not want the consent order to require repayment of debited funds when there is no dispute 

about the validity of the debt.”80   

 

Mr. Blankenstein also directed Enforcement not to seek refunds of the NSF and overdraft charges resulting 

from Enova’s unauthorized debits and other legal violations unless they could be “calculated with certainty for 

each affected consumer.”81 However, as the career enforcement attorneys explained, [t]he precise amount of fees 

incurred each affected consumer cannot be calculated with certainty because many of these transactions occurred 

over eight years ago and few, if any, consumers will have retained the relevant records for that length of time.”82  

 

Not only did Mr. Blankenstein direct Enforcement management not to seek redress for consumers, but he 

also directed them to drop three claims they intended to bring against Enova, including one concerning deceptive 

statements Enova made to consumers.83 He also directed Enforcement not to pursue an additional claim if it 

became “an obstacle to settlement.”84 The decision to drop claims took Enforcement management, and even the 

Senior Legal Advisor, by surprise. The Enforcement Director, Kristen Donoghue, had previously emailed Mr. 

Blankenstein that, “[o]ur understanding from [the Senior Legal Advisor] is that you are comfortable with liability 

and wanted to have further discussions just on remedies.”85 After Mr. Blankenstein directed Enforcement to drop 

the three claims, Ms. Petersen emailed the Senior Legal Advisor that she “thought he was good on liability for all 

of the claims?”86 The Senior Legal Advisor responded, “[s]o did I – I didn’t realize until today he hadn’t meant 

to include the various other claims. Apologies for the confusion.”87 

 

On October 3, 2018, Enforcement submitted a decision memo to Mr. Blankenstein seeking his 

authorization to enter into a settlement with Enova outside of the parameters previously authorized by Director 

Cordray and consistent with the directive contained in Mr. Blankenstein’s June 28, 2018 email to Enforcement 

                                                
77 Email from Eric Blankenstein to Cara Petersen and Kristen Donoghue (June 28, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001957 - 58.  
78 Email from Cara Petersen to Eric Blankenstein and Kristen Donoghue at 1957 (June 28, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001957 - 

58. 
79 Recommendation Memorandum for the SEFL Policy Director at 1961 n.02 (Oct. 3, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001959 - 64. 
80 Email from Eric Blankenstein to Cara Petersen and Kristen Donoghue at 1957 (June 28, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001957 - 

58. 
81 Recommendation Memorandum for the SEFL Policy Director at 1961 (Oct. 3, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001959 - 64.  
82 Id.  
83 Email from Eric Blankenstein to Cara Petersen and Kristen Donoghue (June 28, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001957 - 58. 
84 Id. 
85 Email from Kristen Donoghue to Eric Blankenstein (June 18, 2018) (in-camera review). 
86 Email from Cara Petersen to Senior Legal Advisor (June 28, 2018) (in-camera review). 
87 Email from Senior Legal Advisor to Cara Petersen (June 28, 2018) (in-camera review). 
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management.88 Acting Director Mulvaney had delegated his authority to Mr. Blankenstein to approve settlement 

parameters for the Enova matter.89 The October 3, 2018 decision memo chronicled the history of the matter: 

Director Cordray’s prior authorization to seek refunds of amounts illegally debited and Legal Division’s opinion 

that the Consumer Bureau could require a creditor to refund payments illegally collected but actually owed; 

Enova’s November 7, 2017 offer to pay $1,367,567 in redress; Mr. Blankenstein’s directive that Enforcement 

should no longer seek redress for consumers; and Mr. Blankenstein’s directive to drop three claims previously 

authorized by Director Cordray.90 Mr. Blankenstein approved the decision memo on October 3, 2018.91   

 

iv. Director Kraninger Approved Mr. Blankenstein’s Decision to Overrule the 

Recommendation of Career Enforcement Attorneys  

 

On January 22, 2019, Director Kraninger signed a consent order with Enova that lacked any redress for 

consumers whose accounts Enova illegally debited.92 Prior to her signing the consent order, Enforcement 

provided Director Kraninger with documentation describing how Mr. Blankenstein overruled Enforcement’s prior 

recommendation to require Enova to provide consumer redress. On January 18, 2019, Enforcement submitted a 

recommendation memo to Director Kraninger 

recommending that she sign a consent order 

resolving the Consumer Bureau’s investigation 

of Enova consistent with the revised settlement 

terms authorized by Mr. Blankenstein on 

October 3, 2018.93 The memo to Director 

Kraninger informed her that, “under the 

delegation of authority from Acting Director 

Mulvaney for matters in which Director Cordray had previously authorized Enforcement to settle or sue, the 

SEFL Policy Director revised the parameters for settlement. Those revisions are memorialized in an October 3, 

2018 memo from Enforcement to the SEFL Policy Director.”94 Enforcement provided Director Kraninger with 

both the original July 27, 2017 memo to Director Cordray and the October 3, 2018 memo detailing Mr. 

Blankenstein’s directives to Enforcement on how to proceed in the matter.95   

 

B. Director Mulvaney Rejects Enforcement’s Recommendation to Provide Restitution to Consumers 

Harmed by Sterling Jewelers Inc’s (Sterling) Unlawful Conduct   

 

Mr. Mulvaney rejected Enforcement’s recommendation to require Sterling to provide restitution to consumers 

that Sterling had unlawfully enrolled in payment protection insurance. Mr. Mulvaney’s decision represented a 

departure from the Consumer Bureau’s prior settlements involving similar misconduct that required entities to 

                                                
88 Recommendation Memorandum for the SEFL Policy Director (Oct. 3, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001959 - 64. The memo 
also sought civil monetary penalties. 
89 Id. at 1960.  
90 Recommendation Memorandum for the SEFL Policy Director (Oct. 3, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001959 - 64. 
91 Decision Memorandum from the SEFL Policy Director (Oct. 3, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001965. 
92 Consent Order, In the Matter of Enova International, Inc., 2019-BCFP-0003 (Jan. 25, 2019), 

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_enova-international_consent-order_2019-01.pdf. 
93 Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director (Jan. 18, 2019), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001972 - 73. 
94 Id.  
95 Id. 
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provide millions of dollars in redress.  Director Kraninger, concurring with Mr. Mulvaney and rejecting 

Enforcement’s recommendation, announced a settlement providing no restitution for consumers.   

 

i. Consistent with Prior Consumer Bureau Enforcement Settlements, Enforcement 

Recommends that Sterling Should Pay Redress to Consumers  

 

Sterling operates approximately 1,500 jewelry stores across the United States under various names, 

including Kay Jewelers.96 Sterling is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Signet Jewelers Limited (Signet) and 

generates approximately 60% of Signet’s total sales of approximately $6.4 billion.97 Until approximately June 

2017, Sterling sold Payment Protection Plan (PPP) insurance to consumers financing their purchases.98 PPP 

insurance is a credit card add-on product that assists consumers in making their monthly credit card payments in 

the event of certain events, such as death, loss of a job, or disability.99 Although it varied by state and the type of 

coverage, PPP insurance typically cost 97 cents per $100 purchase amount and was charged on the consumer’s 

monthly billing statement based on their account balance.100  

 

The Consumer Bureau alleged that Sterling, “enrolled some consumers in PPP insurance without their 

knowledge or consent. In many instances, consumers were asked to ‘sign here’ or select ‘Yes’ on an electronic 

‘PIN-pad’ in order to hold an item, process an order, or verify their information when, in fact, their signature was 

used to enroll them in PPP.”101      

 

On August 9, 2018, Enforcement submitted to Mr. Blankenstein a draft settlement recommendation memo 

for the Sterling investigation.102 Enforcement needed Mr. Blankenstein to approve their recommendation memo 

prior to submitting it to Mr. Mulvaney.103 Enforcement recommended that Sterling, as part of any settlement with 

the Consumer Bureau, refund all PPP insurance fees paid by consumers enrolled at the point of sale (except fees 

paid by consumers who received a benefit from the insurance) from February 2013 through the date upon which 

Sterling entered into the consent order.104 Between 2014 and 2017, Sterling earned over $50 million in revenue 

annually from PPP insurance.105 The recommendation was consistent with the relief ordered by the Consumer 

Bureau in similar credit card add-on matters.106 Enforcement specifically cited the Consumer Bureau’s 

                                                
96 Complaint at ¶1 (Jan. 16, 2019), Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection and the People of the State of New York, by Letitia 

James, Attorney General for the State of New York v. Sterling Jewelers Inc, S.D.N.Y. (No. 1:19-cv-00448), 

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/bcfp_sterling-jewelers_complaint.pdf. 
97 Id. at ¶2.98 Id. at ¶40.    
98 Id. at ¶40.    
99 Id. at ¶42.  
100 Id. at ¶47. 
101 Id. at ¶45. 
102 Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director (Aug. 24, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001680-99. Unlike the Enova 

matter, Enforcement had not previously obtained settlement authority from Director Cordray. 
103 See Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director (Oct. 29, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001728 - 58. 
104 Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director at 1696-97(Aug. 24, 2018) HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001680 - 99.  
105 Id. 
106 See, e.g., Consent Order, In the Matter of Citibank, N.A.; Department Stores National Bank; and Citicorp Credit Services, Inc. 

(USA), 2015-CFPB-0015 (July 21, 2015), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201507_cfpb_consent-order-citibank-na-department-

stores-national-bank-and-citicorp-credit-services-inc-usa.pdf (requiring Citibank and related entities to pay $700 million in redress 

related to the sale of credit card add-on products); Consent Order, In the Matter of Bank of America, N.A.; and FIA Card Services, 

N.A.. 2014-CFPB-0004 (Apr. 9, 2014), Consent Order, In the Matter of Citibank, N.A.; Department Stores National Bank; and 

Citicorp Credit Services, Inc. (USA), 2015-CFPB-0015 (July 21, 2015), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201507_cfpb_consent-

order-citibank-na-department-stores-national-bank-and-citicorp-credit-services-inc-usa.pdf.  
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enforcement against Capital One providing $140 million in redress to approximately two million consumers.107  

Referring to how the Consumer Bureau proceeded in its Enforcement action against Wells Fargo for opening 

unauthorized deposit and credit card accounts, Enforcement attorneys recommended that Sterling submit a plan 

for identifying consumers eligible for refunds for the Consumer Bureau’s approval because the company 

possessed the relevant data.108  

 

ii. Eric Blankenstein Opposed Requiring Sterling to Refund PPP Insurance Fees   

 

Mr. Blankenstein’s initial reaction to 

the section of Enforcement’s August 9, 2018 

memo recommending redress to consumers 

for PPP insurance was skepticism: “Given 

that we have two causation issues (whether 

the customer would have purchased the 

insurance anyway, and whether the customer 

actually was informed by the employee 

about the insurance options), I think 

disgorgement is the more appropriate remedy.”109 Ms. Petersen, in a September 17, 2018 draft of the 

recommendation memo, reiterated Enforcement’s view on restitution:  

 

We believe a negotiated resolution that included relief for harmed borrowers is the best course of action. 

We likely have sufficient evidence to convince a court to shift the burden to Signet to show that any 

particular consumer was not harmed by its widespread practices. Also, don’t these problems arise in a 

disgorgement analysis too? Calculating the disgorgement amount would rely on certain assumptions as 

well.110   

 

The Senior Legal Advisor, responding to Cara Petersen’s comment, also proposed providing redress to 

consumers in an email to Mr. Blankenstein:  

 

To the extent you’re uncomfortable seeking full redress for all customers, one middle ground position 

might involve seeking redress for only the first couple of bills to consumers…. That wouldn’t really 

address the causation connection flagged in your prior comment, but would be consistent with the burden-

shifting case law discussed in Cara’s comment, and would be more fair to consumers than no redress at 

all.111   

 

                                                
107 Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director at 1696-97(Aug. 24, 2018) HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001680 - 99.    
108 Id.   
109 Id. at 1696.  
110 Sterling Settle or Sue Recommendation Memo ((Sept. 17, 2018) (in-camera review) (comment bubble of Cara Petersen). 
111 Email from Senior Legal Advisor to Eric Blankenstein (Sept. 17, 2018) (in-camera review). 

“We believe a negotiated resolution that 

included relief for harmed borrowers is 

the best course of action.” 

- Cara Petersen 
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Despite these arguments, Mr. Blankenstein’s opposition towards providing restitution for consumers 

persisted. In an October 26, 2018 draft of the memo, 

Mr. Blankenstein commented, “we probably should 

not even be suggesting that restitution would be 

appropriate here.”112  The lead career attorney 

assigned to the Sterling matter responded to Mr. 

Blankenstein, writing, “[w]e would like to seek 

authority to discuss/negotiate redress as part of a 

settlement…”113 

 

iii. Mr. Blankenstein Altered Enforcement’s Redress Recommendation  

 

Mr. Blankenstein substantially changed Enforcement’s recommendation regarding providing redress to 

consumers for PPP insurance. The original August 9, 2018 version of the settlement recommendation memo 

submitted by Enforcement for Mr. Blankenstein’s review recommended that Sterling provide consumer redress 

for PPP insurance.114 This recommendation was consistent with numerous prior consent orders issued by the 

Consumer Bureau against entities for their fraudulent marketing of credit card add-on products.115 In reviewing 

Enforcement’s settlement recommendation memo, Mr. Blankenstein altered Enforcement’s initial 

recommendation to include alternatives to requiring consumer redress, explaining that, “[t]he idea behind this 

new section is to lay out the options, without a specific recommendation, and then adjust the recommendation 

memo to present the options (restitution, disgorgement, n/a).”116  

 

Rather than expressly recommending that Sterling pay redress for enrolling consumers in PPP insurance 

without their consent, consistent with prior Consumer Bureau settlements in similar cases, Mr. Blankenstein 

included the options of Sterling paying  disgorgement (which would not go to consumers) or only a civil penalty 

as alternatives to providing consumer redress. Mr. Blankenstein added the following language to the 

recommendation memo: “Alternatively, disgorgement of the PPP proceeds may be more appropriate. Or the 

Bureau could not order any specific monetary relief for this violation, but rather take it into account when 

                                                
112 Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director at 1723 (Oct. 26, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_1700 - 26. 
113 Id.  
114 Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director at 1696-97 (Aug. 24, 2019), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001680 - 99. 
115 See, e.g., CFPB Orders First National Bank of Omaha to Pay $32.25 Million for Illegal Credit Card Practices, Consumer Bureau 

(Aug. 25, 2016), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-first-national-bank-omaha-pay-3225-million-

illegal-credit-card-practices/ (requiring First National Bank of Omaha to pay $27.75 million for illegal marketing and administration 

of credit card add-on products); CFPB Orders American Express to Pay $59.5 Million for Illegal Credit Card Practices, Consumer 

Bureau (Dec. 23, 2013), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-american-express-to-pay-59-5-million-

for-illegal-credit-card-practices/ (requiring American Express to pay $59.5 million in refunds for illegal marketing and administration 

of credit card add-on products); CFPB Orders Chase and JPMorgan Chase to Pay $309 Million Refund for Illegal Credit Card 
Practices, Consumer Bureau (Sept. 19, 2013), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-chase-and-

jpmorgan-chase-to-pay-309-million-refund-for-illegal-credit-card-practices/ (Requiring Chase to pay an estimated $309 million in 

refunds for illegal practices relate to the sale of credit card add-on products); CFPB Probe into Capital One Credit Card Marketing 

Results in $140 Million Consumer Refund, Consumer Bureau (Jul. 18, 2012), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-

us/newsroom/cfpb-capital-one-probe/ (requiring Capital One Bank to pay $140 million in refunds for deceptive marketing  of credit 

card add-on products). 

 
116 Email from Eric Blankenstein to Jeff Ehrlich (Oct. 25, 2018) (in-camera review) (attaching his edits to the remediation section of 

the settlement memo). 

“… we probably should not even 

be suggesting that restitution 

would be appropriate here.” 

- Eric Blankenstein 
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determining the penalty amount.”117 Mr. Blankenstein also added a discussion of the potential “drawbacks” of 

providing redress to consumers:  

 

Normally, when an institution is accused of inducing consumers to enter into transactions through unfair 

or deceptive means, restitution is appropriate. But, merely identifying the proper restitution population 

may be impossible given that there are likely no records of which consumers were subject to the specific 

practice of being misled about the PPP product or being enrolled without having provided affirmative 

consent. And, even though the Bureau need not prove causation in order to secure restitution, there is also 

the question of whether any specific customer would not have purchased insurance but for the unfair or 

deceptive conduct of a Sterling employee. As a result, blanket redress to all PPP consumers would 

potentially provide a windfall to those who were not proximately harmed by Sterling’s practices.118 

 

While Mr. Blankenstein earlier had referenced that “[e]ach of the potential remedies for PPP claim has 

drawbacks,” he did not describe any drawbacks related to ordering disgorgement or only a civil penalty.119 

 

After Mr. Blankenstein changed Enforcement’s recommendation regarding providing redress to harmed 

consumers, Enforcement wanted to inform Director Mulvaney that it favored the option of redress. A senior 

enforcement manager emailed Mr. Blankenstein a subsequent version of the memo that contained a sentence 

indicating that Enforcement favored the option of providing redress.120 The final version of the recommendation 

memo submitted to Acting Director Mulvaney on October 29, 2018, reflected Mr. Blankenstein’s decision to 

include his alternatives to Enforcement’s initial recommendation of consumer redress, as well as the single 

sentence indicating that Enforcement favored requiring redress.121   

 

 Accompanying the final recommendation submitted to Acting Director Mulvaney was a one-page 

decision memo specifically laying out the three options of restitution, disgorgement, or “take the absence of other 

monetary relief into account when negotiating penalty amount.”122 Enforcement requested that the decision memo 

reflect that restitution was the “recommended action.”123 With Mr. Blankenstein’s explicit approval, the version 

of the decision memo submitted to Acting Director Mulvaney did not reflect that restitution was the “favored” 

approach.124 The decision memo provided Acting Director Mulvaney the ability to select which option he wanted 

to authorize.125 The final decision memo signed by Acting Director Mulvaney on November 1, 2018, authorized 

                                                
117 Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director at 1724 (Oct. 26, 2019), HFSC_CFPB_030519_00001700 - 27. 
118 Id at 1723. 
119 Id at 1723 - 24. 
120 Email from Jeff Ehrlich to Eric Blankenstein (Oct. 26, 2018) (in-camera review); Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting 

Director at 1723 (Oct. 26, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_1700 - 27. 
121 Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director (Oct. 29, 2019), HFSC_CFPB_030519_1728 - 58. 
122 Decision Memorandum for the Acting Director (Oct. 29, 2019), HFSC_CFPB_030519_1759. 
123 Email from Senior Legal Advisor to Eric Blankenstein (Oct. 26, 2018) (in-camera review). 
124 Email from Eric Blankenstein to Senior Legal Advisor (Oct. 26, 2018) (in-camera review); Decision Memorandum for the Acting 

Director (Oct. 29, 2019), HFSC_CFPB_030519_1759. 
125 Id. 
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Enforcement to “take the absence of other 

monetary relief into account when 

negotiating penalty amount.”126 On 

January 16, 2019, under the leadership of 

Director Kraninger, the Consumer Bureau 

announced a settlement with Sterling that 

provided no redress for consumers.127 As 

previously indicated, this was inconsistent with numerous prior settlements involving similar misconduct.128  

 

C. The Trend of Limiting Redress for Consumers in Settlements Continued 

 

Since the Committee commenced its investigation in February 2019, Director Kraninger has approved 

additional settlements that appear to shortchange harmed consumers.   

 

On August 28, 2019, the Consumer Bureau announced a settlement with the debt collector, Financial 

Credit Services, Inc., d/b/a Asset Recovery Associates (Asset Recovery).129 According to the findings in the 

consent order signed by Director Kraninger, Asset Recovery unlawfully represented to consumers that the 

company would file lawsuits against them, file liens on their houses, garnish their wages or bank accounts, or 

cause them to be arrested – when the company had no intention of taking these actions.130 Asset Recovery also 

misrepresented to consumers that it employed attorneys to collect debt.131 Under the terms of the Consumer 

Bureau’s consent order with Asset Recovery, only consumers who affirmatively complained would be eligible to 

receive redress.132 Thus, consumers subject to the illegal conduct but who did not complain will not receive any 

redress under the terms of the consent order.   

 

Prior consent orders issued by the Consumer Bureau against debt collectors did not require consumers subject 

to illegal debt collection practices to have affirmatively complained in order to be eligible for redress. For 

example, in In the Matter Encore Capital Group, Inc. Midland Funding LLC, Midland Credit Management, Inc, 

and Asset Acceptance Capital Corp. (Encore), No. 2015-CFPB-0022, the Consumer Bureau required Encore to 

provide redress to 12,000 consumers who made a payment within sixty days of Encore sending them a deceptive 

collection letter and to approximately 35,600 consumers who made a payment after Encore submitted a false 

affidavit in litigation.133  In In the Matter of Portfolio Recovery Associates, LLC, No. 2015-CFPB-0023 (PRA), 

the Consumer Bureau required PRA to provide redress to more than 34,000 consumers who made a payment 

                                                
126 Decision Memorandum from the Acting Director (Nov. 1, 2018), HFSC_CFPB_030519_1823. 
127  Sterling Jewelers, Inc., Consumer Bureau (Jan. 16, 2019), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-

compliance/enforcement/actions/sterling-jewelers-inc/. 
128 See Footnote 116. 
129 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Settles with Asset Recovery Associates, Consumer Bureau (Aug. 28, 2019), 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/bureau-settles-asset-recovery-associates/. 
130 Consent Order, In the Matter of Financial Credit Service, Inc., d/b/a Asset Recovery Associates at ¶7-13, 2019-BCFP-0009 (Aug. 

28, 2019), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_asset-recovery-associates_consent-order_2019-08.pdf. 
131 Id.  
132 Id. at ¶3(a). 
133 Consent Order, In the Matter of Encore Capital Group, Inc., Midland Funding, LLC, Midland Credit Management, Inc. and Asset 

Acceptance Capital Corp. at ¶144  - 45, 2015-CFPB-0022 (Sept. 9, 2015), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201509_cfpb_consent-

order-encore-capital-group.pdf. 

On January 16, 2019, under the leadership of 

Director Kraninger, the Consumer Bureau 

announced a settlement with Sterling that 

provided no redress for consumers. 
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within sixty days of receiving a deceptive phone call from the company and to the 837 consumers who made 

payments after the company obtained a judgment on debt too old to sue on.134 Neither the Encore or PRA consent 

orders denied restitution to harmed consumers simply because they did not affirmatively complain about the 

illegal conduct. 

III.  CONCLUSIONS 

 

Congress enacted the CFPA to create a strong independent federal agency focused on enforcing federal 

consumer financial law, including returning money to consumers cheated by providers of financial services or 

products. Under Obama-appointed leadership, the Consumer Bureau held entities accountable when they violated 

the law and required them to provide redress to consumers when they did. Upon assuming leadership, the Trump-

appointed Acting Director Mulvaney politicized the Consumer Bureau, installing political appointees to oversee 

the Consumer Bureau’s career senior managers. The politicization of the Consumer Bureau included oversight of 

the Consumer Bureau’s enforcement matters by a political appointee, Eric Blankenstein. Director Kraninger 

maintained the political oversight of the Consumer Bureau’s work established under Acting Director Mulvaney.  

 

A review of the public enforcement actions taken after the departure of Obama-appointed Director 

Cordray demonstrated the dramatic decline in the Consumer Bureau’s enforcement activity, including the amount 

of relief it obtained for harmed consumers.  The Committee’s investigation of two specific matters revealed that 

Trump administration political appointees overruled career staff’s recommendations to provide consumer relief. 

Political appointees inserted themselves between career staff and the director in the Consumer Bureau’s 

enforcement process, impeding the ability of career staff to provide their unvarnished recommendations to the 

director. The significant role of political appointees, rather than career staff, in determining whether to provide 

redress to harmed consumers in these two cases suggests that the politicization of the Bureau contributed to the 

decline in the Consumer Bureau’s enforcement activity under Trump-appointed leadership and the denial of 

millions of dollars in relief to consumers. The continued presence of political appointees at the Consumer Bureau 

raises significant, ongoing, concerns about its ability to obtain appropriate redress for consumers when entities 

violate the law. In addition, the decisions and actions made by these political appointees also raise questions about 

whether Consumer Bureau leadership requires further guidance about the importance of providing restitution to 

harmed consumers. 

 

    To ensure that the Consumer Bureau fulfills its mission as an independent agency tasked with enforcing 

federal consumer financial law and protecting consumers, Congress should take action to reverse the politicization 

of the Consumer Bureau. In May 2019, the House passed the Consumers First Act (H.R. 1500), legislation 

introduced by Chairwoman Waters to reverse past efforts of the Trump administration to undermine the mission 

of the Consumer Bureau. The Consumers First Act ensures that the number and duties of political appointees at 

the Consumer Bureau are consistent with other Federal financial regulators. The Committee should also consider 

ways to strengthen the provisions in the CFPA authorizing the Consumer Bureau to seek relief for consumers 

through enforcement actions. 

  

                                                
134 Consent Order, In the Matter of Portfolio Recovery Associates, LLC at ¶¶21, 137 – 38, 2015-CFPB-0023 (Sept. 9, 2015), 

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201509_cfpb_consent-order-portfolio-recovery-associates-llc.pdf.  
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

 
 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 

vs. 
 
TCF National Bank, 
 

Defendant. 
 

  
Case No. 17-cv-0166-RHK-KMM 

 
 
 

MEMORANDUM IN OF LAW 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S 
MOTION TO DISMISS 

 
TCF National Bank (“TCF”) offers its customers an overdraft service that 

allows customers to withdraw funds or complete purchases—instead of having 

these transactions declined—if their account balance drops below zero.  Enrolling 

is free and optional, but TCF charges a fee each time it extends this short-term, 

unsecured credit to customers.  As one might expect in a heavily regulated 

industry, the Federal Reserve issued a regulation governing overdraft fees in 2009, 

called “Regulation E.”  This regulation prohibits banks from charging overdraft 

fees for ATM and non-recurring debit card transactions unless the customer has 

consented to the service.     

The regulation focuses on obtaining customer consent after providing 

written disclosures.  TCF met each condition established by the regulation.  It 

provided all required written disclosures to its customers, including (1) a separate 

notice called “What You Need to Know About Overdrafts and Overdraft Fees” 

CASE 0:17-cv-00166-RHK-KMM   Document 29   Filed 02/17/17   Page 1 of 42
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(“Notice”), and (2) a New Account Agreement (“Agreement”) that described 

TCF’s overdraft service and associated fees.  These disclosures explained the 

voluntary nature of TCF’s overdraft service and the amount of the overdraft fee.  

TCF did not enroll any customers who did not affirmatively communicate to TCF 

their consent to enroll in overdraft service.  

Plaintiff Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB” or “Bureau”) 

acknowledges in its complaint that TCF provided these disclosures, but filed suit 

nonetheless, claiming that TCF used unlawful methods to obtain customers’ 

consent:   

 For New Customers (defined by Regulation E as customers who 

opened accounts after July 1, 2010), the Bureau alleges that TCF 

engaged in deceptive and abusive conduct by sequencing the account 

opening process to separate the Notice from the enrollment decision 

and by giving “cursory,” “uninformative,” and “one-sided” oral 

explanations.  Compl. ¶¶ 3, 105–18. 

 For Existing Customers (defined as customers who already had TCF 

accounts before Regulation E’s effective date), the Bureau alleges that 

TCF violated Regulation E by asking an ice-breaker question that 

allegedly framed the decision in a way that turned overdraft service 

“into the default position.”  Compl. ¶¶ 121–23. 
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These allegations are insufficient to state a claim.  Failing to orally 

summarize terms and conditions already provided in unambiguous written 

disclosures is not deceptive or abusive conduct.  Written disclosures are integral to 

consumer financial regulation.  Consumers are presumed to read and understand 

documents provided by sellers as part of consumer transactions—particularly 

where, as here, there are no allegations that the documents themselves were 

confusing or misleading.  This notion lies at the heart of the Federal Reserve’s 

approach to Regulation E, which focuses exclusively upon the adequacy of written 

disclosures and makes no mention of the substance or cadence of any oral 

description.   

The CFPB attempts to sidestep this bedrock principle of consumer financial 

regulation by pleading only oral misconduct while ignoring the clear written 

disclosures that customers reviewed or signed, and asserting its belief that 

“consumers rarely read these disclosures.”  Id. ¶ 76.  But, this principle cannot be 

so easily dismissed.  If the Bureau had sued a rental car company challenging its 

oral presentations at the rental counter, but downplayed the rental agreements in its 

complaint, this Court would not countenance the effort to leave out this crucial 

aspect of the story.  Yet that is exactly what the Bureau seeks to do here. 

The Bureau, moreover, does not claim TCF’s documentation can be ignored 

because TCF contradicted a writing with misleading oral statements.  Instead, the 
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CFPB alleges that it has located a handful of former employees—out of thousands 

who worked at TCF over the years—who allegedly perceived pressure on 

employees to enroll customers and give cursory or “uninformative” answers to 

customer questions.  Compl. ¶¶ 44, 70.  But none of those employees claims to 

have engaged in misconduct, such as misrepresenting overdraft service or enrolling 

customers without their consent.  Even if oral explanations were abbreviated or 

incomplete, no reasonable customer who read TCF’s disclosures could have failed 

to understand that they were making a voluntary decision to enroll in an overdraft 

service that authorized TCF to charge a fee if the customer overdrafted.   

This enforcement action is an attempt to impose upon TCF a series of oral 

disclosure and sequencing requirements that are found nowhere in Regulation E.  If 

the CFPB has regulatory concerns about the manner in which customers and bank 

employees orally interact, then it should give financial institutions advance notice 

and address those concerns through prospective rule-making, not by concocting 

novel interpretations and then applying them retroactively to conduct that occurred 

many years ago.  It is not fair to change the rules after the game, and then penalize 

TCF for allegedly falling short of those new rules.  PHH Corp. v. Consumer Fin. 

Prot. Bureau, 839 F.3d 1, 49 (D.C. Cir. 2016), pet. for reh’g en banc granted (Feb. 

16, 2017) (No. 15-1177).  While the judgment of the PHH panel was vacated upon 

grant of en banc review, and therefore has no legal effect, this Court can still look 
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to the panel opinion for its highly persuasive reasoning.1  There are also a number 

of timeliness and retroactivity barriers to applying these new interpretations to 

conduct reaching back to 2010.     

It is unfortunate that, in its effort to generate publicity (including a gratuitous 

reference to a boat owned by a now-deceased corporate officer), the CFPB brought 

this meritless lawsuit—as part of a fusillade of suits filed days before the change in 

administration2—against a consumer-oriented bank serving this community for 

nearly 100 years.  Dismissal is required. 

BACKGROUND 

I. TCF’s Business Model Prioritizes Consumer Convenience and No-
Minimum-Balance Checking. 

TCF has a substantial retail presence—over 360 branches across seven 

states.  Compl. ¶ 16.  “Unlike many other banks its size, TCF does not generate 

substantial revenue from credit cards and home mortgage loans.”  Id. ¶ 26.  

Instead, TCF has a business model focused on a “limited portfolio of consumer 

banking products,” id. ¶ 26, such as no-minimum-balance checking.  Its consumer-

                                                 
1 Per the rules of the D.C. Circuit, “[i]f rehearing en banc is granted, the panel’s 
judgment, but ordinarily not its opinion, will be vacated.”  D.C. Cir. R. 35(d).  The 
order granting rehearing en banc did exactly that, ordering that the “judgment . . . 
be vacated,” but remaining silent on the panel’s opinion.   
2 See Press Release, Navient, Navient Rejects CFPB Ultimatum To Settle by 
Inauguration Day or Be Sued (Jan. 18, 2017), 
http://news.navient.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=1008347. 
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oriented business model—geared “primarily for personal, family, or household 

purposes,” id. ¶ 15—is focused on customer convenience.   

Part of this convenience is giving customers the ability to complete their 

debit card purchases even when they do not have sufficient funds.  Not all 

transactions that involve negative balances when they are approved result in a fee, 

though some do.  Sometimes an account has sufficient funds when the transaction 

settles because of an intervening deposit.  When this happens, TCF does not charge 

a fee.  Many customers have never incurred an overdraft fee but nevertheless have 

enjoyed the benefit of this “swipe negative/settle positive” policy, which would 

only be available after the rule change if the customer opted in.   

II. The Federal Reserve Issued a New Overdraft Regulation in 2009. 

Before Regulation E became effective, TCF “provided overdraft 

coverage…as a standard feature on checking accounts.”  Id. ¶ 19.  Consistent with 

industry practice, it did not offer customers an opportunity to decline the service.  

In November 2009, the Federal Reserve decided customers ought to have a choice 

and “limit[ed] the ability of a financial institution to assess an overdraft fee for 

paying automated teller machine (ATM) and one-time debit card transactions that 

overdraw a consumer’s account, unless the consumer affirmatively consents, or 
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opts in, to the institution’s payment of overdrafts for these transactions.”3  

Electronic Fund Transfers, 74 Fed. Reg. 59,033, 59,033 (Nov. 17, 2009) (emphasis 

added).  The amended regulation, known as Regulation E, prohibits financial 

institutions from charging a fee for debit card transactions unless they had 

previously: 

1) Provided the customer with a written notice that contained federally 
prescribed content about overdraft services; 

2) Provided a reasonable opportunity for the customer to consent; 

3) Actually obtained the customer’s consent; and  

4) Provided the customer written confirmation of the decision, which included 
a statement that the customer could revoke that consent.   

See 12 C.F.R. § 205.17(b)(1)(i)–(iv).   

The default under Regulation E is to opt out of overdraft service—i.e. unless 

a customer affirmatively consents to opt in, the Bank declines transactions when 

the balance is insufficient (which by definition includes declining what would 

otherwise be swipe negative/settle positive transactions).  After July 2010, the only 

way customers could receive TCF overdraft service was to enroll.  Id. § 205.17(c).  

The Federal Reserve considered the prevalence of swipe negative/settle positive 

transactions when finalizing the rule.  74 Fed. Reg. at 59,034. 

                                                 
3 The Federal Reserve excluded from this rule overdrafts caused by checks and 
ACH transactions.  74 Fed. Reg. at 59,034.   
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III. Opt-In Rates Vary Significantly. 

Although the CFPB alleges that TCF’s 66% opt-in rate is higher than other 

banks, Compl. ¶ 5, there is no “proper” or “legal” enrollment rate.  Indeed, the 

CFPB has acknowledged elsewhere4 that “opt in rates vary widely,”5 and that its 

comparison data “come from a small number of large banks” and “cannot be 

considered fully representative of the checking account market as a whole.”6  As a 

result, a “high” opt-in rate does not suggest misconduct. 

(The complaint carefully avoids admitting that TCF’s enrollment rate for 

customers who opted in online—and who therefore could not have been subjected 

to any allegedly misleading oral presentations—is not materially different from the 

enrollment rate for TCF’s entire customer population.  The Bureau learned this fact 

during its investigation, but chose not to mention it in the complaint.) 

                                                 
4 The Court may take judicial notice of the Bureau’s public statements.  See, e.g., 
Stahl v. U.S. Dep’t of Agric., 327 F.3d 697, 700 (8th Cir. 2003) (“The district court 
may take judicial notice of public records and may thus consider them on a motion 
to dismiss.”); Hile v. Jimmy Johns Highway 55, 899 F. Supp. 2d 843, 847 (D. 
Minn. 2012) (Kyle, J.) (“[W]hen ruling on a motion under Rule 12(b)(6), public 
records are not beyond the pleadings.”).    
5 CFPB Fall 2015 Rulemaking Agenda, Nov. 20, 2015, at 2 (Declaration of Brian 
J. Hurd in Support of Defendant TCF National Bank’s Motion to Dismiss (“Hurd 
Decl.”) at Ex. 1).  Indeed, the CFPB publicly reported that new-account opt-in 
rates at one bank were up to eight times higher than others, and that opt-in rates at 
some study banks “surpassed 50% in 2012.”  CFPB Study of Overdraft Programs 
at 31–32 (June 2013) (Hurd Decl. Ex. 2).   
6 CFPB Data Point: Checking Account Overdraft at 7 (July 2014) (Hurd Decl. Ex. 
8).   
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IV. TCF Provided Disclosures Before, During, and After the Enrollment 
Decision. 

A. TCF Provided All Customers with the Federally-Prescribed 
Notice Before an Enrollment Decision. 

The complaint alleges that “[t]he Opt-In Rule requires depository institutions 

to provide consumers with a [written] notice describing the institution’s overdraft 

service, including, among other things, an explanation of the consumer’s Opt-In 

right and instructions for how to Opt In.”  Compl. ¶54.  The “first step” in TCF’s 

account opening process was to give customers “a copy of TCF’s version of the 

Notice.”  Id. ¶ 59. 

The Federal Reserve developed a model Notice, Form A-9, entitled, “What 

You Need to Know About Overdrafts and Overdraft Fees.”  Hurd Decl. Ex. 3.  

Regulation E mandates that banks provide a notice to customers that is 

“substantially similar” to this model.  12 C.F.R. § 205.17(d).  In particular, they 

must provide:  (1) a description of the overdraft service; (2) a disclosure of the fees 

imposed; (3) a disclosure of the limits on the fees charged; (4) an explanation of 

the fact that the customer had the right to opt in; and (5) a description of any 

alternative plans that were available to cover overdrafts.  See id. § 205.17(d)(1)–

(5); 12 C.F.R. pt. 205 app. A (Hurd Decl. Ex. 4). 

The CFPB does not dispute that TCF’s version of the required Notice is 

substantially similar to the federal model.  Among other things, it explains that 
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customers have a choice whether to enroll in overdraft service, and details (in 

bold) the fee TCF charges for an overdraft transaction.   

 

The Federal Reserve also required that the Notice be a separate document 

“segregated from all other information.”  12 C.F.R. § 205.17(b)(1)(i).  The 

complaint tacitly recognizes that TCF complied with this requirement too.  Compl. 

¶ 63 (“After the Notice was set aside, the employee printed out a New Account 

Agreement[.]”). 

Regulation E required TCF to provide the Notice to all customers.  12 C.F.R. 

§ 205.17(d).  The CFPB alleges that TCF provided New Customers the Notice as 

the “first step in the [account opening] presentation” and informed them “in 
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substance:  ‘This is the federally-prescribed notice describing our overdraft 

service.’”  Compl. ¶ 59.  The CFPB does not allege that TCF failed to deliver the 

Notice to Existing Customers before they were asked to enroll. 

B. TCF’s New Account Agreement Disclosed Relevant Information. 

After providing the Notice to New Customers, TCF employees then “printed 

out a New Account Agreement and placed it in front of the consumer.”  Id. ¶ 63.  

The complaint references particular items in the Agreement, id. ¶¶ 64–67, and 

acknowledges that “the Opt-In section of the New Account Agreement included a 

written disclosure,” id. ¶ 76; see also Hurd Decl. Ex. 5. 

The three-page Agreement included an Overdraft Fee Acknowledgement 

that explained TCF’s overdraft fee policy.  Compl. ¶ 65; see also Hurd Decl. Ex. 5 

at 3.  The next section, entitled “ATM and Everyday Debit Card Overdrafts,” 

referenced the Notice and explained that TCF “does not charge overdraft 

fees...unless you have asked us to authorize and pay those transactions under the 

‘Opt-In Election’ below.”  Hurd Decl. Ex. 5 at 3.  It then stated, in bold, “You are 

not required to initial the ‘Opt-in Election’ below.”7  Id.   

                                                 
7 While the content of the Agreement and Notice varied slightly over the years, the 
relevant disclosures were substantially similar throughout the alleged period.   
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Even though the complaint acknowledges that the Agreement contained 

these written disclosures, it makes the astonishing allegation that “consumers 

rarely read these disclosures.”  Compl. ¶ 76.  There are no allegations that TCF 

employees told customers not to read the Notice or prevented customers from 

reading the Notice if they chose to.   

According to the complaint, TCF employees presented the New Customer 

Opt-In decision by stating: 

This next section covers the Opt-In / Not Opt-In Election.  By 
initialing here, you are allowing TCF to authorize and pay overdrafts 
on your ATM and everyday debit card transactions for this account.  
Please note that your decision does NOT affect any other transactions 
such as checks, ACH, or recurring debit card transactions. 
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Id. ¶ 68.  The Bureau contends that this explanation was so short and 

uninformative that customers “tended not to pay attention to the decision,” id. ¶ 70, 

and “did not understand the decision they had made,” id. ¶ 83.  It alleges that “[t]he 

script…left consumers with the impression that opting in was mandatory,” id. ¶ 71, 

even though the place in the Agreement where customers would initial stated in 

bold that the decision was “OPTIONAL.” 

The CFPB also contends that unspecified statements from TCF employees 

left the “net impression” with customers “that there was no cost to opting in,” id. 

¶ 114, even though 1) there actually is no cost for opting in (as opposed to 

incurring an overdraft), and 2) the immediate preceding section of the Agreement, 

which customers were required to acknowledge in writing, explained that TCF 

charges fees for overdrafts.   

The CFPB does not allege that TCF employees made any untruthful 

statements to New Customers.   

C. TCF Used Scripts When Communicating with Existing Customers 
Over the Phone About their Opt-in Choices. 

After TCF had sent Existing Customers the Notice, TCF employees 

contacted Existing Customers by phone and used scripts to guide those 
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conversations.8  The CFPB relies upon these scripts, Compl. ¶ 88, and quotes them 

on several occasions, id. ¶¶ 89, 92–94.  

Prior to the August 15, 2010 effective date of Regulation E, TCF scripts 

opened with an ice-breaker question asking whether the customer wanted his debit 

card to “continue working as it does today,” id. ¶ 89, followed by a series of 

required disclosures,9 id. ¶ 94, and then the mandatory enrollment question, “do 

you want TCF to continue authorizing and paying overdrafts on your ATM and 

everyday debit card transactions for this account?”  Id. ¶ 96; see also Hurd Decl. 

Ex. 6.  Customers were not enrolled unless they answered “yes” to that question.  

Id.       

                                                 
8 The CFPB asserts that “TCF’s communication strategy for [] other channels more 
or less tracked the approach the Bank used in the call campaign.”  Compl. ¶ 103.   
9 The first script, in effect from March 22 to April 26, 2010, asked customers 
whether they wanted to hear some important regulatory disclosures, id. ¶ 98; 
subsequent scripts required TCF employees to recite the required disclosures 
without asking that question.  See Hurd Decl. Ex. 6.     
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I PORTANT YOU MUST DISCLOSE TO THE CUSTOMER EV§RYTHING THAT IS SHOW IN BOLO T)"PE BELOW 

Introduction: 

• [Required) Hello~ I speak with (customer's name)? (Mr.lMrsJMs. Customer's last name), this is with 
TCF Bank. I am ca g today regarding your TCF Check Card and some upcoming changes that would limit the 
usage of your ca ffective August 15, 2010. While rev iewing your account activity I see you use your TCF Check 
Card often. Would you like your TCF Check Card to continue to work as It does today? 

• (Required] Currently, TCF may, at its discretion, authorize your card transactions whether or not you have enough 
funds at the time of the transactions. There may be limes when TCF would not authorize your purchases. For 
example, if your ccount was not n good st nding. 

(Optional) Customer Q . Can you give me an example of how th s works? 
• For instance, you are at the grocery story or a gas station and you want o use your card for a purchase but you don't have 

enough available funds in your account at he time of the transaction. CurrenUy. TCF Is able to authorize this transaction. 
After August 15. 2010, TCF will not authorize this purchnse unless you have opled-In to TCF Overdraft Service. 

(Optional) Customet this free? or Customer a. What does 11 cost? 

• [Required] 111 pay nothing extra for TC F's Overdraft Service. However, you will be charged an overdraft fee, 
currently $35 per item, if you overdraft your account. This includes overdrafts by check, teller withdrawals, ATM and 
card transactions, ACH and other electronic transactions. This fee may ncrease or change in the future. 

• [Required] TCF encourages you to avoid ovlr afts whenever possible, However, if this does happen, you must pay 
any overdraft immediately. 

• [Required] TCF 0 : So JU&t o cl 11fy, do you w nl TCF lo continue ulhontmg and p ymg ov rdraf on your ATM 
nd ev ryday d bit c rd transactions for this account? 

• {Required] Customer response Yes or No 

C IF THE CUSTOMER SAYS "YESL '"R " I'' ON THE OPT-IN TCHG FIELD. 
IF THE CUSTOMER SAYS "NO'', ~ MUST ENTER "O"IN THE TCHG FIELD - YOU CANNOT LEAVE THE OPT-IN 
FIELD BLANK. 

The CFPB contends that TCF considered a "yes" answer to the ice-breaker 

question as "an indication that the customer wanted to Opt In," Compl. ,r 90, and 

that asking the question in this way "changed the election from an Opt-In to an 

Opt-Out," id. ,r 122. The CFPB cites no facts to support the conclusion that the 

ice-breaker question somehow changed the default or undermined the customer 's 

consent to overdraft service after the other disclosures were provided. There is no 

allegation that answering "yes" to the ice-breaker question was relied on by TCF to 

enroll a customer in overdraft service without also confirming consent based on the 

final question in the script. 
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D. TCF Provided Written Confirmation After the Enrollment 
Decision. 

Finally, financial institutions must provide customers with written 

confirmation of their enrollment decision, including a statement informing them of 

their right to revoke their consent.  12 C.F.R. § 205.17(b)(1)(iv).  The complaint 

includes no allegations that TCF failed to provide written confirmation to every 

customer who enrolled in TCF’s overdraft service.   

LEGAL STANDARD 

“To survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual 

matter, accepted as true, to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.”  

Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (internal quotation marks omitted).  

The Court need not, however, accept factual assertions contradicted by the 

complaint or documents upon which the complaint relies.  See, e.g., Cohen v. 

United States, 129 F.2d 733, 736 (8th Cir. 1942) (court need not accept “facts 

which appear by a record or document included in the pleadings to be 

unfounded”); Montero v. Bank of Am., N.A., No. 13-cv-850 (SRN/JSM), 2014 WL 

562506, at *5 (D. Minn. Feb. 13, 2014) (dismissing claim “[b]ecause the 

documents attached to the Complaint directly contradict Plaintiff’s assertions”).   

The CFPB referenced or quoted certain documents but declined to attach 

them to the complaint.  These documents are incorporated by reference and should 

be considered in their entirety for completeness.  See Silver v. H&R Block, Inc., 
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105 F.3d 394, 397 (8th Cir. 1997) (court dealing with claim of misleading 

statements could consider “the complete statements in granting the motion to 

dismiss”; plaintiff “cannot defeat a motion to dismiss by choosing not to attach the 

full statements to the complaint” (emphasis added)); see also Dylla v. Aetna Life 

Ins., No. 07-3203 (RHK/JSM), 2007 WL 4118929, at *2 (D. Minn. Nov. 16, 2007) 

(Kyle, J.) (“[T]he Court may consider materials that are outside the pleadings if 

such materials are necessarily embraced by them.  For example, materials are 

necessarily embraced by the complaint if they were mentioned or incorporated by 

reference in the complaint.” (citation and internal quotation marks omitted)).   

ARGUMENT 

I. TCF Did Not Engage in Deceptive or Abusive Acts or Practices. 

Counts I and II assert claims as to New Customers, but the alleged violations 

are based on virtually identical facts.  Both fail as a matter of law and should be 

dismissed. 

A. TCF Did Not Deceive New Customers (Count II). 

In light of the unchallenged written disclosures TCF provided to New 

Customers before, during, and after their enrollment decision, the CFPB cannot 

maintain a viable claim for consumer deception.   

To state a claim for deceptive practices, the Bureau must show that there 

was a material “representation, omission, or practice that is likely to mislead the 
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consumer...acting reasonably [under] the circumstances.”  Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC) Policy Statement on Deception (emphasis added), appended to 

In re Cliffdale Assocs., Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110, 174–76 (1984).10  A representation or 

practice should not be viewed in isolation but instead “[t]he entire advertisement, 

transaction or course of dealing [should] be considered.”  Id.  Deception only 

occurs if the “net impression” of the transaction is materially misleading to a 

reasonable consumer.  See id. at 176 n.7; Kraft, Inc. v. FTC, 970 F.2d 311, 314 (7th 

Cir. 1992). 

The CFPB alleges that New Customers were deceived because TCF “created 

the net impression that initialing the Opt-In section of the Agreement was 

mandatory,” when in fact it was optional.  Compl. ¶¶ 116–17.  While the basis for 

the CFPB’s allegation of what an untold number of customers understood is never 

disclosed in the complaint, the substance of the disclosures referenced in the 

complaint undermines this astonishing assertion.   

 The Notice that TCF employees handed customers as the “first step” 

in the account opening process specifically told customers that TCF 

                                                 
10 While the Consumer Financial Protection Act (“CFPA”) does not define a 
“deceptive” practice, the Bureau has stated that the definition is identical to Section 
5 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45(a).  See Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau v. Mortg. 
Law Grp., LLP, No. 14-cv-513-bbc, -- F. Supp. 3d --, 2016 WL 3951226, at *12 
(W.D. Wis. July 20, 2016). 
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“will not authorize and pay overdrafts for [certain] transactions unless 

you ask us to[.]”  Hurd Decl. Ex. 4.   

 The Agreement stated that enrollment was optional.  It expressly 

referred customers back to the Notice, and told customers that TCF 

“does not charge overdraft fees...unless you have asked us to 

authorize and pay those transactions under the ‘Opt-In Election’ 

below” and that “You are not required to initial the ‘Opt-In 

Election’ below.”  Hurd Decl. Ex. 5 at 3.  If the customer chose to 

opt-in, he initialed the Agreement directly under a bold, upper-case 

heading, “OPT-IN ELECTION (OPTIONAL).”  Id.  

The CFPB also alleges that “the net impression left [on New Customers] by TCF’s 

process was that there was no cost to opting in” though overdraft fees could be 

charged to customers that opted in and used the service.  Compl. ¶¶ 114–15.  

TCF’s disclosures flatly contradict this contention:   

 The Notice detailed (in bold) the fee TCF charged for an overdraft 

transaction.  Hurd Decl. Ex. 4.  Also, there was no fee for enrolling in 

overdraft services, only for incurring overdrafts. 

 The Agreement required customers to acknowledge TCF’s overdraft 

fee policy under the heading, “OVERDRAFT FEE 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.”  Hurd Decl. Ex. 5 at 3.     
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The deception claim cannot withstand these unambiguous disclosures.  The 

law does not require that every material term found in a written disclosure be 

repeated orally at contract signing.  Yet that is apparently the standard the CFPB 

seeks to impose on TCF.  Compl. ¶ 59 (faulting TCF employees for not 

summarizing Notice); id. ¶ 74 (faulting oral script for failure to mention fees); id. 

¶ 113(c) (oral script “did not adequately disclose other relevant terms and 

conditions, including fees”).  And the Bureau cannot assert a “net impression” 

claim of consumer deception without presenting both the relevant oral statements 

and the documents the consumers reviewed or signed contemporaneous with 

hearing those oral statements. 

Consumers are charged with acting “reasonably under the circumstances” 

and are presumed to be able to read and comprehend disclosure documents.  See 

Karakus v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 941 F. Supp. 2d 318, 340 (E.D.N.Y. 2013) 

(“[A] reasonable consumer...is expected to read and be familiar with the terms of a 

document she signs.”).   

Although the CFPB contends that bank customers “rarely read these 

disclosures,” Compl. ¶ 76, this assertion is legally irrelevant.  Courts routinely 

reject unfair and deceptive practices claims when the customer received accurate 

and understandable written disclosures.  See, e.g., Davis v. HSBC Bank Nev., N.A., 

691 F.3d 1152, 1161–62, 1168–69 (9th Cir. 2012) (affirming dismissal of claim 
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that advertisement was unfair and deceptive for failing to mention fees because 

disclaimer said “other restrictions may apply” and terms and conditions disclosed 

fees); cf. FTC v. IFC Credit Corp., 543 F. Supp. 2d 925, 946 (N.D. Ill. 2008) 

(granting motion to dismiss unfair practices claim because consumer could 

reasonably avoid harm simply by reading the contract before signing). 

 This approach accords with bedrock legal principles.  A party cannot claim 

ignorance of the terms of a written agreement of which he had notice and to which 

he assented.  See, e.g., Villines v. Gen. Motors Corp., 324 F.3d 948, 953 (8th Cir. 

2003); Gartner v. Eikill, 319 N.W.2d 397, 398 (Minn. 1982) (en banc); 

Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 157 cmt. b (Am. Law. Inst. 1981) 

(“Generally, one who assents to a writing is presumed to know its contents and 

cannot escape being bound by its terms merely by contending that he did not read 

them; his assent is deemed to cover unknown as well as known terms.”).   

Nor can parties avoid responsibility for signing a contract by later 

contending that they had insufficient time to review.  See, e.g., Karakus, 941 

F. Supp. 2d at 340 (rejecting deceptive practices claim based in part on allegation 

that defendant rushed plaintiff to sign loan documents; “This allegation is not 

nearly sufficient to overcome the principle that a reasonable consumer, at least in 

New York, is expected to read and be familiar with the terms of a document she 
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signs.”).11  Unsurprisingly, courts—including this one—have uniformly upheld 

other terms of the Agreement against challenges from consumers who claimed not 

to have read them.12     

The holding in Rickher v. Home Depot, Inc., 2007 WL 2317188 (N.D. Ill. 

Jul. 18, 2007), aff’d, 535 F.3d 661 (7th. Cir. 2008) is particularly instructive.  

There, a customer brought a class action against Home Depot under the Illinois 

Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act (“CFA”),13 alleging that 

Home Depot deceived him into believing that an optional “damage waiver” for 

tool rentals was in fact mandatory.  Rickher, 2007 WL 2317188, at *3.  Like the 

CFPB, the customer alleged that Home Depot employees failed to make sufficient 

oral disclosures about the damage waiver.  Id. at *4.  The court rejected the claim 

                                                 
11 The New York Deceptive Practices Act is modeled on the FTC Act and “New 
York State Courts have looked to FTC Act case law in interpreting” that law.  
Assocs. Capital Servs. Corp. v. Fairway Private Cars, Inc., 590 F. Supp. 10, 15 
(E.D.N.Y. 1982) (citing Lefkowitz v. Colo. State Christian Coll., 346 N.Y.S.2d 
482, 487–91 (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cty. 1973)).   
12 See Williams v. TCF Nat’l Bank, No. 12 C 05115, 2013 WL 708123, at *1, *4 
(N.D. Ill. Feb. 26, 2013) (arbitration agreement found in separate “Terms and 
Conditions” pamphlet enforceable because consumer “had actual possession of the 
Terms”); Order at 10, Pellett v. TCF Bank, N.A., No. 10 C 3943 (D. Minn. Nov. 
24, 2010) (Doty, J.) (“Plaintiffs may not avoid their signed agreements by claiming 
that they did not read or understand the contents of those agreements”); Pivoris v. 
TCF Fin. Corp., No. 07 C 2673, 2007 WL 4355040, at *4 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 7, 2007) 
(arbitration agreement enforceable where “Account Agreement itself made 
mention of the arbitration provision in plain English and in bold print”). 
13 That law, like the CFPA, defines deceptive acts or practices with reference to the 
FTC Act.  815 Ill. Comp. Stat. 505/2.  
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because 1) the rental agreement notified customers that the damage waiver was 

optional, and 2) the customer admitted he did not read that part of the contract.  Id. 

at *4, *5.  As the court explained, “failure to read the agreement dooms his CFA 

claim” because “Plaintiff simply chose not to read the agreement and discover...for 

himself” that the damage waiver was optional.  Id. at *5–6. 

While written disclosures may not always cure otherwise deceptive 

practices—such as when there are explicit misrepresentations,14 or where the 

written disclosure is buried in a lengthy document15 or located in an unusual place 

one would not think to look16—the complaint contains absolutely no allegations of 

that kind.  No TCF customer acting reasonably under the circumstances could have 

been deceived.  The Bureau’s apparent view that TCF customers should not be 

held to the clear disclosures they were provided breaks with longstanding 

principles of law.  Count II should be dismissed.  

B. TCF Did Not Abuse New Customers (Count I). 

The CFPB likewise cannot maintain a viable claim for consumer abuse 

because the complaint has not plausibly alleged that TCF interfered with the 
                                                 
14 See, e.g., FTC v. E.M.A. Nationwide, Inc., 767 F.3d 611, 632–33 (6th Cir. 2014) 
(disclosures contradicted by oral representations and only provided after consumer 
enrolled). 
15 Id. at 633 (deceptive practice where “disclaimers and more accurate information 
were buried in written documents”). 
16 FTC v. Cyberspace.com, LLC, 453 F.3d 1196, 1200–01 (9th Cir. 2006) (“fine 
print notices” on rear of check). 
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decision of customers to enroll; the complaint does not allege that TCF prevented 

New Customers from reading the disclosures or otherwise made oral statements 

that contradicted them.   

To state a claim for abusive practices, the CFPB must allege that TCF 

“materially interfere[d] with the ability of a consumer to understand a term or 

condition of a consumer financial product or service.”17  12 U.S.C. § 5531(d)(1) 

(emphasis added).  Recycling almost all the allegations underlying the deception 

claim, the CFPB contends that TCF “materially interfered with its New Customers’ 

ability to understand” the terms and conditions governing overdraft service.  

Compl. ¶ 110.  These allegations fall into three general categories, all of which fail 

as a matter of law.   

First, the CFPB attacks TCF’s decision to give customers the Notice at the 

start of the account opening process and ask for an enrollment decision later, after 

a series of other disclosures and acknowledgments.  But that allegation ignores the 

fact that separation is consistent with Regulation E, which required that the Notice 

be “segregated” from the Agreement.  12 C.F.R. § 205.17(b)(1)(i).  And, there is 

nothing abusive about giving the required Notice at the outset.  The Agreement 

referred customers back to the Notice, stating, “TCF has given you a notice called 
                                                 
17 The CFPA also prohibits as abusive an act or practice that “takes unreasonable 
advantage of” a consumer in various ways. 12 U.S.C. § 5531(d)(2).  The Bureau 
relies only on the “material interference” aspect of an abusiveness claim.  See 
Compl. ¶ 111.   
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What You Need to Know About Overdrafts and Overdraft Fees that describes our 

policy.”  Hurd Decl. Ex. 5.  If anything, providing the Notice first attributes greater 

prominence to the disclosure.   

The CFPB’s newly-minted criticism also upends years of formal guidance 

from the Federal Reserve, which permits banks to provide the Notice “prior to or 

at account-opening” and includes no reminder requirement other than the written 

confirmation of enrollment provided afterwards.  See 74 Fed. Reg. 59,033, 59,055 

(Nov. 17, 2009), Official Staff Interpretations Comment 17(b)-5 (emphasis added).  

It is improper for the CFPB to attempt to impose liability based on its 

interpretation that contradicts official guidance in place at the time TCF enrolled 

New Customers.  See Christopher v. SmithKline Beecham Corp., 132 S. Ct. 2156, 

2167 (2012) (refusing to apply new agency interpretation of “ambiguous 

regulations to impose potentially massive liability on respondent for conduct that 

occurred well before that interpretation was announced”); PHH Corp., 839 F.3d at 

49 (due process prevented the CFPB from retroactively applying different rules 

than predecessor regulator without fair notice). 

Second, the CFPB contends that TCF materially interfered with New 

Customers’ ability to understand their enrollment decisions by instructing 

employees to give “uninformative” and “cursory” responses to questions and use 

“one-sided” hypotheticals.  Compl. ¶¶ 3, 85–86, 110.  Accepting the truth of these 
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allegations only for the purposes of this motion, they do not amount to “material 

interference” as a matter of law.   

It cannot be that “uninformative” or “cursory” oral explanations (as the 

complaint’s totally conclusory allegations describe them) materially interfere with 

a customer’s decision where the law requires no explanation.  Financial institutions 

throughout America can and do enroll millions of customers online.  If the 

allegedly cursory summaries are not detailed enough, then online enrollment must 

be per se abusive.  Yet the Federal Reserve’s guidance expressly permits online 

enrollment and does not require any oral disclosure.  74 Fed. Reg. at 59,055 

(Official Staff Interpretation Comment 17(b)-4(iii)) (allowing customers to opt-in 

via “electronic means” including “at its Web site”). 

The CFPB further alleges that many customers did not bother to read the 

Notice or the Agreement.  But individual decisions to read or not read disclosures 

do not dictate whether TCF’s account-opening process was abusive.  To properly 

allege abuse, the complaint must show that TCF took some action that “materially 

interfered” with a customer’s ability to understand the decision he was making.  

The complaint only contains the conclusory allegation that TCF interfered 

with customer understanding through one-sided hypotheticals and cursory 

explanations.  It does not explain how TCF’s alleged practices prevented New 

Customers from reading TCF’s clear, unambiguous disclosures, or how TCF 
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undermined customers’ understanding that overdraft service was optional and a fee 

would be charged if the customer overdrafted.  By providing customers with 

unambiguous written disclosures before, during, and after the enrollment decision, 

TCF gave New Customers the ability to understand the service it offered.   

Third, the CFPB alleges that TCF deprived customers of the ability to 

understand overdraft service terms by incentivizing employees to reach 

unreasonably aggressive enrollment targets.  Compl. ¶ 110.  But employee 

incentives or goals are not per se abusive without a connection to actual improper 

conduct and resulting harm.  Unlike other cases where the CFPB has alleged that 

improper conduct actually resulted from incentives,18 there are no allegations that 

any TCF employee engaged in any improper behavior, let alone improper behavior 

motivated by incentives.  See Compl. ¶¶ 35–48. 

Nothing in Regulation E or any other federal law prohibited the payment of 

financial incentives to employees, prohibited TCF from actively soliciting its 

customers to enroll in overdraft service, or required any particular oral statements 

to supplement the mandatory Notice and written confirmation.  No matter how 

“uninformative” the Bureau says TCF’s scripts were, it has not pleaded facts 

sufficient to withstand dismissal of its abusiveness claim.   

                                                 
18 See, e.g., Consent Order at 4–5, In re Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., CFPB No. 2016-
CFPB-0015 (Sept. 8, 2016) (incentives led employees to open accounts without 
consumer’s knowledge or consent). 
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C. The Bureau Cannot Retroactively Assert Claims that Pre-Date 
July 21, 2011. 

“Elementary considerations of fairness dictate that individuals should have 

an opportunity to know what the law is and to conform their conduct accordingly; 

settled expectations should not be lightly disrupted.”  Landgraf v. USI Film Prods., 

511 U.S. 244, 265 (1994).  Thus, there is a “deeply rooted” presumption against 

retroactive application of legislation.  Id.   

In its zeal to address overdraft service, the CFPB is ignoring this bedrock 

principle by attempting to retroactively impose duties and penalties.  The Court 

should reject this effort.       

Counts I and II allege that TCF violated Sections 1031 and 1036 of the 

CFPA.  Those provisions—and the Bureau’s authority to enforce them—did not 

become effective until July 21, 2011 (the “Effective Date”).  Pub. L. No. 111-203, 

§ 1037, 124 Stat. 1376 (July 21, 2010) (Sections 1031 and 1036 “shall take effect 

on the designated transfer date.”); 75 Fed. Reg. 57,252 (Sept. 20, 2010) (setting 

designated transfer date as July 21, 2011).  Consequently, the CFPB cannot use 

these provisions to challenge conduct that occurred before the Effective Date.  

Courts apply the two-part test from Landgraf to determine if a law may be 

applied retroactively.  See 511 U.S. at 280; In re ADC Telecomms., Inc. Sec. Litig., 

409 F.3d 974, 976 (8th Cir. 2005) (applying Landgraf test).  First, courts ascertain 

“whether Congress has expressly prescribed the statute’s proper reach.”  Landgraf, 
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511 U.S. at 280.  If so, “‘there is no need to resort to judicial default rules.’”  ADC 

Telecommunications, 409 F.3d at 976 (quoting Landgraf, 511 U.S. at 280).  If not, 

“the court must determine whether the new statute would have retroactive effect, 

i.e., whether it would impair rights a party possessed when he acted, increase a 

party’s liability for past conduct, or impose new duties with respect to transactions 

already completed.”  Landgraf, 511 U.S. at 280.  If it does, then the statute cannot 

be applied to past conduct.  Id.   

The CFPB cannot get past step one.  Not only does the CFPA provide no 

express authorization of retroactivity, Congress’s intent was the opposite.  

Congress specifically set the Effective Date of the CFPA in the future.  Pub. L. No. 

111-203, § 1037, 124 Stat. at 2011.  By contrast, Congress made the effective date 

of other provisions of Dodd Frank immediate.  See id. § 4, 124 Stat. at 1390 

(“Except as otherwise specifically provided...this Act and such amendments shall 

take effect 1 day after the date of enactment of this Act.”).  Given Congress’s 

decision to make some provisions immediately effective and others effective at 

some future date, it necessarily follows that Congress intended the new provisions 

of the CFPA to apply only prospectively.   

Even absent this clear expression of Congressional intent, the abusive and 

deceptive prohibitions still could not be applied retroactively under Landgraf step 

two.  As to Count I’s allegations of abusive conduct, prior to passage of the CFPA 
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there was no law or regulation applicable to TCF that prohibited “abusive” conduct 

now covered by § 5531.  Subjecting TCF to legal consequences for engaging in 

allegedly “abusive” behavior that pre-dates the Effective Date therefore would be 

the paradigmatic example of “impos[ing] new duties with respect to transactions 

already completed.”  Landgraf, 511 U.S. at 280. 

The CFPB also cannot enforce retroactively the deceptive prong of the 

CFPA.  First, unlike with abusiveness, the FTC Act prohibited TCF from engaging 

in deceptive conduct before the Effective Date, but Congress nevertheless 

precluded the CFPB from enforcing the FTC Act.  See 12 U.S.C. §§ 5481(14) 

(definition of Federal consumer financial law “does not include the Federal Trade 

Commission Act.”); 5481(12) (definition of enumerated consumer laws excludes 

FTC Act); 5581(b)(5)(B)(ii) (giving the CFPB authority to enforce regulations 

related to unfair and deceptive acts promulgated under the FTC Act, not authority 

to enforce violations of the FTC Act itself).  To allow the Bureau to prosecute 

deceptive conduct that allegedly occurred before the Effective Date—ostensibly 

under the CFPA, but bootstrapped by reference to the FTC Act—would let in the 

backdoor that which is explicitly prohibited from entering through the front.   

Second, the CFPA exposes TCF to greater potential penalties than TCF 

faced before its enactment.  Before the Effective Date, only the Office of the 

Comptroller of the Currency (“OCC”), through 12 U.S.C. § 1818, could seek a 
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civil money penalty against TCF for deceptive practices under the FTC Act.  

Under the CFPA, the CFPB can now also seek—and has sought in this case—civil 

money penalties under 12 U.S.C. § 5565.   

Importantly, the CFPA did not displace the OCC’s authority to bring suit 

under the FTC Act, creating the possibility that TCF could now face two 

enforcement actions—and two separate penalties—for the same conduct, when 

before it could only face one.  See 12 U.S.C. § 5581(b)(2)(A), (c)(2)(C)(ii) 

(partially transferring OCC authority to enforce Federal consumer financial laws 

(which exclude FTC Act), while maintaining the OCC’s authority to enforce 12 

U.S.C. § 1818).  This risk is not merely theoretical—in recent cases the CFPB and 

OCC have each sought (and received) civil money penalties for the same unfair or 

deceptive practices.19  Thus, if given retroactive effect the CFPA would 

impermissibly “attach[] new legal consequences to events completed before its 

enactment.”  Landgraf, 511 U.S. at 270.  The Court should therefore dismiss 

Counts I and II for conduct that pre-dates July 21, 2011.   

                                                 
19 See, e.g., Consent Order at 13–15, 31, In re First National Bank of Omaha, 
CFPB No. 2016-CFPB-0014 (Aug. 25, 2016) (civil money penalty of $4,500,000 
to CFPB); Consent Order for a Civil Money Penalty at 2–3, In re First National 
Bank of Omaha, OCC No. 2016-076(Aug. 18, 2016) ($3,000,000 civil money 
penalty to OCC).   
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II. TCF Did Not Violate Regulation E (Count III). 

Count III must be dismissed because the complaint does not plausibly 

contend TCF failed to comply with Regulation E in connection with its efforts to 

enroll Existing Customers in overdraft service.   

Unlike New Customers, Existing Customers were accustomed to overdraft 

service, but were slated to default to opt-out status on August 15, 2010 if they did 

not affirmatively choose to enroll.  The Bureau does not allege that TCF failed to 

provide the Notice to Existing Customers, nor does it contend that TCF failed to 

provide written confirmation of their enrollment decision.  Instead, it claims that 

TCF violated Regulation E when it asked Existing Customers whether they wanted 

their card to “continue working as it does today.” Id. ¶ 121. According to the 

CFPB, this “fram[ed] the decision” in a way that “turned Overdraft Service...into 

the default position,” and, “[a]s a result, Existing Customers did not have a 

reasonable opportunity to consent nor did they affirmatively consent.”  Id. ¶¶ 122–

23.  This conclusion is based on a demonstrable misreading of the “reasonable 

opportunity to consent” requirement.   

A. TCF Gave Customers a Reasonable Opportunity To Consent. 

Regulation E states that a “financial institution provides a consumer with a 

reasonable opportunity to provide affirmative consent when, among other things, it 

provides reasonable methods by which the consumer may affirmatively consent.”  
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74 Fed. Reg. at 59,042 (emphasis added).  The regulation provides four examples, 

all of which focus on the means and method of obtaining affirmative consent, such 

as providing a mail-in form, a “readily available telephone number,” a web-based 

form, or a form that “the consumer can fill out and present in person...to provide 

affirmative consent.”  Id.; see also id. at 59,055 (Official Staff Interpretations 

Comment 17(b)-4) (discussing “reasonable opportunity to provide affirmative 

consent”).  The staff commentary for Regulation E makes clear that a “reasonable 

opportunity to consent” means that banks must provide “reasonable methods” to 

consent.  Id. 

The CFPB does not allege that TCF failed to provide reasonable enrollment 

options to Existing Customers.  Indeed, the Bureau acknowledges that TCF gave 

customers the opportunity to enroll “through a number of [] communications 

channels[.]”  Compl. ¶ 103.  Nothing in the text of the regulation or the staff 

commentary suggests that the “reasonable opportunity” requirement has anything 

to do with the presentation or description of the customer’s opt-in choice.  But that 

is exactly the meaning the CFPB asks the Court to give it here.      

Allowing the CFPB to apply this novel (and incorrect) interpretation of 

Regulation E to TCF’s conduct from 2010 would violate TCF’s due process rights 

in the exact same way that the Bureau violated PHH’s rights by attempting to 

retroactively alter well established regulatory guidelines.  See PHH Corp., 839 
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F.3d at 44 (“But change becomes a problem—a fatal one—when the Government 

decides to turn around and retroactively apply that new interpretation to proscribe 

conduct that occurred before the new interpretation was issued.” (emphasis in 

original)); see also Christopher, 132 S. Ct. at 2167.  If the CFPB wants to change 

the meaning of “reasonable opportunity” to require (or prohibit) oral disclosures, 

or specify the content of those disclosures, it must engage in a prospective 

rulemaking—which, interestingly, it is already doing.20  A retroactive enforcement 

action seeking to establish new interpretations is improper.   

B. The Complaint Fails To Allege Plausibly that Customers Did Not 
Provide Affirmative Consent. 

The Regulation E claim also fails because the CFPB does not plausibly 

allege that TCF failed to obtain “affirmative consent” from customers.  Count III 

asserts that TCF “changed the election from an Opt-In to an Opt-Out,” Compl. ¶ 

122, by using call scripts that asked Existing Customers “something like” whether 

they would like their “TCF check card to continue to work as it does today” and 

then treating that “as an indication that the customer wanted to Opt In,” id. ¶¶ 89–

90 (emphasis added).   
                                                 
20 See CFPB Agency Rule List, Fall 2016 (Hurd Decl. Ex. 9) (listing “Overdraft” 
in the “Prerule Stage”); see also CFPB Fall 2016 Rulemaking Agenda, Dec. 2, 
2016 (Hurd Decl. Ex. 10) at 3 (“The Bureau is continuing to engage in additional 
research and has begun consumer testing initiatives relating to the opt-in 
process.”); CFPB Fall 2015 Rulemaking Agenda, Nov. 20, 2015 (Hurd Decl. Ex. 
1) at 2 (“The Bureau is preparing for a rulemaking concerning overdraft programs 
on checking accounts.”).   
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The CFPB does not allege that TCF actually enrolled customers based solely 

on the response to this ice-breaker question.  To the contrary, it acknowledges—as 

it must—that TCF’s scripts called for additional disclosures about TCF’s overdraft 

service, including fees, id. ¶ 94, followed by a question asking whether the 

customer wanted to enroll in overdraft service.  Id. ¶ 96; see also Hurd Decl. Ex. 6.   

There is simply no allegation that TCF enrolled Existing Customers without 

their knowledge, or under false pretenses, or defaulted Existing Customers into 

Opt-In status.  Instead, TCF only enrolled Existing Customers who answered 

“Yes” to the enrollment question at the end of the script.  As a matter of law, this 

does not constitute a violation of Regulation E.   

The CFPB’s “conversion” argument is also nonsensical.  The Bureau alleges 

that TCF scripts led customers to believe that the default was to be opted into 

overdraft service because the script informed Existing Customers that “some 

upcoming regulatory changes...would limit the usage” of their TCF Check Cards, 

Compl. ¶ 89, and asked “whether they wanted their account ‘to continue working 

as it does today,’” id. ¶ 121.  But there is nothing wrong or misleading about these 

statements, the Bureau’s ipse dixit assertion notwithstanding.   

The challenged statements are factually accurate.  At the time the calls were 

placed (i.e., before Regulation E became effective), Existing Customers were all 

enrolled in overdraft protection; if they did nothing, they automatically would have 
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been opted out of that service.  If that happened, their cards would not have worked 

as they had—i.e., swipe negative/settle positive transactions would not have been 

approved and overdraft transactions would not have been honored.  The CFPB 

cannot claim that TCF violated Regulation E by providing its customers with 

factually accurate information.  Count III should be dismissed.   

C. The CFPB Cannot Seek Restitution for Existing Customers Who 
Incurred Their First Overdraft Prior to March 6, 2014. 

The CFPB contends that it can enforce alleged violations of Regulation E 

through the Electronic Funds Transfer Act (“EFTA”), 15 U.S.C. § 1693, and the 

CFPA, 12 U.S.C. § 5536(a)(1)(A).  Claims under both statutes are time-barred to 

the extent the Bureau seeks restitution for customers who incurred an overdraft 

before March 6, 2014.21   

The EFTA limits claims for “civil liability” to those brought “within one 

year from the date of the occurrence of the violation.” 15 U.S.C. § 1693m(g).  

Courts have interpreted this to mean that the one-year limitations period runs from 

the date of the first challenged transfer.  See, e.g., Harvey v. Google Inc., No. 15-

cv-03590-EMC, 2015 WL 9268125, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 21, 2015); Repay v. 

Bank of Am., N.A., No. 12 CV 10228, 2013 WL 6224641, at *5 (N.D. Ill. Nov. 27, 

                                                 
21 TCF entered into a series of tolling agreements with the CFPB beginning on 
February 11, 2015.  Accounting for brief lapses between extensions (totaling 23 
days), tolling runs from March 6, 2015.  Hurd Decl. Ex. 7. 
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2013); Pelletier v. Pac. WebWorks, Inc., No. CIV S-09-3503 KJM KJN, 2012 WL 

43281 (E.D. Cal. Jan. 9, 2012).   

Although a question of first impression, the EFTA’s one-year limitations 

period for civil liability governs the Bureau’s action here.  Where Congress wishes 

to provide a longer limitations period for government action than private action, it 

can and does do so explicitly.  See, e.g., 12 U.S.C. § 2614 (requiring that suits to 

enforce §§ 2607 and 2608 be brought within one year, “except that actions brought 

by [various government agencies] may be brought within 3 years from the date of 

the occurrence of the violation.”).  Because there is no separate statute of 

limitations provision for actions by regulators, the one-year limitations period 

should apply.  Cf. Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau v. ITT Educ. Servs., Inc., No. 1:14-

CV-00292-SEB-TAB, -- F. Supp. 3d --, 2015 WL 1013508 at *32–33 (S.D. Ind. 

Mar. 6, 2015) (applying TILA’s one-year civil liability limitations period to the 

Bureau’s claims).   

Nor does the CFPA’s three-year limitations period apply because the CFPA 

claim is entirely derivative of the alleged EFTA violation.  Section 1054 of the 

CFPA authorizes the CFPB to bring suits in federal court for alleged CFPA 

violations no later than “3 years after the date of discovery of the violation.”  12 

U.S.C. § 5564.  This general rule, however, is subject to an important caveat:  “any 

action arising solely under an enumerated consumer law,” including the EFTA, is 
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not governed by the three-year limitations period, but instead is governed by “the 

requirements of that provision of law [i.e. the enumerated consumer financial law], 

as applicable.”  Id. § 5564(g)(2)(A)–(B).     

The Bureau alleges that TCF violated the CFPA, which makes it unlawful to 

“commit any act or omission in violation of a Federal consumer financial law.”  12 

U.S.C. § 5536; see also 12 U.S.C. § 5481(14) (defining “Federal consumer 

financial law” to include “enumerated consumer laws”).  This means that Count 

III’s CFPA claim is based solely on an alleged violation of an enumerated 

consumer law—the EFTA—and therefore subject to the one-year limitations 

period established by the same EFTA.  Count III should be dismissed as time-

barred for all Existing Customers who incurred their first overdraft fee before 

March 6, 2014.  

III. The CFPB Is Unconstitutionally Structured Due to the Lack of 
Executive and Congressional Oversight. 

The CFPB’s structure is unconstitutional.  See PHH Corp., 839 F.3d at 8.  

Its lack of oversight impermissibly interferes with the President’s ability to “‘take 

Care that the Laws be faithfully executed,’” Free Enter. Fund v. Pub. Co. 

Accounting Oversight Bd., 561 U.S. 477, 484 (2010) (quoting U.S. Const. art. II, § 

1), and leaves the CFPB accountable only to itself.  As a panel for the D.C. Circuit 

recently said, “when measured in terms of unilateral power, the Director of the 
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CFPB is the single most powerful official in the entire U.S. Government, other 

than the President.”  PHH Corp., 839 F.3d at 17. 

The CFPB has several structural infirmities which, considered separately or 

together, make the Bureau unconstitutionally free from oversight by elected 

officials.  First, unlike nearly all other independent agencies, the CFPB is led by a 

single Director, not a multi-member commission.  12 U.S.C. § 5491(b)(1).  “As 

compared to a single-Director structure, a multi-member independent agency also 

helps to avoid arbitrary decisionmaking and to protect individual liberty because 

the multi-member structure—and its inherent requirement for compromise and 

consensus—will tend to lead to decisions that are not as extreme, idiosyncratic, or 

otherwise off the rails.”  PHH Corp., 839 F.3d at 27.   

Second, the CFPB director does not serve at the pleasure of the President—

he is appointed for a five-year term spanning across presidencies, and is subject 

only to for-cause removal.  12 U.S.C. § 5491(c)(1), (c)(3).   

Third, the CFPB does not even answer to Congress for its budget—it 

independently funds itself through the Federal Reserve, and funds taken by the 

CFPB “shall not be subject to review by the Committees on Appropriations of the 

House of Representatives and the Senate.”  Id. § 5497(a)(1), (a)(2)(C). 

These structural infirmities create an agency “exceptional in our 

constitutional structure and unprecedented in our constitutional history.”  PHH 
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Corp., 839 F.3d at 21.  Without oversight from either elected branch of 

government, the CFPB is unconstitutional.  And because it is unconstitutional, it 

lacks authority to bring this action.  See Noel Canning v. NLRB, 705 F.3d 490, 493 

(D.C. Cir. 2013) (NLRB action “void ab initio” when commissioners were 

unconstitutionally appointed), aff’d on other grounds, 134 S. Ct. 2550 (2014).   

The proper remedy in this case is to dismiss this action without prejudice to 

allow the Bureau to reconsider whether to bring an enforcement action after its 

structure conforms to the Constitution’s requirements.  See NLRB v. Whitesell 

Corp., 638 F.3d 883, 888–89 (8th Cir. 2011) (after prior decision held NLRB panel 

was not properly constituted for statutory reasons; “Our prior denial does not 

preclude the Board, now properly constituted, from considering this matter anew 

and issuing its first valid decision.” (emphasis added)); Fed. Election Comm’n v. 

Legi-Tech, Inc., 75 F.3d 704, 708 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (properly reconstituted after 

NRA Political Victory Fund, infra, Federal Election Commission permissibly 

ratified past enforcement action); see also Fed. Election Comm’n v. NRA Political 

Victory Fund, 6 F.3d 821, 828 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (after severing unconstitutional 

structure; “appellants raise the constitutional challenge as a defense to an 

enforcement action, and we are aware of no theory that would permit us to declare 

the Commission’s structure unconstitutional without providing relief to the 

appellants in this case”). 
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This enforcement action has been entirely (and therefore unconstitutionally) 

shielded from executive oversight.  Indeed, as noted earlier, the CFPB filed this 

suit on inauguration eve, likely in an effort to insulate this action from any 

Presidential review.  Therefore, the case should be dismissed. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons the Complaint should be dismissed. 

 

 
Dated:  February 17, 2017    Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

      /s/ Timothy D. Kelly                       
Timothy D. Kelly (#54926) 
Kristina Kaluza (#0390899) 
DYKEMA GOSSETT PLLC 
4000 Wells Fargo Center 
90 South Seventh Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Telephone:  612.486.1900 
Fax:  855.227.5097 
tkelly@dykema.com 
kkaluza@dykema.com 
 
John. K. Villa (admitted pro hac vice) 
Edward J. Bennett (admitted pro hac vice) 
Ryan T. Scarborough (admitted pro hac 
vice) 
Eric G. Blankenstein (pro hac pending) 
WILLIAMS & CONNOLLY LLP 
725 Twelfth Street, N.W. 
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vice) 
BUCKLEY SANDLER LLP 
1250 24th Street, N.W. 
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MAXINE WATERS, CA 
CHAIRWOMAN Wniteb $1ates �ouse of �epresentatibes 

([ommittee on jf inancial $etbices 
2129 la.aphurn �ouS'e ®ffice �uiU.Jing 

WaS'bington, 110.�. 20515

PATRICK MCHENRY, NC 
RANKING MEMBER 

February 7, 2019 

The Honorable Kathy Kraninger 
Director 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
1700 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20552 

Dear Director Kraninger: 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("Consumer Bureau") has recently announced several settlements 
against entities for engaging in unlawful practices without requiring the payment of redress to consumers 
harmed by the illegal conduct. This stands in stark contrast to the Consumer Bureau's practice under the 
leadership of former Director Cordray. During Director Cordray's tenure, the Consumer Bureau recovered 
nearly $12 billion in relief for harmed consumers over its first six years. 1 American consumers deserve a 
Consumer Bureau that will fight to recover their hard-earned money when they are cheated. 

On January 16, 2019, the Consumer Bureau announced it had reached a settlement with Sterling Jewelers Inc. 
("Sterling") for numerous claims, including that the company engaged in unfair practices by enrolling 
consumers who had a Sterling credit card in payment protection insurance without their consent. 2 Under the 
terms of the settlement, Sterling is required to pay a penalty to the Consumer Bureau of $10 million, but does 
not have to refund consumers any of the money paid for payment protection insurance. 3 According to the 
Consumer Bureau's complaint against Sterling, payment protection insurance generated $60 million in revenue 
in 2016 alone. 4 The Consumer Bureau has previously required payments to consumers in similar cases where it 

found that consumers were enrolled in payment protection products without their consent. 5 The Committee is 
deeply troubled that the Consumer Bureau would allow a company to keep the profits they made from their 
illegal sales practices. 

On January 25, 2019, the Consumer Bureau announced a settlement with Enova International, Inc. ("Enova"), 
an online lender, for engaging in unfair practices by debiting consumers' bank accounts without authorization. 6 

The settlement requires Enova to pay a $3.2 million civil money penalty to the Consumer Bureau, but contains 

1 https://www.consumerfnance.gov/about-us/blog/six-years-serving-you/ 
2 Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection and the People of the State of New York, by Letitia James, Attorney General for the State 
of New York, v. Sterling Jewelers Inc., Case I: I 9-cv-00448 (Jan. 16, 20 I 9), available at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about
us/newsroom/ consumer-fmancial-protection-bureau-settles-clairns-against-sterl ing-j ewelers-inc/. 

3Af 
4Complaint at iJ4 I, available at https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfmance.gov/fldocuments/bcfp sterling
jewelers complaint.pdf 
5 See e.g . . Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Consent Order In the Matter of Bank of America, NA. and FIA Card Services, N 
.A. 2014-CFPB-0004 (April 9, 2014) (providing approximately $269 million in restitution to consumers for deceptively enrolling 
consumers in payment protection products) available at https://www.consumerfmance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-bank-of
america-to-pay-727-million-in-consumer-relief-for-illegal-credit-card-practices/; Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Consent 
Order In the Matter of Fifth Third Bank, 2015-CFPB-0025 (Sept 28, 2015)(requiring approximately $3 million in restitution to 
consumers for deceptively enrolling consumers in payment protection products) available at 
https://fles.consumerfinance.gov /f/20 I 509 cfpb consent-order-fifth-third-bank-add-on .pdf; 
6 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Consent Order In the Matter of Enova International, Inc., 20 l 9-CFPB-0003, (Jan25. 8, 
20 I 9 ), available at https ://www.consumerfnance.gov/about-us/newsroom/ consumer-financial-protection-bureau-reaches-settlement
enova-international-inc/ . 68
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no provision for paying redress to consumers. 7 The factual findings in the administrative consent order indicates 
that Enova debited payments on thousands of consumers' outstanding loans where it did not have authorization 
and "extracted millions of dollars in unauthorized debits from consumers' accounts." 8 

On February 1, 2019, the Consumer Bureau announced a settlement with NDG Financial Corporation and other 
Defendants ("NDG Financial") that did not require them to pay either a penalty or restitution to consumers. 9 

The Consumer Bureau initiated its action against NDG Financial when the agency was still led by former 
Director Cordray. In its December 2015 amended complaint, the Consumer Bureau alleged that NDG Financial 
engaged in unfair, deceptive, and abusive practices by collecting on payday loans that were made in violation of 
state law. 10 The amended complaint specifically sought "damages and other monetary relief as the Court finds 
necessary to redress injury to consumers resulting from [NDG Financial's] violations of federal consumer 
protection laws including but not limited to restitution and the refund of monies paid." 11 Yet, the settlement 
agreement seeks no such relief for the wronged consumers. 

Section 105 5 of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 ("CFP A") explicitly authorizes the Consumer 
Bureau to obtain relief for consumers, including the refund of money, restitution, or the payment of damages or 
other monetary relief. 12 U.S.C. § 5565(a)(l)(2). 

The Committee has serious concerns about how the Consumer Bureau is exercising its enforcement authority, 
especially how it is determining whether to require companies to pay redress to consumers that have been 
harmed. The fact that two of the three settlements involve online lending raises serious questions about the 
Consumer Bureau's commitment to protecting America's consumers from predatory online lending practices. 

As part of the Committee's oversight over the Consumer Bureau, 12 please provide the following records by no 
later than March 5, 2019: 

7 Id. 

(1) All documents and communications referring or related to the issue of restitution in the settlement 
in Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection and the People of the State of New York, by Letitia 
James, Attorney General for the State of New York, v. Sterling Jewelers Inc., Case 1: 19-cv-00448, 
including but not limited to, all memoranda (whether draft or final), any and all drafts of the 
proposed consent order, and all meeting minutes. 

(2) All communications between the Bureau and Sterling or its representatives referring or related to 
the issue of restitution in the settlement in Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection and the 
People of the State of New York, by Letitia James, Attorney General for the State of New York, v. 
Sterling Jewelers Inc. , Case 1: 19-cv-00448, including but not limited to, any and all drafts of the 
proposed consent order. 

(3) All documents and communications referring or related to the issue of restitution in the settlement 
in In the Matter of Enova International, Inc., 20 l 9-CFPB-0003, including but not limited to, all 

8 Consent Order at ,r,r 14, 18, available at https://s3.amazonaws.comlfiles.consumerfinance.govlf/documentsk[izb enova
international consent-order 2019-01.pdf. 
9 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau v. NDG Financial Corp. et al., Case 1 :15-cv-05211-CM (February 1, 2019) available at 
https://www.conswnerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroorn/consumer-fmancial-protection-bureau-settles-ndg-fmancial-corp/ 
10 Amended Complaint at ,r,r 275-95 available at 
https://s3 .amazonaws.corn/files.consumerfmance.gov/f/docwnents/cfpb north way amended-complaint 122015 .pdf 
11 Id. atiJ337(b). 
12 Rule X, Rules of the House of Representatives, 116th Congress 69
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memoranda (whether draft or final), any and all drafts of the proposed consent order, and all 
meeting minutes. 

( 4) All communications between the Bureau and Enova or its representatives referring or related to the 
issue of restitution in the settlement in In the Matter of Enova International, Inc., 20 l 9-CFPB-
0003, including but not limited to, any and all drafts of the proposed consent order. 

(5) All documents and communications referring or related to the issue of restitution in the settlement 
in Consumer Financial Protection Bureau v. NDG Financial Corp. et al., Case 1 :15-cv-05211, 
including but not limited to, all memoranda (whether draft or final), any and all drafts of the 
proposed consent order, and all meeting minutes. 

(6) All communications between the Bureau and NDG (or any of the other Defendants named in the 
settlement) or their representatives referring or related to the issue of restitution in the settlement in 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau v. NDG Financial Corp. et al. , Case 1: 15-cv-05211, 
including but not limited to, any and all drafts of the proposed consent order. 

Please address any questions regarding this request to Committee staff at (202) 225-4247. 

MAXINE WATERS 
CHAIRWOMAN 

\ 

Sincerely, 

f 

cc: The Honorable Patrick McHenry, Ranking Member 
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Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 

1700 G Street NW 

Washington, D.C. 20552 

March 5, 2019 

The Honorable Maxine Waters 

Chairwoman 

Committee on Financial Services 

U.S. House of Representatives 

2129 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20515 

The Honorable Al Green 

Chairman 

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations 

Committee on Financial Services 

U.S. House of Representatives 

2129 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Chain.,•oman Waters and Chairman Green, 

Thank you for your Jetter of February 7, 2019, regarding the terms of the Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau's (Bureau's) recent settlements with Enova International, Sterling Jewelers, 

and NDG Financial Corporation. The Bureau is firmly committed to fulfilling its statutory 

mandate, which includes taking action against bad actors who violate Federal consumer 

financial laws. 

Through these three settlements, the Bureau obtained more than $13 million in civil money 

penalties, as wen as injunctive relief to help ensure that these businesses refrain from engaging 

in illegal practices and that consumers are protected from future violations. Settlements aUow 

the Bureau to avoid expending significant resources proving claims in court, mitigate trial risk, 

achieve speedier results for consumers, and provide certainty for companies. While the Bureau 

is committed to seeking all appropriate relief for consumers, not every case necessarily lends 

itself to restitution for affected consumers, particularly in the context of a negotiated settlement. 

Moreover, even when the Bureau does not obtain restitution through a negotiated settlement, in 

appropriate cases consumers may still be compensated for loss caused by violations of Federal 

consumerfinance.gov 
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consumer financial law through payments from the Bureau's Civil Pena)ty Fund, relief obtained 

through private litigation, or pa;inents made voluntarily by the responsible companies. 

An initial production of documents responsive to your request is enclosed herein. This 

production includes communications responsive to items number 2 and 4 of your letter, which 

requested communications between the Bureau and Sterling Jewelers and its representatives, 

and bel:\veen the Bureau and Enova International and its representatives, respectively, 

concerning whether any proposed settlement would include restitution for consumers. Per the 

conversation between Bureau staff and Committee staff on March 1, 2019, the Bureau continues 

to process your other requests. 

Your letter also requests Bureau documents relating to the issue of restitution for each matter, 

including draft and final internal, pre-decisional memoranda. Many of these documents 

implicate longstanding Executive Branch confidentiality interests because they are law

enforcement sensitive and are protected by the Bureau's deliberative-process and attorney• 

client privileges. In order to accommodate the Committee's interest in this matter, I have 

attached a narrative summary describing the basis for the Bureau's decision not to require 

restitution as a condition for settling these three matters. As I have emphasized in our 

conversations, the Bureau is committed to accommodating the Committee's oversight interests 

and we look forward to working with you to determine a mutually agreeable path forward to 

satisfy your oversight needs while respecting the Bureau's legitimate confidentiality interests. 

Today's production includes 1,679 pages bates labeled HFSC_ CFPB_ o30519_00000001 -

00001679. The documents are being provided in PDF and TIFF formats. Minor redactions 

have been applied to protect personal privacy and system security interests. These documents 

contain confidential information of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. See 12 C.F.R. 

1070-40 et seq. The documents may also be subject to disclosure restrictions set forth in other 

Federal laws, including but not limited to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, the 

Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S.C. 1905, and the Privacy Act of 1974, s U.S.C. § 552a. The Bureau 

therefore requests that the Committee protect this information from any disclosure that would 

cause an unwarranted invasion of privacy 01· harm to any of the interests served by the law and 

policy prohibiting the public release of these documents or exempting them from disclosure. 

Should you have any questions about this response, please contact me or have your staff contact 

 in the Bureau's Legal Division or  in the Bureau's Office of 
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Legislative Affairs.  can be reached at  and  can be 

reached at . 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen L. Kraninger 

Director 

Enclosure 

cc: The Honorable Pat rick McHenry, Ranking Member, Committee on Financial Services 

The Honorable Andy Barr, Ranking Member, Subcommittee on Oversight and 

Investigations 
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Addendum 

Sterling ,Jewelers 

Signet Jewelers Limited and its whoJly owned subsidiary, Sterling Jewelers, are specialty jewelry 

retailers that offer consumer-financing programs that extend credit directly to consumers. In 

coordination with the State of New York's Office of the Attorney General, the Bureau's and the 

State's parallel enforcement investigations concluded that there was a basis to allege that 

Sterling violated the Consumer Financial Protection Act, the Truth in Lending Act, and 

Regulation Z. 

The investigations found that consumers who vi.sited Sterling's stores were typically encouraged 

by Sterling's salespeople to finance their purchases, and that Sterling's company culture, 

reflected in its training materials and sales-performance standards, pressured employees to 

enro1l consumers in company credit cards and to se11 its financing plans and payment-protection 

insurance. In connection with offering these credit products, the investigation concluded that 

Sterling's salespeople at times misrepresented financing terms or omitted information necessary 

for consumers to understand the credit offer. Store employees often failed to inform consumers 

that they were applying for credit and misstated the reasons for requesting consumers' personal 

information. Many of Sterling's store managers and district managers encouraged deceptive 

tactics to induce consumers to apply for a credit card, and many turned a blind eye to such 

conduct. The investigations identified several illegal practices, including (1) submitting credit 

applications for consumers and causing credit cards to be issued without consumers' knowledge 

or consent; (2) misrepresenting credit-financing terms and conditions; and (3) enrolling 

consumers in payment-protection insurance without their knowledge or consent. 

The Bureau and the State of New York reached a settlement with Sterling on January 16, 2019, 

which included injunctive relief, a $10 million civil money penalty to the Bureau, and a $1 

million civil money penalty to the State of New York. The Bureau ultimately decided not to seek 

consumer restitution for its claims, but took the lack of restitution into account vvhen 

negotiating the amount of its penalty. Among the factors the Bureau considered in deciding not 

to seek restitution was that it would be difficult to determine which consumers may have been 

impacted by Sterling's illegal sales practices. The improper practices recited in the consent 

order primarily relate to in-person interactions in the stores. Evidence documenting such 

interactions was not readily available in Sterling's records, and therefore identifying affected 

con-.umers would have required a consumer-hy-consumer investigation and determinntion. The 
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decision to seek and approve a settlement on these terms was authorized by Acting Director 

Mulvaney. 

Enova International, Inc. 

Follm,ing an investigation into online payday and installment lender Enova International, Inc. 

(Enova), the Bureau concluded that it had a basis to allege that Enova violated the Consumer 

Financial Protection Act by debiting consumers' bank accounts without authorization and by 
failing to honor certain loan extensions it had granted to consumers. With respect to the 

unauthorized debits, while consumers authorized Enova to deduct payments from certain 

accounts, the company in many instances debited different accounts that the consumers had not 

authorized it to use. The Bureau reached a settlement with Enova on January 25, 2019, which 

enjoined Enova from making or initiating electronic fund transfers without valid authorization, 

and from failing to honor loan extensions. It also required Enova to pay a $3.2 million civil 
money penalty. 

The Bureau obtained civil money penalties and injunctive relief for the claim related to 

unauthorized debits, but did not require Enova to pay consumer redress for that claim. The 

amounts unlawfully debited by Enova were generally actually owed to Enova. As an exercise of 

its enforcement discretion, the Bureau decided not to require such refunds as a condition of 

settlement. In addition, consumers may have suffered collateral monetary harm to the extent 

that they may have incurred fees or been charged penalties by their account holder if, for 

example, the unauthorized debit caused the account to overdraft. However, the Bureau 

ultimately decided not to seek restitution for this claim because it would have been difficult for 

the Bureau to determine which consumers incurred such fees and penalties as a result of the 

unauthorized debits, and Enova had previously offered restitution to some consumers who 

incurred these fees. Similarly, while consumers may have been charged fees or penalties as a 

result of Enova's failure to honor Joan extensions, the amount of fees and penalties for each 

consumer could not be calculated with certainty. The decision to seek and approve a settlement 

·with Enova that did not include restitution was made by the Division of Supervision, 

Enforcement, and Fair Lending (SEFL) Policy Associate Director, in consultation with Acting 

Director Mulvaney, under delegated authority from Acting Director Mulvaney. 
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NDG Financial Corporation 

The NDG Enterprise is a common enterprise consisting of a collection of interrelated companies 

that originate, service, and collect payday loans. Though these companies are owned and 

operated in Europe and Canada, certain NDG affiliates and subsidiaries did business in the 

United States, primarily through the marketing, origination, servicing, and collecting of payday 

loans to American consumers online. The Bureau's investigation concluded that the Bureau had 

a basis to allege that the NDG Enterprise offered loans to consumers that were void under 

certain states' licensing or usury laws, and routinely misrepresented to consumers that they 

were obligated to repay the void loans. In addition, NDG and its components misrepresented 

that loan agreements were not subject to United States federal or state laws and misrepresented 

that non-payment of the debts would result in lawsuits, arrests, imprisonment or wage 

garnishment. The Bureau's investigation found that there was a basis to allege these practices 

violated the Consumer Financial Protection Act. The Bureau also alleged that NDG and its 

components conditioned loan agreements upon irrevocable wage assignment clauses in 

violation of the Credit Practices Rule and the Consumer Financial Protection Act. 

In light of this conduct, the Bureau filed a complaint against certain components of the NDG 

Enterprise ("Defendants") in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York on 

July 31, 2015. Between 2015 and 2019, the Bureau engaged in a protracted legal battle •Nith the 

Defendants, some of whom were ultimately sanctioned by the district court for refusal to comply 

with a court order requiring them to cooperate ·with the Bureau's discovery requests. At the 

Defendants' request, the matter was referred to a magistrate judge in October 2018 to facilitate a 

settlement. 

The Bureau encountered substantial hurdles in trying to enforce its discovery demands, in part 

because the Defendants' companies and individuals are based overseas and Defendants refused 

to cooperate with Bureau discovery requests. The Defendants withheld consumer-level 

information required to establish the identities of consumers harmed by the aJleged violations, 

as well as the full amount of that harm. Without these critical facts, the Bureau was not able to 

determine the amount of redress that might be owed to consumers, or the consumers to whom 

that redress could be paid. In addition, because the foreign Defendants did not have assets in 

the United States, the Bureau anticipated potential cha1lenges in collecting on any penalties or 

remediation. 
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On February 11 2019, the Bureau agreed to a settlement that included extensive injunctive relief 

permanently barring the Defendants from advertising, marketing, promoting, offering, 

originating, servicing, or collecting any consumer loan issued to any consumer residing in the 

United States, including assisting others and receiving remuneration from providing services to 

assist others in this conduct. The Defendants are also permanently barred from collecting on 

any of their existing loans to United States consumers, including any efforts to assign, sell or 

transfer such loans or any other action that \\.'ou]d allow anyone to collect on such Joans. 

Additionally, the Defendants are permanently barred from disclosing, using, or benefitting from 

customer information associated ,vith their existing Joans to consumers in the United States. 

The decision to seek and approve a settlement on these terms was authorized by Acting Director 

Mulvaney. The settlement order was approved by the district court on February 4t 2019. 
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MAXINE WATERS, CA 
CHAIRWOMAN 

The Honorable Kathy Kraninger 
Director 

Wniteb ~tates jE)ouse of i\eµresentntilles 
QI:ommittee on jf innncUtl ~er\.lices 
2l29 ~,1)'(Jurn ~ouse ®ffire Jljuilbing 

Wasbinnton, lB.€. 20515 

March 28, 2019 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
1 700 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20552 

Dear Director Kraninger: 

PA TRICK MCHENRY, NC 
RANKING MEMBER 

We write to express the House Financial Setvices Committee's (Committee) dissatisfaction with the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Consumer Bureau) response to the Committee's document requests. As 
detailed below, the Consumer Bureau has produced an unacceptably small number of documents in response to 
the Committee's record requests made on February 7 and February 21. The Committee is further displeased that 
the Consumer Bureau has withheld responsive documents from the Committee without providing any assurances 
that it intends to fully comply with the Committee's requests. 1 

The Committee continues to expect agencies under its jurisdiction to answer Committee document 
requests with all responsive documents. Withholding responsive documents denies the Committee information 
that is essential to its consideration of potential legislation. 

Febntary 7, 2019 Request 

On February 7, 2019, the Committee transmitted a letter requesting that the Consumer 
Bureau provide, by March 5, 2019, documents regarding three recent enforcement actions that 
did not provide for consumer redress (Settlements Letter).2 Specifically, the Committee sought 
"[a] ll documents and communications referring or related to the issue of restitution" in 
Consumer Bureau settlements with Sterling Jewelers Inc. (Sterling), with Enova International, 
Inc. (Enova), and with NDG Financial Corporation and other Defendants (NDG Financial).3 

The Cmmnittee also requested "[a]ll communications between the Bureau" and these three 
entities or their representatives.4 

On February 14, 2019, Committee staff hosted an initial, in-person meeting with Consumer Bureau staff to 
discuss the Settlements Letter and requested that the Consumer Bureau prioritize producing documents related to 
the Enova and Sterling settlements. 

On February 15, 2019, Committee staff reiterated in an email its request to prioritize the Enova and 
Sterling documents. 

On March 1, 2019, Committee and Consumer Bureau staff engaged in further discussions. The Consumer 
Bureau indicated that it would make an initial production of its coinmunications with outside counsel for Ep_ova 
and Sterling on March 5, 2019, but that it was unable to provide a date by which it would be able to produce 
internal documents and communications for those matters. 

1 This letter addresses only the first two document requests. The deadline for production for the third requests for documents was March 
25, 2019, and Committee staff is still reviewing the Consumer Bureau's initial production. 
2 See 2nl2019 Letter from Chairwoman Waters and Congressman Green to Director Kraniger. 
3 Id. 
"Id. 
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On March 5, 2019, the Bureau produced 1,679 pages of external communications with Enova and 
Sterling. However, in its cover letter the Consumer Bureau did not commit to producing responsive internal 
documents, stating that these responsive documents "implicate long-standing Executive Branch confidentiality 
interests because they are law-enforcement sensitive and are protected by the Bureau's deliberative process and 
attorney-client privileges." Instead of producing these responsive documents, the Consumer Bureau included a 
"narrative summary describing the basis for the Bureau's decision not to require restitution as a condition for 
settling these three matters." 

On March 8, 2019, Consumer Bureau staff disclosed during a call with Committee staff the existence of 
approximately 4,900 potentially responsive internal documents related to Enova, and approximately 6,800 
potentially responsive internal documents related to Sterling. During the call, Committee staff requested that the 
Consumer Bureau provide a date for producing the responsive internal documents for Enova and Sterling. 

On March 15, 2019, Committee staff spoke with Consumer Bureau staff and, again, inquired about a date 
for production of responsive internal Enova and Sterling documents. The Consumer Bureau estimated that it 
would be able to produce internal Enova and Sterling documents in three to four weeks, but that it had not yet 
decided whether it would withhold these documents due to attorney-client or deliberative process privilege. 

Most recently, in a March 21, 2019 call, Consumer Bureau staff again communicated that "no decision" 
had been made regarding the assertion of privilege over the internal Enova and Sterling documents. 

Thus, nearly a month after the deadline for producing responsive documents, the Consumer Bureau 
continues to withhold thousands ofresponsive documents without providing any commitment about when, or 
even if, it will produce them to the Committee. 

February 21, 2019 Request 

On February 21, 2019, the Committee requested that the Consumer Bureau provide, by March 21, 2019, 
documents regarding the decision to transfer the Office of Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity (OFLEO) to the 
Office of the Director (OFLEO Letter).5 The OFLEO Letter specifically sought communications and documents 
to and from various officials at the Consumer Bureau.6 

On March 1, 2019, Committee and Consumer Bureau staff initially discussed these requests and agreed 
that the Bureau would prioritize producing documents responsive to Requests 1-4 from November 25, 2017 
(when Mr. Mulvaney assumed leadership of the Bureau) to February 15, 2018 (a few weeks after the January 30, 
2018 announcement regarding transferring OFLEO to the Office of the Director). 

Committee and Consumer Bureau staff engaged in further discussion on March 8, 20 19, during which 
Committee staff requested that the Consumer Bureau provide information on what responsive documents it would 
be able to produce by the March 21st deadline. 

During a March 15, 2019 call, Consumer Bureau staff communicated that the Consumer Bureau intended 
to produce documents responsive to Requests 1-7, 10, and 12 in the OFLEO Letter.7 

On March 21, the Consumer Bureau produced the following documents: (a) Mr. Mulvaney's January 30, 
2018 all-hands email announcing the planned reorganization that was widely quoted in press articles; (b) 
memoranda, including one that was completely redacted, approving implementation of the reorganization 
(months after the decision was made); (c) an April 27, 2018 presentation to the NTEU regarding the 
reorganization; (d) four Excel spreadsheets relating fo the placement of current and former OFLEO staff 
throughout the Consumer Bureau before and after implementation of the reorganization; and ( e) approximately 48 
position descriptions related to OFLEO staff. In its cover letter, the Consumer Bureau stated that ''a number of 
responsive documents implicate long-standing Executive Branch confidentiality interests as they are protected by 
the Bureau's deliberative process and attorney-client privileges ... a non-privileged document responsive to 

5 See 2/21/2019 Letter from Chairwoman Waters and Congressman Greer1. 
6 See e.g., Requests #1-6 in the OFLEO Letter. 
7 There were a total of 12 separate documents requests in the OFLEO Letter. 
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request 1 is enclosed with this production; all other documents responsive to requests f-6 reflect Bureau 
confidentiality interests." 

Committee staff learned in a March 21, 2019 conversation with Consumer Bureau staff that the Consumer 
Bureau was withholding approximately 600 documents that it had deemed potentially responsive to the QFLEO 
Letter. 

In both your March 5th and March 21st letters, you expressed that the "Bureau is committed to 
accommodating the Committee' s oversight interests." Your minimal production to date, however, belies that 
assertion. The Committee cannot exercise its oversight responsibility if the Consumer Bureau withholds 
thousands of potentially-responsive documents and provides a "written narrative" in lieu of underlying internal 
documents. 

The Committee expects the Consumer Bureau to engage in a good faith effort to quickly produce the 
records sought If the Consumer Bureau continues to deny the Committee the ability to review responsive 
documents without asserting a constitutionally-based privilege or providing a timeline for their delivery, we will 
be forced to begin considering the use of compulsory process. 

IJ1»1~ !!1£ 
MAXINE WATERS 

. CHAIRWOMAN 

Sincerely, 

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation 

cc: The Honorable Patrick McHenry, Ranking Member 
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The Honorable Kathleen L. Kraninger 
Director 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
1700 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20552 

Dear Director Kraninger: 

June 20, 2019 

l'i\TlUCK ~ICll~.:\H\', :\C 
H.\:\ Kl:--- G \lt.~llll, R 

As promised, I am writing to follow up on our conversation last week regarding the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Consumer Bureau) inadequate response to House 
Fil).ancial Services Committee's (Committee) oversight requests. The Committee must ensure that 
the ~onsumer Bureau is fulfilling its statutory mandate to protect consumers.1 In furtherance of 
that obligation, the Committee requested documents to determine whether the Consumer Bureau 
had (1) failed to obtain redress for harmed consumers where appropriate, (2) planned structural 
changes that weaken its ability to enforce fair lending laws, and (3) withdrawn a key provision 
from a rule issued to protect consumers from predatory payday lenders without adequate 
justification.2 You asserted in your April 5, 2019 letter to Chairman Green and me that you "have 
a deep respect for the role that vigorous oversight from the Congress can play in promoting 
efficient, effective, and transparent · government."3 The Consumer Bureau's continued 
stonewalling of this Committee by delaying the production of or withholding responsive 
documents belies that assertion. 

February 7, 2019 Letter on Settlements 

Committee staff worked diligently with Consumer Bureau staff to narrow what was already 
a ·very focus~d inquiry seeking documents on three settlements . that did not require redress for 
consumers. On February 15, 2019, Committee staff further narrowed the scope of the request from 
three settlements to two - the Consumer Bureau's settlements with Sterling Jewelers Inc. (Sterling) 

. and Enova International, Inc. (Enova). On March 5, 2019, the Consumer Bureau produced 
responsive documents and communications between the Consumer Bureau and outside counsel 
for Sterling and Enova. 

The Committee also requested internal documents and communications related to 
restitution in the Sterling and Enova settlements. Consumer Bureau staff identified a set of 
responsive internal documents but initially refused to produce electronic copies of these 
documents. Instead, Consumer Bureau staff offered an in camera review of a smaller, Bureau staff
selected subset of the identified responsive documents. Committee staff reviewed ·the documents 
in camera on April 4, 2019, and immediately thereafter requested electronic copies of the same. 

I 12 U.S.C. §5511. 
2 Letter from Chairwoman Maxine Waters to Director Kathy Kraninger (Feb. 7, 2019); Letter from Chairwoman 
Maxine Waters to Director Kathy Kraninger {Feb. 21, 2019); Letter from Chairwoman Maxine Waters to Director 
Kathy Kraninger {Apr. 5, 2019). 
3 Letter from Director Kathy Kraninger to Chairwoman Maxine Waters {Apr. 5, 2019). 
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The Consumer Bureau ultimately produced these documents on May 6, 2019 - two months after 
the deadline for production. 

Committee staff continued to narrow the scope of the February 7 letter. In Requests 1 and 
3 of the letter, the Committee initially requested "[a]ll ... communications referring or related to 
the issue of restitution"4 in the Sterling and Enova settlements. On May 14, 2019, Committee staff 
limited the scope of the communications in Requests 1 and 3 to correspondence related to 
restitution in the Sterling and Enova settlements from Eric Blankenstein, the political appointee 
overseeing the Consumer Bureau's Division of Supervision, Enforcement & Fair Lending (SEFL), 
and his advisor. The production of all responsive emails from these two custodians is particularly 
important to the Committee because the Consumer Bureau has produced only a limited, Bureau 
staff-selected subset of responsive internal documents. Despite Committee staffs modification of 
Requests 1 and 3, the Consumer Bureau's response was to only provide Committee staff the 
opportunity to review these emails in camera on June 12, 2019. Based on Committee staffs in 
camera review, these emails provide critical infonnation on the dialogue between career staff and 
senior management on whether· to provide restitution to consumers harmed by Sterling and 
Enova's unlawful conduct. To date, the Consumer Bureau has refused to produce these emails. 
Thus, four months since the Committee requested documents on these settlements, the Consumer 
Bureau continues to withhold critical information. 

Febnta1y 21, 2019 Letter on the Reorganization o(the Office o(Fair Lending 

Requests 1 through 6 of the Committee's February 21, 2019 letter requested documents 
and communications from specific political appointees and senior managers regarding the 
reorganization of the Consumer Bureau's Office of Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity (OFLEO). 
Before the initial production deadline, Committee staff modified these requests by limiting their 
scope to documents and communications made between November 25, 2017, and January 30, 
2018. The Consumer Bureau produced one responsive email on March 21 , 2019, the initial 
production deadline, 5 with a cover letter informing the Committee that "all other documents 
responsive to requests 1 through 6 reflect Bureau confidentiality interests."6 On May 6, 2019, the 
Consumer Bureau produced one additional email and an attached memo. The Consumer Bureau 
has continued to withhold responsive emails related to the decision to reorganize the OFLEO. 

In Request 8 of the February 21 letter, the Committee initially requested "[a]ll documents 
and communications referring or related to a recommendation or decision made by the SEFL 
Policy Associate Director in a fair lending investigation or examination .... "7 In an effort to 
potentially narrow this request, Committee staff agre·ed to attend a May 13, 2019 briefing by the 
Consumer Bureau on the responsive fair lending investigations. On May 16, 2019, Committee 
staff reduced the number of fair lending investigations covered by the February 21, 2019 letter 

4 Letter from Chairwoman Maxine Waters to Director Kathy Kraninger (Feb. 7, 2019). 
5 On March 2 l , 2019, the Con umer Bureau also produced documents responsive to request 12 and "key documents 
regarding the reorganization that fall outside the time frame of the initial decision, including documents related to the 
negotiations between the Bureau and NTEU and memoranda approving the implementation of the reorganization." 
Letter from Director Kathy Kraninger to Chairwoman Maxine Waters (Mar. 21, 2019). 
6 Letter from Director Kathy Kraninger to Chairwoman Maxine Waters (Mar. 2 l, 2019). 
7 Letter from Chairwoman Maxine Waters to Director Kathy Kraninger (Feb. 21, 2019). 
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from twenty to six and. limited email requests8 related to these six investigations to three 
individuals.9 Moreover, recognizing the sensitivity of ongoing enforcement actions, Committee 
staff selected six closed investigations. The Consumer Bureau produced internal memos on five of 
these investigations on June 5, 2019. Despite Committee staffs modifications, the Consumer 
Bureau has still not produced internal meinos related to one of the closed investigations and 
responsive emails from Patrice Ficklin, Eric Blankenstein, and Redacted by the Committee 

The Consumer Bureau's refusal to produce emails is particularly troubling. While 
Committee staff cannot determine the significance of documents that have yet to be produced, 
emails are a critical source ·of information in any congressional investigation or oversight matter. 

April 5. 2019 Letter on the Consumer Bureau's Rescission o(the Payday Rule 

The Consumer Bureau produced by May 6, 2019, the initial production deadline, external 
communications requested by the Committee. The initial requests also sought a limited amount of 
internal communications and documents, and Committee staff has attempted to work with 
Consumer Bureau staff to further refine these requests. Requests 14 and 15 specifically sought 
drafts and final versions of memos related to the proposed payday rule circulated in the Director's 
briefing book or the current Deputy Director's briefing book. On May 10, 2019, Committee staff 
narrowed these requests to include only final versions of memos. Despite this accommodation, the 
Consumer Bureau has yet to produce all final versions of responsive memos. Especially 
concerning, the Consumer Bureau's production thus far has consisted primarily of informational 
memos from the Office of Legislative Affairs to Acting Director the attaching congressional 
correspondence, rather than substantive internal memos. 

On May 10, 2019, Committee staff further narrowed the scope of Request 10 to emails and 
related briefing materials between Ron Borzekowski and the Director's Office or the political 
appointee overseeing rulemaking. The Committee had originally requested "all documents and 
communications"10 between Mr. Borzekowski and two additional individuals. To date, the 
Consumer Bureau has not produced a single email from Mr. Bo.rzekowski. The Committee's letter 
also contained three additional requests (Requests 11-13) related to the Consumer Bureau's 
proposed payday rule. On June 3, 2019, Committee staff confirmed that the Consumer Bureau did 
not have to prioritize producing documents responsive to Requests 11-13. 

No Justification Exists for the Consumer Bureau's Withholding of the Outstanding 
Responsive Documents 

The Consumer Bureau has not challenged, because there is no legal basis for doing so, the 
legislative purpose of these requests. See Eastland v. US. Servicemen's Fund, 421 U.S. 491,504 
n.15 (1975); McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135, 177-78 (1927). This Committee and the U.S. 
House of Representatives recently passed H.R. 1500, the Consumers First Act, which specifically 
restores the supervisory and enforcement authorities of the Office of Fair Lending and Equal 

8 Committee staff also requested memos, notes to file, or other documents authored by one of these individuals, 
Patrice Ficklin. 
9 The Committee is also seeking "[a]ny memos, notes to file,-0r other documents," from one of these individuals, 
which have not been produced. 
10 Letter from Chairwoman Maxine Waters to Director Kathy Kraninger (Apr. 5, 2019). 
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Opportunity and limits the number of political appointees - subjects specifically covered by the 
Committee's requests. 11 Congress continues to engage in active consideration and debate related 
to these subjects. 

Through staff, the Committee has engaged in lengthy negotiations with the Consumer 
Bureau and has significantly narrowed the scope of the Committee's requests. Despite these 
efforts, the Consumer Bureau has continued to fail to satisfy the Committee's narrowly targeted 
requests. Moreover, the Consumer Bureau bas yet to produce whole categories of documents, 
particularl~ internal emails, critical to the Committee's oversight interests. 

I am enclosing with this letter copies of the three oversight letters at issue. I expect the 
Consumer Bureau to work with Committee staff to ensure the production of the following 
documents by the specified deadlines: 12 

February 7, 2019 Letter 

By June 24, 2019 

Redacted by the Commrttee • All correspondence from Eric Blankenstein and 
restitution concerning the Sterling and Enova settlements. 

February 21, 2019 Letter 

By July 8, 2019 

related to 

• All documents and communications responsive to Requests 1 through 6 that 
have not been produced; 

• Emails (including attachments) to and from Patrice Ficklin, Eric 
Blankenstein, and regarding Matters 10, 12, 13, 16, and 17; 

• Any memos, notes to file, or other documents authored by Patrice Ficklin 
regarding the decision not to pursue Matters 10, 12, 13, 16 and 17; 

• The final settle or sue Enforcement Action Process (EAP) memo sent to the 
Director for Matter 7; 

• Emails (including attachments) to and from Patrice Ficklin, Eric 
Blankenstein, and regarding the ECOA claim in Matter 7; 

• Any memos, notes to file, or other documents authored by Patrice Ficklin 
regarding the decision not to pursue the ECOA claim in Matter 7; 

• All documents and communications related to the April 2018 presentation 
regarding Matters 9 throughl6; and 

• Any opinion or analysis received from the Department of Justice regarding 
disparate impact theory provided to the Division of Supervision, 
Enforcement & Fair Lending (SEFL) Policy Associate Director. 

11 https:// financialse rviccs. house. gov/ news/ documents ingle.aspx? DocumentID=403 8 0 I 
12 The Committee at this time is not seeking documents responsive to those requests it has not explicitly stated it 
wanted the Consumer Bureau to prioritize. 
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April 5. 2019 Letter 

By July 26, 2019 

• Documents responsive to Request 10 (specifically communications to and 
from Rob Borzekowski and the Office of the Director and Tom Pahl) 

• All final versions of documents responsive to Requests 14 through 15. 

If the Consumer Bureau fails to meet these deadlines, absent an agreed-upon extension, I 
will consider the use of compulsory process, including for the testimony of Consumer Bureau 
employees. 

Sincerely, 

MAXINE WATERS 
CHAIRWOMAN 

· cc: The Honorable Al Green, Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation 
The Honorable Patrick McHenry, Ranking Member 

Enclosures 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Cf ~b ConsumerFina~c,ai F ProtP.clioo g,;reau 

1700 G Street NW, Wat,hingiop, DC 20552 

July 26, 2017 

Recommendation Memorandum for the Director 

Redacted by the Committee , Tony Alexis, 
FROM Office of Enforcement 

SUBJECT 
Authority to Settle with Eno,,a International, Inc. and to File Suit 
- ENF Matter No. 2015-1636-02; Exam ID: 1961 

Recommendation 

We recomme11d that you authorize us: (1) to settle ,-vith online payday lender 
Enova International, Inc. ("Enova"), under the parameters described in Section IV 
below and the attached Term Sheet; and (2) if settlement negotiations are unsuccessful, 
to commence an enforcement action, either administratively or in federal court, 
consistent with the attached complaint. 

I. Overview 

a. The Companv. 

Enova International, Inc. ("Enova") is an online lender that markets loans 
throughout the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Brazil and China. 1 It 
is based in Chicago, Illinois. Enova's business focuses on unsecured payday installment 
loans, line-of-credit Joans, and short-term payday loans. In the United States, Enova 

1 Enova was a wholly-m,vned subsidiary of Cash America International, Inc. ("•a sh 
America"), a publicly-traded financial services company that offers paydayloans 
tluough retail s tores. In November 20, 2013, the Bureau entered 1nto a Consent Order 
\A,ith Cash America for various violations related to exam misconduct. These violations 
included unlawful conduct by Enova for failing to preserve materials responsive to the 
Bureau's information requests, failing to provide e.xaminers with requested information, 
and directing employees to mislead examiners. On November 13, 2014, Enova spun off 
from Cash America, and is now an independent, publicly-traded company. 

1 

,II 
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offers online payday loans, payday installment loans, and lines of credit under the brand 
names CashNet USA and NetCredit America. 

b. Exam Summary. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

2 
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c. Enforcement Investigation Summary. 

II. Factual Background 

A. Enova's Unauthorized Debits. 

Some consumers apply for payday and payday installment loans through a lead 
generator. The lead generator collects all the relevant application information, such as a 
consumer's name, address, social security number, and bank account information, and 
sends the loan request and application information to a network of lenders. The 
application is then sold to whichever lender offers the consumer a loan. Generally, 
consumers do not know which lenders will receive their application, and in some 
instances, may not even be aware at all that their loan application has been sold. 4 

Since 2008, Enova has used lead generators to find potential customers. Its 
stated policy is to deny a consumer's application if, after purchasing it from a lead 

4 See CFPB v. D and D Marketing, Inc., Case No. 2:15-cv-9692 (C.D. Ca.). 

3 
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generator, Enova determines that the consumer already has an outstanding loan or line 
of credit with the company. But, in 2010, Enova began using the information obtained 
from lead generators to update consumers' existing loan files with any new or different 
information. For example, if an existing consumer with an outstanding loan applied for 
a new loan through a lead generator, Enova would deny the lead generator loan 
application, but overwrite the consumer's existing loan file with any new bank account 
information, and begin debiting payments for the outstanding loan from that new 
account. Enova did not inform consumers that it was debiting their new bank accounts, 
nor did Enova obtain authorization from consumers prior to doing so. 

Enova represents that this issue arose as a result of a coding error which caused 
existing loan information to be overwritten. Enova fixed the coding error in June 2014, 

but admits that the new code only applied to the receipt of new applications. It did not 
correct the information it received and updated prior to this time, and in some 
instances, Enova continued to debit payments from some consumers' new bank 
accounts for nearly two years after it purported to have discovered the problem .. 

Enova overwrote bank account information for 6,829 consumers with 
outstanding loans using information obtained from lead generator loan applications. 
Enova then initiated close to 24,000 debit transactions representing over $5 million in 
payments from these consumers' bank accounts. Enova was successful in extracting 
$2,638,933 in payments from consumers' accounts in 13,688 transactions. The 
remainder of Enova's debit attempts was unsuccessful, and Enova states that the 
transactions were most likely returned due to insufficient funds or account closure. 

Enova's debit attempts, whether or not successful, harmed consumers. Enova 
initiated these debits without consumers' authorization, resulting in unlawful debits, as 
well as consequential damages, such as NSF fees and other bank charges. Enova 
subsequently obtained authorization from a small fraction of these debit transactions to 
debit their updated bank accounts.5 However, for nearly 20,000 of the 24,000 debit 
transactions initiated by Enova, Enova acknowledges that it did not obtain subsequent 
authorizations. Further, some of those subsequent authorizations may have been 
obtained through deceptive means. As described in further detail below, the 
authorizations Enova obtained from consumers over the telephone failed to explain 
Enova's initial unauthorized debiting or the source of the consumers' updated bank 
account information. Based on our review of the telephone scripts and call recordings, 
we believe it is unlikely that consumers understood that they were providing 

s Enova obtained 270 authorizations from consumers online, 2,683 authorizations from 
consumers over the phone, and 949 authorizations from consumers in writing, totaling 
3,902 authorizations. 
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authorization for Enova to debit the bank account Enova learned about through a lead 
generator. 

After Enova self-disclosed this issue to the Bureau's exam team, it communicated 
with consumers about the overwritten bank account information, and offered 
consumers an opportunity to submit claims for damages associated with the 
unauthorized debits. Consumers made claims to Enova for over $34,312 in NSF fees and 
late charges as a result of Enova's debits and debit attempts. However, the amount of 
harm suffered by consumers associated with these bank charges is likely much higher. 
Enova did not notify consumers that it had debited incorrect accounts without 
authorization until, in some instances, four years after the problem originated, and then 
only provided an opportunity for remediation through a claims process. It is unlikely 
that consumers recalled the transactions or retained the bank records necessary to make 
a substantiated claim for reimbursement, as required by Enova. Consumers made 
claims to Enova for NSF fees and late charges for only 1,700 of the over 24,000 
unauthorized debit transactions or debit attempts, and of those claims, only a very small 
fraction met Enova's substantiation requirements. In fact, out of the $34,312 in claims 
submitted by consumers, Enova has reimbursed only five consumers a total of $654 for 
NSF fees and late charges. 6 

B. "Flash Cash" Extension Issue. 

Enova offers certain consumers a same-day expedited funding option called 
"Flash Cash." Flash Cash is available only to consumers who have previously repaid two 
or more Enova loans, and who also have a debit card on file with Enova from a bank 
within an accepted network. In some instances, consumers who did not have a debit 
card on file from a participating bank applied for a loan, and requested Flash Cash 
funding. In those instances, Enova denied Flash Cash funding, but did fund the loan the 
following day within the normal time-frame. 

Enova self-disclosed to the Bureau's exam team that from May 2013 until May 
2014, Enova's computer systems erroneously coded loans to consumers who had been 
denied Flash Cash as "returned" and reflected a $0 balance associated with the Flash 
Cash loan application. Enova then created a new, separate record associated with the 
loan that it funded within the normal next-day time frame. This created a problem when 
these consumers later requested and received a loan extension from Enova. Instead of 
processing the extension for the loan file associated with the actual funded loan, Enova 
processed the extension for the loan file with the $0 balance. As a result, the consumer's 
bank account was debited for the full monthly loan payment instead of a $20 extension 

6 Enova provided actual refunds totaling $170 to three consumers. The remaining two 
consumers received a credit on their outstanding loans. 
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fee. In some instances, consumers incurred overdraft and NSF fees as a result of these 
failed extensions. 

Consumers first called Enova about dishonoring its extensions in September 
2013. In November 2013, Enova identified a coding error as the source of the problem. 
It implemented a coding fix in January 2014. However, ten days later, the fix failed, and 
was manually disabled. Enova did not run daily checks to ensure the Flash Cash 
extension issue was permanently resolved, and did not catch that the fix had been 
disabled until May 2014. Only then did Enova re-enable the fix. 

Enova did not inform consumers that it had deducted the full payment amount, 
instead of the extension fee, until April 2015. The issue impacted 333 consumers. Prior 
to this time, Enova processed refunds and credits to consumers who affirmatively called 
the company to complain about the issue. On April 14, 2015, Enova sent impacted 
consumers an email notifying them of the issue, and providing them an opportunity to 
seek reimbursement. Of the 333 impacted consumers, 75 consumers made claims to 
Enova regarding fees incurred as a result of the Flash Cash issue. Enova provided either 
loan credits or refunds to these consumers in an amount equal to S5,794. This number 
may under-represent the number of consumers actually affected by the Flash Cash 
Issue. In some instances, consumers did not receive Enova's notice about the issue until 
more than a year had passed since the improper deduction of the full payment amount 
instead of the $20 fee. Some consumers may not have remembered whether they had 
incurred additional charges such as NSF or overdraft fees as a result of Enova's error. 

C. Duplicate Debit Issue. 

During the exam, Enova disclosed to the Bureau's exam team that there were two 
instances in early 2014 where Enova erroneously debited numerous consumers' 
accounts twice for the same monthly payment. In January 2014, the error occurred due 
to a system failure that resulted in Enova initiating an ACH debit request to some 
consumers' accounts before a previous request had cleared. In other words, Enova 
debited some consumers' accounts, and before those debits cleared, initiated a second 
debit for the same monthly payment. Enova discovered the error almost immediately, 
and reversed the debits the same day. It is unlikely that consumers suffered any harm as 
a result of the January 2014 error because the transactions were reversed the same day 
before the debit transactions cleared consumers' accounts. 

In February 2014, a second, similar error occurred when Enova failed to 
appropriately reconcile payments made by consumers prior to their due date. 
Notwithstanding the early payment, Enova still debited consumers' accounts by ACH on 
the due date, causing consumers to be charged twice for that month. Enova discovered 
the error promptly and immediately reversed the ACH debit requests. However, because 
the error occurred on a Friday, consumers did not receive the refunds until Monday, 
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depriving them of the use of those funds over the weekend and resulting in NSF fees and 
overdraft charges for some consumers. In all, 78 consumers were improperly debited a 
total of $15,744.46, and Enova reimbursed four consumers who made claims for NSF 
fees or overdraft charges. 

D. ACH Authorization Contract Language. 

Some of Enova's consumer contracts do not comply with EFTA and Regulation E 
requirements for preauthorized EFT (PEFT) authorizations. Pursuant to Section 
1005.10(d)(1) of Regulation E, financial institutions and payees must provide consumers 
with a notice of when PEFTs will vary in amount from the previous transfer under the 
same authorization. There is an exception to this requirement in section 1005.10(d)(2), 
under which financial institutions and payees can give consumers the option of 
receiving notice only when the PEFT falls outside a specified range. It appears that 
Enova intended to use this exception, but our investigation found that many of Enova's 
contracts do not define terms necessary to determine the parameters of the range, 
including the "returned payment charges" or "late charges" that Enova may debit and 
that are included in the range stated in the authorization. The Commentary to section 
10(d)(2) states that an entity must provide an acceptable range that could be anticipated 
by the consumer when providing an opt-out option. Here, by using terms in the opt-out 
range that are undefined, consumers cannot reasonably anticipate what their payment 
amounts would be should they opt out of the notice requirements of section 10(d)(1).7 

Based on our review of a sample of Enova's contracts, this violative language 
appears in many installment loan contracts used in a variety of states under Enova's 
NetCredit and Cashnet USA brands. 8 Enova uses or has used many different iterations 
of installment contracts throughout the United States for these brands since 2011 and it 
is likely that the contract language at issue appears in many more contracts. Based on 
our review of the sampled data, we concluded that over 8,400 consumers executed 
contracts in eight different states with this problematic language. Enforcement is not 

7 Enova disclosed in an investigational hearing that a state regulatory authority had 
previously brought this contract language to Enova's attention and that it was working 
to remediate the language in future contracts, but had not done so at the time of the 
hearing. 
8 This language is found in N etCredit Installment Loan Agreements used in Alabama, 
California, Delaware, Georgia, Idaho, Missouri, North Dakota, New Mexico, South 
Carolina, South Dakota, Utah, Virginia and Wisconsin. This language also appears in 
CashnetUSA installment contracts used in California, Delaware, Missouri, New Mexico, 
South Carolina, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. The Bureau is only pursuing claims for 
those installment loan contracts that fail to define terms. 
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pursuing claims for Enova's line of credit contracts that contain similar language and 
terms due to the fact that lines of credit customers receive period billing statements that 
may satisfy the notice requirements of 1o(d)(1). 

III. Legal Analysis 
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IV. Recommendation to Settle or Sue 

A. Summary 

As detailed below, we seek authority to negotiate a consent order that would 
include (1) injunctive relief; (2) restitution; and (3) civil money penalties. 

B. Discussion 

t. Injunctive Relief 

We propose seeking injunctive relief prohibiting Enova from violating the 
Bureau's prohibition against the commission of unfair and deceptive acts in the future, 
as well as certain specific injunctive relief regarding Enova's processes for prioritizing 
coding error fixes, enjoining it from collecting any further payments from consumers' 
bank accounts ,Nithout authorization, requiring it to retain an independent consultant to 
review all telephone authorizations for validity, requiring it to amend any contract 
language that violates Regulation E, and for any existing contract that violates 
Regulation E, requiring Enova to notify consumers of the amount of any new transfer 
that will vary from the amount of the previous transfer or from the preauthorized 
amount before initiating the new transfer. 

22 Check City; F AMI Tosh, Inc.; QC Holdings. 
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2. Monetary Relief 

(a)Redress 

i. Unauthorized Debits Issue. 

We propose seeking restitution on behalf of consumers from whom Enova 
successfully debited payments from the new bank account, and from whom Enova did 
not obtain a valid updated authorization, an amount equal to approximately $2.16 
million, plus an additional amount for each consumer affected by Enova's unauthorized 
debiting, as a proxy amount for the consumer's loss. 23 

ii. Flash Cash Extension Issue. 

Enova's error affected 333 consumers. We propose seeking restitution on behalf 
of each consumer in an amount equal to the average NSF and late fees experienced by 
consumers related to the Flash Cash Issue (e.g. consumers experienced on average $95 
in fees associated with the transaction). This amount would be offset by those 
consumers already refunded or credited by Enova for these fees. We expect that this 
methodology will result in Enova paying additional restitution of approximately 
$24,600. 

iii. Duplicate Debit Issue. 

We propose seeking damages on behalf of each consumer in an amount equal to 
the average NSF and late fees experienced by consumers. (e.g. $So). This amount would 
be offset for any consumers already refunded or credited by Enova for these fees. We 
expect that this methodology will result in Enova paying additional restitution of 
approximately $6,240. 

iv. EFTA Violation. 

It is not feasible to accurately calculate restitution for Enova's Regulation E 
violation because it would require the Bureau to undertake an analysis of millions of 
contracts, review the payment histories for each contract, and interview each consumer 
who executed the contract. As an alternative, we propose using the EFTA civil liability 
provisions as a proxy for administrative enforcement of this violation. The civil liability 
provisions of EFTA allow for a range of damages between $100 to $1,000. 24 Factors 

23 We are only seeking restitution for those consumers whose bank accounts were 
unlawfully debited post-transfer date. This restitution would not affect the validity of the 
underlying loan. 
24 15 U.S.C. § 1693m(a)(2)(A). 
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considered for civil liability under EFTA include (1) the frequency and persistence of 
noncompliance, (2) the nature of such noncompliance, and (3) the extent to which the 
noncompliance was intentional. 25 

Based on the sample data provided, Enova executed contracts which contained 
opt-out range provision language with undefined terms with 8,417 consumers in eight 
different states. We propose asking Enova to retain an independent consultant to 
identify the remaining number of contracts executed with this type of language, and 
imposing a penalty of $100 for each contract identified. At a minimum, the penalty 
would be S841,700. This figure is included in the civil penalty recommendation of $1-3 
million below. 

(b) Civil Money Penalties 

The CFP A provides for three tiers of penalties, escalating based on the degree of 
intent behind the conduct. 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c). In this matter, we believe Enova's 
conduct warrants a penalty at the Second tier level for recklessly violating Federal 
consumer financial law, and potentially even the Third tier level for knowingly violating 
Federal consumer financial law related to its unauthorized debiting of consumers' 
accounts. At the Second tier level, the penalty for Enova's conduct would amount to 
$28 million. However, based on our analysis below, we recommend reducing that 
amount to a range of $1 million to $3 million based on the statutory factors set forth in 
12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(3), keeping in account the policy goals of specific and general 
deterrence, and incorporating the elements of responsible business conduct where 
applicable, see CFPB Bulletin 2013-06 (June 25, 2013) (Responsible Business 
Conduct). 

When considering the statutory factors required by 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(3), 
particularly relevant to this matter were the (1) severity of the risks or losses to 
consumers, (2) the size of Enova's financial resources, and (3) such other matters as 
justice may require. 26 First, the "Flash Cash" and "Double Debit" issues impacted a 
small number of consumers relative to the total number of loans Enova makes on an 
annual basis, and the damages associated with these claims are less than $100 on 
average for each consumer. Additionally, while the unauthorized debiting issue 
impacted a larger number of consumers over a longer period of time, it is not disputed 
that the affected consumers did in fact owe a debt to Enova, and Enova's debiting may 
have mitigated the severity of net losses to consumers over the lifecycle of their loan. 
Second, while Enova is one of the largest and most profitable online lenders in the 
industry, it is unlikely that it could withstand a $28 million penalty without significant 

2s 15 U.S.C. § 1693m(b)(1). 
26 12 U.S.C. § 5562(c)(3)(A), (C), and (E). 
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impact on its operations and offerings to consumers. Third, we believe the amount of 
restitution sought in this matter - approximately $2 million - warrants consideration as 
a mitigating factor under subparagraph (E) of section 5565(c)(3) and the total penalty 
amount should relatively reflect the restitution sought in this matter. 

Also relevant to our penalty analysis is Enova's recidivism. Enova was the subject 
of a 2013 consent order that resulted from misrepresentations it made to the Bureau 
exam staff and its efforts to conceal information from Bureau exam staff during an 
exam. Similarly, we believe that Enova has misrepresented when it became aware of its 
unauthorized debiting to Bureau exam and enforcement staff. This recidivism in making 
misrepresentations to the Bureau plays an important factor in our penalty 
recommendation. 

We also considered Enova's responsible business conduct. While Enova did self
disclose its unauthorized debiting to the Bureau's exam team, it misrepresented when it 
became aware of the issue on multiple occasions to both Supervision and Enforcement 
teams. While self-disclosure may in some instances constitute responsible business 
conduct meriting consideration in an Enforcement action, any credit that could be given 
in this particular instance is negated by Enova's misleading statements to Bureau 
personnel. 

We believe imposing a penalty in the $1 million to $3 million range is 
appropriate, properly incorporates the required statutory facts, including consideration 
of responsible conduct, and will also serve to accomplish the goals of specific deterrence 
and general deterrence. Based on the severity of the conduct, the size of the institution, 
and its history of recidivism, a penalty in this range will be recognized by the institution 
and the market as conveying a meaningful message. 

V. Assessment of Risks of the Recommended Approach 
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VI. Conclusion 

We recommend that you authorize us to settle this matter under the parameters 
described in Section IV and the attached Term Sheet. If settlement negotiations are 
unsuccessful, we recommend that you authorize us to file suit. 

Attachment(s) 

Tab 1: Draft Decision Memorandum from the Director 
Tab 2: Proposed Term Sheet. 
Tab 3: Draft Complaint. 
Tab 4: Enova's NORA Response. 
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1700 G Street NW, Washington. DC 20552 

Decision Memorandum from the Director 

FROM Richard Cordray, Director 

TO Tony Alexis, Assistant Director for Enforcement 

SUBJECT Authority to Settle with Enova International, Inc. and to File Suit 
- ENF Matter No. 2015-1636-02; Exam ID: 1961 

I authorize the Office of Enforcement to enter into a settlement with and file a lawsuit 
against Enova International, Inc. under the parameters recommended by the Office of 
Enforcement on July 26, 2017. 

Richard Cordray 
Director 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

Date 
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TERM SHEET 
(Summary of Proposed Settlement Parameters) 

As detailed in the foregoing memorandum, Enforcement seeks authority to 
negotiate a settlement with Enova International, Inc. (Enova) in this matter within the 
following parameters: 

A. Core terms 

1. Civil money penalties in a range of $1 million to $3 million; 

2. Damages of at least $2.1 million, consistent with the framework set forth in 

the foregoing memorandum; and 

3. Injunctive relief as follows: 

a. Prohibiting Enova from violating the Bureau's prohibition against the 

commission of unfair and deceptive acts; 

b. Requiring Enova to retain an independent consultant to review and 

revise its processes for prioritizing and resolving software coding 

errors; 

c. Enjoining Enova from collecting any further payments from 

consumers' bank accounts without authorization; 

d. Requiring Enova to retain an independent consultant to review all ACH 

payment plan telephone authorizations associated with its 

unauthorized debiting for validity, and to the extent any of the 

authorization are invalid, requiring Enova to refund each of those 

consumers the total amount debited, plus some punitive amount; 

e. Requiring Enova to amend any contract language that violates 

Regulation E; and 

f. For outstanding contracts with language that violates Regulation E, 

requiring Enova to notify consumers of the amount of any new transfer 

that will vary from the amount of the previous transfer or from the 

preauthorized amount before initiating the new transfer. 
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DRAFT -Attornev-Work Product, Confidential 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE __________ _ 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

Enova International, Inc. 

Defendant. 

Case No. ________ _ 

COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE AND OTHER EQUITABLE RELIEF 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (the "Bureau" or "Plaintiff') brings 

this action against Enova International, Inc. ("Enova" or "Defendant") under: (1) 

Sections 1054 and 1055 of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 ("CFPA"), 12 

U.S.C. §§ 5564 and 5565 to obtain permanent injunctive relief, civil money penalties, 

damages, and other relief as set forth below. 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

1. This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this action because it is 

brought under Federal consumer financial law, 12 U.S.C. § 5565(a)(1); presents a federal 

question, 28 U.S.C. § 1331; and is brought by an agency of the United States, 28 U.S.C. § 

1345. 

2. Venue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) and 12 U.S.C. § 5564(f) 

because Enova does business in this District and the events giving rise to this Complaint 

substantially took place in this District. 

3. Enova's headquarters, collections, and support teams are located in 

Chicago, Illinois. Additional support teams are located in Gurnee, Illinois. Enova makes 

and receives calls to and from consumers regarding its loan products and applications 

out of both of these locations. 
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Parties 

4. The Bureau is an independent agency of the United States charged with 

regulating the offering and provision of consumer financial products or services under 

Federal consumer financial laws. 12 U.S.C. § 5491(a). The Bureau also enforces the 

Electronic Funds Transfer Act (EFTA) pursuant to its authority under EFTA and subtitle 

E of the CFPA. 15 U.S.C. § 1693o(a)(5). 

5. The Bureau has independent litigating authority to enforce Federal 

consumer financial laws. 12 U.S.C. §§ 5481(14), 5564(a) and (b). 

6. Enova is a corporation which maintains its principal place of business in 

Chicago, Illinois. At all times relevant to this complaint, Enova has done business in this 

District and throughout the United States. 

7. Enova is a covered person subject to the Bureau's authority because it 

offers or provides consumer financial products or services as defined by the CFP A. First, 

Enova extends credit and services loans offered or provided for use by consumers 

primarily for personal, family, or household purposes. 12 U.S.C. § 5481(15)(A)(i). 

Second, Enova collects debt related to the loans it extends. 12 U.S.C. § 5481(15)(A)(x). 

Third, Enova is a "person" as that term is defined in section 1005.2U) of Regulation E, 

implementing the Electronic Funds Transfer Act. 12 C.F.R. § 1005.2U). 

Factual Background 

8. Enova is a publicly-traded, online lender that markets and makes loans 

throughout the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Brazil, and 

China. 

9. Enova is one of the largest and most profitable online lenders in the world. 

In 2016, it reported a gross profit margin of 56% and net income of $34.6 million. 

10. Enova extends unsecured payday and payday installment loans to 

individual consumers for personal, family, or household purposes in every state in the 

United States. 
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11. Typically, Enova deposits the loan proceeds as a lump sum into 

borrowers' bank accounts. Under the terms of Enova's payday loan agreements, 

consumers must repay the loan in full on their next payday, plus interest and loan fees, 

unless a loan extension is granted. Enova's installment loan product allows consumers 

to pay back the loan in regular installments, along with interest and loan fees. 

12. In the United States, Enova offers online payday and installment loans 

under the brand names Cashnet USA and N etCredit America. 

Unauthorized Debiting of Consumers Accounts 

13. Some consumers apply for payday or installment loans through a lead 

generator. 

14. A lead generator collects relevant application or underwriting information 

from the consumer, such as name, address, social security number, and bank routing 

and account numbers and makes this information available to a network of lenders. Any 

lender may then purchase that information and extend the consumer a loan offer. 

15. Generally, consumers do not know which lender will receive and purchase 

their application. In some instances, consumers may not even be aware that their loan 

application has been sold. 

16. Since 2008, Enova has used lead generators as a source for potential new 

customers. 

17. It has been Enova's policy to extend only one loan at a time to any 

consumer. Therefore, if Enova purchased a lead generator loan application and 

subsequently learned that the consumer had an outstanding loan with Enova, it would 

deny the application. 

18. In 2010, Enova began overwriting consumers' existing loan files with any 

new, different, or additional information contained in the leads it purchased from lead 

generators. 
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19. For example, if an existing customer with an outstanding loan applied for 

a new loan through a lead generator, and Enova purchased the lead, Enova would deny 

the lead generator loan application, but overwrite the consumer's existing loan file with 

any new bank account information obtained from the lead generator, and begin debiting 

payments for the outstanding loan from that new account. 

20. Enova did not inform consumers that it was debiting their new bank 

account, nor did Enova obtain authorization from consumers prior to doing so. 

21. Enova updated the bank account information of 6,829 consumers using 

data obtained from lead generator loan applications. 

22. Enova then initiated approximately 24,000 debits from consumers' new 

accounts, and attempted to debit over $5 million dollars in payments without 

consumers' authorization. Enova successfully debited approximately $2.16 million from 

consumers without authorization. 

23. Enova contends that its other attempts to debit consumers' bank accounts 

without authorization were unsuccessful because some consumers did not have 

adequate funds to cover the payment or they had closed the account. 

24. In some instances where consumers did not have adequate funds to cover 

the payment, consumers incurred NSF or overdraft charges because they did not 

anticipate Enova debiting that particular account or had designated funds in that 

account for other bills or obligations. 

25. Enova claims that it obtained subsequent authorizations from some 

consumers to debit their new bank account. However, those authorizations represent 

only a small fraction of Enova's attempted debits. For nearly 20,000 debit attempts, 

Enova failed to get any consumer authorizations at all. 

26. Enova became aware that it was debiting consumers' bank accounts 

without authorization in 2010, but continued doing so until June 2014 and failed to 

notify consumers of the issue until late October 2014. 
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27. When it did notify conswners, Enova described its actions as follows: 

"While conducting a standard review of our accounts, it has come to our attention that 

there may have been an error involving certain debits from your bank account in 

conjunction with your loan ... Our records indicate that your bank account on file was 

likely updated based upon information you provided in a subsequent application while 

your loan was outstanding and we may have debited the updated account in error." 

28. Enova's written correspondence failed to inform consumers that the 

source of the new bank account information was an application made to a lead 

generator, not Enova. 

29. Enova's written correspondence also implies, incorrectly, that Enova did 

not know whether or not it debited a bank account without authorization. 

30. Additionally, Enova's communication to consumers implied that if their 

account was improperly debited, they were only entitled to reimbursement of bank fees, 

and had no right to dispute the underlying debits. 

31. A consumer acting reasonably under the circumstances could interpret 

Enova's actions and communications to mean: 

(1) Information supplied to Enova - not a lead generator - was involved; 

(2) Enova was not sure if it did or did not improperly debit the consumer's 

account; 

(3) Enova lawfully debited the consumer's new bank account; and 

(4) Consumers were only entitled to reimbursement of any fees that may have 

resulted from the debit. 

32. These representations were material as a consumer could be discouraged 

from disputing the illegal withdrawals if they believed they were in fact lawful, or they 

were only entitled to the reimbursement of fees. 

33. Enova's telephone scripts and conversations with consumers reinforced 

these misleading representations. In calls with consumers impacted by Enova's 
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unauthorized debiting, Enova representatives would merely confirm the last four digits 

of the updated bank account and confirm that the consumer would like payments 

debited from that account. 

34. The representatives never revealed that the bank account information had 

been obtained from a lead generator source or that Enova did not have authorization to 

debit the account in previous transactions. Representatives presented the account 

information to consumers without indicating that it had been initially improperly used. 

35. Enova first notified consumers of its unlawful debiting four years after the 

problem originated. And although Enova then provided consumers an opportunity for 

remediation through a claims process; it also erected significant barriers to obtaining 

redress. 

36. For example, Enova required consumers to submit detailed 

documentation about the debits and the fees they incurred, even though these events 

may have occurred several years earlier. To date, 1,700 consumers have claimed that 

they incurred over 34,000 in NSF and other bank fees as a result of Enova's 

unauthorized debits and debit attempts. Enova has reimbursed five of these consumers 

a total of $654. 

Flash Cash 

37. Enova offers certain consumers a same-day expedited funding option 

called "Flash Cash." 

38. Flash Cash is available only to consumers who have previously repaid two 

or more Enova loans, and who also have a debit card on file with Enova from a bank 

within an accepted network. 

39. In some instances, consumers who did not have a debit card on file from a 

participating bank applied for a loan, and requested Flash Cash funding. 

40. In those instances, Enova denied Flash Cash funding, but did fund the 

loan the following day within the normal funding time-frame. 
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41. Enova's computer systems erroneously coded loans to consumers who had 

been denied Flash Cash as "returned" and reflected a $0 balance associated with the 

Flash Cash loan application. 

42. Enova then created a new, separate record associated with the loan that it 

funded within the normal next-day time frame. 

43. This created a problem when these consumers later requested and 

received a loan extension from Enova. 

44. Instead of processing the extension for the loan file associated with the 

actual funded loan, Enova processed the extension for the loan file with the $0 balance. 

45. As a result, the consumer's bank account was debited for the full monthly 

loan payment, instead of a $20 extension fee. 

46. In some instances, consumers incurred overdraft and NSF fees, as a result 

of these failed extensions. 

47. In September 2013, consumers began calling Enova to complain about the 

dishonored extensions. 

48. Two months later in November 2013, Enova identified a coding error as 

the source of the problem. Enova took another two months to correct the coding error. 

49. Ten days later, due to additional software problems, Enova disabled the 

corrective code, causing the error to recur. 

50. Enova did not run daily checks to ensure that it had resolved the Flash 

Cash extension issues. As a result, Enova failed to detect that it disabled the corrective 

code and the error persisted until May 2014. In May 2014, Enova again corrected the 

error. 

51. Enova's Flash Cash coding error caused it to overcharge 333 consumers. 

52. Enova did not inform consumers that it had erroneously deducted the full 

payment amount, instead of the extension fee, until April 2015 - approximately 
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eighteen months after learning of the issue and more than a year after correcting the 

error. 

Enova's Double Debiting 

53. In two instances in 2014, Enova erroneously debited numerous 

consumers' accounts twice for the same monthly payment. 

54. In January 2014, Enova erroneously initiated an ACH debit request to 

some consumers' accounts before a previous request had cleared. 

55. In other words, Enova debited some consumers' accounts, and before 

those debits cleared, initiated a second debit for the same monthly payment. 

56. Enova discovered the error almost immediately, and reversed the debits 

the same day. 

57. In February 2014, Enova again erroneously debited numerous consumers' 

accounts twice for the same monthly payment. This error was caused by Enova's failure 

to appropriately reconcile payments made by certain consumers prior to their due date. 

58. Notwithstanding the consumers' early payments, Enova still debited their 

account by ACH on their due dates. Enova thus double-charged consumers for the 

relevant month. 

59. In all, Enova charged 78 consumers twice, and thus overdebited 

consumers' account in an amount equal to $15,744-46 

60. Enova discovered the error and reversed the ACH debit requests. 

61. However, because the error occurred on a Friday, consumers did not 

receive the refunds until Monday, and thus were deprived of the use of those funds over 

the weekend. Some consumers incurred NSF fees and overdraft charges as a result of 

Enova's double ACH debit requests. 
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ACH Authorization Contract Language 

62. Regulation E implements the Electronic Funds Transfer Act (EFTA) .. 

63. With respect to preauthorized transfers, such as monthly loan debits by 

ACH, section 1005.10(d)(1) of Regulation E provides that financial institutions or payees 

(such as Enova) must provide consumers with a notice of transfers varying in amount. 

Under the range exception in section 1005.1o(d)(2), the financial institution or payee 

may give consumers the option of receiving notice only when a transfer falls outside a 

specified range or amounts or only when a transfer differs from the most recent transfer 

by more than an agreed-upon amount specified by contract. 

64. Some of Enova's consumer contracts do not comply with this requirement 

of Regulation E. 

65. Pursuant to Section 1005.1o(d)(2), Enova must adequately define the 

range of charges that a consumer could reasonably expect to be charged in connection 

with preauthorized ACH debits. 

66. The Commentary to this section provides that the payee "must provide an 

acceptable range that could be anticipated by the consumer. For example, if the transfer 

is for payment of a gas bill, an appropriate range might be based on the highest bill in 

winter and the lowest bill in summer." Commentary to Regulation E, Section 

1005.10(d)(2) -1(1996) 

67. A number of Enova's contract fail to adequately define the range of 

charges that a consumer could reasonable expect to be charged in connection withACH 

debits. 

68. Some of these NetCredit contracts provide that Enova can debit either (1) 

the minimum amount specified in the Payment Schedule set forth in the consumer's 

contract, or (2) an amount equal to the total outstanding balance on the consumer's 

loan, plus "returned payment charges" and "late charges" - which are undefined. 
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69. But, many of its NetCredit contracts do not define the "returned payment 

charges" or "late charges" that Enova states in its contracts it may debit as a part of 

consumers' monthly payment debits. 

70. A consumer could not reasonably anticipate what the upper limit of the 

range that Enova might debit from his or her account without those terms being defined 

in the contract. 

71. The following language appears in certain of Enova's consumer contracts: 

Authorization for Repayment by ACH - Range of Varying Amounts. Please note 
that you have the right to receive notice of all transfers varying in amount, and 
that by signing this ACH Authorization you acknowledge that we have elected to 
offer you a specified range of amounts for debiting (in lieu of providing the notice 
of transfers in varying amounts). The amount of any ACH debit will range from 
(i) the payment amount provided in the Payment Schedule (which may be less 
than a scheduled payment if partial prepayments have been made), to (ii) an 
amount equal to the total outstanding balance (which may be greater than or less 
than a payment based upon your actual payments), plus as applicable, any 
returned payment charges and/ or any late charges you may owe under the 
Agreement. For any debit outside of this specified range, we will send you a 
notice. Therefore, by agreeing to the terms of this ACH Authorization you are 
choosing to only receive notice when a transfer amount exceeds the range 
specified above. 

72. By failing to define key terms, Enova's contracts make consumers' monthly 

payments in practice unknowable. 

VIOLATIONS OF THE CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION ACT 

Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts of Practices 

73. Sections 1031 and 1036 of the CFPA, 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531(a) and 5536(a)(1) 

prohibit a "covered person" or "service provider" from engaging in "any unfair, 

deceptive or abusive act or practice." 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531(a), 5536(a)(1)(B). 

74. An act or practice is unfair if it causes or is likely to cause substantial 

injury to consumers, which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers, and such 

substantial injury is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or 

competition. 12 U.S.C. § 5531(c). 

10 
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75. An act or practice is deceptive if the act or practice misleads or is likely to 

mislead a consumer, the consumer's interpretation is reasonable under the 

circumstances and the misleading act or practice is material. 

76. Section 1054(a) of the CFPAgrants the Bureau authority to commence a 

civil action against any person who violates a federal consumer financial law. 12 U.S.C. § 

5554(a). The CFPA is a federal consumer financial law. 12 U.S.C. § 5481(14). 

Countl 
Enova's Act of Debiting Consumers' Bank Accounts 

Without Authorization Was Unfair. 

77. The Bureau incorporates by reference the allegations contained in 

paragraphs 1 through __ , herein by reference. 

78. Enova debited or attempted to debit consumers' bank accounts nearly 

20,000 times for payments totaling of $5 million without their authorization. 

79. Enova caused or was likely to cause substantial injury to consumers 

because it successfully vvithdrew $2,1583.36 in funds from consumers' bank accounts 

without their authorization. Enova's actions also caused consumers to incur NSF fees 

and overdraft charges, even where it was unsuccessful in withdrawing funds from their 

accounts. 

So. Consumers could not reasonably avoid these injurious NSF fees and 

overdraft charges. v\lhen applying for a loan with a lead generator, consumers could not 

know that their application would be eventually be purchased by Enova, nor could they 

predict that Enova would debit their bank accounts without their authorization. 

81. Enova did not notify consumers or otherwise disclose to them that it 

would use the bank account information they supplied to a lead generator to debit 

payments on an unrelated loan. 
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82. The injury consumers suffered was not outweighed by countervailing 

benefits to consumers or to competition. There is no discernable cost-savings passed on 

to consumers by Enova debiting their accounts without authorization. 

83. By and through the acts and practices described in paragraphs 1 through 

__ above, Enova's acts and practices therefore, constitute unfair acts or practices in 

violation of the CFPA, 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531(a) and (c)(1), and 5536(a)(1)(B). 

Count II 
Enova's Representations to Consumers Regarding its 

Unauthorized Debiting of Their Bank Accounts Were Deceptive. 

84. The Bureau incorporates by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 

through __ , herein by reference. 

85. In numerous instances, in connection with offering, providing, and 

collecting on payday and installment loans, Enova represented to consumers directly or 

indirectly, expressly or by implication, that: 

(a) Enova was legally authorized to debit a consumer's new bank account; 

(b) the source of the new bank account information was an application made 

to Enova, as opposed to a lead generator; 

(c) Enova was not sure if it improperly debited the consumer's account; and 

(d) affected consumers were only entitled to reimbursement of bank fees, and 

had no right to dispute the underlying debits. 

86. These representations were material; as a consumer could be discouraged 

from disputing the illegal withdrawals if they believed they were in fact lawful, or they 

were only entitled to the reimbursement of fees. 

87. In truth and in fact, as Enova knew when it made the representations 

described in paragraphs_ to_, Enova had been debiting consumers' new bank 

accounts without authorization using account information the consumers provided to 
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lead generators and consumers were entitled to dispute the underlying unauthorized 

debits. 

88. Therefore, Enova's representations as set forth in paragraphs 1 through 

__ , were false and misleading and constitute deceptive acts in violation of the CFPA, 

12 U.S.C. § 5536(a)(1)(A) and 5536(a)(1)(B). 

Count Ill 

Enova's Failure to Honor Loan Extensions Was Unfair. 

89. The Bureau incorporates by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 

through __ , herein by reference. 

90. In numerous instances, in connection with offering, providing, and 

collecting on payday loans and installment loans, Enova failed to honor loan extensions 

that offered to consumers. Enova's actions caused it to overcharge consumers by 

debiting their full monthly payment amount, instead of an extension fee. 

91. Enova's actions caused or were likely to cause substantial injury to 

consumers by charging them for amounts that they did not owe, depriving consumers of 

the use of those funds, and causing them to incur bank fees for insufficient funds. 

92. Consumers could not reasonably avoid these injuries because they could 

not know or predict that Enova would fail to honor their loan extension and improperly 

debit their accounts for the full amount due. 

93. The injuries that Enova caused are not outweighed by countervailing 

benefits to consumers or competition. 
94. Therefore Defendants' representations set forth in Paragraphs __ to __ 

constitute unfair acts or practices in violation of the CFPA, 12 U.S.C. § 5531(a)(1)(B) and 

5536(a)(1)(B). 
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CountlV 
Enova's Representations to Consumers Regarding its Failure to 

Honor Loan Extensions Were Deceptive. 

95. The Bureau incorporates by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 

through __ , herein by reference. 

96. In numerous instances, in connection with offering, providing, and 

collecting on payday and installment loans, Enova represented to consumers directly or 

indirectly, expressly or by implication, that: 

(a) Consumers could receive a loan extension for a fee of $20; 

(b) That paying the fee would delay their monthly payment obligation; and 

(c) When Enova granted a loan extension, it would debit the extension fee of 

S20, instead of the full monthly payment amount, from the consumers' 

accounts. 

97. In truth and in fact, despite granting consumers' requests for a loan 

extension, Enova debited the full payment amount from consumers' accounts. 

98. Fees such as loan extension fees are material to a consumer's decision to 

obtain credit and the manner in which to use the credit. 

99. Therefore, Enova's representations as set forth in paragraphs 1 through 

__ , were false and misleading and constitute deceptive acts in violation of the CFPA, 

12 U.S.C. § 5536(a)(1)(A) and 5536(a)(1)(B). 

CountV 

Enova's Act of Double-Charging Consumers Was Unfair 

100. The Bureau incorporates by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 

through __ , herein by reference. 

101. In numerous instances, in connection with offering, providing, and 

collecting on payday loans and installment loans, debiting consumers accounts twice for 

the same monthly payment. 
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102. Enova's actions caused or were likely to cause substantial injury to 

consumers by charging them for amounts that they did not owe, depriving consumers of 

the use of those funds, and causing them to incur bank fees for insufficient funds. 

103. Consumers could not reasonably avoid these injuries because they could 

not know or predict that Enova would fail to properly account for their early payments. 

104. The injuries that Enova caused are not outweighed by countervailing 

benefits to consumers or competition. 

105. Therefore Defendants' representations set forth in Paragraph __ to __ 

constitute unfair acts or practices in violation of the CFPA, 12 U.S.C. § 5531(a)(1)(B) and 

5536(a)(1)(B). 

CountVI 

Violation of Regulation E 

106. The Bureau incorporates by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 

through __ , herein by reference. 

107. Regulation E, implements the Electronic Funds Transfer Act (EFTA). 

108. Section 1005.10(d) of Regulation E requires that payees must inform 

consumers of their right to receive notice of all varying transfers, but may give a 

consumer the option of receiving notice only when a transfer falls outside a specified 

range of amounts or only when a transfer differs from the most recent transfer by more 

than an agreed-upon amount. Regulation E further requires that this range of amounts 

must be reasonably anticipated by consumers. 

109. Enova is a payee for purposes of EFTA and Regulation E. 

110. As described in paragraphs _to_, Enova made loans using loan 

contracts that failed to define certain terms related to charges that may be debited by 

Enova from consumers and by defining the range of payments as the minimum amount 

due all the way up to the entire outstanding loan balance, plus the undefined charges. As 
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a result, consumers could not reasonably anticipate the range of amounts set forth in 

Enova's loan contracts. 

111. Enova's loan contracts therefore violate Section 1005.1o(d) of Regulation 

E, 12 C.F.R. § 205.1o(d). 

Prayer for Relief 

The Bureau requests that the Court: 

a. Permanently enjoin Defendants from committing future violations of the 

CFP A and Regulation E and enter such other injunctive relief as 

appropriate; 

b. Award such relief as the Court finds necessary to redress injury to 

consumers resulting from Defendants' violations of the CFPA and 

Regulation E, including but not limited to damages; 

c. Award civil money penalties against the Defendants; 

d. Award costs against the Defendants; and 

e. Award additional relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

d 'ti~:¥;,; Date : ~ tr, 2017 

Respectfully submitted, 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
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Enforcement Director 
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Acting Litigation Deputy 
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1700 G S11eet NW. Washing.ton, DC 2 0552 

Decision Memorandum from the Director 

FROM 

TO 

SUBJECT 

Richard Cordray, Director 

Tony Alexis, .Assistant Director for Enforcement 

Authority to Settle ,vi.th Enova International, Inc. and to File Suit 
- .ENF Matter No. 2015_:_!§_36-02; Exam ID: 1961 

I authorize the Office of Enforcement to enter into a settlement with and file a lawsuit 
against Enova International, Inc. under the parameters recommended by the Office of 
Enforcement on July 26, 2017. 

Richard Cordray Date 
Director 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
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1 700 G Street NW, 

Washington, DC 20552 

October 3, 2018 

Recommendation Memorandum for the SEFL Policy 
Director 

FROM 
Redacted by the Committee Cara 

Petersen, and Kristen Donoghue, Office of Enforcement 

THROUGH 

SUBJECT 

Recommendation 

Chris D ' Angelo, SEFL Associate Director 

Authorization to Enter into Settlement with Enova 
International, Inc. Outside of Previously Authorized 

Parameters, or to File Suit 

The Office of Enforcement recommends that you authorize a settlement in this 
matter under the parameters described below. 

I. Overview 

Based on the SEFL Policy Director's modification of the settle-or-sue authority in 
this matter described below, the Bureau should seek to settle with Enova 
Intemationa~ Inc. (En ova) outside of previously authorized parameters. 

Fonner Director Cordray authorized the Bureau to settle or sue on its potential 
claims against Enova on July 27, 2017. The Bureau andEnova began settlement 
negotiations in August 2017. On November 7, Enova offered to settle the matter 
for $1,367,567 in redress to consumers and a $1.2 million penalty. The redress 
portion of Enova' s offer consisted of the following: 

• Full refunds for payday customers whose bank accounts Enovadebited 
without authorization; 

• Refunds for up to four debits for installment loan and line-of-credit 
customers whose bank accounts Enova debited without authorization; 
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• $35 per transaction for up to four debits for all consumers whose bank 
accounts Enova successfully debited without authorization; 

• $3 5 per transaction for all consumers whose bank accounts En ova attempted 
to debit without authorization; and 

• $3 5 per transaction for consumers for whom Enova failed to honor loan 
extensions. 

On December 4, Enova indicated that it was reassessing its settlement position and 
has provided no further counter-offer since that time. On June 28, 2018, pursuant 
to the Acting Director's delegation of his authority, the SEFL Policy Director 
modified the settle-or-sue authority, eliminating several claims and modifying the 
relief to be sought, as described below. 1 

This memorandum includes only facts relevant to the revised parameters. A copy 
of the previously approved recommendation memorandum with a more complete 
discussion of the facts is attached. The count numbers referenced in this 
memorandum correspond to the previously approved draft complaint against 
Enova, which is also attached. 

II. Claims 

The SEFL Policy Director declined to reauthorize three claims previously 
authorized by Director Cordray. The SEFL Policy Director directed Enforcement 
to eliminate deception claims relating to Enova' s unauthorized debiting of 
consumers' bank accounts and its failure to honor loan extensions to consumers 
( Counts II and IV). The SEFL Policy Director also directed Enforcement to 
eliminate the Regulation E claim (Count VI). Further, the SEFL Policy Director 
directed Enforcement to drop the unfairness claim with respect to Enova' s debiting 
consumers' accounts twice for the same monthly payment ( Count V), if the claim 
proves to be a bar to settlement. 

At the direction of the SEFL Policy Director, Enforcement will no longer pursue 
Counts II, IV and VI. 

1 The SEFL Policy Director's instructions are set forth in an e-mail to the Enforcement Director 
dated June 28, 2018. 
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III. Restitution 

After discussion with the Office of Enforcement, the Legal Division, and the 
Acting Director, the SEFL Policy Director directed Enforcement not to seek 
restitution of loan principal or fees in connection with Count I. The loan principal 
and fees in question were legally owed, but unlawfully collected. 2 

The SEFL Policy Director also directed Enforcement not to seek restitution for any 
incidental NSF fees or overdraft charges incurred by consumers as a result of 
Enova' s unauthorized debiting, given the impossibility of calculating restitution 
with certainty for each affected consumer. The precise amount of fees incurred by 
each affected consumer cannot be calculated with certainty because many of these 
transactions occurred over eight years ago and few, if any, consumers will have 
retained the relevant records for that length of time. 

The SEFL Policy Director also directed Enforcement to seek restitution based on 
fees and penalties incurred as a result of erroneous charges ( addressed in Counts III 
and V) only to the extent they can be calculated with certainty for each consumer. 
For the same reasons described above, these amounts cannot be calculated with 
certainty. 

Thus, Enforcement will no longer seek consumer restitution for Counts I, III, or V. 

IV. Penalties 

Based on the facts developed during this investigation, since at least July 21, 2011, 
Enova acted recklessly by initiating over 14,000 debits from consumers' bank 
accounts without authorization, using account information obtained from lead 
generators. Further, a Missouri regulator notified En ova of the i11egal debiting on 

2 Enforcement previously recommended, and received authorization to require as part of a 
settlement, refunds of amounts Enova unlawfully collected notwithstanding that consumers owed 
those amounts. The Legal Division subsequently prepared a memorandum addressing whether 
consumers may suffer "substantial injury" when a creditor ( or debt collector) unlawfully collects 
debt that the consumer actually owes, and whether the Bureau has legal basis to require a 
creditor under those circumstances to return to consumers the funds that the creditor unlawfully 
collected. That memorandum concludes that consumers may suffer substantial injury under those 
circumstances, and that the Bureau could properly require the creditor to provide refunds for 
debts that were legally owed, but unlawfully collected, but that the Bureau would not be 
compelled to seek that remedy. Enforcement's previous negotiations with Enova contemplated 
that the company would retain the ability to collect amounts refunded to consumers to the extent 
permitted by law. 
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April 15, 2014, yetEnovaknowingly continued to initiate an additional 5,600 debit 
payments from consumers' bank accounts without authorization after that 
notification. Accordingly, the facts would support a civil money penalty of nearly 
$500 million from Enova before consideration of the statutory mitigating factors. 

When considering the statutory factors required by 12 U.S. C. § 5565( c )(3), 
particularly relevant to this matter are the ( 1) severity of the risks or losses to 
consumers, (2) the size of En ova's financial resources, and (3) such other matters 
as justice may require. For the reasons discussed below, a civil money penalty of 
between $3 million and $5 million properly takes into account the required 
statutory factors. 

i. The size offinancialresources and good faith of the person charged. 

While Enova is one of the largest and most profitable online lenders, generating 
over $840 million in revenue in 2017, it likely does not have sufficient resources to 
pay a penalty in the range of $500 million without significant negative impacts on 
its operations and offerings to consumers. Accordingly, some mitigation is 
warranted based on the size of En ova's financial resources. 

ii. The gravity of the violation or failure to pay. 

Here, the gravity of the violation does not serve as a mitigating factor on the 
recommended penalty range. Enova acted recklessly and at times, knowingly, and 
its misconduct involved unlawfully debiting millions of dollars from consumers' 
bank accounts without authorization. Failing to impose a significant civil penalty 
for the violations described above would not promote the goals of specific and 
general deterrence. 

iii. The severity of the risks to or losses of the consumer, which may take 
into account the number of products or services sold or provided. 

The "Flash Cash" and "Double Debit" issues impacted a small number of 
consumers relative to the total number of loans En ova makes on an annual basis, 
and the damages associated with these claims are less than $100 on average for 
each consumer. The size of these claims may serve as a mitigating factor. With 
respect to Enova' s unlawful debits, while consumers owed the amounts Enova 
unlawfully debited, as described above, consumers were nevertheless substantially 
injured by this unlawful conduct. It is therefore not, in Enforcement's view, 
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appropriate to consider the fact that the amounts debited were owed by consumers 
a significant mitigating factor here. 

iv. The history of previous violations. 

En ova is a recidivist. It was the subject of a 2013 consent order that resulted from 
misrepresentations it made to the Bureau exam staff and its efforts to conceal 
information from Bureau exam staff during an exam. Similarly, there is evidence 
suggesting that Enova has misrepresented to the Bureau when it became aware of 
its unauthorized debiting. Enova's history of similar violations and its 
misrepresentations to the Bureau thus do not provide a basis for mitigation. 

v. Such other matters as justice may require. 

As described in the previously approved recommendation memorandum, 
Enforcement previously recommended prioritizing obtaining redress for consumers 
over obtaining the maximum justifiable civil penalty. NowthattheBureauis no 
longer authorized to seek restitution for consumers, that consideration does not 
warrant further mitigation. 

In addition to the statutory mitigating factors, the Bureau is authorized to 
"compromise, remit, or modify" the penalty in an enforcement action, 3 including 
in the interest of obtaining a negotiated settlement. Enforcement recommends 
doing so here. We previously recommended a penalty in the range of $1 million to 
$3 million and restitution of $2. 1 million, prioritizing restitution over the penalty to 
be imposed. In light of the revisions to the claims and relief described herein, we 
believe a penalty of between $3 million and $5 million is appropriate as the 
monetary component of a settlement. Enova unlawfully collected approximately 
$2. 6 million from consumers' accounts ( even leaving aside its other violations). 
Absent consumer redress, a penalty in an amount substantially less than $3 million 
is likely insufficient to force the company to internalize the impact of its 
misconduct. The company likely will perceive its litigation risk to have decreased 
with the elimination of several claims and withdrawal of the Bureau's request that 
it provide redress to consumers, and may not be willing to settle, short of litigation, 
for an amount it might previously have been willing to pay. That said, we believe 
there is a realistic chance that it will agree to settle within these monetary 
parameters. 

3 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(4). 
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V. Injunctive Relief 

The Bureau should seek appropriate injunctive relief that would, among other 
things, prohibit Enova from engaging in the conduct described in the revised draft 
complaint. Relevant injunctive terms should include a bar on debiting consumers' 
accounts without authorization, failing to honor loan extensions, and debiting 
consumers' bank accounts twice for the same monthly payment. 

Attachments: 

Tab 1: Draft Decision Memo from the SEFL Policy Director. 
Tab 2: July 26, 2017 Recommendation Memorandum. 
Tab 2a: July 26, 2017 Decision Memo 
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To: Redacte-d by the Comm ittee Redacted by the Committee 

(CFPB) • • I . • I I ommittee """""'by.,. CJn-rn<tee.Ui:atlla::IJ.I 

(CFPB 
(CFPB) 

1-<eaactea oy the Committee Reoocteo by the committee 

Redacted by the Committee 

From: · (CFPB) 
Sent: Fri 5/4/2018 9:06:03 PM 
Subject: RE: Restitution Research 
Damages and Restitution Outline LP 5.4.18 final.doc 

Him, 

Here's an outline with Legal's research and thoughts. 

Thanks, -
-----Oriainal Aooointment----
From: htr:ttt-trt 'CFPB) 

Petersen, Cara (CFPB) I Redacted by the Committee  
Redacted by the  
Redacted by the Committee Redacted by the Comm1ttee 

Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 9:22 AM 
To: Petersen, Cara (CFPB);  (CFPB) llltlfiitili:ltt (CFPB); (CFPB);  (CFPB); lllfliffl nr-n:w (CFPB) 
Subject: Restitut ion Research 
When: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & canada). 
Where: 8122 

Hi all, 

With apologies for the short notice, I was hoping to have a quick conversation tomorrow about t he status of the efforts in Legal and 
Enforcement to research a question I've discussed with  and Cara: namely, whether courts consider restit ution an appropriate 
remedy where an illegal practice (such as a violation of t he FDCPA or an unfair act under the CFPA or FTC Act) results in a consumer 
paying a debt that is validly owed, and if so, whether t he creditor may be barred from further attempt s t o recollect the same debt. 
Eric asked me t o get him whatever research I could on that issue by this Friday. 

Thanks, -
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Pre-Decisional and Deliberative Draft 
Attorney-Client Communication 

Attorney Work Product 

L&P Outline Re~ardin~ Debt Collection a/Amounts that Consumers Actually Owe 

Points of Contact: , Redacted by the Committee 

Summary: 

When the Bureau determines that a debt collector improperly takes money from a consumer that 
the consumer actually owes, Legal is of the preliminary view that the Bureau reasonably could, 
under the Consumer Financial Protection Act, seek as damages the remedy of the entire amount 
that was taken from the consumer, notwithstanding that the consumer owes the debt. FDCPA 
case law awarding "actual damages" supports this theory of reliet: as does the common law 
principle reflected in the Restatement (Second) of Torts that the consumer has the right to choose 
how to allocate payments to creditors. Notably, under this theory, the underlying debt would not 
be extinguished (unless the Bureau sought that as an additional remedy, which we do not 
consider here). So the collector could still thereafter pursue the consumer for the debt using 
lawful means. That said, we do not think that the Bureau would be required to seek the entire 
amount that was taken from the consumer, and the FTC does not seem to generally have done so. 
We do not know the reasons for the FTC' s approach. One hypothesis may be that the FTC, under 
its remedy provisions, can generally only get injunctive relief in UDAP actions, which could be 
a more limited remedy in this context. But there may also be other explanations. 

We note that because of the short time frame, Legal has not completed a full-fledged analysis of 
this issue with full management review, and this outline represents preliminary research and 
analysis of the issue. 

Statutorv Overview: 

CFPA: 
• "The court (or the Bureau, as the case may be) in an action or adjudication proceeding 

brought under Federal consumer financial law, shall have jurisdicti on to grant any 
appropriate legal or equitable relief with respect to a violation of Federal consumer 
financial law." 12 U.S. C. 5565(a)(l) 

• Relief "may include, without limitation" : 

(A) rescission or reformation of contracts; 
(B) refund of moneys or return of real property; 
(C) restitution; 
(D) disgorgement or compensation for unjust enrichment; 
(E) payment of damages or other monetary relief; 
(F) public notification regarding the violation, including 
the costs of notification; 
(G) limits on the activities or functions of the person; 
and 
(H) civil money penalties ... 
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12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(2) (emphasis added). 

• But"[ n ]othing in this subsection shall be construed as authorizing the imposition of 
exemplary or punitive damages." 12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(3). 

FDCPA: 
• "[A]ny debt collector who fails to comply with any provision of [the FDCPA] with 

respect to any person is liable to such person" for both "any actual damage sustained by 
such person as a result of such failure" and so-called statutory damages, i.e., "such 
additional damages as the court may allow, but not exceeding $1,000." 15 U.S.C. 
1692k(a) (emphasis added). 

FTC Act: 
• "In the early and mid-l 980s, the Commission began to make widespread use of the 

permanent injunction proviso of Section l 3(b) in its consumer protection program to 
challenge cases of basic consumer fraud and deception .... T[]he Commission [may] 
obtain an order not only permanently barring deceptive practices, but also imposing 
various kinds of monetary equitable relief (i.e., restitution and rescission of contracts) to 
remedy past violations." https //www.ftc.gov/about-ftc/what-we-do/enforcement
authority (emphasis added) 

• Note that the Bureau's remedy provision (CFPA section 1055) appears not to be modeled 
after this provision, but instead after section 19 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 57b, which 
applies to violations of FTC cease-and-desist orders. See id 

o In other words, the FTC is limited in its UDAP actions to injunctive (including 
monetary equitable) relief, but can seek a fuller range of remedies in response to 
violations of cease-and-desist orders. By contrast, under the CFP A, the Bureau 
can get the full range of remedies in its UDAAP actions. 

FDCP A Case law: 

• District court cases (with some affirmances by the Circuits without discussion of this 
issue) appear to uniformly hold that an amount that a consumer paid as a result of illegal 
debt collection conduct can be recovered by the consumer as a remedy for an FDCP A 
violation even if the consumer owes the debt. Since under the FDCP A remedy provision 
this recovery is for "actual damages," these cases arguably bear on the meaning of the 
term "damages" in the Bureau's remedy provision, 12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(2)(E). 

o FTCv. CheckEnft, 2005 WL 1677480, at *10 (D.N.J. July 18, 2005), affdsub 
nom. FTC v. Check Inv'rs, Inc., 502 F.3d 159 (3d Cir. 2007) ("[T]he FTC has 
established that $10,204,445.00 in payments were procured by the defendants 
using the improper purposes addressed in this Opinion. For the reasons discussed 
in the FTC's Memorandum in Support of its summary judgment motion, this sum 
is recoverable from the defendants, jointly and severally, as restitution in this 
matter."). 

o Abby v. Paige, 2013 WL 141145, at *9 (S.D. Fla. Jan. 11, 2013), affd, 553 Fed. 
Appx. 970 (11th Cir. 2014) ("[B]ecause the FDCPA permits a plaintiff to recover 
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for violations of the law even when he defaulted on a debt, it follows that debtors 
may recover the amount paid to settle a debt if the debt collector violated the 
FDCPA in connection with collecting that debt.") (quotation marks omitted). 

o Hamidv. Stock & Grimes, L.L.P., 876 F. Supp. 2d 500, 503 (E.D. Pa. 2012) ("If 
her payment was not a proper element of actual damages under the FDCP A, a 
debt collector could harass a debtor in violation of the FDCP A, as a result of that 
harassment collect the debt, and thereafter retain what it collected. We do not 
believe that Congress intended this result."). 

o Alonso v. Blackstone Fin. Group LLC, 962 F. Supp. 2d 1188, 1198 (E.D. Cal. 
2013) ("Allowing debt collectors to retain money that was collected by violating 
the FDCP A would encourage misconduct, especially in cases where large 
amounts of debt are owed."). 

• Also, to get damages for the amounts paid to the debt collector, the consumer must show 
that the FDCPA violation actually caused the payment. (The CFPA unfairness provision 
expressly contains the similar requirement that the act or practice "causes or is likely to 
cause substantial injury." 12 U.S.C. 553 l(c)(l)(A).) 

o McMahon v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 12 C 1410, 2018 WL 1316736, at *12 (N.D. 
Ill. Mar. 14, 2018) ("The Court agrees with plaintiff that the amount class 
members paid as a result of receiving deceptive dunning letters is at least a 
permissible measure of damages under the FDCP A, and it may well be a proper 
measure of damages in this case .... [But] it does not follow that the class members 
need not bother proving that defendants' failure to comply with the FDCPA 
caused them to make payments."). 

• On the other hand, the consumer should not be able to recover FDCP A damages for 
payments on debts actually owed simply because the debt collector violated state law. 
This is consistent with other FDCPA precedent indicating that violations of state law do 
not necessarily constitute FDCPA violations. 

o Moritz v. Daniel N Gordon, P.C., 895 F. Supp. 2d 1097, 1116-17 (W.D. Wash. 
2012) ("Other courts have found that plaintiffs are not injured in the amount 
collected when the plaintiff owed the debt even where the debt collector violated 
state law in doing so .... Based on these cases, the court concludes that Ms. 
Moritz cannot recover the amounts she paid to [the collector] because those 
amounts were less than the total amount she owed to [the creditor] on a valid 
debt."). 

o Carlson v. First Revenue Assurance, 359 F.3d 1015, 1018 (8th Cir. 2004) ("The 
FDCP A was designed to provide basic, overarching rules for debt collection 
activities; it was not meant to convert every violation of a state debt collection 
law into a federal violation."); see also Wade v. Regional Credit Association, 87 
F.3d 1098, 1100 (9th Cir. 1996); Beier v. Blatt, Hasenmiller, Leibsker & Moore, 
LLC, 480 F.3d 470, 473 (7th Cir. 2007). 

• FDCPA cases also hold that an FDCPA violation does not extinguish the underlying 
debt. We do not believe this case law is in tension with the cases holding that the debt 
collector can be required to return payments improperly procured even if the consumer 
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owes the money. Instead, we believe this holding means that the debt collector remains 
free after returning the money collected unlawfully to pursue lawful collection of the 
amount owed. The fact that the underlying debt is not extinguished also arguably 
suggests that the remedy of returning money unlawfully collected but owed would not be 
punitive in contravention of the proviso to the Bureau's remedy provision, 12 U.S.C. 
5565(a)(3). 

o Vitullo v. Mancini, 684 F. Supp. 2d 760, 764 (E.D. Va. 2010) ("The statute's 
remedial scheme does not envision, and indeed does not permit, courts to cancel 
or extinguish debts as a remedy for FDCPA violations."). 

o United States v. Iwanski, 805 F. Supp. 2d 1355, 1359 (S.D. Fla. 2011) ("Nothing 
in the FDCP A suggests that a borrower can have his debt extinguished or 
cancelled in lieu of recovering damages."). 

o Midland Funding, LLC v. Pipkin, 283 P.3d 541, 542 (Utah Ct. App. 2012) 
("While Midland's alleged failure to comply with the FDCPA may subject it to 
liability under the act, such failure is not a defense to liability for the underlying 
debt.) 

• Notwithstanding that the debt would not be extinguished, the federal court will typically 
not, in a consumer's FDCPA action, hear a counterclaim from the debt collector on the 
debt: 

o Leatherwoodv. Universal Bus. Serv. Co., 115 F.R.D. 48, 50 (W.D.N.Y. 1987) 
("To allow a debt collector defendant to seek to collect the debt in the federal 
action to enforce the FDCP A might well have a chilling effect on persons who 
otherwise might and should bring suits such as this. Moreover, it would involve 
this Court in questions of no federal significance.") 

o Ayres v. Natl. CreditMgt. Corp., 1991 WL 66845, at *4 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 25, 1991) 
("The act does not explicitly address federal jurisdiction over actions by debt 
collectors to collect on debts .... By thus addressing creditors' actions, without 
providing for federal jurisdiction over these actions, Congress implicitly 
renounced the bringing of such actions in federal court, ancillary to FDCP A 
claims."). 

Restatement (Second) o(Torts: 

• Although not directly on point, the theory that a consumer can receive his or her payment 
on the debt in damages for unlawful collection draws some support from the common 
law principles that a debtor is allowed to allocate payment of his debts as he sees fit and 
that a tortfeasor may not limit a plaintiff's recovery by paying a debt of the injured 
person. For example, the Restatement indicates: 

o "A tortfeasor cannot diminish the amount ofrecovery by paying a debt of the 
injured person without the latter's consent, unless (a) the damages recoverable 
against the tortfeasor would include the amount of the debt, or (b) the payment of 
the debt was made unofficiously from the proceeds of the property of the injured 
person for the value of which suit is brought. 
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"Comment on Clause (b ): The rule stated in this Clause is particularly applicable 
to a sheriff or other officer who, by mistake of law or fact, has made an improper 
levy upon goods of a debtor and who before he has discovered the mistake, pays 
some or all of the debt from the proceeds of the sale made under the levy. (See 
Illustration 4). It applies also to a person who, without authority, takes the goods 
of a deceased person and without administration, pays his debts. (See Illustration 
5). The rule does not apply when the payment was made in bad faith nor when it 
would defeat some policy of the law. (See Illustration 6). Nor does the rule permit 
a creditor who has improperly seized his debtor's goods to have the damages for 
the conversion diminished by the amount of the debt." 

Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 923 (emphasis added). 

• We have found this elaboration in the caselaw: 
o "Mitigation of damages in tort cases is restricted by principles of equity, and in 

conversion cases, a defendant generally cannot diminish the amount of damages 
by paying a debt of the injured party without the latter's consent. [See] 
Restatement of Torts, § 923 .... To allow mitigation by application of the 
converted property to the benefit of the injured party would result in the converter 
dictating to the owner how the owner's property is to be used. Such a result would 
seriously weaken the concept of property ownership because a defendant would 
not be penalized for interfering with another person's possessions if the ultimate 
offset of the interference resulted in a benefit to that person. 

FTC Case law: 

"The language of the Michigan Supreme Court asserted over 100 years ago is still 
viable today. That court said in Northrup v. McGill, 27 Mich. 234,240 [(1873)]: 

In general, when there is no fraud, and when the law does not 
forbid, a man may dispose of his own property according to his 
own ideas of propriety. If he is indebted by note to different 
parties, he may apply his property to the payment of one, and 
refuse to apply it to the payment of another, and he may lawfully 
discriminate in this way, though in doing so he ignores the stronger 
moral claim resting upon him. This results from the supreme 
dominion which is involved in the absolute ownership of property. 

"A contrary view would result in gross abuses and allow officious intermeddlers 
to determine payment priorities which are best left to debtors. 
"The exceptions to the rule involve cases where the application of the property is 
compelled by legal duty, such as liens or security interests ... or when the 
converter causes the plaintiff to owe a debt and then satisfies it himself 
(Restatement of Torts 923, Comment (a))." 

• In the FTC cases that we have identified that appear to present similar circumstances, the 
FTC sought only disgorgement of profits -in this context, return to consumers only of 
interest and fees paid on the loan, not the principal. We do not know the reasons for the 
FTC's approach. One hypothesis may be that the FTC, under its remedy provisions for 
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FTC Act section 13(b) UDAP actions, can generally only get injunctive relief, which 
could be a more limited remedy in this context. But there may also be other explanations. 

o FTC v. LoanPointe, LLC, 2011 WL 4348304, at *12 (D. Utah Sept. 16, 2011), 
ajfd, 525 Fed. Appx. 696 (10th Cir. 2013) ("In this case, Defendants argue that 
they did not collect any money that was not owed, and they were not unjustly 
enriched by deceptive practices that induced a consumer to act to its detriment. 
Defendants assert that requiring them to disgorge amounts paid for repayment of 
loans would amount to a penalty, not simply a prevention of unjust enrichment, 
and, therefore, it is beyond the scope of fair equitable relief .... While the 
garnishment letter violated federal law, the court does not believe that Defendants 
should be required to disgorge the principal loan amounts. To the extent that 
disgorgement applies to 'ill-gotten gains,' a return of the loan principal lent to the 
consumer is not actually a 'gain' to Defendants. The court, therefore, concludes 
that the only amounts that can be considered to be 'ill-gotten gains' or 'gains 
flowing from the illegal activities' are the interest amounts received through the 
inappropriate garnishments. Technically, Defendants may have been entitled to 
the interest payments under the terms of the loans. But, requiring Defendants to 
disgorge the interest they received through garnishment fulfills one of the 
purposes of disgorgement, which is to make violations unprofitable." (citations 
omitted)). 

o FTC v. PayDay Fin. LLC, 989 F. Supp. 2d 799, 820 (D.S.D. 2013) ("The FTC's 
request for disgorgement of $417,740 stems from the amount of finance charges, 
interest, and fees collected by certain of the Defendants through garnishment. The 
garnishment practices of the Defendants doing collections were violative of§ 5 of 
the FICA and stemmed in part from clauses violative of the Credit Practices 
Rule. The Defendants argue, however, that they were collecting moneys owed 
under the loan agreements by consumers through garnishment. That is, 
Defendants argue they were not receiving ill-gotten gains, but rather collecting 
what amounts were owed .... This Court agrees with the rationale in LoanPointe, 
and finds that disgorgement of the $417,740 Defendants Pay Day Financial LLC 
and Financial Solutions LLC collected through their illegal garnishment practices 
is appropriate. Those two Defendants profited from the illegal garnishment in 
violation of§ 5, the profits-which came in the form of astoundingly high interest 
rates and fees-were in fact collected through illegal garnishment in the amount 
of $417,740, and that figure reasonably approximates the amount of unjust 
enrichment."). 

Restatement (Third) of Restitution and Uniust Enrichment: 

• The Restatement may support this principle of more limited recovery under the injunctive 
remedy of disgorgement, although further research into the caselaw would be helpful: 

o "Even if the claimant has conferred a benefit that results in the unjust enrichment 
of the recipient when viewed in isolation, the recipient may defend by showing 
that some or all of the benefit conferred did not unjustly enrich the recipient when 
the challenged transaction is viewed in the context of the parties' further 
obligations to each other. 
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"Comment .... The baseline of unjust enrichment. The standard application of§ 62 
is to a case in which a payment by the claimant, viewed in isolation, creates 
unjust enrichment of the recipient and a prima facie right to recovery in 
restitution. Examples include payments by mistake, payments under duress, and 
payments under illegal contracts. The defendant answers that the question of 
unjust enrichment between the parties can only be judged in light of the further 
relations between them. The baseline from which unjust enrichment is measured, 
in other words, is not the moment before the challenged payment but a point 
preceding other transactions between them .... 
"[Illustration 2:] A owes B $5000. Intending to pay C, another creditor, A sends 
$5000 to B who accepts the payment despite notice of A's mistake. (B's notice of 
A's mistake means that Bis not entitled to defend as a bona fide payee by the rule 
of§ 67.) A has a prima facie claim to restitution of the mistaken payment(§ 6), 
but Bis not unjustly enriched by A's unintended payment of a valid debt.Bis not 
liable to A in restitution." 

Restatement (Third) of Restitution and Unjust Enrichment§ 62 
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To: Blankenstein, Eric (CFPB) , Redacted by the Committee 

From: (CFPB) 
Sent: Thur6/7/2018 5:46:51 PM 
Subject: RE: Legal Memo re Valid Debt Issues 
Valid Debt Memo -- Rev'd 06 .07.18 •· Redline .docx 

Hi Eric, 
Here's the redline showing the revisions to the valid debt memo. Happy to look into any of this further if you'd like. 

Thanks, -
Confidcutia lity Notice: lf you received tMs email by mistake, you should notify the se11der of the mistake and delete the e-mail and any attachments. 
Au inadvertent disclosure is nol intended lo waive any privileges. 

From· lilllf __ (CFPB) 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2018 3:51 PM 
To: Blankenstein, Eric (CFPB) 
Subject: Legal Memo re Valid Debt Issues 

Hi Eric, 

I've attached the memo legal prepared addressing the quest ions coming out of the Enova investigation concerning substantial 
injury and remediation. The memo also reflects a couple comments from Enforcement. 

It's fairly long, and I'd be happy to discuss or arrange a meeting with legal and/or Enforcement for a broader discussion once 
you've had a chance t o review it. 

Thanks, 
Redacted by the Committee 

Redacted by the Committee 

Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 
consumerfinance.gov 

Confidentiality Notice: If you received this email by mistake, you should notify the sender of the mistal<e and delete the e-mail and any attachments. 
An inadve1tent disclosure is not intende(.l to waive any privileges. 
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PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT 

TO: SEFL 
. , ,, I 

; - • Porma~: Section start: Continuous 

FROM: l§f@a®I Senior Counsel, Legal Division2 

THROUGH: , Assistant General Counsel 

, Deputy General Counsel 

DATE: ~.l.untl. 20 18 
~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

RE: Injury and Remedy for Illegal Debt Collection of Amounts Actually Owed 

QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

(1) Can a consumer be substantially injured when a creditor or debt collector 
illegally collects debt that the consumer actually owes? 

(2) What is the appropriate remedy when a creditor or debt collector illegally 
collects debt that a consumer actually owes? ;. ;;. "' - - ;;. 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 

The Bureau has frequently brought claims against creditors and debt 
collectors under the Consumer Financial Protection Act (CFPA) and against debt 
collectors under the Fa ir Debt Collection Practices Act (FOCPA). In many of these 
instances, it is not d isputed that the consumer does indeed owe the money that the 
creditor or collector is trying to collect, Nonetheless, the Bureau may allege that the 
means by which the creditor /collector has collected the debt violates the CFPA or 
the FDCPA or both. To take the exa mple that the Bureau is currently considering, a 

~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

creditor may simply take the money from the consumer's bank account without 
authorization from the consumer to do so. Is a consumer substantially injured by 
this practice, if the creditor has only collected money that the consumer actually 
owes? 

Further. assuming the creditor /collector's conduct violates the CFPA or the 
FDCPA, what is the appropriate remedy for such a violation? For instance, is it 
appropriate for the Bureau to require the creditor or collector to return to 
consumers any money improperly collected - notwithstanding that the consumer 
does indeed owe that money? And if the Bureau does receive that remedy, may the 
creditor or collector thereafter again seek payment from the consumer on the debt? 

This memorandum addresses these issues. 
A related issue, not squarely addressed by this memorandum, is the situation 

in which a creditor or debt collector behaves improperly in some way toward the 
consumer and the consumer then subsequently repays the debt. For example, the 
creditor /collector may lie to the consumer, improperly threaten the consumer, or 

~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

2  and in Legal also provided significant contributions. 
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improperly humiliate the consumer, and the consumer may then pay the debt. How 
should the Bureau consider the injury and/or remedy in that context? This 
memorandum may be preliminarily helpful in informing the answers to those 
questions, but further thinking would probably need to be done to fully analyze that 
situation. We would be happy to do further work on that issue, which we 
acknowledge the Bureau may confront more frequently than the present situation in 
which a creditor simply improperly took money from a consumer's bank account. 

SUMMARY 

(1) Substantial injury: At common law, a creditor who took a debtor's property 
without having a security interest in that property was liable to the consumer for 
the tort of conversion, notwithstanding that the property was taken to satisfy a valid 
debt. Further, FTC Act caselaw in the debt collection context suggests that there is 
indeed substantial injury in these circumstances. And FDCPA caselaw suggests that 
"actual damages" in the amount that the debt collector improperly collected is 
appropriate in these circumstances. Accordingly, this memorandum concludes that 
substantial injury under the CFPA may occur in these circumstances. 

(2) Remedy: At common law, a creditor who took a debtor's property without 
having a security interest in that property would generally owe the debtor damages 
for the tort of conversion. Unlike the remedy of restitution (which includes 
disgorgement of unjust enrichment), the remedy of damages is not subject to 
equitable defenses. Indeed, relevant precedent suggests that the creditor in these 
circumstances would owe the debtor the full value of the property taken, with no 
setoff or reduction for the amount owed. That said, the debtor would still owe the 
creditor the amount owed, and the creditor could continue to pursue the debtor for 
that amount using legal means. 

The Bureau, unlike the FTC in direct litigation enforcing violations of the FTC 
Act, is able to recover damages in UDAAP cases. Under the FDCPA, which has been 
called a "federal tort action," "actual damages" in this situation has been found to be 
the full amount that the consumer paid. And in a relatively rare situation in which 
the FTC was statutorily entitled to get damages as consumer redress for an unfair 
practice, using the statutory provision that most resembles the CFPA remedy 
provision, the Ninth Circuit found that the FTC could get damages as redress in the 
full amount of consumer loss, even if this exceeded the defendant's unjust gains. 

In all these cases, in order to collect damages commensurate with consumer 
loss, it must be shown that the collector's conduct caused the consumer loss. At least 
in the factual circumstance directly being addressed here (in which the creditor or 
collector simply improperly takes money from the consumer), we do not think that 
is a difficult showing. 

It is generally the plaintiffs choice which remedy to seek, and plaintiffs may 
even seek multiple remedies, so long as they do not "double collect" the same 
amount. 
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Accordingly, this memorandum concludes that it would be legally 
appropriate for the Bureau to seek redress in the full amount taken from consumers 
in this situation. On the other hand, we do not believe that the Bureau would be 
legally compelled to seek this remedy, since it is the plaintiff's choice which remedy 
to seek. 

The memorandum ends by offering some very preliminary thoughts on the 
situation in which a creditor or debt collector behaves improperly in some way 
toward the consumer and the consumer then subsequently repays the debt. 

EARLY HISTORY OF THE ISSUE AT THE BUREAU 

The idea thatthe Bureau would seek the refund of payments (including 
principal) that consumers made on debts that they owed as relief for consumers 
subject to illegal debt collection practices appears to have originated within the 
Bureau in the Office of Enforcement. The first time the Legal Division became aware 
of the desire of the Office ofEnforcementto seek such relief in the debt collection 
context appears to have been in 2012, in a group of enforcement actions the Bureau 
worked on in coordination with the FDIC, OCC, and FRB against American Express. 
The Bureau and other Federal regulators believed American Express was using 
deceptive debt collection tactics in violation of sections 1031 and 1036 of the CFPA 
and section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act to persuade consumers to repay 
loans they owed to the bank. 

The July 26, 2012 Decision Memorandum approved by the Director for this 
matter explained on pages 29-30: 

We note that, to our knowledge, this would be the first time a federal 
regulator has provided complete restitution to consumers who were 
deceived into paying debts that were owed ( although the FTC has in 
the past sought and obtained disgorgement of unlawfully collected 
debt). However, given the age of the debt, the nature of the deception, 
and American Express's willingness to provide the relief, we believe 
restitution is appropriate here. Creditors and debt collectors have a 
right to collect debts that are owed. They do not, however, have a 
right to break the law when doing so. 

In order to prevent consumers from receiving an improper windfall, 
we propose structuring the proposed redress to allow the Bank to 
resume collection activities on the refunded debt, while notifying 
consumers if appropriate that the debt is [time-]barred for litigation 
and credit reporting purposes. 

(footnotes omitted). 
Further, as far as the Legal Division is aware, the Bureau has never had a 

hard and fast policy or practice to always seek such relief. For example, in 2013, the 
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Bureau brought an enforcement action against ACE Cash Express, Inc. (ACE) 
because it believed this payday lender was using unfair, deceptive, and abusive debt 
collection tactics in violation of sections 1031 and 1036 of the CFPA to persuade 
consumers to repay loans they owed to the lender. The Decision Memorandum 
approved by the Director on November 12, 2013, authorized the Office of 
Enforcement to settle the matter on terms that included, as "restitution," any 
amounts paid by consumers subjectto the illegal collection practices, but also 
authorized the Office of Enforcement, "[i]f necessary to settle the case,"to settle the 
matter on terms including only partial restitution consisting of the interest and fees 
paid by consumers subject to the illegal collection practices. Decision Memorandum 
for the Director, Authorization to Enter into Settlement with Specified Parameters 
with ACE Cash Express, Inc., at 16. 

Ultimately, the ACE action resulted in a Consent Order approved by the 
Director on July 8, 2014. The Order required a Redress Plan that included the 
following: "Provide that all Restitution Eligible Consumers [(i.e., consumers subject 
to the illegal practices)] who submit a timely claim form shall receive a refund of all 
payments to ACE during the Relevant Period plus 1.3% [(presumably for interest)], 
unless the total of such payments would exceed $5,000,000, in which case the 
amount paid to each Restitution Eligible Consumer shall be reduced pro rata by the 
Administrator." In the Matter of ACE Cash Express, Inc., Consent Order, 
Administrative Proceeding File No. 2014-CFPB-0008, ,r 42(d). The Order also 
required ACE to notify eligible consumers that "claiming a refund will not subject 
the consumer to any new debt collection activity." Id. if 44(e). The Order further 
provided that ACE "shall not be entitled to a set-off, or any other reduction, of the 
amount of payments to Restitution Eligible Consumers because of any debts owed 
by the Restitution Eligible Consumers" and that the redress provided by ACE "shall 
not limit consumers' rights except for double recovery." Id. ,r 46. 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

a. Bureau's Authority with Respect to Debt Collection 

The Bureau may bring claims against debt collectors under the CFPA or the 
FDCPA or both. The Dodd-Frank Act indicates that both the CFPA and the FD CPA are 
"Federal consumer financial laws." See 12 U.S.C. 5481(12)(H), (14). And the Bureau 
has authority, subject to certain exceptions, to bring claims against "any person 
[who] violates a Federal consumer financial law," 12 U.S.C. 5564(a), and to supervise 
certain persons, such as payday lenders, for the purpose of "assessing compliance 
with the requirements of Federal consumer financial law," see 12 U.S.C. 5514. 

Under the CFPA, "collecting debt related to any consumer financial product 
or service" is a "financial product or service." 12 U.S.C. 5481(15)(A)(x). The Bureau 
has frequently brought claims under the CFPA for unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts 
or practices (UDAAPs) involving debt collection conduct by creditors such as payday 
lenders. See 12 U.S.C. 5531(a). 
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As is explained by other memoranda, the CFPA's UDAAP provision is 
modeled after ( or "borrowed from") FTC Act section S's "UDAP" provision, which 
"declare[s] unlawful" "unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting 
commerce." 15 U.S.C. 45(a)(1). Specifically, the CFPA UDAAP provision borrows the 
FTC Act language on unfairness, that is, that the Commission has no authority "to 
declare unlawful an act or practice on the grounds that such act or practice is unfair 
unless the act or practice causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers 
which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and not outweighed by 
countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition." 15 U.S.C. 45(n); see also id. 
(describing "public policy considerations"). 

The Bureau and FTC both have authority to bring claims against debt 
collectors under the FDCPA.See 15 U.S.C.1692l(a) and (b)(6). The FDCPAalso 
creates a private cause of action. See 15 U.S.C. 1692k(a), (d). The FDCPA defines 
"debt collector" as "any person who uses any instrumentality of interstate 
commerce or the mails in any business the principal purpose of which is the 
collection of any debts, or who regularly collects or attempts to collect, directly or 
indirectly, debts owed or due or asserted to be owed or due another." 15 U.S.C. 
1692a(6). Generally and roughly speaking, the FDCPA applies to anyone who 
collects debts owed to someone else (i.e., "third-party debt collectors") or whose 
"principal purpose" is debt collection, but the FD CPA does not apply to creditors to 
whom debts are originally owed (so-called "first-party creditors"). 

b. CFPA Relief Provision 

The CFPA "relief' section, CFPA 1055, contains three parts/provisions about 
"relief," which are located in subsection (a) of 1055. (The remainder of 1055 
concerns recovery of costs and additional details on civil money penalties.) As 
described below, at least the second and third parts of the CFPA relief section (CFPA 
1055) appear to have been modeled on section 19 of the FTC Act (with some 
additions from the Federal Deposit Insurance Act). 

The first part of the CFPA relief section indicates that "[t]he court (or the 
Bureau, as the case may be) in an action or adjudication proceeding brought under 
Federal consumer financial law, shall have jurisdiction to grant any appropriate 
legal or equitable relief with respect to a violation of Federal consumer financial 
law." 12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(1). 

The second part of the CFPA relief section indicates that relief "may include, 
without limitation": 

(A) rescission or reformation of contracts; 
(B) refund of moneys or return of real property; 
(C) restitution; 
(D) disgorgement or compensation for unjust enrichment; 
(E) payment of damages or other monetary relief; 
(F) public notification regarding the violation, including 
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the costs of notification; 
(G) limits on the activities or functions of the person; 
and 
(H) civil money penalties .... 

12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(2). 

The third part of the CFPA relief section indicates that nothing in subsection 
(a) "shall be construed as authorizing the imposition of exemplary or punitive 
damages." 12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(3). 

c. FTC Act Remedies: Sections 5, 13(b], and 19 

The FTC has authority to enforce against violations of FTC Act section 5 (i.e. 
UDAPs) either administratively or directly in court. See generally A Brief Overview 
of the Federal Trade Commission's Investigative and Law Enforcement Authority, 
https://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc /what-we-do /enforcement-authority ("FTC 
Overview"). As explained below, when the FTC enforces UDAP violations 
administratively, it then also has the authority to seek consumer redress in court if 
the conduct was such that "a reasonable man would have known under the 
circumstances was dishonest or fraudulent." See 15 U.S.C. 57b(b). 

The FTC enforces UDAP violations directly in court under section 13(b) of the 
FTC Act. Section 13(b) authorizes the FTC to seek a "permanent injunction" if it has 
"reason to believe" that any person "is violating, or is about to violate, any provision 
of law enforced by the Federal Trade Commission." 15 U.S.C. 53(b). Section 13 was 
added to the FTC Act in 1973. See FTCv. H. N. Singer, Inc., 668 F.2d 1107, 1110 (9th 
Cir. 1982); FTC v. World Travel Vacation Brokers, Inc., 861 F.2d 1020, 1027 (7th Cir. 
1988). 

As the FTC has summarized: "In the early and mid-1980s, the Commission 
began to make widespread use of the permanent injunction proviso of Section 13(b) 
in its consumer protection program to challenge cases of basic consumer fraud and 
deception." FTC Overview. Although section 13(b) refers only to permanent 
injunctions, all the Circuits to have considered the question have nonetheless 
determined that the Commission may under section 13 "obtain an order not only 
permanently barring deceptive practices, but also imposing various kinds of 
monetary equitable relief (i.e., restitution and rescission of contracts) to remedy 
past violations." Id.; see FTC v. Verity Intem., Ltd., 443 F.3d 48, 66 (2d Cir. 2006) 
(summarizing precedent). The contours of the equitable relief available to the FTC 
under section 13 (and the distinction between legal and equitable relief) are 
described in detail below. 

The FTC enforces UDAP violations administratively under section 5(b) of the 
FTC Act. Section 5(b) authorizes the FTC, when it has "reason to believe" that any 
person "is using any ... unfair or deceptive act or practice in or affecting commerce," 
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to conduct an administrative proceeding and then to issue an order requiring such 
person "to cease and desist ... from the act or practice." 15 U.S.C. 45(b). 

After issuing such an administrative order, the FTC may then, under section 
19 of the FTC Act, seek redress in federal court for consumer injury caused by the 
conduct that was at issue in the administrative proceeding. See FTC Overview. 
Section 19(a) authorizes the FTC to bring lawsuits against any person "with respect 
to which the Commission has issued a final cease and desist order" if the 
Commission shows that the act or practice "is one which a reasonable man would 
have known under the circumstances was dishonest or fraudulent, the court may 
grant relief under [FTC Act section 19(b)]." 15 U.S.C. 57b(a). (The FTC can also file 
suit under Section 19(a) where a person, partnership, or corporation violates an 
FTC rule regarding unfair or deceptive acts or practices.) In turn, section 19(b) 
provides in relevant part: 

The court in [ a UDAP action] shall have jurisdiction to grant such 
relief as the court finds necessary to redress injury to consumers ... 
resulting from ... the unfair or deceptive act or practice, as the case 
may be. Such relief may include, but shall not be limited to, rescission 
or reformation of contracts, the refund of money or return of 
property, the payment of damages, and public notification respecting 
the rule violation or the unfair or deceptive act or practice, as the case 
may be; except that nothing in this subsection is intended to authorize 
the imposition of any exemplary or punitive damages. 

15 U.S.C. 57b(b). This provision (section 19) was added to the FTC Act in 1975. See 
PL 93-637, 88 Stat 2183 (Jan. 4, 1975). 

For what it is worth, the legislative history - including the Conference Report 
and the Senate Commerce Report -- for these provisions has been cited by dozens of 
courts. See, e.g., FTCv. S. W Sunsites, Inc., 665 F.2d 711, 720 (5th Cir. 1982) (quoting 
the Conference report); FTC v. World Travel Vacation Brokers, Inc., 861 F.2d 1020, 
1027 (7th Cir. 1988) ( quoting the Commerce report). As relevant here, the 
Conference Report emphasizes that section 19's list of remedies is non-exhaustive: 
'While this section enumerates several types of relief which may be granted, the 
nature of the relief authorized is limited only by the nature of the injury done and 
the remedial powers of the court. The enumeration of specific types of relief 
available are not exclusive and do not limit the Commission in pleading, or the court 
in fashioning, other appropriate remedies." S. Rep. No. 93-1408 (1974) (conference 
report), 1974 U.S.C.C.A.N. 7755, 7773. 

Further, the Senate Commerce Report elaborates on the role that the 
Commission plays in standing in the shoes of consumers in section 19 cases: 

After a cease-and-desist order is made final, the Commission may seek 
remedial relief on behalf of consumers injured by the specific unfair 
or deceptive act or practice which was the subject of the cease-and-
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desist proceeding in an action initiated in Federal district court. This 
provision would enable the Commission to more adequately protect 
consumers by affording them specific redress for their injuries. At the 
present time, cease-and-desist orders have prospective application 
only and afford no specific consumer redress to consumers who have 
been injured. 

S. Rep. No. 93-151 (1973) (report of the Senate Committee on Commerce). 

d. Relationship Between CFPA Remedy Provision and Other Statutes 

The third part of the CFPA relief provision, CFPA 1055(a)(3), appears to have 
been borrowed essentially verbatim from the second sentence of FTC Act section 
19(b). 

The second part of the CFPA relief provision, CFPA 1055(a)(2), appears to 
have borrowed much of its language from the second sentence of FTC Act section 
19(b). CFPA 1055(a)(2) lists word-for-word all the remedies that appear in FTC Act 
Section 19(b). CFPA 1055(a)(2) also lists two remedies that are not in 19(b): "limits 
on the activities or functions of the person" and "civil money penalties." 12 U.S.C. 
5565(a)(2). These two remedies appear to have been borrowed word-for-word 
from remedies available to the prudential banking regulators under the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Act. See 12 U.S.C 1818(b )(7) and (i). 

The first part of the CFPA relief provision, CFPA 1055(a)(l), is roughly 
similar to the first sentence of FTC Act section 19(b ), but the relief listed is distinct. 
To reiterate, CFPA 1055(a)(3)(1) states: "The court ( or the Bureau, as the case may 
be) in an action or adjudication proceeding brought under Federal consumer 
financial law, shall have jurisdiction to grant any appropriate legal or equitable relief 
with respect to a violation of Federal consumer financial law." 12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(l) 
( emphasis added). The first sentence of FTC Act section 19(b) states in relevant 
part: "The court in an action under subsection (a) shall have jurisdiction to grant 
such relief as the court finds necessary to redress injwy to consumers ... resulting from 
the ... the unfair or deceptive act or practice, as the case may be." 15 U.S.C. 57b(b) 
(emphasis added). 

As a preliminary matter, it seems fair to conclude that the CFPA relief 
provision appears to provide the Bureau with authority to receive at leastthe 
remedies thatthe FTC may receive in cases brought under section 13(b) (the direct
litigation provision) and the remedies that the FTC may receive in cases brought 
under section 19 (the provision involving cease-and-desist orders with dishonesty 
or fraud). As described above, under FTC Act section 13(b), the FTC may receive a 
permanent injunction and therefore so-called "equitable relief." Since the first part 
of the CFPA remedy provision provides thatthe Bureau may receive "any 
appropriate legal or equitable relief," 12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(l), the Bureau should at 
least be able to receive equitable relief akin to what the FTC received under section 
13(b) (as well as additional "legal" relief). Further, the second part of the CFPA relief 
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provision provides that the Bureau may receive all the remedies lis ted in FTC Act 
section 19. 

That said, the Bureau is prohibited from receiVing "exempla ry or punitive" 
damages as the FTC is in FTC Act section 19. 

e. FDCPA Remedies 

~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

The FDCPA remedy provision provides that "any debt collector who fails to 
comply with any provision of [the FDCPA] with respect to any person is liable to 
such person" for both "any actual damage sustained by such person as a result of 
such failure" and so-called statutory damages, i.e., "such addit ional damages as the 
court may allow, but not exceeding $1,000." 15 U.S.C. 1692k(a). (The statute has 
other rules for class actions. See 15 U.S.C. 1692k(a)(2)(B).) The FD CPA also provides 
that "in the case of any successful action to enforce the [FDCPA]." the court shall 
award "the costs of the action, together with a reasonable a ttorney's fee as 
determined by the cou1t." 15 U.S.C. 1692k(a)(3). ;.. ;;.. "' - - ;;. 

ANALYSIS 

This memorandum begins with the substantial injury question and then 
proceeds to the remedy question. 

I.Substantial Injury 

As a matter of common law, a creditor who did not have a security interest or 
other right of repossession of prope1ty could be sued for conversion if the creditor ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

seized property to repay a defaulted debt. Consistent with this precedent, FTC Act 
caselaw indicates that consumers can be substantially injured by creditor conduct 
even if the consumer owes the debt. Similarly, consumers can bring claims (and 
receive damages) under the FDCPA notwithstanding that the consumer owes the 
debt. 

a. Common law 

At common law as codified in the Uniform Commercial Code, the mechanism 
by which a creditor ensures he can lawfully seize prope1ty upon a debtor's default is 
the creation of a security interest in a contractual agreement If the creditor seizes a 
consumer's property upon default without such a valid security interest, the 
creditor would be liable to the debtor for the to1t of conversion, notwithstanding 
that the debt is owed. 

Conversion Generafly ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 
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"Actions involving collection abuses . . . have traditionally been viewed as 
sounding in tort." Sibley v. Fulton DeKalb Collection Serv., 677 F.2d 830,834 n.4 
(11th Cir. 1982). In particular, "[c]onversion is the wrongfu l possession or 
disposition of another's property as if it were one's own." 18 Am. Jur. 2d Conversion 
§ 1 ; see also, e.g., C.J.S. Trover and Conversion § 1. 

As relevant here, where the i;iroi;iert:v: taken was 1none:v:, not 1211:isiesl 
grQgert:'. tbe leadi•g re•:1edis1s t reatise indiq1tes: 

~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

As a result of i:iureI:v: formal considerations no longer of anx great 
conseQ_uence, some of the common law courts took the position an 
action of trover [i.e. to recover damages) for conversion of mone:v: 
would not lie unless there was an obligation to return some specific 
12ieces of gold or the like. 
The common law rule is still occasionall:v: rei:ieated, though usua l]:,'. 
with substantial Q_ualification. For the most part it is ignored 
illtQg!::Ib!::[, il•g :rniI~ [QI' "!;Q[li:'.1::1':i iQ[l" Q( illQD!:::V:, iJ[lg :iOill!::lim!:::i (Qr 
conversion o( even less tangible values, are entertained In the courts. 

;. ;;. "' - - ;;. 

Even whece the CQ•version action was not entertained plaintiff was 
not necessaril:t out of coutt· the ·conversion' label could be 
disrngard ect aoct tb~ i;;laim trnated as a claim iD assumpsit rw mone.l! 
biiid a•d ceceived. T!:J is t!Jea•s tbi.1 t ia some j Yrisd jctioas 12Ia i• tiff ~iii• 
sim12lY re~over on a conversion theoi:y when mQney is im12ro12erly 
ta lq:n whil!:l in others he !:;an recover but must dQ so on ii!n assum12sit 
~ 

Dao B. Dobt1s ao!l Ca12rice L,. !3.obe[t§, Law otl3.e•:1edie§ § 6.l (3rd !l!l- 2018) 
(footnotes omitteg); see Qls.o 90 c.1.s. n-over and conversion§ 2 ("Trover is the ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

~cboirnl mim~ Q[tb~ a~ion tQ g:i:;Qv~r damages ... .'),'.! 
Similarl:v:, Corpus 1uris Secundum indicates that "[m]oney may be the subject 

of conversion" but an action may not be brought "to enforce a mere obligation to 11ay 
money. " 90 c.J.S. Trovec aad Coaversion § 16. Ihis tre2tise i1Jdic'1tes tbii!t ilJ ~orne 
courts, a conversion claim may generally be brought for money, whereas in other 
coutts, a conversion claim may onl:v,: be brought "where the mone:t is s12ecificand 
capable of identification." Jd.; see id. ("Although there is authoriO'. to the contrnr:v: 
(i.e., indicating that a mone:t conversion claim can genera II:,! be broughfl, the general 
rnie. is t bat IIlQDe.Y is iln intangible. ilnd tbe.rn[Qrn not s11bi~ct toil clilim tor 
conversion. However th~re is an exception where the mone:v: is specific and ~apable 
of ide.oti fiQiltiQn ") (footnotes omitted) 

Specifically relevant to the facts at issue in the present matter, in which 
money was ta l<en from a bank account without consumer autho rization under this 

3 We. have not re.se.arche.d rncove.1l'. of mooe.v 11nder the. alternative ilssumpsit the.or~ ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

discussed in the Qobbs treatise but i:;ould loQli iato that further itthat kll.ould be 
~ 
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doctrine. courts have found that ''[m)oney in a bank account can properly be the 
su biecL of a conversion action when the account and amount are separnte and 
ascertainable." Republic ofHaiti v. Crown Charters, inc. 667 F. Supp. 839 845 (S.D. 
Fla. 1987). For example. in a case from an intermediate appellate court in Florida. 
the cou1t considered an appeal ofa findine of conversion where one owner of two 
jointly owned bank accounts withdrew money from the accounts without the other 
owner's permissjon. Allen v. Cordon 429 So. 2d 369 370- 71 (Fla. 1st Dist App. 
1983). The court.!Jljected the argument that "the money in question could not be the 
sub ject of conversion " finding that "[t]he two accounts involved here were separate 
ascertainable amounts and accounts." so "(t]he money was. therefore. specific and 
identifiable." Id. at 371. 

In another example [from a higher court. albeit with less similar facts). the 
Supreme Court of South Carolina considered a conversion suit by a corporation 
against its former employee. SSI Med. Services. Inc v. Cox. 392 S.E.2d 789. 791 (S.C. 
1990). The employee had been responsible for disposing of leased cars used by the 
corporaton atthe end of the lease term. Id. Rather than returning the cars to the 
leasing companies. the employee had been selllng the cars to third-parties. 
ciepositingthe proceeds jn his personal bank account and paying the leasing 
companies what was owed to them for the cars thereby pocketing the difference 
between the sale price and what was owed to the )easing companies Id When the 
corporation found out. it terminated the employee and sued him fo r convers jon of 
the amount pocketed. Id. The Court affirmed a lower court's grant of summary 
jud8:ment to the corporation and expresslv rejected the empJovee's ar8:ument that 
"money mav not be the subject ofa conversion acdon "Id at zn lo so tuliog the 
court noted that the corporation "established a determinate amount of money that 
was converted" and "can also identify into which account these sums were 
deposited." Id. at 792-93.4 

ii. Seizure o[Properfy to Pav Debts Without a Securify Interest 

Under the Uniform Commercial Code and at common law, a "secured party" 
is "a person in whose favor a security interest is created or provided for under a 
security agreement." Unif. Commercial Code§ 9-102(72). And "(a)fter default, a 
secured party" may "take possession of the collateral" either with o r without 
"judicial process." Unif. Commercial Code§ 9-609. That is, if a consumer defaults on 
a debt and the creditor has a security interest in the consumer's property, the 
creditor or his agent ( e.g. a "repo man") can lawfully seize the prope1ty to satisfy the 
defaulted debt, without going to court. See 68A Am. Jur. 2d Secured Transactions § 
44-0 ( describing that "a secured pa1ty" may "proceed first against the collateral by 

4 That said. it should be noted that. for the FTC Act "disgorgement does not require 
the district couit to apply equitable tracing rules to ideoti(v specific funds io the 
defendant's possession that are subiect to return" FT c v Bronson Partners LLC 
654 F.3d 359. 373 (2d Cir. 2011). 
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repossessing it by self-help") (footnotes omitted). The FTC's Credit Practices Rule 
puts some limitations that are not relevant here on what security interests can be 
obtained in "household goods." See 16 C.F.R. 444.2(a)( 4). 

At common law, "[a] creditor is liable for wrongful repossession upon the 
debtor's default where the creditor takes possession of property that is not subject 
to its security interest." 68A Am. Jur. 2d Secured Transactions § 490. And "a security 
interest cannot exist in the absence of a security agreement." Barnes v. N. W 
Repossession, LLC, 210 F. Supp. 3d 954,962 (N.D. Ill. 2016) (quoting Allis-Chalmers 
Corp. v. Staggs, 453 N .E.2d 145, 148 (Ill. App. 1983)); see also, e.g., Matter of Martin 
Grinding & Mach. Works, Inc., 793 F.2d 592, 594 (7th Cir. 1986) (relying on Allis
Chalmers). Accordingly, if a creditor has not obtained a security interest in a 
consumer's property via a security agreement and yet nonetheless takes possession 
of a consumer's property, that creditor would be liable for the tort of conversion. 

Further, and importantly for present purposes, "indebtedness of the plaintiff 
to the defendant or the latter's claim of such indebtedness is not a defense, or 
ground for mitigation of the damages, in a civil action for conversion of the plaintiff's 
property by the defendant." 100 A.L.R. 1376; see also 18 Am. Jur. 2d Conversion§ 
106 ("[T]he indebtedness of the plaintiff to the defendant, or the defendant's claim 
of such indebtedness, is not a defense [to an action for conversion].") 

For example, in Caldwell v. Carpenter, 234 P. 767, 768 (Okla. 1925), the 
Supreme Court of Oklahoma considered the conversion claim ofa blacksmith whose 
tools had been seized from his home during his absence. The Court noted that "there 
was no lien or mortgage against the property, although the plaintiff was indebted to 
the bank of which the defendant was cashier" and affirmed a jury's award of 
damages for the value of the tools. Id. The same Court later specifically cited 
Caldwell v. Carpenter for the proposition that "the fact that owner was indebted to 
wrongdoer is no defense" to the "illegal taking or wrongful assuming of right to 
personal property[, which] constitutes conversion." Murrell v. Griswold, 338 P.2d 
150,153 (Okla. 1959) (citing Carpenter). 

Similarly, in Caldwell v. Ryan, 108 S.W. 533, 534 (Mo. 1908), the Supreme 
Court of Missouri considered a conversion claim by Robert Caldwell (not to be 
confused with the Oklahoman Jesse Caldwell from Caldwell v. Carpenter). Caldwell 
alleged his two mules had been improperly seized and sold by Ryan to satisfy a debt. 
Id. Caldwell conceded that he owed a debt to Ryan, but successfully contended that 
his mules were exempt from seizure "because he was the head of a family and had 
no other property." Id. at 535. When Caldwell sued for conversion for the value of 
the mules, Ryan argued that Caldwell's claim should be "offset" by the amount that 
Caldwell owed Ryan. Id. at 535 ("The defendant was insisting on having his debts, 
for which he already had two judgments, set off against whatever judgment the 
plaintiff might obtain against him .... "). The Court rejected this contention, finding 
that "a debt could not be set off against a demand for damages arising in a tort." Id. 
at 536. Accordingly, the Court ordered judgment for Caldwell in the amount of the 
cash value of the two mules. As discussed below in the remedy section, the Court 
nonetheless suggested that Ryan could thereafter proceed with recovery on his suit 
for the underlying debt. 
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A related line of cases comes to a similar conclusion in the bankruptcy 
context. Many bankruptcy cases deal with the situation in which a debtor defaults 
on a debt and then a creditor "seizes [the] insolvent's property without process or 
claim oflien and then claims right of setoff when sued by the [bankruptcy] trustee 
for conversion." In re Natl. Hydro-Vac Indus. Services, L.L.C., 314 B.R. 753, 766 
(Bankr. E.D. Ark. 2004). In that context, "there is a line of cases which hold that a 
setoff should not be allowed" against the bankruptcy trustee's conversion claim. 
Brunswick Corp. v. Clements, 424 F.2d 673,676 (6th Cir. 1970); see also id. ( collecting 
cases). These courts reason that the creditor who seizes the property in these 
circumstances "has attempted to convert its claim into a fully secured claim to the 
prejudice of other unsecured creditors in the case." In re Natl. Hydro-Vac, 314 B.R. at 
766. For present purposes, the interesting point raised by these cases is that when a 
creditor or debt collector illegally seizes a consumer's property to pay a debt, the 
creditor /collector may be harming the consumer's other creditors. 

Further, though not exactly the subject of this memorandum, it may be 
helpful to note that courts historically held debt collectors liable on a tort theory of 
"invasion of privacy" for harassing consumers about debts. As one court stated: "[ A] 
creditor has a right to take reasonable action to pursue his debtor and persuade 
payment, although the steps taken may result to a certain degree in the invasion of 
the debtor's right of privacy, but that the debtor has a cause of action for injurious 
conduct on the part of the creditor which exceeds the bounds of reasonableness." 
Dawson v. Associates Fin. Services Co. of Kansas, Inc., 529 P.2d 104, 110 (Kan. 1974) 
( quotation marks omitted); see also id. ( summarizing cases "sufficient to create this 
cause of action," including a case involving "letters to employers coupled with 
frequent telephone calls" and a case involving "calls to the debtor's neighbors 
calculated to annoy, embarrass and humiliate the debtor"). See generally Liability for 
improper collection methods, 15 A.L.R.2d 108 § 28. But see Gouldman-Taber Pontiac, 
Inc. v. Zerbst, 100 S.E.2d 881, 882-83 (Ga. 1957) (holding that "a letter written by a 
creditor to an employer notifying him that his employee is indebted to the creditor 
and seeking the employer's aid in the collection of the debt ... did not violate [the 
debtor's] right of privacy"). 

Likewise, the Restatement (Second) of Torts specifically notes that 
"collecting creditors have been held liable for extreme abuse of their position" but 
"have not been held liable for mere insults, indignities, or annoyances that are not 
extreme or outrageous." Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 46 (1965). It also provides 
a few examples involving harassing debt collection conduct. 

b. FTC Act Case/aw 

In perhaps the most relevant precedent, the FTC recently brought two cases 
against payday lenders for improperly taking consumer's money to satisfy debts. In 
both cases, the lenders took the money by improperly garnishing consumers' wages. 
These cases were both authorized by the FTC commissioners by a vote of 4-0, 
brought directly to litigation under FTC Act section 13, and litigated to decision in 
federal court. See FTC Charges Payday Lender with Deceiving Employers in Scheme 
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to Collect Debts (April 7, 2010), !ill~/JJtD!Y.Wt!hiWWl~!l..:s::YsU!lli,Ll2!~l..: 
re leases /2010 / 04 /ftc-charges-payday-lend er-d ecei ving-empl oyers-scheme-co l lect; 
FTC Charges Payday Lending Scheme with Piling Inflated Fees on Borrowers and 
Making Unlawful Threats when Collecting,https://www.ftc.gov/news-
events /press-releases /2012 /04 /ftc-charges-payday-lending-scheme-pilin!l
inflated-fees-borrowers (April 2, 2012). In both matters, the courts expressly 
rejected the defendants' argument that they did not injure consumers because they 
were only garnishing amounts that the consumers owed. 

In FTC v. LoanPointe, the court considered FTC claims against a short-term, 
small dollar lender. FTCv. LoanPointe, LLC, 2011 WL 4348304, at *1 (D. Utah Sept. 
16, 2011), affd, 525 Fed. Appx. 696 (10th Cir. 2013). LoanPointe's contracts with 
consumers indicated that the consumer "agree[ d] to have my wages garnished to 
pay any delinquent amount on this loan." Id. Upon delinquency, LoanPointe "would 
inform consumers that their continued failure and refusal to repay loans would 
result in garnishment of their wages." Id. at *3. If consumers still failed to repay, 
LoanPointe would send a "garnishment package" to the consumer's employer, which 
stated: "One of your employees has been identified as owing a delinquent debt to 
[LoanPointe]. The Debt Collection Improvement Act of 1996 (DCIA) permits 
agencies to garnish the pay of individuals who owe such debt without first obtaining 
a court order. Enclosed is a Wage Garnishment Assignment directing you to 
withhold a portion of the employee's pay each period and to forward those amounts 
to [LoanPointe] ." Id. at *2. About 20% of employers receiving the notice did indeed 
garnish consumers' wages and remit them to LoanPointe. Id. at *5. 

The FTC sued LoanPointe under section 13 of the FTC Act, alleging that 
LoanPointe "violated the FTC Act by engaging in the following unfair or deceptive 
practices: misrepresenting to consumers' employers that they were authorized to 
garnish wages under the DCIA without a court order; misrepresenting to 
consumers' employers that they had notified consumers and given consumers an 
opportunity to dispute the debt prior to sending the garnishment request; and 
communicating with and disclosing the existence and amount of consumers' loans 
to consumers' employers without consumers' knowledge or consent." Id. at *3-4. 
(The FTC also alleged FDCPA and TSR claims.) 

On summary judgment, the district court ruled for the FTC on each of the FTC 
Act claims. With respect to deception, the court noted that LoanPointe conceded 
that both the statement about its right to garnish funds without a court order and 
the statement about giving consumers a chance to dispute the debt were false. Id. at 
*4. The court rejected LoanPointe's contention that these statements could not be 
deceptive because they were directed to employers, rather than consumers 
themselves. See id. at *5. With respect to unfairness, the court relied on American 
Financial Services Association v. FTC, 767 F.2d 957,974 (D.C. Cir. 1985) and related 
FTC findings that "wage assignment clauses and wage garnishment procedures 
cause substantial harm to consumers." 2011 WL 4348304, at *6. Noting the FTC's 
findings about "severe, substantial disruption of employment, the pressure that 
results from threats to file wage assignments, and the disruption of family finances," 
the court "conclude[d] that [LoanPointe's] practice of disclosing debts and the 
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amount of the debts to consumers' employers qualifies as an unfair practice under 
the FTC Act." Id. at *6. 

Importantly for present purposes, the court noted the following argument 
from LoanPointe: 

[LoanPointe] argue[s] that borrowers suffered no injury because any 
moneys they paid to Defendants were due and owing. Consumers 
who applied for payday loans with Defendants agreed to pay back the 
loan amount and interest at rates identified in the terms of 
repayment. Although the portion of the terms of repayment allowing 
Defendant to garnish the consumers' wages was inappropriate, there 
is no argument in this case that the other terms of repayment were 
misleading, deceptive, or inappropriate. 

Id. at *11. The court rejected this argument, finding that "the garnishment letter 
violated federal law" and that LoanPointe's "violations should not allow [it] to profit 
more than other similar businesses who have complied with the law." Id. at *12. 
(The details of the remedy are discussed in the remedy section of this memorandum 
below.) 

On appeal, LoanPointe argued, as relevant here, both that the district court's 
order was "improper due to the lack of evidence that any borrowers were actually 
misled by the violation" and that "the profit earned by means of the deceptive letters 
was not ill gotten because appellants did not collect any more tha[t] was not owed." 
525 Fed. Appx. at 701 (quotation marks omitted). 

With respect to the argument that consumers were not harmed because they 
owed the money collected, the Tenth Circuit stated that "[t]his rationale could be 
used to justify essentially any method of collecting debt since it ignores the harm 
that can flow from the act of collection itself." Id. The court also approvingly quoted 
this language from Floersheim v. FTC, 411 F.2d 874,878 (9th Cir. 1969): "Petitioner 
contends there is no deception because deception requires injury, and here there is 
no injury because all the debtors owe the money. There is no merit in this 
contention. Deception itself is the evil the statute is designed to prevent." 525 Fed. 
Appx. at 700 n.2. 

With respect to the argument about the lack of evidence of deception, the 
Tenth Circuit found that LoanPointe "misconstrue[d] the standard for liability under 
§ 5 of the FTC Act." Id. The court indicated that "[t]he FTC does not need to prove 
actual deception, only the likelihood that a consumer (here, employers), acting 
reasonably under the circumstances, would be deceived." Id. The court held that the 
district court "properly applied this standard in reasoning that the letters were 
deceptive because an employer would likely be unfamiliar with the law governing 
debt collection and unable to verify the facts," so "[n]o further evidentiary basis was 
required." Id. 

Similarly, in FTC v. PayDay Financial, LLC, a district court considered a variety 
of FTC claims, some of which were alleged FTC Act violations for improperly taking 
consumers' money to pay debts. 989 F. Supp. 2d 799 (D.S.D. 2013). As in LoanPointe, 
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"[w]hen a borrower whose loan agreement contained a wage assignment clause 
defaulted on the loan agreement and failed to work toward paying off the loan, 
[f>-ayDay] on occasion sent a garnishment packet to the borrower's employer. Id. at 
816. The packets indicated that Indian law "permit [s) agencies to garnish the pay of 
individuals who owe such debt without first obtaining a court order." Id. On 
summary judgment, the court held that these statements were deceptive because 
such garnishments were not actually lawful, noting that Pay Day collected more than 
$1 million from employers using the procedure. Id. at 817. ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

On the other hand, the couit denied the FTC summary judgment on a related 
§ 5 claim involving "communicat[ions]with borrowers' employers via written 
correspondence or over the telephone· that "concerned garnishment of the 
borrowers· wages ... after (PayDay) had sent the employers a garnishment packet." 
Id. at 817-18. The FTC alleged that these communications were unfair as "these 
communications took place without consumers' knowledge or consent and ... 
disclosed the existence and occasionally the amount of the consumers' debt." Id. at 
818. The court denied summary judgment on the grounds that that there was 
insufficient evidence in the record about "what was said during the telephone 

;,. ;;,. "' - - ;;. 

conversatlons" and "a question of fact concerning whether the borrowers were 
aware that (Pay Day) would be communicating with their employers or that the 
communications ... caused or were likely to cause substantial injury." Id. 

We ack•owledge tbat the FTC i.'Jlleged in tbese cases tbi.1t tbe irn[!rO[!er 
garnishment of funds was a deceptive, rather than an ynfgir, act oc practice, 
wbereas the FTC alleged that the disclosure oftbe debt to consu merf ea:!);iloier~ b~ 
tb!l ~arnisbmeot ~~s 1.m[air file oQoetbel!lss b!llielle tbese ctfl,iSiQDS are instnm.ille 
on the gue~tion of whether the unauthorized ta~ing of money from the ac~oynt ofa 
consumer wbo owes i.1 Vii! lid debt ca• co nstitute ~ubstal)tial ioiuc~. 

Both the district court and the Tenth Circuit in J.oanPQinte sp~cificall~ ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

n:i!;(;~g tbf argYrn!;nt tbat "tbm: is DQ iniYIY bf~ause all tbe debtors Q)iYe till: 
money." 525 Fed. AJHJX. at 700 n.2 (guoting Floersheim); see also 2011 WL 4348304, 
at •Tl (rejecting argument that 'borrowers suffered no injur~ because an:i mone~s 
t!Jell !:ls! id to De[eada ots were due s1nd owing'.'). Iu~t as a te:Ji;tu91 watter it js gifficu It 
to see how these statements about iniW:J!. would not ap12l~to the ··substantial injurf' 
com12onent of an unfairness claim involving the imQro(;!er seizure of consumers· 
fu nds b~ a creditor, notwithstanding that the~ were made in the context of 
dece12tion in the seizure of consumers· funds bv a creditor. That is 12a1ticular l~ so 
bf!:ilUSf mgneti.ll}'. ba rm is tbe llilElQi~m,Hi!: torm Q["s11bstantiil l injyry" Se.e. ETC 
Poli~ Statement on Unfairness (Dec. 17 1980) (noting that "[i]n most cases a 
SYbstantial iniYIJ iDVQlll~S illQDetarv harm") 

And as ex12lained further below the courts made these statements in the 
context of awarding (and affirming an award oO disgorgement of the 12rofjt 
12rQcured from cQnsumers by the dece12tive garnisbments. The LoanPointe di~trict 
cou1t stated tbi.1t its "eguitialh!e 12ower rnav only be exercised over t;11"Qt;1ertt t hat is 
~ysalli related tQ the ille~al ai;tiQDS Qf tb!l de~ndant" 2Ql l lt.!I, ~3~83Qi at *12 ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

t\nd the !:QYrt fol.I m! tbattbf profit de,eptillel~ !:Qlle,ted met tbis , riterign - it was 
injur:i: caus!i!lly related to tbe dece11tion. NQtablll, tbe courts dig 110t suggest tb!i!t tbe 
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dece12tion created some se1,2arate com12e11sable inJu1)'.. Iherefo[e, it i~ difficult for us 
to cogclude tbat U1e dece12tio11 cre5!tes il harm i11 itsel[ t!is1 t is somehow seJ;is1 riil te or 
inde1,2encient from the money improperly taken from consumers. 

C. FDCPA case/aw 

Several Circuits have indicated that it is possible for a debt collector to 
violate the FDCPA- and for consumers to be awarded damages -- even when ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

collecting an amount that the consumer owes. These courts have rejected the 
argument that an admission by the consumer that he or she owes the debt somehow 
undermines FDCPA liability. See, e.g., Sykes v. Mel Harris and Associates, LLC, 285 
F.R.D. 279,292 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) ('The various claims of the named plaintiffs as to the 
validity or existence of the underlying debts are not at issue here. Liability under the 
FDCPA can be established irrespective of whether the presumed debtor owes the 
debt in question."); Sykes v. Mel S. Hanis and Associates LLC, 780 F.3d 70, 83 (2d Cir. 
2015) (affirming this specific conclusion and quoting Baker v. G.C. Svcs. Corp., 677 
F.2d 775, 777 (9th Cir. 1982) fo rthe proposition that the FDCPA "Is designed to 

;. ;;. "' - - ;;. 

protect consumers who have been victimized by unscrupulous debt collectors, 
regardless of whether a valid debt actually exists'l 

That said, cou1ts have found that consumers should not be able to recover 
FDCPA damages for payments on debts actually owed simply because the debt 
collector violated state law. See, e.g., Moritz v. Daniel N. Gordon, P.C., 895 F. Supp. 2d 
1097, 1116- 17 (W.D. Wash. 2012) ("Other courts have fou nd that plaintiffs are not 
injured in the amount collected when the plaintiff owed the debt even where the 
debt collector violated state law in doing so . ... Based on these cases, the court 
concludes that Ms. Moritz cannot recover the amounts she paid to [the collector] 
because those amounts were less than the total amount she owed to [the creditor] ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

on a valid debt."). This is consistent with other FDCPA precedent indicating that 
violations of state law do not necessarily constitute FDCPA violations. See Carlson v. 
First Revenue Assurance, 359 F.3d 1015, 1018 (8th Cir. 2004) Wade v. Regional 
Credit Association, 87 F.3d 1098, 1100 (9th Cir. 1996); Beier v. Blatt, Hasenmil/er, 
Leibsker & Moore, LLC, 480 F.3d 470, 473 (7th Cir. 2007). 

Tile flffl91'/l~ sf 1'8691, 181':)' YAEi Br !;RB fl:lbl2,0, fer EIBBt 691l86ti9A sf alf!BYRP.; 
ast1,1a l!y eweEI aREI the related isswe that the sellester's illegal eeREl1,1et lf!Yst e91,15e 

the se!leGtsr ts A'lal1e a 13a~·A'leRt Hir the 6BA5Y lfler te ress 11er that 13a~•A'lBAt is 
disnisseEI llelew iR the El im1ssieF1 er remeaies lleca1,1se that is where it is El isGusseEI 
iR the caselaw. 

An argJJm!i!nt might b!i! mild!i! that tb!i! EDCE8 is l.!Db!i! lpfl.ll in 1.rnd!i!rsrarn:liag 
the concept of"substantial injury" here because the FDCPA is focused on the "injur~(' 
caused by the ille~ I col lection 1,2 ractices t hemselves (e.~ .. dece11tive statements or 
harassing Qhone calls), rather than on the "injury" of having money go tQYl'.ard a 
Vl.'!l id gebt. But sycb an argyment woyld be difficult to recQIJ!:: ile witb bow cou1ts 
bav~ a1:!12rnai;;b!i!d a~·,ardillg "ai:t.Yal damag!i!s" Yad~r tb~ EQCEA As acidt!i! SS !i!ci 

~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

~Jrtber belm'.11 ia tbe remedies sei;tiQD E!:!CP8 rnsel;iw suggests that "ai;ru;il 
gami;!ges" i;! [e recov~r;able bll the coasumer for"moaeta1:y damage, emotioaal 
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distress or other injurv that the debtor can !)rove the debt cQllector caused.'' lohnsQn 
v. Egton, BQ F.3d 148, 152 (St!i Cir. !926). l!l turn, coyrts hii!ve [ouod t llii!L Lbe 
amount thil.t the d!;lbt collector im12ro12erl:l collect!;ld is ill2!2ro12riate a~ "actual 
damages" even if those amounts are owed. This indicates that such amounts are 
iuJIJ.Ot. Cirn:ii:iL!:aL ~::titb tbat EIXE6 12laiati((s wa~ r!li;Q::.'.!lr bQLb dawa~!ls (Qr tb!l 
amount imi;1ro12erl:t collected and damailes for other harm caused b:t the gef!lndant's 
conduct a~ well as ~tijjtUtQr)l damages fo r the violation its!;Jl[ See ll..!1.t!J.id v. S(;Qc/$. & 
Grimes, LLP, 876 F. S..YJm,.2d 500, 502-03 (E.D. Pa. 2012) (!llaintiff could recover the ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

amount !)aid to debt collector as damages and could also recover various other 
damages, including damages for mental distress and for "$110 fo r two lost dal,'.S of 
work as a result of her mental distress"). The abil i!;l,'. of 12 taintiffs to recover mone:t 
i;ia id toward a valid debt.and not merei:t statutorv damages or other fo rms of 
damages such as emotional distress or lost wages, indicates that pal,'.ment of a valid 
debt can itself constitute a n injurv under the FDCPA. 

d. Analysis and Conclusions 
;,, ;;,, "' - - ;;. 

Based on our understanding of this precedent, we conclude that a consumer 
can be substantially injured when a creditor or debt collector improperly takes 
money from a consumer, even if the consumer owes a valid debt At common law, a 
creditor who took a debtor's property in these circumstances would be liable for the 
tort of conversion; FTC Act case law in the debt collection context suggests that there 
is substantial injury; and FOCPA case law suggests that there is compensable injury 
due to the finding that actual damages are warranted. We see little reason to believe 
that a different conclusion would be warranted under the CFPA. In particular, 
because the FTC Act standard for unfairness and deception is so similar to the CFPA 
standard, we find little basis for concluding that this conduct would be a UOAP but ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

not a UDMP. Further, the common law and FDCPA precedent suggests that this 
would be a relatively ordinary conclusion for a court to draw in the tort context. 
Indeed, it seems that the contrary conclusion would find little basis in precedent. 

It.Remedy 

At common law, if a creditor without a security interest in the consumer's 
property seized that property to satisfy a debt, the consumer would be able to 
recover the full value of the seized property as damages in a conversion suit, 
without "set-off' of the amount of the debt That said, the consumer would still owe 
the debt, and the creditor could collect on the debt using lawful means. 

The FTC at least theoretically has different remedies available depending on 
whether a case is brought under section 13 (the direct liability provision) or section 
19 (the cease-and-desist with dishonesty and fraud provision). There also appear to 
be differences in d ifferent Circuits as to what remedy the ITC may receive under 
section 13. Under section 13, the FTC can at least get the equitable remedy of ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

disgorgement, and in some Circuits, ca n get full restitution for consumer harm. 
Under section 19, the FTC can get consumer redress in the form of damages paid to 
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consumers. As noted above, the CFPA gives the Bureau the ability to get at least the 
remedies that the FTC can get under either section 13 or section 19. The caselaw 
under either provision requires a causal link between the defendant's actions and 
the remedy. 

In the two recent debt collection cases referenced above that the FTC 
brought under FTC Act section 13, the FTC sought and received the equitable 
remedy of restitution ( specifically, disgorgement), which in these cases meant 
interest and fees but not principal were paid by the defendants to the FTC, which it 
could then distribute to consumers as redress to the extent harmed consumers 
could be identified, with any remainder going to the Treasury. 

The voluminous FDCPA caselaw includes many cases in which actual 
damages were awarded to consumers. This caselaw includes precedent that 
specifically addresses the fact that consumers did owe the debts in question, and 
indicates that damages can be awarded to return amounts that consumers actually 
owed so long as the consumer shows causation between the collector's illegal 
conduct and the payment. But the FDCPA violation does not extinguish the 
underlying debt. 

It is generally up to the plaintiff to elect which of the available remedies is 
sought. 

a. Overview of Remedies Doctrine and the Common Law 

1. Relevant Overview on Remedies 

The leading treatise on remedies describes "four major categories" of 
remedies: "(1) damages remedies, (2) restitutionary remedies, (3) coercive 
remedies such as injunctions, [and] ( 4) declaratory remedies." Dan B. Dobbs and 
Caprice L. Roberts, Law of Remedies§ 1.1 (3rd ed. 2018). The treatise indicates that 
"[ d]amages was historically a legal remedy," the injunction was "equitable," and 
restitution and declaratory relief could be either legal or equitable. See Law of 
Remedies§ 1.2; see also Great-W Life &Annuity Ins. Co. v. Knudson, 534 U.S. 204,215 
(2002) (describing distinctions). 

It should be noted atthe outset - as both the treatise and the Supreme Court 
have noted - that courts may not be particularly careful about using the correct 
label for a particular type of remedy in contexts in which the distinctions between 
types of remedies would not affect the outcome. As the treatise indicates: ''The 
reader of restitutionary material is always challenged by its archaic terminology and 
by loose usage to analyze cases by their content rather than their terms." Law of 
Damages§ 1.1; see also Great-W Life, 534 U.S. at 214-15 ("Admittedly, our cases 
have not previously drawn this fine distinction between restitution at law and 
restitution in equity, but neither have they involved an issue to which the distinction 
was relevant."). 

The treatise indicates that, in addition to the availability of a jury trial, the 
only modern significance to the distinction between law and equity is that "when a 
plaintiff asserts an equitable remedy, equitable defenses can be invoked even if they 
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could not be invoked against a 'legal' claim." Law of Remedies§ 2.1. This difference 
is discussed below. 

"[Restitutionary] remedies include, for example, monetary restitution, 
constructive trust, equitable lien, and disgorgement." Id. § 4.1. Confusingly, as this 
statement suggests, the word "restitution" includes both "disgorgement" and 
"monetary restitution." See also Kokesh v. SEC, 137 S. Ct. 1635, 1640 (2017) 
("Generally, disgorgement is a form of restitution." (quotation marks omitted)). As 
discussed further below, "monetary restitution" (or "redress") in this context 
typically means returning money to consumers, while "disgorgement" in this 
context generally means turning over money to the government, regardless of 
where that money ultimately ends up going. See Law of Remedies§ 1.1 ("Although 
an award of restitution may in fact provide compensation for plaintiff in some cases, 
the restitutionary goal is distinct. The restitutionary goal is to prevent unjust 
enrichment of defendant by making him give up what he wrongfully obtained from 
plaintiff."). 

One notable difference between damages and restitution is that "damages is 
measured by plaintiff's loss; restitution is measured by defendant's unjust gains." 
Law of Remedies§ 3.1; see also id. § 1.1. Accordingly, "[r]estitution measures the 
remedy by defendant's gain and seeks to force disgorgement of that gain. It differs in 
its goal or principle from damages, which measures the remedy by plaintiffs loss 
and seeks to provide compensation for that loss." Law of Remedies § 4.1. 

It should be noted that this memorandum assumes that the claims the 
Bureau might bring against a creditor or debt collector could ultimately be brought 
in a forum in which the defendant could request a jury trial, such as federal district 
court. We have checked with Enforcement about the present matter that the Bureau 
is considering, and it would indeed likely be litigated in federal district court (if it is 
not settled). This also seems like a reasonable assumption generally, since the 
Bureau can typically bring UDAAP claims in federal court. See 12. U.S.C. 5564(a) ("If 
any person violates a Federal consumer financial law, the Bureau may, subject to 
[the restrictions for banks of certain sizes], commence a civil action against such 
person to impose a civil penalty or to seek all appropriate legal and equitable 
relief .... "). Of course, the Bureau will as a practical matter often be settling claims or 
handling them in Supervision. So a jury trial is not actually going to happen on many 
of these claims. But the point is that a jury trial would typically be available were 
these claims ultimately to end up in litigation. If, by contrast, for some reason the 
Bureau would only be able to bring a claim in a forum without a jury trial ( such as 
an administrative adjudication), it is possible that the remedy in that situation 
would be restricted to equitable remedies, which might not include "damages." 
Since that situation would not be the norm, this memorandum does not consider it 
further, and more thinking would need to be done about that issue if it were to arise. 

2. Common Law Remedies Involving Debt Collection 

i. Conversion and Damages 
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As noted above, when a creditor seizes a consume1's property without a 
security interest, even to satisfy a valid debt, the consumer would likely have a cla im 
under the common law tort of conversion. "Conversion damages are intended to 
compensate the wronged party for a loss sustained because property was 
wrongfully taken. Thus, the primary principle to be applied in awarding damages for 
loss of property through conversion is that the owner should be compensated for 
the actual loss sustained." 18 Am. Jur. 2d Conversion§ 116 (footnotes omitted). 

Equitable defenses would not be available in a suit fo r conversion, since ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

"[a]lthough in some respects an action for conversion has been regarded as 
partaking of the nature of a suit in equity, or as an action in which the court is 
competent to investigate and determine the equity of the case, it has been stated to 
be strictly a legal action." 18 Am. Jur. 2d Conversion§ 64 (footnotes omitted). 
Especially relevant here, "[i)t is a general rule that the mere fact that the defendant 
has credited the value of the property to an indebtedness of the plaintiff to the 
defendant is not ground for mitigation of damages in an action for conversion .... " 
18 Am. Jur. 2d Conversion§ 138. 

The two cases cited above, Caldwell v. Ryan and Caldwell v. Carpenter, both 
;. ;;. "' - - ;;. 

demonstrate this principle. In Caldwell v. Carpenter, 234 P. 767, 768 (Okla. 1925), 
the Supreme Court of Oklahoma awarded the blacksmith the full value of his 
converted tools, without any set-off for the amount that the smith owed to the 
employer of the person who stole the tools. Similarly, in Caldwell v. Ryan, the 
Supreme Court of Missouri affirmed an award of damages in the full amount of the 
value of the two converted mules and expressly rejected the argument that the 
damages award should be set-off against existing debts. 108 s.w. 533, 536 (Mo. 
1908) ("[A] debt could not be set off against a demand for damages arising in a 
tort.'1; see also id. at 538 (Lamm, J., dissenting) ("I agree [with the majority] that... 
(i] f A. sues B. for damages for assault and battery, B. may not by answer set off a ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

promissory note or a judgment debt against A.'s claim for the tort.'} 
The Court in Ryan distinguished this situation, when the debtor has a tort 

claim and the creditor has a counte1vailing contract claim, from situations in which 
the plaintiff and the defendant each have contract claims against each other. The 
Comt indicated that setting off a contract claim against another contract claim 
would be appropriate, but setting off a contract claim against a tort claim is not. See 
id. at 535-36 "[W)hen the pa1ties are mutually indebted, one debt may be set off 
against the other, ... but the demands must come under the classification of debts .... 
A demand of damages for a tort is not a debt, and is not embraced in the statute of 
set- off.). Courts have ruled similarly in the bankruptcy context, when evaluating 
conversjon c)ajms See, e.g., Brunswick Corp. v. Clements, 424 F.2d 673,676 (6th Cir. 
1970) ("(L) iability for willful conversion may not be setoff against monies owing the 
conve1ter by the bankrupt."J. SM~~ee ifil. fRstiRg "a 5fllit s~a1,1Uisrit,1" SR 591; sU:sf 
ether tyt3es eftsrt claims agaiRst GSRtFaGt claims) .. "): see also Collier on Bankruptcy 

~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 
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~ 553.04("Jfthe credito1' s liabilin, to the debtor i~ based ui;1Qn the willful 
conversiou o( tl1e debto r's i;iro12er~. couct~ !tsJVe ~lso denied seto[.").S. 

The Court in Caldwell v. Ryan also specifically indicated that t he creditor's 
unlawful conversion of the debtor's property did not extinguish the debtor's existing 
debt, and so the creditor could still proceed to enforce a judgment against the 
debtor on that existing debt. Indeed, the Court pa1tially reversed the lower cou1t on 
these grounds. The Court found that the judgment below would have been proper if 
the lower court "would have left the plaintiff with his judgment, and the defendant ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

with his, and each entit led to sue out execution." 108 S.W. at 536. However, t he 
lower court instead seemed to indicate that t he debtor could collect on his judgment 
without the creditor being able to sue on the underlying debt, "leav[ing] the 
defendant without recourse for the debt due him." Id. To the contrary, the Court 
held that the debtor "may sue out execution on his judgment, and the [ creditor] may 
likewise have execution on his." Id. 

In a case with more complicated facts, a California appellate court similarly 
found that "in conversion cases, a defendant generally cannot diminish the amount 
of damages by paying a debt of the injured party without the latter 's consent." 

;.. ;;.. "' - - ;;. 

Dakota Gardens Apt. Inv'rs B v. f>udwll/, 142 Cal. Rptr. 126, 129 (Cal. App. 5th Dis t. 
1977). That court stated: 

To allow mitigation by application of the converted property to the 
benefit of the injured party would result in the converter dictating to 
the owner how the owner's property is to be used. Such a result 
would seriously weaken the concept of property ownership because a 
defendant would not be penalized for interfering with another 
person's possessions if the ultimate offset of the interference resulted 
in a benefit to that person. ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

The language of the Michigan Supreme Court asse1ted over 100 years 
ago is still viable today. That court said in Northrup v. McGill, (27 
Mich. 234, 240 (1873)] : "In general, when there is no fraud, and when 
the law does not forbid, a man may dispose of his own property 
according to his own ideas of propriety. If he is indebted by note to 
different parties, he may apply his property to the payment of one, 
and refuse to apply it to the payment of another, and he may lawfully 
discriminate in this way, though in doing so he ignores the stronger 
moral claim resting upon him. This results from the supreme 
dominion which is involved in the absolute ownership of property." 

5 Cnl!i~r ll!!le~ t!rnt YD!kc th!;: rnrrnnl B~!lkrY(Jt~)! C<!!l~ digibili!¥ for ~~t-off ll!;:D~I:l!lll! goes ll!!l lYm 
Qn the cbarac!er 2f tile Qbli"iltiQn (e ~ rnnttact Qt !Qrt) Ibati;i::neml rnle is :mbill!,;t 12 si:;:fl:al 
exce[!tions, including the exre[ltion fo r conversion claims. See Collier on Bankruntc)! l! 553.04 
(" LlJJadQr 111 lJ.S.C. !i SS3(a)J a ~ontra , t claim mav he otfsQ! against~ tott flaim ang a s\3tutor~ 
rli.1illl lDiJ~ b~ 1!lJ~t sai:iliU~t iJD ubli~•iiitiml i.1fi~iDW ill tUUil~ Itlt[t: ii[t ~lltri.11 r~~·tn2timl::i lU L'.bi~ rult' ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

UfDalt)! i;:lai1:o~· i.:~u:tain daims fQr intfllti!lual n1is:Qudu,i-• aud f2'~lll2t dfbts iltf UQt :mbif~:t tu liftoff 
agajnstotber 1¥pes ofc(ajms under seen on ss·l(a) ''.) 
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Id. 

A contrary view would result in gross abuses and allow officious 
intermeddlers to determine payment priorities which are best left to 
debtors. 

The court also cited to the Restatement (Second) of Torts. That 
Restatement states in relevant part: 

A tortfeasor cannot diminish the amount of recovery by paying a debt 
of the injured person without the latter's consent, unless (a) the 
damages recoverable againstthe tortfeasor would include the amount 
of the debt, or (b) the payment of the debt was made unofficiously 
from the proceeds of the property of the injured person for the value 
of which suit is brought .... 
Comment on Clause (a): When the defendant's tort causes the plaintiff 
to be liable to a third person (see§ 871A), the tortfeasor can 
terminate all but consequential damages by payment of the claim .... 
Comment on Clause (b): The rule stated in this Clause is particularly 
applicable to a sheriff or other officer who, by mistake of law or fact, 
has made an improper levy upon goods of a debtor and who before he 
has discovered the mistake, pays some or all of the debt from the 
proceeds of the sale made under the levy. (See Illustration 4). It 
applies also to a person who, without authority, takes the goods of a 
deceased person and without administration, pays his debts. (See 
Illustration 5). The rule does not apply when the payment was made 
in bad faith nor when it would defeat some policy of the law. (See 
Illustration 6). Nor does the rule permit a creditor who has improperly 
seized his debtor's goods to have the damages for the conversion 
diminished by the amount of the debt." 

Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 923 (emphasis added). 
It should be noted that the Comment on Clause (a), as well as its 

illustrations, clarify that the situation being contemplated by Clause ( a) is 
when the tort itself causes the creation of a debt to a third party. It is that 
situation in which the "damages recoverable against the tortfeasor would 
include the amount of the debt." Id.; see also Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 
871A ( describing tort liability for creation of debt to a third party). Clause (a) 
indicates that the tortfeasor in that situation can just pay off the debt, rather 
than paying the amount of the debt in damages. For example, one of the 
illustrations is: "A negligently injures B, who is treated by C, a physician. A 
pays C's charges. B's damages against A are diminished." Id. (illustration 3). 
That is not the situation considered in this memorandum; here, there is an 
existing debt owed to the creditor /collector before the collection activity, not 
a new debt created by the collection activity itself. That this is true is 
confirmed by the Comment on Clause (b ), which clearly indicates that the 
rule does not "permit a creditor who has improperly seized his debtor's 
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goods to have the damages for the conversion diminished by the amount of 
the debt." Id. 

ii. Restitution 

By contrast, as noted above, one feature of equitable restitution is that 
equitable defenses may be available. For example, the Restatement (Third) of 
Restitution and Unjust Enrichment ('Third RestatemenD states that "(e]ven if the 
claimant has conferred a benefit that results in the unjust enrichment of the 
recipient when viewed in isolation, the recipient may defend by showing that some 
or all of the benefit conferred did not unjustly enrich the recipient when the 
challenged transaction Is viewed In the context of the parties· further obligations to 
each other." Third Restatement (Third) ef Restia1tieA a Ad UAj\lst EAriehmeAt § 62. 
The Third Restatement continues: 

Comment .... The baseline of unjust enrichment. The standard 
application of§ 62 Is to a case In which a payment by the claimant, 
viewed In Isolation, creates unjust enrichment of the recipient and a 
prima facie right to recovery in restitution. Examples include 
payments by mistake, payments under duress, and payments under 
illegal contracts. The defendant answers that the question of unjust 
enrichment between the parties can only be judged in light of the 
further relations between them. The baseline from which unjust 
enrichment is measured, in other words, is not the moment before the 
challenged payment but a point preceding other transactions between 
them .... 
(Illustration 2:] A owes B $5000. Intending to pay C, another creditor, 
A sends $5000 to B who accepts the payment despite notice of A's 
mistake. (B's notice of A's mistake means that B is not entitled to 
defend as a bona fide payee by the rule of§ 67.) A has a prima facie 
claim to restitution of the mistaken payment(§ 6), but Bis not 
unjustly enriched by A's unintended payment of a valid debt. B is not 
liable to A in restitution. 

Id. Another provision of the Third Restatement notes that the remedy of restitution 
does not displace remedies that may be available in tort: ~ _________________ -~t>i f ormatted: Fo.--:: Not Itaic, Font color: Black 

Conscious interference with property rights of any kind. with contractual 
expectations or with other interests to which the law of torts extends a 
similar protection will support the claim in restitution described in this 
section. Because defendants in such cases are alternatively liable for 
damages in tort. rest itu tion is significant in those cases where the benefits 
wrongfully obtained exceed the provable injury to the claimant. 

Third Restatement§ 44 comment b. 
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The Third Restatement was 12ublished in 2Qll, s;1ng S~ctiQll 62 doe~ not 
iillllleii! r to bsive been citeg i• sin:,::: case siva jlable o• Westl2w. ~ection 22 is !1ased 0 11 

Se\;tjons 6Q and 21 in the Restatement (first) of Restitytion (12~7) ("First 
Restatement"), and Illustration 2 cited above was based on Illustration 4 in Section 
!lQ ia tb~ Ei1::iL lk::il:at~w1:•t O S!i~tiQD !lQ prQl!i!k~ tbaL "[al P!il'::iQ• ~::tbQ ba~ 
12e[formed a duty Qwed to another, enforceable at law Qr in e~uit:i,:, is not entitled to 
restitution fcom the ottJer for such 12erforma•ce s lthough the ll~rformsn~e \YsJS 
induced by mist-ake or by the fraud of the other." First Restatement§ 60. Like the ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

Third Restatement, the First Restatement notes that the remedy of restitution does 
not displace tort remedies: 

The rule stated In this Section g!ves only the result with reference to 
restitution. This Section does not deal with the 11rocedure by which the 
transferee is entitled to make the defense; nor does it deal with the liability in 
tort which may arise from acts improperly done in obtaining performance. 

id. § 60 comment a. ;. ;;. "' - - ;;. 

In the debt collection context, a similar-sounding doctrine that ls sometimes 
mentioned is the so-called "voluntary payment doctrine." The essence of this 
doctrine is that if a person voluntarily makes a payment on an alleged debt knowing 
that it is possible that he does not actually owe the money, the person cannot later 
bring a claim to recover the payment if it turns out that indeed he did not owe the 
debt. See Third Restatement (TJ:iinl) efRestitHtieR aREl lJRj11s t gRricl:iR'leRt § 6 
(describing voluntary payment rule as "money voluntarily paid in the face ofa 
recognized uncertainty as to the existence or extent of the pay or's obligation to the 
recipient may not be recovered"). Because this doctrine is about circumstances in 
which money is not actually owed, it is not relevant to this memorandum, which is ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

about circumstances in which a creditor or collector improperly collects money that 
is owed. See id. ( describing doctrine as being about "(m] is taken payment of money 
not due" or "a payment in excess of an underlying liability"). 

To wit, in the debt collection context, courts have rejected the voluntary 
payment doctrine's application to amounts improperly collected but actually owed. 
The case of Hamid v. Stock & Grimes, LLP, 876 F. Su pp. 2d 502 (E.D. Pa. 2012) is one 
example and is d iscussed below. 

b. Choice Among Remedies 

The leading remedies treatise indicates that the plaintiff will generally be 
able to choose among available remedies, subject to some constraints, and can 
receive multiple remedies. The treat ise states: 

~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

6 TheSecond Kesratementwas drnfted but abandoned. 
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Availability of specific remedies depends much on the facts of the case. 
Plaintiff who suffers personal injury will have little use for an injunction. In 
many insl"ances, however, plaintiff will be given a choice among remedies, for 
instance, a choice between rescission and damages. At other t imes, courts 
may limit plaintiffs remedy to damages even if plaintiff would benefit by and 
would prefer a coercive remedy such as specific performance. This reflects a 
general preference in the courts for the damages remedy, but in spite of that 
preference, coercive remedies are widely available. In some instances, ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

plaintiffs can have more than one remedy so long as the total does not 
provide more than one complete compensation or one complete restitution. 
In the same way, plaintiff can have more than one measure of damages so 
long as the elements do not duplicate one another .... 
Frequently, plaintiff will have a choice between damages or restitution .... 

Law of Remedies§ 1.1. The treatise continues: 

Plaintiffs choice of remedy ls of course governed by her own Interests In 
;,, ;;,, "' - - ;;. 

maxJmum recovery or In strategy for trial and settlement The public 
interest, however, is not necessarily to maximize plaintiffs recovery or her 
strategic position. How should a judge choose between two or more potential 
remedies, each of which provides an acceptable match for plaintiffs right? 
Where all the available remedies are approximately equivalent in effect upon 
both to plaintiff and to defendant, and none imposes special costs upon the 
cou1t or the public, plaintiffs choice of remedy should be respected. This is 
not to say that all remedies should be equally available. Policy or traditions 
may dictate a rule against specific performance of many contracts, and when 
it does, plaintiff is left only to her damages remedy. When specific ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

performance is an available option, however, plaintiffs preference for or 
against that remedy should be and usually is respected if it imposes no 
special costs upon the cou1t, the public, or defendant. 
Very d ifficult remedial decisions must be made when two or more remedies 
will each provide appropriate redress of plaintiff's entitlement, but one of 
them will entail onerous costs to defendant or economic waste. In general, 
we wish to fully redress plaintiffs rights , but at the same time we wish to 
count the costs. 

bav,· of Remedies lIL§ 1. 7 (footnotes omitted). 

l<iRatl~•, asOn the point about how the costs to the defendant are ~pically 
evaluated where two remedies are available the treatise fi.J 1th er elaborates: 

Io ica120s!;, a remedy is to im[lOSe costs il•d to cref;!te beaefits. 8 •Y 
remed)l including iaiYactive aa!:l !:ltber DQD-lllQDe)l remedies ~ill ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

impose costs upon defend:mt. Any effective remedy will also create 
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benefits fQr plainti!I Remedies may also in1pose cost~ upQn or provide 
benelj ls fQr tbicd 11ersoas or the 1Jublic. 
In choosing betw!:en two r!:medies (or twQ measures ofa single 
remedll), courts usuallll attempt to choose a remedll that will 
,112,12rQ~im;1telll 1::iaciis:.at!: ,12laia~i(f'.~ ciebt !hit i;Q~t:i aad b!:•!:ats Q[a 
remedx must also be considered. 8 remedy that co~ts more than the 
b!:neljt it provide~ mall be a• inefficient means ofvindi!,;ating 
plaintiffs d.ght. Bec.-ause rights are more import-ant than efficiencies in ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

some cases, a costly, inefficient remedy is not necessarily "wrong." But 
judges will want to consider the alternatives before inflicting a 
remedx that costs more to defendant than it is wotth to 12laintiff. So 
counting costs and benefits of remedies is wo1thwhile. 

Id.§ 1.9 (footnotes omitted). For exam12te, the Restatement (Second) of Contracts 
states: 

[llf the 12erformance ls defective as distinguished from 1ncom12lete, ... 
;. ;;. "' - - ;;. 

[the plaintiffJ can u~uallJl recover damages based on the cost to 
remedx the defects. Even if this gives him a recovery somewhat in 
ex,ess Q[ tbe IQss in Yalli e tQ bim it is bimer tbat be re,eiie a small 
wjngfii!ll tbao that be be unde[COm!Je•sated by beiog limited tQ tbe 
resulting diminugon in the market 12rice Qf his 12roper~. 
Sometimes bowever such i! large 12art of the cost to rem!ldl,( th!;! 
cteui,cs (;QDSiS:tS Q[ tbe !:;QSt CQ !JDQQ ~llbat bas be!ln imprQlliiltl)l QQ•e 
that the cQst to remedy the defects will be clearly dis12rQ12ortiQnate to 
tbe 12rob~ble loss in v~lye to tbe inju red 12~rt~•- D~rna~es baseg Qn tbe 
cost to remedy the defects would then give the injured par!Y a ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

rn,Q11er:x: ~reatlll in e·i,ess Qftbe JQss in value tQ him and result in a 
substantial windfall. Such an award will not be made. It is sometimes 
said that the award would involve "economic waste," but this is a 
misleadiag ex12ressio• ~iace an iajured !Jart)lwill got even i[;iwarded 
an excessive amount of damages, usually 12ay to have the defects 
remedied if to do so will cost him more than the resulting increase in 
value to him. If an award based on the cost to remedy the defects 
would clearlv be excessive and the injured 12art:: does not 12rove the 
acti.wt IQs~ in value tQ bim ctarna~es will b~ baseg instea!:l QD tbe 
difference between the market price that the pro!Jert,¥ wQyld have 
bad ~tbQYt the de[em and the market 12rii:e Qftbe 12rn12e11Y ~ itb the 
defects. This diminution in market price is the least possible loss in 
value to the injured 12a11:l<'. since he could alwa:,,::s sell the 12ro12er~ on 
the market even ifit had no s12ecial value tQ him. 

Be statement (Sei;Qnd) Qf CQ•tram § H!:! (1281)· ~~fl al~Q ~g, Measure Qf 
~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

cQntractor's reCQve1y 24 Williston Qn Contracts§ 66:14 (4th ed.) (similar) 
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As specifically relevant here, the treatise ind icates that with respect to 
conversion, "[t]he option is with plaintiff: he may sue for ordinary tort damages if 
that suits him, but he may obtain restitution of the proceeds if he prefers, as he 
presumably would when the tortfeasor's gain exceeds plaintiffs loss ." Id. § 5.1 7. 

W~ ar~ •Qt al'.llar~ Q(a•:£ applii;atiQa 12~ i;Q1JI'L~ Q[tb~~~ "i;Q~t'.' priai;;ii;ili:~ tQ 
dama~es in the debt collec,,tion context. We nonetheless think the~e remedy 
grinci[l!es SU[l001i:tbe monetar!;'. celjefco•te11rn tated i• tbe Eofor~er:ne•t Qction 
under consideration- which. as noted above. would involve the return of money ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

taken without authorization from consumers· accounts. but would not bar the 
creditor from seeking to collect that amount using legal means. The amounts that 
consumers would receive would "aggroximatel!,:'. vindicate g laintiff's right"-
because they would be egulvalent to the amounts im12ro12erly ta l<en. Law of 
Remedies§ 1.7. BJ::'. contrast. the alternative choice- 12roviding no monetar)i:'. relief to 
consumers-would not grovide those consumers an),:'. benefit.7 Further. the amounts 
grovided to consumers would not constitute a windfall since the creditor could still 
~~!::~ ~ !;Qlle~ Ib~ i.'IWQY!!I Y~i•g l~gal lll!::i.'lm, dDQ ~bil~ w~ ~ma'l vi::ry @!Dili;;ir Witb 
the facts In the case. It ls hard to Imagine that would be exce~stveli cQstly to 

;. ;;. "' - - ;;. 

implement a plan to return the funds that were improperly taken. 

c. FTC Act 

1. FTC Act Remedies Overview 

As described above, the FTC Act authorizes the FTC to br ing direct litigation 
cases under FTC Act section 13 and in those cases to receive injunctions, which 
courts have found to include other forms of equitable relief. By contrast, FTC Act 
section 19 authorizes, among other things, damages. ~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

Consistent with the distinction between law and equity described above and 
the textual differences between section 13 and section 19, FTC Act caselaw 
involving section 13 refers to "restitut ion" (the equitable remedy), whereas the 
caselaw involving section 19 refers to "damages." See, e.g., FTC v. Verity Int'/, Ltd., 
443 F.3d 48 (2d Cir. 2006) (restitution under seetion 13); FTC. v. Publishers Bus. 
Services, Inc., 540 Fed. Appx. 555, 556- 57 (9th Cir. 2013) (same); FTC v. Security 
Rare Coin & Bullion Corp., 931 F.2d 1312, 1316 (8th Cir. 1991) (same) ; FTC v. Figgie 
Int'/, Inc., 994 F.2d 595 (9th Cir.1993) (per curiam) (damages under section 19). 
And indeed, the FTC Act caselaw descr ibed below sometimes relies on the 
distinction between damages and restitution. 

Consistent with the legislative history cited above, courts often state that the 
FTC Act allows the FTC to seek redress "on behalfor consumers. Relevant for 
present purposes, courts have sometimes specifically suggested that the FTC should 
be able to get the remedies that would be available to consumers. For example, in 

~ ~ ~ :," "-: ~ 

7 Qf cQ1me tb~ Bureau i;;Qulci still see~ Qtbet fQtws Qt relidtbat wall crQYide Qtbec 
benefits. such as in junctive reljefand civil money penalties. 
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FTC v. Kuykendall, the en bane Tenth Circuit considered whether the FTC is 
"authorized to seek sanctions on behalf of consumers in a compensato1y civil 
contempt proceeding." 371 F.3d 745, 763-64 (10th Cir. 2004) ( en bane). The court 
cited section 13 for the proposition that "[t]he FTC Act explicitly authorizes the 
Commission to seek injunctions." Id. at 764 ( citing 15 U.S.C. 53). Then the court 
reasoned: "Violation of a permanent injunction has traditionally sounded in 
contempt, and no reason exists to believe Congress intended to withhold the 
traditional remedy of compensation to those consumers victimized by the 
defendants' violations of the Permanent Injunction. Accordingly, after proving a 
violation of the Permanent Injunction, the FTC was allowed to seek sanctions on 
behalf of injured consumers." Id. at 764 (citations omitted). 

2. Restitution Under Section 13 

FTC Act case law under section 13 reflects the distinction between equitable 
restitution and damages, though there is a related split among the Circuits. 

In FTC v. Verity, the Second Circuit reversed a district court's restitution 
award in a case brought by the FTC under section 13. The court noted that the 
defendants there had not received all the money unlawfully paid by consumers; in 
that case, third parties "received some fraction of the money paid by consumers 
before any payments were made to the defendants." 443 F.3d at 67. The court held 
that the appropriate amount of restitution was only the amount that the defendants 
had actually taken in -- "the benefit unjustly received by the defendants." Id. Yet the 
district court instead had "measured the appropriate amount of restitution as the 
full amount lost by consumers," which was more than the defendants had received 
(because the third parties first took some of the money). Id. The Second Circuit 
found this to be "error." 443 F.3d at 67. 

By contrast, at least the Ninth Circuit has disagreed with Verity and found 
that "[e]quity may require a defendantto restore his victims to the status quo where 
the loss suffered is greater than the defendant's unjust enrichment." FTC v. 
Stefanchik, 559 F.3d 924,931 (9th Cir. 2009); see FTC v. Publishers Bus. Se1vices, Inc., 
540 Fed. Appx. 555, 556-57 (9th Cir. 2013) (noting disagreement with Verity). 
Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit has, in a section 13 case, "held thatthe FTC Act 
permits restitution measured by the loss to consumers." Publishers Bus. Services, 
Inc., 540 Fed. Appx. at 556-57. In these Circuits, it appears that a defendant can be 
required to make consumers whole for the full amount that consumers lost, even if 
the defendant never received that amount of money. 

That said, the disagreement between the Circuits may not be as great as it 
seems because of an important distinction with respect to restitution -- between a 
defendant's gains (also known as "revenue") and a defendant's profits. The 
defendant's gains/revenue is the total amount of money that the defendant takes in, 
whereas the defendant's profits is the total amount taken in minus costs. The 
Circuits agree that, in a section 13 case, the proper measure of restitution is gains, 
not profits - that is, "it is well established that defendants in a disgorgement action 
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are not entitled to deduct costs associated with committing their illegal acts." FTC v. 
Bronson Partners, LLC, 654 F.3d 359, 375 (2d Cir. 2011). 

Accordingly, for example, in the Verity case, the defendants were not 
required to disgorge money "that never reached them," but with respect to the 
money they did receive, the defendants were not allowed to deduct expenses. 
Bronson, 654 F.3d at 375 (describing Verity); see also, e.g., FTC v. Washington Data 
Resources, Inc., 704 F.3d 1323, 1327 (11th Cir. 2013)( citing FTC v. Direct Mkg. 
Concepts Inc., 624 F.3d 1, 14-16 (1st Cir. 2010); FTC v. Febre, 128 F.3d 530, 536 (7th 
Cir. 1997)). So, while the Circuits may have some disagreement about what happens 
with respect to money that the defendant never touches but that consumers lost, the 
Circuits agree that all the money that the defendant touches is fair game for 
restitution, even if that amount of money is more than the defendant actually 
profited from the scheme, once costs are considered. 

In so ruling in Verity, the Second Circuit drew a distinction that could 
conceivably be relevant for the present situation faced by the Bureau. The court 
stated: "Undeniably, in many cases in which the FTC seeks restitution, the 
defendant's gain will be equal to the consumer's loss because the consumer buys 
goods or services directly from the defendant. Thus, in these cases it is not 
inaccurate to say that restitution is measured by the consumer's loss. But it is 
incorrect to generalize this shorthand and apply it as a principle in cases where the 
two amounts differ." 443 F.3d at 67. In the present case faced by the Bureau, the 
alleged misconduct is not with respect to the initial sale of goods or services, but 
rather with respect to later collection conduct. In this situation, there could, 
arguably, be reason to conclude that the consumer's loss is the full amount 
improperly taken during collection, butthatthis differs from the amount of the 
creditor's unjust enrichment, since the creditor did provide an initial legitimate 
service to the consumer for which he is owed a debt. This idea is discussed further 
below. 

Courts have approved of restitution in section 13 in the form of both 
"monetary restitution" (returning money to consumers, also known as "redress") 
and "disgorgement" (turning money over to the government). In FTC v. Gem 
Merchandising Corp., 87 F.3d 466,467 (11th Cir. 1996), the court upheld a district 
court's order to reimburse 5,000 consumers approximately $100 each "and, to the 
extent repayment is not feasible, [to] pay the remainder to the United States 
Treasury." Id.; see also id. n.1. The court found that disgorgement, "the purpose of 
which is not to compensate the victims of fraud, but to deprive the wrongdoer of his 
ill-gotten gain, is appropriate" under the court's equitable powers. Id. at 470 
(quotation marks omitted). Other Circuits have ruled similarly where "it would be 
impossible or impracticable to locate and reimburse all of the consumers who have 
been injured." FTC v. Pantron I Corp., 33 F.3d 1088, 1103 n. 34 (9th Cir. 1994). 

3. Remedies Under Section 19 

There are many fewer cases under FTC Act section 19, with the leading case 
on remedies being FTC v. Figgie Intern., Inc., 994 F.2d 595 (9th Cir. 1993). This 
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memorandum will discuss Figgie and one other case, FTC v. AMREP Corp., 705 F. 
Supp. 119 (S.D.N.Y. 1988). The other cases litigated to decision under FTC Act 
section 19 do not appear to address the issue of remedy. See FTC v. S. W Sunsites, 
Inc., 1988 WL 94519 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 5, 1988) (addressing dispute among defendants 
about indemnification and related issues); FTC v. Macmillan, Inc., 1983 WL 1858, at 
*6 (N.D. Ill. July 29, 1983) (holding thatthe FTC failed to establish "dishonesty or 
fraud"); FTCv. Turner, 1982 WL 1947, at *3 (M.D. Fla. Dec. 29, 1982) (finding 
liability but reserving decision on "the amount and type of redress appropriate"). 

In Figgie, the FTC entered a cease-and-desist order against a seller of fire 
safety devices that misled consumers about the effectiveness of the devices, and 
then went to district court for redress under section 19, alleging that "the 
defendant's practices were dishonest or fraudulent," as required for section 19 
remedies. Figgie, 994 F.2d at 603-604. The court agreed and ordered the defendant 
to pay consumer redress - a minimum of$7,590,000, "the amount of its profits," and 
up to $49,950,000, "the amount spent by consumers." Id at 605. Between these 
amounts, the exact amount the defendant would ultimately be required to pay 
would depend on claims made by consumers, who could claim the total amount that 
they paid for the device plus interest. Id. 

On appeal, the defendant challenged the district court's order on various 
grounds that may be relevant for present purposes. First, the defendant argued that 
"only those consumers that can prove that they purchased [the] heat detector in 
reliance on [deceptive] statements should be entitled to redress." Id. at 606. The 
court rejected this argument as a matter of fact and law. With respect to the law, the 
court found that"[ a] presumption of actual reliance arises once the Commission has 
proved that the defendant made material misrepresentations, that they were widely 
disseminated, and that consumers purchased the defendant's product." Id. 
Accordingly, because the defendant "presented no evidence to rebut the 
presumption of reliance, injury to consumers has been established." Id.; see also, e.g., 
Kuykendall, 371 F.3d 745, 765 (10th Cir. 2004) (en bane) ("[G]ross receipts are an 
appropriate measure of actual loss because a presumption of consumer reliance 
arises when the FTC shows that the misrepresentations or omissions were of a kind 
usually relied upon by reasonable and prudent persons, thatthey were widely 
disseminated, and that the injured consumers actually purchased the defendants' 
products." (quotation marks omitted)). 

Second, the defendant argued that consumers should not receive the full 
amount that they paid for the devices because, the defendant argued, "th[ e] heat 
detectors have some value." Id. The court rejected this argument as well because 
"[t] he seller's misrepresentations tainted the customers' purchasing decisions." Id. 

Third, the defendant argued that the remedy forced it "to pay for losses 
beyond its gains." Id. at 606. The defendant noted that it sells heat detectors for cash 
to distributors" who set their own mark-ups, so "[ m ]any consumer dollars therefore 
go into the distributors' pockets, not Figgie's." Id. The court rejected this argument 
on two notable grounds. The court first stated: "Section 19(b) does not limit its 
remedies to the amount of the unjust enrichment. Statutory remedies include 'the 
payment of damages.' There is no question but that Figgie, which designed, 
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authorized and supervised the dishonest sales presentations, was the proximate 
cause of consumers' loss. It may be held responsible for the damages it caused." Id. 
The court then also stated that "familiar principles of restitution support the district 
court's order" because"[ w ]hile ordinarily the proper measure of restitution is the 
amount of enrichment received, if the loss suffered by the victim is greater than the 
unjust benefit received by the defendant, the proper measure of restitution may be 
to restore the status quo." Id. ( quotation marks omitted). (Note that this ruling may 
implicate the Circuit split described above - that is, it appears consistent with the 
Ninth Circuit's rulings on restitution under section 13, but may be inconsistent with 
the decisions of other Circuits.) 

Fourth and finally, the defendant argued, and the court agreed, that making 
it pay a minimum amount even if that amount exceeded redress to customers 
improperly violated section 19's prohibition on "exemplary or punitive damages." 
12 U.S.C. 5565(a)(3). The court held that "[i]f disgorgement of Figgie's receipts 
would exceed redress to consumers, then in the circumstances of this case requiring 
Figgie to pay the Commission the excess would be for purposes of punishing Figgie, 
not making redress to the consumers who bought heat detectors." See also Kokesh v. 
SEC, 13 7 S. Ct. at 1639 (finding that disgorgement "in the securities-enforcement 
context" constituted a "penalty"). 

In the other litigated FTC Act section 19 case addressing remedies,AMREP, 
the court (S.D.N.Y.) declined to grant consumer redress to the Commission at 
summary judgment because of concerns about causation. The court indicated that 
"the court may grant relief only as to those individuals who sustained injury as a 
result of the defendant's deceptive acts and practices." 705 F. Supp. at 128. And the 
court noted that the FTC's allegations were of "false representations [that] were 
contained in a variety of written and filmed sales materials, as well as in oral 
presentations at dinner parties that varied from instance to instance." Id. 
Accordingly, "[a]s to any particular purchaser on whose behalf the Section 19 action 
is brought," it was unclear at summary judgment if "he or she was the recipient of 
false representations." Id. (The court distinguished that situation from "a case where 
liability is premised on the utilization of a false newspaper ad or prospectus," where 
"each and every purchaser who responded to the ad or the prospectus would have 
been a recipient of the same false representation." Id.) Given this uncertainty about 
which consumers had been subject to deceptive statements, the court found that 
there were "genuine issues of fact with respectto AMREP's practices during the 
redress period" and denied summary judgment to the Commission. Id. 

4. Recent FTC Act Debt Collection Cases 

As described above, in the recent LoanPointe and PayDay Financial cases, 
both brought under FTC section 13(b ), the FTC prevailed on summary judgment on 
FTC Act§ 5 debt collection claims, notwithstanding that consumers actually owed 
the money. In each of these cases, the FTC was awarded disgorgement of the "ill
gotten gains" caused by the improper debt collection practices, which was 
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understood to be only the interest or fees that could be traced to the practice and 
not the loan principal. 

In LoanPointe, LoanPointe argued that, because it "did not collect any money 
that was not owed," requiring it "to disgorge amounts paid for repayment of loans 
would amount to a penalty, not simply a prevention of unjust enrichment." 2011 WL 
4348304, at *11. The court rejected this argument, finding that if LoanPointe "were 
subject to only an injunction, the resulting message would be that improper wage 
assignment clauses can be included in loan applications until discovered, at which 
point, the only consequence would be to stop violations of the law in the future." Id. 
at *12. 

However, the court did conclude that, "[w]hile the garnishment letter 
violated federal law, the court does not believe that [LoanPointe] should be required 
to disgorge the principal loan amounts. To the extent that disgorgement applies to 
'ill-gotten gains,' a return of the loan principal lent to the consumer is not actually a 
'gain'to [LoanPointe]." Id. 

Further, relying on the principle that "equitable power may only be exercised 
over property that is causally related to the illegal action of the defendant," the court 
declined to require LoanPointe to repay money from other "consumers who repaid 
their loans according to the terms of repayment [that] were not impacted by the 
inappropriate garnishment." Id. at *12. The court noted that these other consumers 
did have loan agreements with the garnishment clause, but found that "[t]here is no 
basis for concluding that the garnishment clause had anything to do with their 
repayment of the loans." Id. 

As noted above, LoanPointe (but not the FTC) appealed. The Tenth Circuit 
upheld the district court's reasoning on remedy in full, finding that the district court 
"deliberately fashioned a remedy that serves the two purposes of disgorgement, 
stripping the wrongdoer of ill-gotten gains and deterring improper conduct, without 
penalizing appellants" and noting that the award only included funds that "had a 
strong causal connection to the relevant violations." 525 Fed. Appx. at 702. 

It may be noteworthy that in its motion for summary judgment in 
LoanPointe, the FTC first argued that LoanPointe should be ordered to disgorge the 
full amount that LoanPointe "took in" via the improper garnishments or the full 
amount that LoanPointe collected in any manner on loans with a loan agreement 
containing the improper garnishment clause. Pl.'s Mem. in Sup. of Its Mot. for S.j., at 
40-41 (February 16, 2011). In opposition, the defendant argued solely that it should 
not disgorge any money because it was all owed. Opp. of Defs. to Mot. for S.J, at 42-
44 (April 18, 2011). Yet in its reply brief, the FTC nonetheless apparently conceded, 
without explanation, that only interest and fees and not principal "represents 
Defendants['] gains flowing from their illegal activities." Pl.'s Reply in Support oflts 
Mot. for S.J., at 9-10 (May 5, 2011) (quotation marks omitted). 

Similarly, in Pay Day Financial, the FTC sought disgorgement of "the amount 
offinance charges, interest, and fees collected by certain of the Defendants through 
garnishment" that the court had determined "were violative of§ 5 of the FTC[ Act]." 
989 F. Supp. 2d at 820. Here, the FTC appeared to concede in its initial summary 
judgment motion that the principal should not be disgorged. See Pl.'s Mem. in Sup. of 
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Its Mot. for S.J .. at 28 (January 31, 2013). And the defendants again "disput[ed] the 
appropriateness" ofany disgorgement on the grounds that "they were not receiving 
ill-gotten gains, but rather collecting what amounts were owed." 989 F. Supp. 2d at 
820. The FTC reiterated in its reply brief that "the FTC is not seeking to disgorge 
'money that borrowers agreed to repay: but money that Defendants unlawfully 
obtained," and noted that "the FTC does not seek to disgorge the enti re $1.5 million, 
which includes principal owed on the debt, but rather seeks a disgorgement 
judgment of$417,740 in fees, interest, finance charges, and other miscellaneous 
items collected." Pl.'s Reply in Support of Its Mot. fo r S.J .• at 29-30 (Mar. 26, 2013). 

Relying on LoanPointe, the PayDay court rejected the defendant's argument, 
finding that "the profits - which came in the form of astoundingly high interest rates 
and fees -- ... reasonably approximates the amount of unjust enr ichment." Id. a t 821. 
The cou1t noted that "the FTC does not seek, nor would this Court award, 
disgorgement of the loan principal balances" because "return of the principal that 
the Defendants lent to consumers was not actually a 'gain' to the Defendants." Id. 

These courts· reasoning that disgorgement does not require the return of the 
principal seems to be consistent with the fact that these were FTC Act cases brought 
under section 13 and that therefore the remedy was dlsgorgement, which as 
explained above is a form of equitable restitution that is subject to equitable 
defenses. As noted above, the Restatement on Unjust Enrichment indicates that "the 
recipient [of facially unjust enrichment] may defend by showing that some or all of 
the benefit confer red did not unjustly enrich the recipient when the challenged 
transaction is viewed in the context of the pa1ties' ftuther obligations to each other." 

It may a lso perhaps be notable that Loan Pointe and PayDay Financial were 
litigated in courts in the Tenth and Eight Circuits, respectively, which do not appear 
to have weighed-in on the Circuit split described above about the scope of 
restitution under FTC Act section 13. 

5. FDCPA 

As described above, the FDCPA provides that consumers may receive as a 
remedy both statutory damages (up to $1000) and actual damages. ~These 
actual damages are intended to "compensate the debtor fully for any monetary 
damage. emotional distress or other injury that the debtor can prove the debt 
collector caused." Jolrnson v. Eaton. 80 F.3d 148. 152 { 5th Cir. 1996). Fu1ther. courts 
have specifically connected these FDCPA damages to the remedies available to 
consumers in tort. For example, the Eleventh Circuit stated: "[The FDCPA] clearly 
falls into a traditional tort area analogous to a number of traditional torts. The relief 
sought is money damages -- the traditional form of relief offe red in the courts of law. 
Indeed, equitable relief is not available to an ind ividual under the civil liability 
section of the Act." Sibley v. Fulton DeKalb Collection Serv., 677 F.2d 830,834 (11th 

Or.198~L -------------------------------------------------- +~•-~T~--~=~~-~-=-~_t,~_k ____ ~~~--
Several courts have concluded that consumers should receive as actual 

damages payments tha t the consumers made, so long as they were caused by the 
debt collector conduct violating the FDCPA, even if these payments were on debts 
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actually owed. We have not been able to locate any FDCPA precedent that differs 
from this conclusion. 

The leading case in this regard (in terms of citations) seems to be Hamid v. 
Stock & Grimes, LLP, 876 F. Supp. 2d 500 (E.D. Pa. 2012). In that case, a debt collector 
brought a state court lawsuit against a consumer on a debt for which the statute of 
limitations had run; the consumer nonetheless paid money to settle the suit. Id. at 
501-02. The consumer then sued the debt collector under the FDCPA, prevailed, and 
sought actual damages in "the amount of money she paid to [the creditor] in 
settlement of the state court collection action," lost wages and emotional damages 
"as a result of her mental distress sustained due to the collection action," and 
"mileage and parking expenses." Id. The debt collector argued that the "state law 
voluntary payment doctrine precludes [the consumer] from recovering the amount 
she paid in settlement of the underlying state action at trial in this case." Id. at 502. 

The court rejected this argument. First, as noted briefly above, the court 
rejected that the state law voluntary payment doctrine, if it applied, indeed 
prevented recovery. See id. at 502 n.2. The court found that "the voluntary payment 
doctrine only applies where the payment is made because of a mistake of law." 
Hamid, Civ. No. 11-2349, Mem. Accompanying Order Denying S.J. to Def. and 
Granting S.J. in Part to Pl., at 6 (E.D. Pa. June 12, 2012) (quotation marks omitted). 
And the court found that, here, the consumer "made no mistake of law, but rather 
paid [the creditor] 'to buy her peace."' Id. 

Second, the court found that the doctrine did not apply to claims under the 
FDCPA. The court stated: 

It is clear from its underlying purpose that debtors may recover for 
violations of the FDCPA even if they have defaulted on a debt. It 
follows that debtors may recover the amount paid to settle a debt, if 
the debt collector violated the FDCPA in making the collection, as 
occurred here. [The consumer] paid some or all of the money she 
owed to [the creditor] only as a result of the untimely lawsuit filed by 
[the debt collector] on behalf of the [ creditor]. If her payment was not 
a proper element of actual damages under the FD CPA, a debt collector 
could harass a debtor in violation of the FDCPA, as a result of that 
harassment collect the debt, and thereafter retain what it collected. 
We do not believe that Congress intended this result. 

876 F. Supp. 2d at 503. 
This reasoning from Hamid has been cited and relied on by other 

district courts. See McMahon v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 12 C 1410, 2018 WL 
1316736,at*12 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 14,2018);Alonso v. Blackstone Fin. Grp. LLC, 
962 F.Supp.2d 1188, 1197-98 (E.D. Cal. 2013);Abbyv. Paige, 2013 WL 
141145, at *9 (S.D. Fla. Jan. 11, 2013), affd, 553 Fed. Appx. 970 (11th Cir. 
2014) (no opinion). 

It should be noted that one of these decisions, McMahon, describes the Moritz 
case described above with a "but see." See McMahon, 2018 WL 1316736, at *12. As 
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explained above, in Moritz the court found that "plaintiffs are not injured in the 
amount collected when the plaintiffowed the debt even where the debt collector 
violated state law in doing so." 895 F. Supp. 2d 1097, 1116-17 (W.D. Wash. 2012). 
The "but see" in McMahon about Moritz seems to suggest that Moritz is contrary to 
the reasoning in Hamid. However, on close reading, Moritz is not actually contrary to 
the principle that consumers can collect as damages money that is actually owed. 
Rather, as noted above, Moritz is best understood as part of the larger caselaw 
indicating that mere violations of state law are not necessarily FD CPA violations. 

In a similar but slightly different situation, the FTC brought FDCPA 
claims against a debt collector in FTCv. Check Enforcement, 2005 WL 
1677480 (D.N.J. July 18, 2005), affd sub nom. FTCv. Check Investors, Inc., 502 
F.3d 159 (3d Cir. 2007). The collector there had collected money from 
consumers who had bounced checks. The collector collected both amounts 
that the consumers actually owed - the amounts of the checks that had been 
bounced - and additional fees, which the district court determined 
consumers did not owe. See 2005 WL 1677480, at *9 ("In dunning letters, 
defendants represented to consumers that their alleged debts were greater 
than the debt owed .... "). The court found that the collector had violated the 
FDCPA both by falsely representing to consumers that these amounts were 
owed and by committing a variety of harassing collection practices, such as 
falsely threatening consumers with arrest. See id. at *8-*10. The court 
granted "restitution" in the full amount that the collector had recovered, 
notwithstanding that some of this amount represented valid debts. Id. at *10. 
On appeal, the collector does not appear to have challenged the 
appropriateness of this relief but instead argued "thatthe FDCPA and the FTC 
Act do not apply to them," which the Third Circuit rejected in affirming the 
district court. See 502 F.3d at 167-76. 

Consistent with the FTC Act caselaw described above about causation, courts 
have found that, even though payments made may be an acceptable measure of 
"actual damages," the consumer must "prov[e] that defendants' failure to comply 
with the FDCPA caused them to make [the] payments." McMahon v. LVNV Funding, 
LLC, 12 C 1410, 2018 WL 1316736, at *12 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 14, 2018); see also Bartlett 
v. Heibl, 128 F.3d 497, 499 (7th Cir. 1997) (indicating that a consumer can't sue for 
actual damages based on a deceptive letter that he did not read). In McMahon, this 
showing was that "the deceptive letters actually caused them to make these 
payments." 2018 WL 1316736, at *11-12. McMahon does not suggest that, to prove 
causation of actual damages under the FDCPA, consumers must present evidence 
that in a hypothetical world in which the violation did not occur they would not 
under any circumstances have voluntarily made the payment. Nor have we 
identified any other FD CPA case suggesting that proof of causation of actual 
damages under the FDCPA requires such evidence. Rather, as noted, it is sufficient 
for a plaintiff to present evidence that the alleged violation "actually caused them to 
make these payments." Id. 

Finally, the FDCPA caselaw indicates that an FDCPA violation does not 
extinguish the underlying debt. See Vitullo v. Mancini, 684 F. Supp. 2d 760, 764 (E.D. 
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Va. 2010) ('The statute's remedial scheme does not envision, and indeed does not 
permit, courts to cancel or extinguish debts as a remedy for FDCPA violations."); 
United States v. Iwanski, 805 F. Supp. 2d 1355, 1359 (S.D. Fla. 2011) ("Nothing in the 
FDCPA suggests that a borrower can have his debt extinguished or cancelled in lieu 
of recovering damages."); Midland Funding, LLC v. Pipkin, 283 P.3d 541,542 (Utah 
Ct. App. 2012) ('While Midland's alleged failure to comply with the FD CPA may 
subject it to liability under the act, such failure is not a defense to liability for the 
underlying debt."). 

That said, however, the federal court will typically not, in a consumer's 
FDCPA action, hear a counterclaim from the debt collector on the debt. See 
Leatherwoodv. Universal Bus. Serv. Co., 115 F.R.D. 48, 50 (W.D.N.Y. 1987);Ayresv. 
Natl. Credit Mgt. Corp., 1991 WL 66845, at *4 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 25, 1991). 

6. Analysis and Conclusions 

i. The present situation 

From the relevant precedent, we are inclined to conclude that it would be 
legally appropriate for the Bureau to seek consumer redress in the full amount 
taken from consumers when a debt collector or creditor improperly takes money 
from consumers, notwithstanding that consumers owe a debt. The debt would still 
be owed, and the creditor/ collector could continue to collect the debt using legal 
means. On the other hand, we do not believe the Bureau would be legally required 
to take this approach. 

The precedent suggests to us that consumers would, in these circumstances, 
themselves be able to recover the full amount taken from them as "damages" either 
in a common law conversion suit or in an FDCPA suit (depending on whether the 
person who took the money is a creditor or an FDCPA debt collector). Since the 
Bureau under the CFPA remedy provision (CFPA 1055) can also receive the remedy 
of "damages," it seems reasonable to conclude that the Bureau's recovery of this 
same amount as consumer redress is appropriate. (It might also be possible that the 
Bureau could alternatively recover this amount as equitable restitution. Since the 
analysis is more straightforward as to damages, this memorandum does not 
consider the equitable restitution issue further.) 

We are not aware of any precedent suggesting that the same word, 
"damages," should be construed differently for the CFPA in the same circumstances 
than with respect to common law conversion and the FDCPA. (If anything, the 
FDCPA's use of the modifier "actual" suggests a more limited view of what can be 
recovered as damages under that statute.) So the grant of authority to the Bureau in 
CFPA 1055 to seek damages seems to suggest that recovery of these amounts would 
be legally appropriate. 

Further, we note that the FTC Act legislative history and judicial precedent 
suggest that the FTC, when it seeks consumer redress for a UDAP violation, is doing 
so "on behalf of" consumers. This suggests that the remedy that a consumer might 
be able to get by bringing a case him or herself in a particular factual circumstance is 
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at least a relevant consideration for what the FTC should be able to recover on 
behalf of consumers in that situation. Indeed, in the Kuykendall case described 
above, the en bane Tenth Circuit reasoned in this way. See 371 F.3d at 763-64. 
Presumably, the Bureau is also acting "on behalf of' consumers when it gets redress 
under its similar UDAAP provision. Accordingly, since consumers could get the 
remedy of damages in the full amount paid in these circumstances, it makes sense 
that the Bureau could recover the same for consumers. 

We also do not believe that questions of causation are seriously present 
when, as here, the collector or creditor simply improperly takes money from 
consumers. That said, as discussed below, this could be a more significant issue for 
other factual scenarios. 

It does appear that, in analogous situations, the FTC under section 13 of the 
FTC Act has chosen only to seek a creditor's "profit," which was understood to be 
interest and fees but not principal, as "disgorgement" of "unjust enrichment." 
However, it seems clear to us that Congress chose not to limit the Bureau to 
equitable remedies, as the FTC is limited under section 13. That's because the CFPA 
remedy provision includes both "equitable relief' (i.e. what the FTC gets under 
section 13) and the full set of remedies available to the FTC under section 19. To wit, 
in the Figgie case involving FTC Act section 19, the Ninth Circuit recognized that the 
express statutory grant of authority to recover "damages" under section 19 meant 
that the remedy is "not limit[ ed] ... to unjust enrichment." Figgie, 994 F.2d at 606. 
Even putting that case aside, this conclusion seems to flow from the plain text of the 
CFPA, which includes both the section 13 and section 19 remedies. 

We also note that, in some Circuits, even under the section 13 equitable relief 
provision, the FTC can get restitution for the full amount of consumer loss, not just 
the amount ofa defendant's unjust gains (though this is the source of the Circuit 
split). Additionally, we note that it is possible that redress in the full amount taken 
from the consumer might also fall into a category of remedy available to the Bureau 
other than "damages," such as "refund." Because we believe that analyzing the issue 
from the perspective of "damages" largely answers the question ( and that this may 
be the most persuasive way of viewing the issue, given the common law analogy of 
conversion and its remedy of damages), we do not consider those other remedies 
here. 

Finally, because it appears that the choice of remedy is largely up to the 
plaintiff ( subject to reasonable constraints), we believe that it would be the Bureau's 
option to seek damages in the full amount taken in these circumstances. Conversely, 
we do not believe the Bureau would be required to seek this or any other particular 
remedy. 

ii. Related situations 

It seems to us that more difficult issues could be presented in the related 
situations that are notthe direct subject of this memorandum. One such situation is 
when a creditor or debt collector behaves improperly in some way toward the 
consumer and the consumer then subsequently repays the debt. Most obviously, 
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issues of causation may come up here, as it may not be clear that the bad behavior 
caused the consumer to pay the debt. It also may be helpful to research what the 
appropriate remedy at common law would be (if any) for such conduct. Accordingly, 
we will offer only some preliminary thoughts here, as more thinking would seem to 
need to be done to analyze this situation carefully. 

Under FTC Act precedent, it does seem fair to say that there would be 
something like a rebuttable presumption under certain circumstances that the 
payment was caused by the inappropriate conduct. For instance, in Figgie, the Ninth 
Circuit rejected the argument that "only those consumers that can prove that they 
purchased [the] heat detector in reliance on [deceptive] statements should be 
entitled to redress," finding instead that"[ a] presumption of actual reliance arises 
once the Commission has proved that the defendant made material 
misrepresentations, that they were widely disseminated, and that consumers 
purchased the defendant's product." Figgie, 994 F.2d at 606; see also, e.g., 
Kuykendall, 371 F.3d at 765 (similar statement). 

Similarly, in LoanPointe, the Tenth Circuit found that the FTC could collect 
any funds paid by a consumer's employer who received a letter that deceptively 
instructed the employer to garnish funds. The court rejected LoanPointe's argument 
that there was a "lack of evidence that any borrowers were actually misled by the 
violation," finding instead that "[t]he FTC does not need to prove actual deception, 
only the likelihood that a consumer (here, employers), acting reasonably under the 
circumstances, would be deceived." 525 Fed. Appx. at 701 (quotation marks 
omitted). On the other hand, the LoanPointe district court did reject the FTC's 
argument that any consumer with a loan contract containing a deceptive 
garnishment statement who then later made a payment on the debt should receive 
redress for the payments made. 

Likewise, although the FDCPA precedent does require a causal connection 
between the collector's conduct and the damages recovered, the bar for showing 
that causation seems to be relatively low; consumers are barred from recovery if 
they, for example, did not even read a deceptive statement, but it does not seem 
consumers need to make a vigorous showing that reading the statement "really" 
caused them to make the payment. 

Perhaps the proper way to consider this question might be to consider how 
closely linked the improper conduct was with the consumer's payment. A deceptive 
statement that a consumer never read can't really be said to have caused the 
consumer to do much of anything. But if a consumer received a deceptive statement 
in a collection letter that could be highly relevant to the consumer's decision to pay 
the debt, it may fairly be presumed that the deception caused the payment, at least 
until the collector offers evidence otherwise. 
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__ (c_F_PB .. > ____________________ _ 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Blankenstein, Eric (CFPB) 

Thursday, June 28, 2018 9:27 PM 

Red.acted by the Committee 

Petersen, Cara (CFPB); Donoghue, Kristen (CFPB) 
D'Angelo, Chris (CFPB); Bleicken, David (CFPB); 
RE:Enova 

(CFPB) 

Not sure I fully understand your question, but I affirmatively do not want the consent order to require 
repayment of debited funds where there is no dispute about the validity of the debt. 

Thanks, 
Eric 

From: Petersen, Cara (CFPB) Redacted by the Committee 

Date: June 28, 2018 at 9: 16:07 PM EDT 
To: Blankenstein, Eric (CFPB) Redacted by the Committee Donoghue, Kristen (CFPB) 

1 the Committee 

B leicken, David (CFPB) 
Redacted by the Committee 

Subject: RE: Enova 

OK, I'll share with the team, and let you know if we have questions. I have an initial question about your 
second paragraph on Count I. Does your view hold if the order required Enova to return to consumers the 
funds it withdrew from their bank accounts without authorization, but also allowed it to re.collect these 
amounts using lav.,ful means? 

From: Blankenstein, Eric (CFPB) 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2018 4:46 PM 

Redacted by the Commrttee 

To: Donoghue, Kristen (CFPB); Petersen, Cara (CFPB) 
Cc: D'Angelo, Chris (CFPB); Bleicken, David (CFPB); 
Subject: Enova 

(CFPB) 

With apologies for the delay, here is my guidance on how to proceed in Enova. For clarity, I've used the counts in the 
Bureau's draft complaint to refer to the potential claims against Enova. 

Count I. I am okay going forward with the unauthorized debiting claim on a theory of unfairness based on injury from 

t he NSF fees and overdraft charges incurred by borrowers that result ed from lower-than-expected account 
balances. My understanding is that, because of t he difficulty of gathering relevant information, it will be exceedingly 
difficult to determine which consumers did or didn't incur NSF f ees or overdraft charges, and (for those who did) what 
the amounts were beyond those t hat Enova has already remediat ed. As a result, we should not seek restitution of those 

f ees and charges, unless the team can determine a way to identify in a reliable way additional rest itution owed (either t o 
previously unremediated customers or additional amounts owed customers w ho have already received some 
restitut ion). 

Also, I have reviewed Legal's and Enforcement's research on the question of whether the Bureau may seek as a remedy 

restitution of amounts that were validly owed but taken without authorization from a specific bank account. Having 
considered that research, having discussed t he issue w ith t he Acting Director, based on the facts of t his case the Bureau 
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should not seek restitution of those amounts, and should instead impose only a civil penalty for this violation, as well as 

appropriate injunctive relief. 

Count Ill. I am also okay going forward with the extension issue on a theory of unfairness. Restitution should be based 

on fees and penalties incurred as a result of the erroneous charges, to t he extent they can be quant ified for each 
affected consumer in a reliable way. 

Counts II, IV, and VI. I do not want to proceed on the two claims related to allegedly decept ive communications about 
the company's payment processing errors. Both claims seem somewhat weak on the merits, and could be viewed as 
derivative of the unfairness claims. To the extent any of t hose communications are relevant to establishing the facts 

necessary to allege unfairness claims, the consent order can include findings about them. Nor do I believe t hat the 
evidence and argument presented in support of Count VI amounts to a Reg E violation. 

Count V. Given the technical nature of the violation and the small number of affected consumers, I do not think it worth 

pursuing the "Duplicate Debit Issue" if it is going to be an obstacle to settlement, so please make that an optional 
settlement term when preparing a revised settlement recommendation memo. My understanding is that Enova 
provided rest itution of the "double" payments already. For reasons similar to those above, we can seek additional 

restitution based on fees and penalties incurred as a result of the erroneous charges, to the extent they can be 
quantified for each affected consumers in a reliable way. Also, this claim should not factor significantly into the CMP we 
seek. 

Thanks, 
Eric 

Eric Blankenstein 
Policy Director 
Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending 

Redacted by the Committee 
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FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED 

June 18, 2018 

VIA EMAIL 

Kristen Donoghue, Enforcement Director 
Eric Blankenstein, Policy Director 
Division of Supervision, Enforcement & Fair Lending 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
1625 Eye St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

RE: Enova International, Inc. 

Dear Ms. Donoghue and Mr. Blankenstein: 

Matthew Previn 
Partner 
1133 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 3100 
New York, NY 10036 
t (212) 600-2310 
mprevin@buckleysandler.com 

We understand that new CFPB leadership is reviewing all active enforcement matters and 
that Bureau enforcement is focusing on "quantifiable and unavoidable harm to the consumer." 1 

We thought, therefore, it would be helpful to reiterate the position ofEnova International, Inc. 
("the Company" or "Enova") with respect to the issues the Bureau has been reviewing. 2 

For the reasons explained below and in prior submissions by the Company, 3 En ova 
submits that no enforcement action is necessary or appropriate here. This matter is, 
unfortunately, an example of former Bureau leadership's attempt to set new precedent through 
enforcement. A fair reading of the relevant facts indicates that the Company did not violate the 
Bureau's prohibition on unfair and deceptive acts and practices ("UDAAP"), the sole theory of 
liability alleged here by the CFPB. 4 The issues identified by the CFPB resulted from inadvertent 

1 See Mulvaney, M. (Jan. 23, 2018). To Everybody from the Acting Director [Memorandum]. 
2 Enova uses teclmology to develop innovative financial products and services for consumers and businesses. Enova 
offers its financial products online through several different brands in the United States, United Kingdom, and 
Brazil. Enova is a publicly traded company listed on the NYSE. As an independent public company, Enova has 
developed a rigorous compliance program that significantly enhanced the Company's identification of and response 
to operational and compliance issues. See Enova' s NORA submission dated May 31, 2017 for additional details on 
the compliance enhancements. 
3 See Enova's NORA submission dated May 31, 2017, and letters dated September 15, 2017, and October 13, 2017. 
4 The Bureau raised one additional issue as part of its investigation. The Bureau has asserted that Enova's varying 
transfer disclosures violate Regulation E, but that is a misinterpretation of the regulation. The CFPB asserts that 
because some ofEnova's loan contracts do not specify how much Enova charges for "returned payment charges" or 
"late charges," a consumer cannot anticipate the full range of potential debit amounts. But Enova' s varying transfer 
disclosure is clear that Enova will assess these charges only where "applicable," and in all instances where such 
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Kristen Donoghue 
Eric Blankenstein 
June 18, 2018 
Page2 

technology coding errors affecting a limited number of customers of the Company's 
CashNetUSA brand. The Company self-reported the issues to the CFPB, and the Company has 
proactively acted to provide remediation to the small number of potentially impacted consumers 
for any speculative harm they may have sustained. 

If the Bureau believes Enova has not made all impacted consumers financially whole, 
Enova reiterates that it stands ready to provide additional restitution for quantifiable harm to 
consumers. But any restitution should do no more than make consumers whole and should not 
be an unjustified windfall based on speculative damages. The CFPB's prior settlement demands 
have been, unfortunately, grossly disproportionate to any conceivable harm caused. We 
respectfully urge the CFPB to reconsider its aggressive settlement posture and decline to bring an 
unnecessary and punitive enforcement action that contradicts the mission of the Bureau and 
exceeds its statutory authority. 

I. The Leads ACH Issue 

The most significant portion of the Bureau's settlement demands relates to the Leads 
ACH issue. The Leads ACH issue refers to a coding error in place from approximately July 
2010 through June 2014 that affected customers with active Enova loans who submitted 
subsequent applications for additional loans through lead generators. In the very small 
percentage of instances where a customer provided a different bank account in connection with a 
new loan application than he or she had previously provided Enova, a coding error inadvertently 
replaced the bank account on file with the updated bank account. Enova subsequently used the 
updated bank account to process future credits and debits in connection with the existing Enova 
loan. 

This coding error updated the accounts of approximately 6,398 CashNetUSA customers 
from July 21, 2011 until it was fixed in June 2014, although not all of those customers were 
impacted because Enova did not attempt to debit all updated accounts. During this same 
timeframe, Enova processed over 1.4 million CashNetUSA applications from lead generators. 
That means that less than 0.46% of applications from lead generators were affected by this 
inadvertent coding issue. Moreover, many of the customers impacted by the issue subsequently 
authorized Enova to debit the updated bank account when later scheduling a one-time payment 
online or setting up a payment plan with a customer service representative. 

In 2014, after the coding error was fixed and the issue was disclosed to the Bureau, 
Enova sent emails and follow-up letters to potentially impacted customers advising them that 
Enova may have debited the updated bank account in error, and offered to reimburse any 
damages, such as bank NSF or overdraft fees, incurred as a result. Enova, of course, could not 
then, and cannot now, know which, if any, customers incurred a bank fee as a result of these 
debits. Some of the debits from the updated bank account may have triggered a bank fee, but 
most almost certainly did not. 

charges are applicable, Enova clearly disclosed the amount of these charges. Enova's varying transfer disclosures, 
therefore, comply with Regulation E. Regardless, this is the type of issue that should be resolved through 
discussions between Enova and its CFPB examiners, not through an enforcement action. 
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Approximately 90% of the debits Enova ultimately made to the updated bank accounts 
were payments for lines of credit and installment loans, and only 10% of the debits were for 
payday loans. A significant majority (76%) of the impacted line of credit customers took new 
draws on the credit lines after their bank account information was updated, frequently before a 
debit was attempted on that account, which caused Enova to deposit funds into the updated bank 
account and then make debits from that account according to the payment schedule. Many of the 
line of credit customers used their lines actively, making multiple subsequent draws into the 
updated bank account. Indeed, some customers took tens of thousands of dollars in draws into 
the updated accounts over several years, thereby generating tens of thousands of dollars in 
debits. 5 At the high end, some customers used their accounts so frequently after the bank 
account update that they generated more than 90 debits to the updated bank account over several 
years. There is no conceivable way these customers were unaware of the bank account being 
used by Enova, and they had ample opportunity to stop the debits to their accounts. 

The Bureau has pointed to absolutely no legal authority supporting its demand to refund 
the debits themselves, an outcome that would place the consumer in an exponentially better 
position than he or she was in prior to taking out their loans. Indeed, the remedy demanded by 
the Bureau would mean that some consumers would have the benefit not just of an interest-free 
loan, but entirely free money from Enova. Under the CFPB's proposed consent order, Enova 
would be required to refund the debits at issue and would then be barred from attempting to re
collect either principal or interest on the newly created debts the consumers would then owe 
Enova as a result of the refunded loan payments. Such a result would be tremendously unfair to 
Enova, which self-disclosed and attempted to remediate this issue, and is unsupported in any 
case law or legal precedent. 

The CFPB' s demand that En ova make refunds for the full amount of all of these debits, 
in addition to completely speculative damages the customer may have incurred, is extreme and 
punitive. Enova should not be required to pay a customer thousands of dollars (in some 
instances tens of thousands of dollars) because it inadvertently debited the bank account 
provided by the customer in connection with a different loan application. As noted above, a 
substantial number of the line of credit customers, who account for almost three quarters of the 
debits at issue, continued to use their credit lines by drawing new funds into the updated bank 
account after the Leads ACH update, and could easily have instructed Enova ( either online or by 
telephone) to switch bank accounts if that had been their preference. Indeed, approximately 2/3 
of all the "Class A" debits6 at issue were taken after the impacted customer took a draw into the 
updated bank account. A reasonable customer would surely have known which bank account 
Enova was using for debits and credits as soon as the funds from a draw were deposited into the 
updated bank account as well as after one or more debits to the account. 

The only actual harm caused by the inadvertent account update would be any NSF or 
overdraft fees resulting from the debits to the incorrect account. Enova long ago contacted 
potentially impacted customers whose bank accounts had been debited following the update and 
offered to reimburse them for any bank fees that were assessed as a result of the updated bank 
account being debited. Enova even provided a draft copy of the customer communication to 

5 The data in this paragraph are based on the debit information provided in Written Report 5. 
6 See Written Report 5. 
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examiner Michael Ramsden during the last CFPB examination prior to sending it. All customers 
who submitted claims in response to the final communication were promptly reimbursed. To the 
extent that the CFPB believes some customers have not been made whole through the 
remediation process Enova implemented in 2014, Enova is willing to discuss additional potential 
remediation to reimburse customers for any bank fees they were assessed. 

But Enova should not be compelled to provide an extravagant windfall to consumers by 
refunding the debits themselves. The Bureau is seeking to set new precedent by demanding 
these payment refunds. These were valid loans, and there is no dispute that the affected 
consumers were legally obligated to pay Enova the sums Enova in fact debited from their 
accounts in accordance with the loan terms, albeit from a different bank account than originally 
authorized by the consumer as a result of the inadvertent coding error. Because the consumers 
were legally obligated to pay the amounts debited, the debits at issue did not result in any unjust 
gains to Enova. Enova regrets the coding error that caused the bank account updates, but the 
appropriate remediation is to make consumers whole, not to extract a punitive settlement 
ungrounded in law or principle that would place consumers in a materially better position than 
before taking out the loan by entirely refunding the loan payments and awarding additional 
speculative damages. 

The Bureau has suggested that Enova should refund these debits because they were 
"unauthorized" transactions under Regulation E. Putting aside whether or not the debits were, in 
fact, "unauthorized" under Regulation E, the CFPB does not, and cannot, allege that the debits at 
issue violated Regulation E because that regulation has a one-year statute of limitations, which 
renders almost all the debits at issue beyond its scope. And, in any event, Regulation E notably 
does not provide for refunding of unauthorized charges in these circumstances. This presumably 
explains why the CFPB alleges liability solely under a UDAAP theory, suggesting that the debits 
were "unfair" and that the Company's communications to consumers inviting them to submit 
claims if they were damaged were "deceptive." Enova disagrees that its practices violated 
UDAAP's prohibition on unfair and deceptive practices for the reasons stated in its NORA 
response, 7 and maintains that the Bureau's UDAAP authority should not be invoked to 
circumvent the statute of limitations and restitution framework set forth in the federal regulation 
governing debit transactions like the ones at issue here. 

But even if one considers the debits in the context ofUDAAP, the proper remedy for a 
UDAAP violation is to make consumers whole by remediating any actual harm to the 
consumer. 8 Here, that means refunding any damages incurred by the consumer as a result of a 
different bank account being debited. As noted above, Enova cannot know which, if any, 
consumers incurred possible bank fees as a result of the debits, but it has already made a good
faith effort to provide such remediation through proactive and voluntary communications with 
potentially impacted borrowers. Enova self-disclosed the coding error to the CFPB and shared a 
draft of its communication to borrowers regarding the issue prior to finalizing the 

7 See NORA Response at 5-17. 
8 The CFPB's Supervision and Examination Manual states that consumer injury resulting from a UDAAP violation 
"typically takes the form of monetary harm, such as fees or costs paid by consumers because of the unfair act or 
practice." CFPB Bulletin 2013-07, Prohibition of Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or Practices in the Collection 
of Consumer Debts (Jul. 10, 2013) at 2. 
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communication. To bring an enforcement action under such circumstances would contravene the 
Bureau's own guidance on exercising its enforcement discretion. 9 

II. The Flash Cash Issue 

Flash Cash was a CashNetUSA product feature (no longer offered by Enova) that 
provided eligible customers the ability to receive same-day funding through a debit card. The 
Flash Cash issue refers to a coding error, described more fully in the Company's NORA 
Response (at p. 17), that impacted a tiny percentage of customers seeking loan extensions from 
April 2013 through May 2014. As a result of a technical glitch, Enova inadvertently debited the 
loan amount due on the original due date, rather than just the finance charge that would be 
debited with an extension. This issue impacted 333 loan extension requests, which represents 
less than 0.044% of the 770,491 successful CashNetUSA extensions processed during this same 
time period. 

For the reasons stated more fully in the Company's NORA response (at pp. 17-22), the 
Flash Cash issue was not an "unfair" practice. It was an inadvertent technical issue that 
impacted a miniscule percentage of loan extension requests. Customers did not pay any 
improper or extra fees; they simply did not receive the benefit of a loan extension. Any 
consumer harm is entirely speculative, and the Company responsibly sought to offer appropriate 
remediation. Enova sent an email to the 308 impacted customers explaining the extension error 
and inviting them to contact the Company if they incurred any bank fees as a result of the failed 
loan extension. 

Enova's communications to consumers about the issue, moreover, were not "deceptive." 
The Bureau suggests that the Company's initial communications regarding the loan extensions 
were deceptive because the communications indicated that consumers would receive a loan 
extension when, in fact, 308 customers ultimately did not receive extensions as a result of the 
coding error. But the Bureau's argument is flawed. Enova's communication was accurate as to 
more than 99.9% of the recipients. The fact that a tiny percentage (0.044%) of the loan 
extensions ultimately failed as a result of a technical issue after the communication was made 
does not convert the underlying communication from accurate to unlawfully deceptive. To 
maintain otherwise would render any inadvertent breach of contract a per se UDAAP violation, 
which would dramatically expand the proper scope ofUDAAP. 

Enova regrets that these loan extensions failed for these 308 consumers, but the coding 
error at issue should not be deemed an unfair or deceptive practice. 

III. The February Debit Issue 

The February Debit issue refers to the fact that on February 28, 2014, an error caused 
Enova to debit 78 customer accounts more than once for amounts owed. Enova identified the 
issue that same day and immediately initiated corresponding credits to the 78 accounts for the 
inadvertent extra debits. Customers received those credits on the next business day. 10 Enova 

9 See CFPB Bulletin 2013-06. 
10 Because February 28, 2014 was a Friday, the next business day was the following Monday. 
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promptly sent emails to the impacted customers explaining the issue and offering reimbursement 
of any bank fees they sustained as a result of the error. 

Enova' s actions with respect to this issue are commendable. The Company cannot 
understand what more it could have done: it self-identified the issue on the same day it occurred, 
immediately attempted to correct the error, promptly sought to provide remediation, 
transparently communicated with consumers regarding the issue the same day it occurred, and 
then self-reported the issue to CFPB examiners. Unless the Bureau is prepared to hold all 
industry participants to an unrealistic zero-error standard, Enova's conduct cannot fairly be 
deemed to constitute a UDAAP violation. 

* * * 

In conclusion, Enova maintains that none of the issues raised by the CFPB justifies 
bringing an enforcement action against the Company. The CFPB's UDAAP allegations stretch 
the definitions of "unfair" and "deceptive" well beyond their reasonable interpretations. The 
CFPB should not seek to invoke UDAAP theories of liability in an effort to circumvent 
Regulation E's one-year statute oflimitations, and the CFPB should not compel the Company to 
provide consumer "remediation" that exponentially exceeds any conceivable financial injury. 
Enova is committed to making any impacted consumers whole, as it demonstrated through its 
proactive outreach to consumers upon identifying the issues and as it has stated throughout this 
investigation. To the extent that the CFPB believes further remediation efforts are necessary to 
make consumers financially whole, Enova suggests that the matter be referred to Supervision 
where CFPB examiners can discuss with the Company whether there are additional ways to 
identify customers who may have paid a bank fee. But Enova respectfully urges the CFPB not to 
push the envelope by bringing a punitive enforcement action requiring the Company to pay 
consumers exorbitant sums that are untethered to any injuries they could conceivably have 
suffered. 

Enova endeavors at all times to operate its business consistent with federal and state 
consumer law. Enova is proud of the role it plays in offering credit to underserved consumers 
and small businesses, and believes it offers its customers valuable products and services. Enova 
has invested tremendously in enhancing its compliance program, operations, and technology 
since its spin-off from Cash America in 2014, and the Company is committed to responsible 
lending in the markets it serves. Enova self-identified the coding errors at issue, and proactively 
and voluntarily reached out to potentially impacted consumers to ascertain whether anyone was 
financially impacted as a result of the errors. Enova self-reported the issues to the CFPB, 
notwithstanding that the CFPB would almost certainly not have discovered the issues on its own. 
To bring a punitive enforcement action under these circumstances - particularly one seeking 
relief that grossly exceeds any actual consumer harm - would be unfair, and would discourage 
future self-reporting of issues to the Bureau. 

We urge the CFPB to reconsider its position on these issues and return this matter to the 
Supervision team. If an in-person meeting would be helpful, we would be happy to travel to 
Washington for further discussions in an effort to resolve this matter. 
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We request that you treat this letter and any copies thereof (hereafter, collectively, the 
"Confidential Materials"), as confidential and exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of 
Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b) ("FOIA") and 12 C.F.R. § 1070. The Confidential Materials 
are exempt from disclosure under FOIA because they constitute "confidential investigative 
information" under 12 C.F.R. § 1070.2(h). The Confidential Materials include certain sensitive, 
non-public, proprietary, commercial, financial , and other information regarding the business 
operations of the Company. Enova would not make this information available to the public 
ordinari ly, and it is not otherwise available in the publ ic domain. The disclosure of the 
information contained herein would cause substantial competitive harm to Enova. 

cc: Redacted by the Commrttee 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Matthew P. Previn 

Matthew P. Previn 

, Senior Litigation Counsel 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

1700 G Street NW, 

Washington, DC 20552 

Decision Memorandum from the SEFL Policy Director 

FROM 

TO 

SUBJECT 

Eric Blankenstein, SEFL Policy Director 

Chris D' Angelo, SEFL Associate Director; Kristen 
Donoghue, Assistant Director for Enforcement 

Authority to Settle with Enova International, Inc. 

I authorize the Office of Enforcement to settle with Enova International, Inc. 
consistent with the recommendation by the Office of Enforcement on October 3, 
2018. 

Eric Blankenstein 
SEFL Policy Director 
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 

Date 
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1 700 G Street NW, 

Washington, DC 20552 

October 3, 2018 

Recommendation Memorandum for the SEFL Policy 
Director 

FROM 
Redacted by the Committee , Cara 

Petersen, and Kristen Donoghue, Office of Enforcement 

THROUGH 

SUBJECT 

Recommendation 

Chris D ' Angelo, SEFL Associate Director 

Authorization to Enter into Settlement with Enova 
International, Inc. Outside of Previously Authorized 

Parameters, or to File Suit 

The Office of Enforcement recommends that you authorize a settlement in this 
matter under the parameters described below. 

I. Overview 

Based on the SEFL Policy Director's modification of the settle-or-sue authority in 
this matter described below, the Bureau should seek to settle with Enova 
Intemationa~ Inc. (En ova) outside of previously authorized parameters. 

Fonner Director Cordray authorized the Bureau to settle or sue on its potential 
claims against Enova on July 27, 2017. The Bureau andEnova began settlement 
negotiations in August 2017. On November 7, Enova offered to settle the matter 
for $1,367,567 in redress to consumers and a $1.2 million penalty. The redress 
portion of Enova' s offer consisted of the following: 

• Full refunds for payday customers whose bank accounts Enovadebited 
without authorization; 

• Refunds for up to four debits for installment loan and line-of-credit 
customers whose bank accounts Enova debited without authorization; 
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• $35 per transaction for up to four debits for all consumers whose bank 
accounts Enova successfully debited without authorization; 

• $3 5 per transaction for all consumers whose bank accounts En ova attempted 
to debit without authorization; and 

• $3 5 per transaction for consumers for whom Enova failed to honor loan 
extensions. 

On December 4, Enova indicated that it was reassessing its settlement position and 
has provided no further counter-offer since that time. On June 28, 2018, pursuant 
to the Acting Director's delegation of his authority, the SEFL Policy Director 
modified the settle-or-sue authority, eliminating several claims and modifying the 
relief to be sought, as described below. 1 

This memorandum includes only facts relevant to the revised parameters. A copy 
of the previously approved recommendation memorandum with a more complete 
discussion of the facts is attached. The count numbers referenced in this 
memorandum correspond to the previously approved draft complaint against 
Enova, which is also attached. 

II. Claims 

The SEFL Policy Director declined to reauthorize three claims previously 
authorized by Director Cordray. The SEFL Policy Director directed Enforcement 
to eliminate deception claims relating to Enova' s unauthorized debiting of 
consumers' bank accounts and its failure to honor loan extensions to consumers 
( Counts II and IV). The SEFL Policy Director also directed Enforcement to 
eliminate the Regulation E claim (Count VI). Further, the SEFL Policy Director 
directed Enforcement to drop the unfairness claim with respect to Enova' s debiting 
consumers' accounts twice for the same monthly payment ( Count V), if the claim 
proves to be a bar to settlement. 

At the direction of the SEFL Policy Director, Enforcement will no longer pursue 
Counts II, IV and VI. 

1 The SEFL Policy Director's instructions are set forth in an e-mail to the Enforcement Director 
dated June 28, 2018. 

2 
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III. Restitution 

After discussion with the Office of Enforcement, the Legal Division, and the 
Acting Director, the SEFL Policy Director directed Enforcement not to seek 
restitution of loan principal or fees in connection with Count I. The loan principal 
and fees in question were legally owed, but unlawfully collected. 2 

The SEFL Policy Director also directed Enforcement not to seek restitution for any 
incidental NSF fees or overdraft charges incurred by consumers as a result of 
Enova' s unauthorized debiting, given the impossibility of calculating restitution 
with certainty for each affected consumer. The precise amount of fees incurred by 
each affected consumer cannot be calculated with certainty because many of these 
transactions occurred over eight years ago and few, if any, consumers will have 
retained the relevant records for that length of time. 

The SEFL Policy Director also directed Enforcement to seek restitution based on 
fees and penalties incurred as a result of erroneous charges ( addressed in Counts III 
and V) only to the extent they can be calculated with certainty for each consumer. 
For the same reasons described above, these amounts cannot be calculated with 
certainty. 

Thus, Enforcement will no longer seek consumer restitution for Counts I, III, or V. 

IV. Penalties 

Based on the facts developed during this investigation, since at least July 21, 2011, 
Enova acted recklessly by initiating over 14,000 debits from consumers' bank 
accounts without authorization, using account information obtained from lead 
generators. Further, a Missouri regulator notified En ova of the i11egal debiting on 

2 Enforcement previously recommended, and received authorization to require as part of a 
settlement, refunds of amounts Enova unlawfully collected notwithstanding that consumers owed 
those amounts. The Legal Division subsequently prepared a memorandum addressing whether 
consumers may suffer "substantial injury" when a creditor ( or debt collector) unlawfully collects 
debt that the consumer actually owes, and whether the Bureau has legal basis to require a 
creditor under those circumstances to return to consumers the funds that the creditor unlawfully 
collected. That memorandum concludes that consumers may suffer substantial injury under those 
circumstances, and that the Bureau could properly require the creditor to provide refunds for 
debts that were legally owed, but unlawfully collected, but that the Bureau would not be 
compelled to seek that remedy. Enforcement's previous negotiations with Enova contemplated 
that the company would retain the ability to collect amounts refunded to consumers to the extent 
permitted by law. 

3 
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April 15, 2014, yetEnovaknowingly continued to initiate an additional 5,600 debit 
payments from consumers' bank accounts without authorization after that 
notification. Accordingly, the facts would support a civil money penalty of nearly 
$500 million from Enova before consideration of the statutory mitigating factors. 

When considering the statutory factors required by 12 U.S. C. § 5565( c )(3), 
particularly relevant to this matter are the ( 1) severity of the risks or losses to 
consumers, (2) the size of En ova's financial resources, and (3) such other matters 
as justice may require. For the reasons discussed below, a civil money penalty of 
between $3 million and $5 million properly takes into account the required 
statutory factors. 

i. The size offinancialresources and good faith of the person charged. 

While Enova is one of the largest and most profitable online lenders, generating 
over $840 million in revenue in 2017, it likely does not have sufficient resources to 
pay a penalty in the range of $500 million without significant negative impacts on 
its operations and offerings to consumers. Accordingly, some mitigation is 
warranted based on the size of En ova's financial resources. 

ii. The gravity of the violation or failure to pay. 

Here, the gravity of the violation does not serve as a mitigating factor on the 
recommended penalty range. Enova acted recklessly and at times, knowingly, and 
its misconduct involved unlawfully debiting millions of dollars from consumers' 
bank accounts without authorization. Failing to impose a significant civil penalty 
for the violations described above would not promote the goals of specific and 
general deterrence. 

iii. The severity of the risks to or losses of the consumer, which may take 
into account the number of products or services sold or provided. 

The "Flash Cash" and "Double Debit" issues impacted a small number of 
consumers relative to the total number of loans En ova makes on an annual basis, 
and the damages associated with these claims are less than $100 on average for 
each consumer. The size of these claims may serve as a mitigating factor. With 
respect to Enova' s unlawful debits, while consumers owed the amounts Enova 
unlawfully debited, as described above, consumers were nevertheless substantially 
injured by this unlawful conduct. It is therefore not, in Enforcement's view, 

4 
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appropriate to consider the fact that the amounts debited were owed by consumers 
a significant mitigating factor here. 

iv. The history of previous violations. 

En ova is a recidivist. It was the subject of a 2013 consent order that resulted from 
misrepresentations it made to the Bureau exam staff and its efforts to conceal 
information from Bureau exam staff during an exam. Similarly, there is evidence 
suggesting that Enova has misrepresented to the Bureau when it became aware of 
its unauthorized debiting. Enova's history of similar violations and its 
misrepresentations to the Bureau thus do not provide a basis for mitigation. 

v. Such other matters as justice may require. 

As described in the previously approved recommendation memorandum, 
Enforcement previously recommended prioritizing obtaining redress for consumers 
over obtaining the maximum justifiable civil penalty. NowthattheBureauis no 
longer authorized to seek restitution for consumers, that consideration does not 
warrant further mitigation. 

In addition to the statutory mitigating factors, the Bureau is authorized to 
"compromise, remit, or modify" the penalty in an enforcement action, 3 including 
in the interest of obtaining a negotiated settlement. Enforcement recommends 
doing so here. We previously recommended a penalty in the range of $1 million to 
$3 million and restitution of $2. 1 million, prioritizing restitution over the penalty to 
be imposed. In light of the revisions to the claims and relief described herein, we 
believe a penalty of between $3 million and $5 million is appropriate as the 
monetary component of a settlement. Enova unlawfully collected approximately 
$2. 6 million from consumers' accounts ( even leaving aside its other violations). 
Absent consumer redress, a penalty in an amount substantially less than $3 million 
is likely insufficient to force the company to internalize the impact of its 
misconduct. The company likely will perceive its litigation risk to have decreased 
with the elimination of several claims and withdrawal of the Bureau's request that 
it provide redress to consumers, and may not be willing to settle, short of litigation, 
for an amount it might previously have been willing to pay. That said, we believe 
there is a realistic chance that it will agree to settle within these monetary 
parameters. 

3 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(4). 

5 
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V. Injunctive Relief 

The Bureau should seek appropriate injunctive relief that would, among other 
things, prohibit Enova from engaging in the conduct described in the revised draft 
complaint. Relevant injunctive terms should include a bar on debiting consumers' 
accounts without authorization, failing to honor loan extensions, and debiting 
consumers' bank accounts twice for the same monthly payment. 

Attachments: 

Tab 1: Draft Decision Memo from the SEFL Policy Director. 
Tab 2: July 26, 2017 Recommendation Memorandum. 
Tab 2a: July 26, 2017 Decision Memo 
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Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
1700 G Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20552 

January 18, 2019 

Recommendation memorandum for the Director 

Redacted by the Committee 
FROM 

Dono ue Office of Enforcement 

Pre-Decisional and Deliberative 
Attorney-Client Communication 

Attorney Work Product 

Consume r Financial 
Protection Bureau 

, Kristen 

THROUGH 
Eric Blankenstein, SEFL Policy Director; 

_ C_h_ris_,.D_'Ang-"'~el_o~,S_E_F_L __ As_ s_oc_i_at_e_D_i_re_ct_o_r _______ +--1---'d-l~\\7 
Consent Order and Stipulation - Enova International, Inc. - E 

Matter No. 2015-1636-02 
SUBJECT 

~-

Recommendation 

We recommend that you execute the Consent Order attached at Tab 1. 

Timing Considerations 

The attached consent order reflects a negotiated agreement between the Bureau and the Company to 

r esolve the Bureau's investigation. Once entered, it will impose relief including conduct restrictions and 

monetary relief, and should therefore be addressed as soon as practical. 

Background 

On July 27, 2017, Director Cordray authorized the Bureau to settle with Enova for violating sections 1031 

and 1036 of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (CFPA), 12 U.S.C. §§5531, 5536 and section 

1005.10(d)(2) of Regulation E, 12 C.F.R. § 1005.1o(d)(2). See Tab 2. Under the delegation of authority 

from Acting Director Mulvaney for matters in which Director Cordray had previously authorized 

1. 
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Attorney-Client Communication 

Attorney Work Product 

Enforcement to settle or sue, the SEFL Policy Director revised the parameters for settlement. Those 

revisions are memorialized in an October 3, 2018 memo from Enforcement to the SEFL Policy Director. 

See Tab 3. 

The attached Consent Order settles the Bureau's claims against Enova ,vithin those parameters. 1 The 

Consent Order includes the follov,ring terms: 

• A civil money penalty of $3.2 million; 

• Injunctive relief related to the conduct at issue; and 

• Reporting of compliance measures. 

Attached as Tab 4 is the Stipulation and Consent to the Issuance of the Consent Order, which has been 

executed by Enova. 

Release Sequence and Cadence Plan 

Consistent with past practice, the Office of Enforcement win draft a short press release and an FAQ 

document that the Communications Office can use when the matter is made public. 

Tab 1: Consent Order for your signature. 

Tab 2: July 27, 2017 Settle or Sue Authority (includes Enova's NORA Response). 

Tab 3: October 3, 2018 Authority to Revise Settlement Parameters (without attachments). 

Tab 4: Executed Enova Stipulation. 

Tab 5: Case Summary. 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

 
Bureau of Consumer Financial 
Protection and the People of the State of 
New York, by Letitia James, Attorney 
General for the State of New York, 
 
   Plaintiffs, 

v.  
 

Sterling Jewelers Inc., 

 
 
Case No.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

    
   Defendant.  
 
 

 
COMPLAINT 

 
The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (Bureau) and the People of the 

State of New York (State of New York), by its Attorney General (NYAG), bring this 

action against Sterling Jewelers Inc. (Sterling) and allege as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Sterling operates roughly 1,500 jewelry stores in malls and off-mall 

locations in all 50 states, including roughly 130 stores in New York State. Sterling does 

business as Kay Jewelers, Jared The Galleria of Jewelry, and a variety of regional 

brands, including JB Robinson Jewelers, Marks & Morgan Jewelers, Belden Jewelers, 

Goodman Jewelers, LeRoy’s Jewelers, Osterman Jewelers, Rogers Jewelers, Shaw’s 

Jewelers, and Weisfield Jewelers.  

2. Sterling is a wholly owned subsidiary of Signet Jewelers Limited (Signet). 

Signet is the largest specialty-jewelry retailer in the United States, United Kingdom, and 

Canada. Sterling entities account for more than 60% of Signet’s total annual sales of 

about $6.4 billion.  

Case 1:19-cv-00448   Document 1   Filed 01/16/19   Page 1 of 18
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3. Since 1990, and until at least October 2017, Sterling offered in-house 

credit financing directly to consumers to make purchases in its stores.  

4. Consumers who visited Sterling’s stores were typically encouraged by 

Sterling’s salespeople to finance their purchases. Roughly 60% of Sterling’s total sales 

are financed by consumers using Sterling’s in-house credit. From 2014 through 2017, 

Sterling had over three million open credit accounts each year, and Sterling generated 

more than $300 million in net revenue each year from such accounts. 

5. Sterling’s company culture, reflected in its training materials and sales-

performance standards, pressures employees to enroll consumers in company credit 

cards and to sell its financing plans and payment-protection insurance.  

6. The Bureau and the State of New York bring this action under §§ 1031, 

1036(a)(1), 1054, and 1055 of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (CFPA), 12 

U.S.C. §§ 5531, 5536(a)(1), 5564, 5565, the Truth in Lending Act (TILA), 15 U.S.C. § 1601 

et seq., and its implementing regulation, Regulation Z, 12 C.F.R. part 1026, in 

connection with Sterling’s credit-financing practices, including (1) submitting credit 

applications for consumers and causing credit cards to be issued without consumers’ 

knowledge or consent; (2) misrepresenting credit-financing terms and conditions; and 

(3) enrolling consumers in payment-protection insurance without their knowledge or 

consent. The State of New York also brings this action under New York Executive Law 

(Exec. Law) § 63(12) and New York General Business Law (GBL) § 349.  
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
 

7. This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction because this action is brought 

under “Federal consumer financial law,” 12 U.S.C. § 5565(a)(1), presents a federal 

question, 28 U.S.C. § 1331, and is brought by an agency of the United States, 28 U.S.C. § 

1345. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the State of New York’s state-law 

claims because they are so related to the federal claims that they form part of the same 

case or controversy. 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). 

8. Venue is proper in this district because Sterling conducts business in this 

district. 12 U.S.C. § 5564(f). 

PARTIES 

9. The Bureau is an agency of the United States charged with regulating the 

offering and provision of consumer-financial products and services under “Federal 

consumer financial laws.” 12 U.S.C. § 5491(a). The Bureau has independent litigating 

authority to enforce “Federal consumer financial laws.” See 12 U.S.C. § 5564(a)–(b). 

10. The State of New York, by its Attorney General, is authorized to take action 

to enjoin repeated and persistent fraudulent or illegal conduct under Exec. Law § 63(12) 

and deceptive business practices under GBL § 349. The NYAG is also authorized to 

initiate civil actions in federal district court to enforce provisions of the CFPA. See 12 

U.S.C. § 5552(a)(1). 

11. Sterling, an Ohio corporation, maintains its headquarters at 375 Ghent 

Road, Akron, Ohio 44333. Sterling operates jewelry stores and offers credit products to 

consumers in all 50 states, including in the State of New York. Sterling engages in 
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offering a “consumer financial product or service” under the CFPA. 12 U.S.C. 

§ 5481(5)(A), (15)(A)(i). Sterling is therefore a “covered person” under the CFPA. 12 

U.S.C. § 5481(6). 

FACTS 

12. Sterling offers consumers a credit card that provides a line of credit that 

can be used only at Sterling’s stores; it is not a general-purpose credit card. 

13. Signing up consumers for Sterling credit cards built brand loyalty and 

caused consumers to be more likely to purchase goods at Sterling’s stores. According to 

one of its recent annual reports, “[t]he lifetime value of a customer obtained through the 

in-house credit program is estimated to be 3.5 times that of a customer not obtained 

through the in-house credit program.” 

14. In connection with offering its credit products, Sterling’s salespeople 

misrepresented financing terms or omitted information necessary for consumers to 

understand the credit offer.  

15. Store employees failed to inform consumers that they were applying for 

credit and misstated the reasons for requesting consumers’ personal information.  

16. In many instances, Sterling’s sales representatives offered to check for a 

consumer whether the consumer qualified for a line of credit. In fact, the sales 

representative actually submitted a credit application for the consumer.  

17. In many instances, Sterling’s sales representatives told consumers when 

they applied for credit that there would be no “hard inquiry” or negative impact on 
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consumers’ credit reports because Sterling offered “in-house” financing. In fact, for each 

application for credit from Sterling, Sterling made a credit-report inquiry.  

18. In many instances, Sterling’s sales representatives induced consumers to 

provide their personal information by purporting to sign up consumers for a store 

“rewards card,” loyalty program, newsletter, or mailing list. In fact, the sales 

representatives used consumers’ personal information to submit a credit application. 

19. In other instances, Sterling’s sales representatives informed consumers 

that they were collecting personal information for a “survey” or to place a custom order 

for the consumer when, in fact, the information was used to complete a credit 

application.   

20. Many of Sterling’s store managers and district managers encouraged 

deceptive tactics to induce consumers to apply for a credit card, and many turned a 

blind eye to such conduct.  

21. For example, Sterling’s store managers and district managers told sales 

representatives not to use the term “credit card” but instead to refer to the credit card as 

a store card or a “Kay card.”  

22. Sterling’s training materials instructed employees to offer credit to every 

customer who visited a store, and they included tips that enabled salespeople to distract 

the consumer, such as “offer to clean your Guest’s jewelry while you fill out the credit 

application,” and “completing the in-house credit account application for the Guest on 

the [in-store] tablet allows him/her to focus on his/her reason for visiting the Store, and 

not on completing paperwork.” 
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23. Sterling’s credit-card applications have been in both paper and electronic 

formats. 

24. Sterling’s training materials instruct employees to “[a]lways fill out the 

paper credit application or type the credit application into the Graphical POS for the 

Guest.” 

25. Because the credit application usually was completed not by the consumer, 

but by a salesperson on paper or on the employee-operated electronic tablet, many 

consumers never saw their credit-card application or any applicable terms and 

conditions.  

26. In many instances, consumers were never given any written or oral credit 

disclosures or any indication they were applying for credit. Sometimes, consumers were 

given inaccurate oral disclosures about the terms of the credit. 

27. Sterling’s employees experienced pressure to obtain and submit completed 

credit-card applications.  

28. Employees were rated, retained, and compensated based on their ability to 

meet certain performance standards, including for obtaining credit-card applications.  

29. Sterling’s companywide, formal performance standards required 

employees at stores located in shopping malls to complete “one credit card application a 

day.” Employees at standalone stores were required to obtain one credit application 

every two days. 

30. In some instances, employees who failed to meet the company’s credit-

application quota received counseling and additional training from store managers; 
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other employees were terminated for failing to meet credit-application performance 

standards.  

31. Bonuses for certain Sterling’s managers were determined, in part, based 

on the number of credit-card applications obtained by employees the managers 

supervised.  

32. From 2013 through 2017, over one million Sterling credit-card accounts 

were opened based on applications completed and submitted in Sterling’s stores and 

then never used by the consumers who had supposedly applied for them.  

33. When consumers knew they were applying for credit, Sterling’s employees 

sometimes misled consumers about the type of financing for which they were applying, 

as well as the applicable terms of the financing, such as the interest rate and monthly 

payment amount.  

34. In such instances, consumers applied for credit from Sterling after 

employees presented them with certain terms—a low monthly payment or interest-free 

period—that were not honored. These consumers received credit cards and billing 

statements that did not match the representations made by the salespeople at the time 

consumers applied for credit.  

35. Sterling’s employees offered, and were trained to promote, interest-free 

financing.  

36. In many instances, consumers were offered interest-free financing in 

connection with a purchase, only to find out upon receiving a billing statement that they 

were enrolled in a regular, interest-bearing credit plan.  
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37. Sterling’s stores generally offered 6-, 12-, and 18-month interest-free 

promotional financing to customers, provided the customers met a minimum purchase 

amount and made a 20% down payment at the time of purchase. 

38. In many cases, Sterling’s employees offered customers promotional 

financing but then determined that the customers could not make a down payment at 

the time of purchase and thus did not meet the eligibility requirements for interest-free 

financing. In these instances, Sterling’s employees instead enrolled the consumers in a 

regular interest-bearing financing plan without disclosing this to the consumer. 

Consumers often did not learn of this until they noticed it on a billing statement weeks 

or months later. 

39. In other cases, consumers were quoted a monthly payment amount based 

on interest-free financing and were later quoted a lower monthly payment without 

Sterling’s employees explaining that the lower monthly payment was not available with 

interest-free financing and instead required extending the repayment period on a 

regular, interest-bearing plan. In these instances, Sterling’s employees did not tell 

consumers that they were getting regular financing, rather than promotional financing, 

and they did not disclose the changed financing terms to consumers at the time of 

purchase or obtaining credit.  

40. Until roughly June 2017, Sterling offered to its credit customers Payment 

Protection Plan (PPP) insurance through a third-party insurance provider. PPP 

insurance was offered at the point-of-sale in 33 states, including the State of New York. 
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Although a third party administered PPP, Sterling was responsible for the marketing 

and sale of PPP.   

41. PPP generated significant revenues for Sterling. In fiscal year 2016, for 

example, PPP sales generated more than $60 million in revenues.  

42. PPP insurance was an optional credit-insurance program offered to 

Sterling credit customers to help them make their monthly payments in the event of 

death, disability, loss of property due to burglary or perils, or loss of work. The PPP 

terms varied depending on the customer’s state of residence. 

43. PPP insurance was directly tied to the consumer’s credit card because its 

function was to make monthly credit-card payments if the consumer met certain 

criteria. PPP insurance was not offered to customers, and could not exist, independent 

of the credit card.   

44. In states where PPP insurance was offered, Sterling’s employees were 

required to enroll customers in it to meet company performance standards.  

45. Sterling’s employees enrolled some consumers in PPP insurance without 

their knowledge or consent. In many instances, consumers were asked to “sign here” or 

select “Yes” on an electronic “PIN-pad” in order to hold an item, process an order, or 

verify their information when, in fact, their signature was used to enroll them in PPP.  

46. Customers enrolled in PPP insurance at the store by electronically 

consenting to coverage on the PIN-pad they used to complete their purchase 

transaction.  
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47. The cost of PPP insurance varied depending on the type of coverage and 

state in which it was offered, but it averaged around $0.97 per $100 purchase or balance 

amount. This amount was charged monthly to the consumer’s credit-card billing 

statement. In New York State, the cost of PPP insurance was $0.224 per $100 of account 

balance per month. 

48. In many instances, PPP insurance was added to consumers’ accounts or 

purchases without their knowledge or consent.  

49. Consumers did not realize that they were electing to purchase credit 

insurance on the PIN-pad, often noting that they assumed they were signing in 

connection with the purchase, special order, or, if they were aware of it, the credit 

application, which occurred at the same time and as part of the same transaction as PPP 

enrollment. 

50. Consumers often only discovered that they were enrolled in, and were 

being charged for, PPP insurance after noticing it on their billing statements.  

51. In some instances, Sterling’s employees told consumers about the PPP 

insurance and asked them to sign up so that the employees could meet their quotas—

while promising the consumers that the employees would cancel the insurance before 

the consumers were charged. But the PPP insurance was not canceled and consumers 

were charged for a product they did not want. 

52. In other instances, Sterling’s employees told consumers that they were 

signing up to receive an informational packet to gauge their interest in PPP insurance; 

in fact, and unbeknownst to them, consumers were purchasing the product. 
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CAUSES OF ACTION 
 

Count I—Deception under the CFPA Regarding Credit-Card 
Applications, Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

 
53. The allegations in paragraphs 1-52 are incorporated by reference. 

54. An act or practice is deceptive if there is a representation or omission of 

information that misleads or is likely to mislead a consumer; the consumer’s 

interpretation of the act or practice is reasonable under the circumstances; and the 

misleading act or practice is material. 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531(a), 5536(a)(1)(B).  

55. In many instances, Sterling’s employees represented to consumers that 

they were completing a survey, enrolling in a rewards program, or checking to see how 

much they would qualify to spend in the store when, in fact, the consumers were 

completing credit-card applications or Sterling’s employees were completing 

applications for consumers without their knowledge or consent.  

56. These misrepresentations were likely to mislead consumers acting 

reasonably under the circumstances because consumers believed they were providing 

personal information for other purposes and consumers relied on store employees’ 

representations that consumers were doing something other than applying for a credit 

card.  

57. These misrepresentations were material because many consumers likely 

would not have provided their personal information and signature if they knew they 

were applying for credit, given that they may not have wanted an extension of credit or 

the potential negative impact it could have on their credit file or ability to obtain credit 

in the future.  
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58. Furthermore, a reasonable consumer would want to know that his 

personal information and signature would be used to apply for a credit-card account at 

Sterling’s stores.  

59. The fact that the credit-card application disclosed the actual nature of the 

transaction does not correct the misrepresentations made to consumers.  

60. Sterling’s statements or omissions to consumers regarding credit 

applications were false or misleading and constituted deceptive acts and practices, in 

violation of the CFPA. 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531(a), 5536(a)(1)(B). 

Count II—Unauthorized Issuance of Credit Cards 
under TILA and Regulation Z, Asserted by the Bureau  

 
61. The allegations in paragraphs 1-52 are incorporated by reference. 

62. TILA provides that “[n]o credit card shall be issued except in response to a 

request or application therefor.” 15 U.S.C. § 1642. 

63. Regulation Z states that no credit card may be issued to any person except 

in response to an oral or written request or application for the card. 12 C.F.R. 

§ 1026.12(a)(1). 

64. Sterling issued credit cards to consumers without their knowledge or 

consent and not in response to an oral or written request for the card.  

65. Therefore, Sterling has violated TILA and Regulation Z. 15 U.S.C. § 1642; 

12 C.F.R. § 1026.12(a)(1). 
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Count III – Pursuant to New York Executive Law § 63(12),  
Violation of TILA and Regulation Z, Asserted by the State of New York  

 
66. The allegations in paragraphs 1-52 are incorporated by reference. 

67. N.Y. Exec. Law § 63(12) authorizes the NYAG to bring an action to enjoin 

repeated illegal acts or persistent illegality in the carrying on, conducting, or transaction 

of business.  

68. TILA provides that “[n]o credit card shall be issued except in response to a 

request or application therefor.” 15 U.S.C. § 1642. 

69. Regulation Z states that no credit card may be issued to any person except 

in response to an oral or written request or application for the card. 12 C.F.R. 

§ 1026.12(a)(1). 

70. Sterling issued credit cards to consumers without their knowledge or 

consent and not in response to an oral or written request for the card.  

71. Therefore, Sterling has violated TILA and Regulation Z. 15 U.S.C. § 1642; 

12 C.F.R. § 1026.12(a)(1). 

72. By its actions in violation of TILA and Regulation Z, Sterling has engaged 

in repeated and persistent illegal conduct in violation of N.Y. Exec. Law § 63(12). 

Count IV—Violation of the CFPA, 
Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

73. The allegations in paragraphs 1-52 are incorporated by reference.  

74. Sterling’s violations of TILA and Regulation Z, described in Count II, 

constitute violations of § 1036 of the CFPA. 12 U.S.C. § 5536(a)(1)(A). 
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Count V—Deception under the CFPA Regarding Promotional 
Financing Terms, Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

75. The allegations in paragraphs 1-52 are incorporated by reference.  

76. Sterling’s employees misrepresented certain financing terms to 

consumers, including the applicable interest rate, monthly payment amount, and 

eligibility for promotional financing. 

77. In these instances, consumers did not know the terms of the extension of 

credit they received until they noticed them on a billing statement. 

78. Consumers reasonably relied on Sterling’s employees’ statements 

regarding the terms of the extension of credit they would receive, and consumers 

opened lines of credit and made purchase decisions on the understanding that they 

would receive the terms represented to them by Sterling’s employees.  

79. Sterling’s statements or omissions to consumers regarding the terms of or 

consumers’ eligibility for promotional financing plans were false or misleading and 

constituted deceptive acts and practices, in violation of the CFPA. 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531(a), 

5536(a)(1)(B). 

Count VI—Unfairness under the CFPA Regarding PPP 
Enrollment, Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

80. The allegations in paragraphs 1-52 are incorporated by reference. 

81. Under the CFPA, an act or practice is “unfair” where the Bureau has “a 

reasonable basis” to conclude that “the act or practice causes or is likely to cause 

substantial injury to consumers which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers,” and 

that “such substantial injury is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers 

or to competition.” 12 U.S.C. § 5531(c)(1). 
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82. Sterling’s employees enrolled consumers in PPP insurance without their 

knowledge or consent.  

83. This practice typically occurred when employees enrolled consumers in 

PPP insurance without informing them that they were being enrolled or misled 

consumers about what they were signing up for. 

84. This conduct was likely to cause substantial injury because consumers 

were charged a monthly fee for the coverage in an amount proportional to their 

purchase or balance amount, which consumers could not reasonably avoid because they 

were not aware that they had the option to accept or decline coverage. 

85. The harm to consumers from being enrolled in and charged for PPP 

insurance without their knowledge was not outweighed by countervailing benefits to 

consumers or competition; Sterling’s practice of enrolling consumers in its optional PPP 

insurance without their knowledge or consent did not provide any benefits that would 

encourage legal business practices or competition. 

86. Therefore, Sterling committed unfair acts or practices, in violation of 

§§ 1036(a)(1)(B) and 1031(c)(1) of the CFPA. 12 U.S.C. §§ 5536(a)(1)(B), 5531(c)(l). 

Count VII—Fraudulent Practices under  
Executive Law § 63(12), Asserted by the State of New York  

87. The allegations in paragraphs 1-52 are incorporated by reference. 

88. Exec. Law § 63(12) authorizes the NYAG to seek injunctive relief and other 

equitable relief and damages when a person or entity engages in repeated or persistent 

fraudulent conduct in the operation of a business. 
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89. Exec. Law § 63(12) broadly defines fraud to include “any device, scheme or 

artifice to defraud and any deception, misrepresentation, concealment, suppression, 

false pretense, false promise or unconscionable contractual provisions.”  

90. Sterling has engaged in repeated fraudulent acts and practices in the 

operation of a business by conduct, including but not limited to: i) deceiving consumers 

about credit-card applications and enrollment; ii) misrepresenting to consumers the 

terms and conditions of Sterling’s promotional financing; and iii) failing to disclose that 

consumers are enrolling in payment-protection insurance. 

91. Sterling has therefore engaged in repeated and persistent fraud in 

violation of Exec. Law § 63(12). 

Count VIII—Deceptive Practices under New York  
General Business Law § 349, Asserted by the State of New York 

 
92. The allegations in paragraphs 1-52 are incorporated by reference. 

93. GBL § 349 provides that “[d]eceptive acts or practices in the conduct of 

any business . . . in this state are hereby declared unlawful.” 

94. GBL § 349 authorizes the NYAG to bring an action for an injunction, 

restitution, and civil penalties when any individual has engaged or is about to engage in 

deceptive practices in the State of New York. 

95. Sterling’s employees have engaged in deceptive acts and practices by, 

including but not limited to: i) deceiving consumers about credit-card applications and 

enrollment; ii) misrepresenting to consumers the terms and conditions of Sterling’s 

promotional financing; and iii) failing to disclose that consumers are enrolling in 

payment-protection insurance. 
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96. Sterling has therefore engaged in deceptive acts or practices in violation of 

GBL § 349. 

DEMAND FOR RELIEF 

The Bureau and the State of New York request that the Court: 

a. enjoin Sterling from committing future violations of the CFPA, Truth in 

Lending Act, Regulation Z, Exec. Law § 63(12), and GBL § 349;  

b. order Sterling to pay damages, restitution, or other monetary relief to 

consumers; 

c. order Sterling to pay disgorgement or compensation for unjust 

enrichment; 

d. impose a civil money penalty under the CFPA; 

e. impose a civil money penalty for each violation of GBL § 349 pursuant to 

GBL § 350-d; 

f. order Sterling to pay the costs incurred in connection with prosecuting this 

action; and 

g. award additional relief as the Court may determine to be just and proper. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

KRISTEN A. DONOGHUE 
Enforcement Director 
JEFFREY PAUL EHRLICH 
Deputy Enforcement Director 
 
s/ Patricia H. Hensler 
PATRICIA H. HENSLER (FL 102303) 

LETITIA JAMES 
Attorney General of the State of 
New York 
        
JANE M. AZIA (NY 1539600) 
Bureau Chief, Consumer Frauds 
and Protection Bureau 
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STEFANIE ISSER GOLDBLATT (NY 2750594) 
NAVID VAZIRE (NY 4520391) 
Enforcement Attorneys 
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 
1700 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20552 
Telephone (Hensler): 202-435-7829 
Telephone (Goldblatt): 212-328-7011 
Telephone (Vazire): 312-577-7670 
Facsimile: 202-435-7722 
E-mail: Patricia.Hensler@cfpb.gov 
E-mail: Stefanie.Goldblatt@cfpb.gov 
E-mail: Navid.Vazire@cfpb.gov 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 

 

CAROLYN FAST (NY 4095535) 
Assistant Attorney General 
28 Liberty St.  
New York, N.Y. 10005 
Telephone (Azia): 212-416-8727 
Telephone (Fast): 212-416-6250 
Facsimile: 212-416-6003 
E-mail: Jane.Azia@ag.ny.gov 
E-mail: Carolyn.Fast@ag.ny.gov 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
State of New York 
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1700 G Street NW, 
Washington, DC 20552 

Recommendation Memorandum for the Acting Director 

FROM 

THROUGH 

SUBJECT 

Redacted by the Committee Jeff Ehrlich, 
and Kristen Donoghue. Office of Enforcement 
Eric Blankenstein, SEFL Policy Director; Chris D 'Angclo, SEFL 
Asrociate Director 
Authority to Settle with Sterling: Jewelers, Inc. and to File Suit- ENF 
Mauer No. 2016-1 806-02 

Recommendation 

The Office of Enforcement recommends that you authorize it (l) to settle with Sterling Jewelers. 
Inc. (Sterling) under I~ pru'311icters d=ribcd in Section IV below; (2) if settlement n~otiations 
are S.'uccessful. to file au administrative cousCJJt order or a complaint and cous.cu.t order iu federal 
court effectuating the settlement: and (3) if settlement ru:-gotiations are unsuccessful, to 
c-onunence an enforcement action either acbninistJ:a tively or in federal co1u1, consistent' with the 
attaclied complaint.1 This investigation was conducted in partnership with the New Yor-k State 
Attorney General's Office. and. if aut!Lolizcd,. !he Burcau would file a joint complaint " itb that 
office. 

I. Ovenie"· 

Sterling operates .-oughly 1,500 jewehy stores in malls and off-mall locations in all 50 U.S. states 
under national banners that 111cludc Kay Jewelers and Jared l'he Galleria ()f Jewehy, as well as a 
vaiiety of mall-based 1-egioual stores such as J.B. Robinson. Marks & Morgan. and Belden 
Jewelers. Sterling is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Signet Jewelers Limited (Signet), the largest 
specialty-jewelry retailer in the United States, United Kingdo.1n, and Canada. Sterling en.titie~ 
provide over 60'l-• of Signet's f.otal sales of about S6.4 billion. Since 1990, and until reco1tly, 
Sterl.ing: has bad a ceutrnlized c011surner-finaocin~ program through which it has extended credit 
directly to consnmcrs.2 As part of its iu-hou~e cttdit program, Ste.-ling has offered "ini.o:est-free"' 

1 Enforc.cnu:nr also seeks authority to make non-m,'l ierial changes bef.orc filing. 
2 In October 2017, Sigoct through Sterling, sold a portion of it$ COJl$umtt-lending pol'tfoljo-$1 
billion of iis prime-credit bnsincss-to Alliance Data Systtm<i. In March 2018, Signet announced 
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and interest-bearing financing. it1bject to certain conrutions, and, in roos.t states, it also offered 
third-party credit i.ns1mmce. Roughly 60% of Sterling's total sales are credit sales. and the feec.; 
and charges front Sterling's creclit-financmg pros,-ams have totaled rnughly $300 million on 
average for each of the past thr~ yea1'S. !As part cf th.e :investigation, EilfOf-cement Ki.>.~ieJ\~ .~ ~., 
t onncr employees andcustomcri;_@~~.:V~ ~C...C!C)~OJJP!!IJ..!1:!J!S_~ ~ }V_if.!e_f!I!g_C },.f ~.9!'.C~ _, 
to obseJve sales practices and techniques; (iii) reviewed Ste1iing's imemal training materials and " 
employee-incentive !>tructme: and (iv) a.11alyud thousauds of cons1mier complaints. A, &.:scribe& ' ~, 
fonh~LRs.19\\:,.+ihe Office of Enforcement hil~-~g~~J.ml!'.:9. that Sterling eniployees lve \' 
signing con-rs up~(lr_c!C~d!f.c.lii:.~ .l:"fi t!1c.?t~ .!l!.tji-_ai~i..~J:i~ y i:_ So!1~c.!l.!,~-Sllf~l!_g .. .. , 

\ 

credit financing tt1ms and conditions to consumers, and enrolling con>umers in optional ' 
payment-pt·okction insurance without their koowJedge or consen{ ____________________ _ 

The Bureau bas authority to address Stediug's conduct becau>C it offel's credit to couswners. 
St~·ling is not subject to the CFPA 's "merchant exemption'' because it re~ tlarly extends credit 
subject to n finance charge and is 5ignificamly t:ngaged in offering or providing consumer• 
fmancial products or saviccs.5 

TIie Bt1iH11 sltettlel ! ei.ehoe thi!! 1W1Het !hre11l):h ~~k11mtt Ihi? 11mttcr_~~~~9.lrru 
1hrou~h ~cttleu1ci11. Beeall!>e the specific tenus of any consent 01'<'.iei' will be subject to llegotiation 
and ongoing modification. a drnft consent order is uot attached to this. meinora.nduru. The Office 
o f Enforcenu:.nt will di~ us~ any proposed orcl,er with lhc Legal Division before: submitting it to 
you. If settlement uegotia tious fail. the Bureau ,;.hould :file suit. either admini,tratively or in 
federal comt, consisten.l with the attached complain t 

II. Factual Back.,oround 

~ nstomcrs report ~l!n_t !~ey ~-C!e_g_iy~ _ cre_dit -~j ~ !hii~ tJt~y ~i~ p~t_ \Yl!fll· -~ ~ -~<:. i~~c~ __ __ • ~ • 
consumers knew they we re being offered credit but 111-l~ laim_that Sterling employee-. 
presented 1hen1 with certain tenns--a. low mondtly payment or intere~t-frce period-that were 
then not honored. l11es.e co1isume1, received credit cards and billing staten1e11t~ diat d id not 
match the representations mack by the salesveoplc: at the time: consllllJC:N applied. Consumer~ 
were: also enrolled in Payment· I>rotection Plan (PPP) insurance and cl.aimecl it was without their 
knowledge or consct1t. In many imtances, consumers report that they were asked to "sign here., 
in order to hold an item, proccs.~ an order, or verify tkir i11fo.tmation, when in fact 
these COl1SlllllCTS were siguing up for PPP. 

111c Bureau's invc~tigarion focused on three issue<; related to Sterling's credit bu.sines~: ( 1) 
consumers r~eived Wl8Uthorized credii cards; (2) credit~fu1a.ncmg tenus and conditions were 11ot 
accurately disclosed; and (3) consumer.; enrolled in payment-protection insurance without their 
knowledge or consent. 

that it would sell the rcmainingpoition. Sterling's non-prime o::ccivablcs, to investment f1U1ds 
nianaged by CarVal InvestoC>. 
3 See 12 U.S.C. § 5517(a)(2)(B)(iii) . (a)(2)(C)(i). 

2 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Com-1~ [ ): Global .,__JI!, Gi\tU Siorlil,g'• 
ugum<,tita in its NORA .,,..,....., Iha! Ifie sllff pra,ctic,e• here 
...,.. uolaled incl~ aad do m reffed sysiemic ~ . 
it would be loelpful f..- 1k f4ri ~dlon 1o pn,vidc - <letail 
>bout lfoe acopt! ofiho iov~ 

Com--led ( .2): Ho..- m-,'1 

Com-tad [ U): Bow ,-,,y'/ 

Commooted [BEl4): I, .,_ _ 11PFopri•11e SM" 
tlaat S1«!~ io txiaog1loe aedill!wuum? --Comment4td  Could - cluity the limo poriod 
4lw:lng wb&ci. these poadices ...., """"nod? 

Commomed [8E(S] : Wbll is Ilic ,awco of thio7 
Complaints fl> Ile Buttao? lnte:views? Sc,mething t!ke? 
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A. Unaufhodzed Accounb 
When a consumer applies for credit in one of Sterling's stores, Sterling store employeei request 
pe~nal information from the consumer. complete the application on the eonsruner's behalf, and 
serve as the primary ~OUl'Ce of infomlll.tiou for the co11sumc1·. IB«ause the employee hotds the 
application, consumers. do not sec that it is an application for ctedit. oor do they see the 
applicable credit d~closurcs., which arc displayed in gcu,:ral tcnns, e.g., APR 5% to 24.99%, in 
fine print OJ.I the back or folded portion of a paper applicatio.o and, for electronic applications 
completed on a tablet, are not provided on any screen shown to consume~. There does not __ ....••.. 
appear to~ aoy procc1>s or .requirement for COllSlllllCB to receive writton or oral di'>Closu.rc.s at 
the time of the tra11sactioii and~]!: conswuers ~ccificall_y describe oot rccc~ any 01-al or 
written disclosures. Consuiiim rq,ort that siedfug -~loyei°s d~ ~;t sh~w -c~ers tfu:-ir~dit -- '' 
application and misrepresent lhe l'cason for which. they m·e requesting constuncrs' pc1-sonal 
information. In many instances, com'Umet·s uoknowingly and without giving cou.scut, irpply for 
Sterling's store-brand a:edit cardsl ___ ., • _____ ., ____ • ___ , .• ____ .. , _______ • _. ___ . -

Consumer~ allege that Ste1·ling sales representatives offered to see wbcthct· the cons~u~r wa!. 
qualified for a line of credit but then proceeded to submit a credit card application for the 
consumer. 'OJ.csc C0115\11llcr s indkatc they did 0.01 intend to apply for a credit card aud only 
thought the sales person was gauging their c1'Cditworthincss. [&trcau invcstigotots conducting 
undercover store visits[ aj~_ !!_o~ _tl,!aJ ~!c!l!l"!ltS_ ~le~pl! 2!'f~~g :·1_0 _n_ul l tl;!ejr] £1.:.C~.! foJ ., ___ - ~ 
approval"' and stated it would only be a '·soft inquiry .. oo their credit report. One· Jared store 
employee told a Bureau invc:stigator, "Jared bas irs own bank lll1.d therefore: rbc credit approval 
process is dooe in-house and ooesn' t affect your credit repo11, ., Ahhough co11.~llmers mu.st 
actually apply for credit in order to verify how much they an: qualified to spend iu the store, they 
d o not W1clcrslan~ Sterling, employees did no t i.nfurm coosumers~at by agreeing to have 
a ~fore employee nssess tbcir credit-wortrun=, they were in fact applying for cred.i( Jrn oorne __ •• ~ -
instancci_ ~t~_~g ~1!1Pl~y~c!! ~'!P_li~ly _ ~S!'!:C~ _c~r,_IS~~'S _t~~ ~~~-~~ ~t~~ ~ff~ ~"!!1.: ___ _ 

Commented IBEf71: Wut it eie. b.t.lis ofthae 
sbt...-ts? My•te,y •boppmg'/ eons.u--complaiats'l Are 
\llPC aurir (Int dtt':te ~m~uts 11n 1't'p~eof'ibe 
process inanofSlfrling's ll<lres, as opposed to a f'ewl blld 
apples? ff so, b.>w'r 

Comm~ned [ 81: Whit abooil ib<e<:~ card iJ!llttllltlll 
b<ocb.,.,,dll<,u .. e,hapeg•SioflbeNOR.A? 

Com-.ted [ ~: C<>uld-clari.fy llf>ere Ibis 
iDfotm.1lioD" •~ m,m,- e g , coo..._ cmnpuum or 
UDOJviewo? And c:aa wep,ovido, • ......, oldie voru-of 
cmuplliruliaterviews tl:at we'tuelymg e111? Partloffbe 
memo says there..,..., thoUSJlllds of compwats, b1'1 it isa't 
clirar haw IIWlJ <"""Plaints ...... .-.lated iolb uu~ 
1£C0nnlK ism! 

Commented [ 10): Coull...., clarify law moay 
""dtt<o""" m itt - "°"'4tld!l41 Wo,e p<ol>r.m.tic: 
soatemmtsmade d::aiagalloflbe underc""'1'"-uits,, or some? 

Co m111e11te-d [ 111): ri, its NORA ~e. Sledalg; 
cllwl.s Cha).,..... """ , .. dlS<:IA>oarts regadi,lg lbd.r credit 
applic& OD -.hen Ibey sign pap<J applkaliom or oa lilbltts 

house" cn:dit, it docs not have any impact on cons um=' credit reports. In oth~'T ins tao,:~. ' 
employees simply offered to check consumers' credit without infonning them ii will l'esult in ll 

card being i1.!>.ied 4 

, Sttpp 10..11 , 23 Canweaddfessillaibfte? 

•' Conunented [BE.(12]: Do•• llillve • ~ ? Wu illis 
ol,a,rvtd by out w,,w,n:<,.,..,, shcfs>tn? Iho, lu,w maay! If 
it i.o b ... d OJI ccmpllliou, lu,w maoy oftbi-s nomre do we 
bave? ,::;otlSllfi'lcrs w«c also asked to provide personal information to sign up for the ~t;:,rc "rewards 

card," ncwsldter. or mailing list,. when the i11fonnation was in fact used to apply for a credit 
card. fin }nuncrous ~m'\1mer complaints. consun1er~ allc;.2s:d that th~ believed they wa'C ___ __ ...,. ~ M Commmted [BE,(13]: Diel Iliac infom!MUIC lnclade $SN 

lad llllllll.tl ,aJa,y'I \Yo,aJd 1-.. a(jjDg RHOnabty lllldtr pmvidiu.g infonuation for a "SUt\'cy" and only later learned they were applying for credit. \ 
~ollSlllllers coosistendy report~• .tl!.e:Y.\"\.'.e .. ~ l!C.Y~1~gi~ep-\Yf!t!.C!I _disslo~~s-Of -3!ri'. ~1!li_C!!tio11_ • • \ 
that Ibey were applying for credit. ' ,, ' 

' 
Here are a few ee11,13l11tnt', :k<effl eeti,llffler',R~pre,,:ntgtlye c01mgner c::mrplamh: .. lJld!Sk: 

• .. I bought an e11ga~cmcnt ring from Jared the Galleria ofJewchy. I stated from tbc 
be ginning I would be paying for the ring and all chatgcs with my American Express 
Card. The salespcrsou then filled out fonm to open a credit card for me without my 

4 C 011sumer complaints. consun1er interviews, and direct observations through undercover store 
visits suppon· these facis. 

3 
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llle. c.in:u.m:rLmUa Clliak: that iDfonnatiao n mcescay to Ugn 
up for • moiling ti.rt 

Co mr"""1-.I I U4): C.Ow«l,ema,r•"i"""'ifl•? 

Commented [ 15): S02 amimut 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

knowledie, 1!Jlien it was time to ck,1,e the sale, they p1'Cscutcd the fonn I(, me. sayin1t1 it 
wa" required to order the diamond<Jrinljl that N wanted so I sip1ed it. They had the paper 
fonn folded in ,uch a w11y that I could 110I ,ee that it wa~ fo.r a credit card .... (T]hey 
opene·d a credit card in my name· without my com,ent vi.a decepli,·e ~ale, practice, and 
oul.rig11t manipulation ..... " 

• "I wa~ t,lld th.r11 I 11,tH~ signing up fo1, an employee loyalt)1 pmgt'.am al .JARED Jewelty that 
w<mld ,e11d me coupon, and ca<,h back im ford1er purcl1a~es. I explicitly a.,ked multiple 
tiine, if they were settin11 up a credit card, 1111d the ,ile1, repre-.entative a,,ured me he wa, 
not I became suspicious once he asked for more pe~oual infonnation such a, 
employment history and my Social Securilty Number·.] asked B!l;Bin ifthi, was si1j;11ini me 
up for a cn:dit canl and the sales l"epre,enlalive !old me no .. He ,lated thry were only 
doing an internal background checlk but no credit wm1ld be opened .. IA few days litter, I 
wenl to ~i~n up fo,, a cr1edit c.a.rd frmn II comp•.ny I actually w.1mted 1 ,credit card from, 
11nd I wa, declined. TI1ey ,taled du: reason wu th• t I luitd t,oo 11mdl credit open in my 
1iame ... A fe>N day1. later, J n:c,eived in the mail. a credit card fro1n JARED.,,, '1 . 

• '"I would like to fil,e a ,complaint aj11inst Kay J,eweler;, They ~i11ncd 1ny fiance and 
mysdf up for a credit card without telling us ... the ,ale, representative ... ,aid we were 
,igii1ing an agreemenl for !he cu,tom ring !hey were going lo design for us ..... We were 
,igned up frnr not one, nol lwo, bt1t THREE cards which were received in the 1:rniil a weelk 
after ~11u1.in11 the proce~, with them. They jml tell you ii'!> 11 contract for Ille cml.om ring, 
if we Ii.ad k11ow11 it we.~ a credit can! a.pplic.ation we would l111ve refu\.ed to fill out the 
paperw<)l'k .. , 

• '"[A] Kay Jev.1elry ~11le\wo11u11n wanted im: lo fill 0111 a fo,rm \O tluil I can take can: of 
,ome ki11d of 'promotional coupon' that woul,:;I be ,ent iu lhe mail ... , ] received a letter 
from the Kay Jeweler's Cn::dit Operaliom Divi'\ion which ,tated that they tu.med down 
my application to open wrne kind of credit accotml becau~ m do not make enough 
money. First.. respectfolly. tbe saleswoman took my social security rmmber becat1se she 
told me lhal it wa, only lo prevent fhmd and that they would not u-,c ii for anything el,e 
(I have m, idea how ii would 1m:.:ve11t fo1.m:L. but ,he ,eerrn:d hone~t)! Second.. ~he nevo::1· 
to,ok my income info11n11tion down,., so I do11'1 even kn(>W liow Kny Jewel.er"> win 11ble to 
find out how much I make without me di·rn.liilli !hat infomialion 1iu.lo tl1enL TI1is 
di5hone,t factic may ]o\ver a great credit sc01e." 

• "The rep1·ese11tati,·es I worked \Mith, Patricia and Kahina, said they would like to sc11"ee11 
my credli1 in order to deten11.JL11e du: price range of ring:, we could qualify fo1· .. I 1.11,i,ted 
repe8tedly that I did 11ot want :!l <.':!'edit card a, we had mot yel determined where we would 
be buying a ring. but they ,tated explicitly that lhey would be doing a prclinU1rn1y 
~c1·eening c,f my c1"edi1 only .. They ,~id they windd 1u,t be inuing a credil card. iml thi, 
wa, ;~ ,tnndard procedm'C lo ,ee what amount ·,mm:one clln q1111lify for. After the 
"preli.mim1ry ~crecninw;.'' I was told] was approved for a $]0,0()0 ,credit limit, a..nd lhal 
any questiom ] had would likely be 11mwered with the pape1work that would be coming 
with my credit card in !he mail] n:mim:ied them !hat 1 did nol want a credit card. and thal 
they ~aid thi, wii, ~uppo~cd lo be prelimi11ary <,erecning .. ancl tliey replied saying it wa., 
fme because if] didn'I want lhe card. ii would be do,ed in 2 year, if I don'I use it I did 
m,1 want I.hi:: credit card .. and wa\ lied t,1J, iii. order for them lo set 11p an !ICC'<>11nl in 111y 

n.11me,'' 
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Interviews wid1 former store cntployees further sub~ta.ntiate consumers' reports. Specifically. 
P111ltiple employees at \>"ariom; stores in diffemu geognphical locatio:ns ~~te~ ~! ~h~ !"~:.C. _ • _, _ -
1rained k~llisle.ocl c~}'?'!,l~•·~ i:!l.!o_ ~P!YiA iJ2~ ~ qi~ ':.~t~l}i~g ~<?_OJ'l_.n~~r~ !fl~ _;V~~- _ 
signing up to be ~prefeo ed customen;," specifically !'efraiuing front using the tenn "crecdit card., •' 
and instead asking consumers to open a '"rewards card, '' and asking consumers to help the 
cm1>loyce ··win a contc!>I" by filling out a form for a ··customer account." Fonner employees said 
they would offer discounts onjcwchy for opening o card-even where items were alicady 
discoullred without opening an account-or offer free watch-battery replacement to coosumers if 
they open an accotmt. 

~terling's perfonnan~ standar:ds require its store employees to sell cRdit cmk to co1JSUl'lleIS. 
Mall-store employees arc required to obta in ~ ctedit-c:ard application. a day, while standalone
store employees are required to obtain one c,'Cdit-eord appJica.tio:n every two da)'!l, Eruployees 
wb.o &.ii to meet these thresholds receive couoscling and additional training from store manageis 
and, in ~01nc ~)l!11;,c~ ~i:,e kn.il!I!.a!a.OJ1!CE~is_~~~ ':YLth £OJL~l.)_l~ -~ !\ltd_ f!?']l,!CJ ~ l£lloY:eJ J\!l!~~ -< ~ ,. 
that tlic1'C was pntense p,cs~'Ul·e to meet Stedi.ng's goa~ !1.11~ .~f _ll!l~ll)'~o~is,_ ~l!~l~ie.~. __ .. ,',' •· 
revie"';; on '1'"\vw.glassdoor.com. a database of employee-authored company re";ews, reiterate \ \ 
employees had trouble meeting their credit-card quotas. \' 

\ 

\ 

\ 

Commented [ 17): Cc - be mC>l'e '4'«-ific lielt, and 
identify 1h<e llllmbetof employtts ~ , number of 
AORO lb,y worked "', •it• 7 

~~ad (BE{18): F..-1 troiwng °' pic1a,>ce &cw. 
11Wl8g,:t'S/c<>-wom,,<? If Ile bmeJ, <ill we lave 4locnmelll$ 
lo 1ub"1llllude? 

Coml1W'llted [BE119): How IU!ly,' 

Commented [BE{Z-0): D.id wuequat pm,omiel fllff of 
illdividnb we dw>I: were tennimted for ad meeliag safes 
g,o•I< io vorify7 

Commented [8El21): Fanul or iom,_ J? 
C<>mJ>,llly,nde? Doalmoni,,d? 

F onncr employees ,eponed ~h:!t;. c_my)<?,Y.e~s. '!¥'. pg !!2' J~~~! ~~it-£.a~ 9.1:!0Jl!,S }Y~~. ::,.yrjtJ,C!l .. w _ 

up." had to go u1 to the More: on their day~ off or before Ol' after work for credit-card meetings, ' , 
and wen: lectured on "'getting thc: ir numbers up." )several ~\?.f!!lJJ.:. ~11_!pl<,>Y.e=s ~jd, t!1~r.: .J'~ !I •.... __ 
trai11.iug for "employees not meeting their numbers" that was a t.vo to four-ho1u: drive away from ~ • 
their store's location. Former employees aho ~id that they could be fired for fai.ling to obtain 

Co mmen1• d (BE(ll): H~"' .._Id co_,. Im_.,.. Chi.,? 

credit-card application{ I_ __ __ ___ ______ __ ___ ___ __ ___ ____ __ __ . __ ____ ___ -~ ~ ~ 

In addition to ratint employees on their ability to meet 01· exceed the stat1dord for new credit-card 
applications. Sterling mits an annual four-wed.: credit-application contest that aw.mis cash to 
employees at all level~. i.ndu<ling &ale~ representative&, stor-e mnnagen, and di_~lrict m11nage1-s., 
who obtain the most credit-card applications. 

Commented [BE(ZJ]: To "",- to g1a,..ioo, com? 

Co m-ted (BE(l4): N..--? WHelbeyat111le same 
lo<~lioaltegion? 

• Commented :25): Did,,., fomier employ= ""Y that 
flit, p,--t, mtd~.IIIWlt<.\ dtove>ffll(lloytu to qg1g:e 
m Ult do>r,l)liv• sll!H pn,cti<tt.,.. allege? 

~ tciiing's tl'aming materials ~ truct store empfoy! es to offer credit earll: and oft'Cn to every __ .• _ ~ ~ • CommMtfl<I 26): Bven itthe policies-~ 
customet. They include tips such as -offer to clean your Guest• s jewelry while you fill out the -«0 't followed, i&wosld be belipM 10 aodaJowledge bere 

Uilal Stttlimg' s policies llld lraici,:,g pravia tbl cu:stomm 
credit application'' and "completing the: in-hOll$C credit accow1t application foe the Oucst on the: .....i ~ that ih,y a,e ~ rar ct..tlt-4 <""'l'IY 
CASSi tablet allows him/her to focus on his/her reason for visiting the Stor~. and not ott with •l't>lkal>le I•• s... NORA re•f'OIU"• 11-12 

completing paperwork.,, Io fact, because the in store credit-a1wticatioo process is largely 
complctc:d on the employc:c:-opc:ratc:d tablet, ~nost consumers ~1cyc_r _s~_ a_ fut[ _ci:c4~t-_~ rd _ _ _ . .. _ ... ~ • 
applicatio-'-wr do they sec applicable tc1m s and conditions or disclosures. Regardless of the 
type of application, employees are instructed to "[a)lways fill out the paper credit application or 
type the credit application iuto the Graphical POS for the Oues,~ so cu~tomers do not s« the 
credit application. Sterling also provides guidance: to store employee:!. oo how to ovet'CO!llc: 
consumers' objections to credit accounts and additional sug~tions, such as presenting a credit 
line with a piece ofjewchy to di\tract the cu~tOlllCJ', 

The Bureau obtained from Sterling data identifying the number of company credit-card accounts 
that were opened bnt. never used. ~tcrling stores issued about 285,000 credit cards each ye.ar thal 

5 
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Commenl«d (BE(l7]: BasiJ/1 Woul4 iUemon, lt'CW'11t 
lo uy "'at !tint .., _ _ nimed".l 
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had 110 activity on thCtll. Over a three-year period, the total number of Sterling accomts opened 
without any pt1rc.hases made \vas nearly one milJion. l __ .., ..... ,., ....... .,, .... ~ ........ ___ .., .. .., ,., ... ,., _ ....... ~ ., -

B. Dectptive R epl'eseutations About Fin:a.nclng 

Consumers repo11 that Ster ling employees provide certain financing plan infonnatiou at the 
poillt-of-snle lb.at turns out to be diffel'cnt than the fo.W1cin~ plan terms they receive. Employees 
offer. aud are trained to promote. '•interest-free" financing. jNtuncrous c-0nsumer.; indicate lhat 
consumc:rs we.re offi:rc:d iutcrcst,-frcc financing in connection with a pg:chasc only to find, once 
they l'eceive t1icir first billing statement, that tliey ·were actually cnrollea in a regular, intcre~i-
bearing credit plat{_ 1.!1.tf.!CJ~ ~ .;; l~ _c21.!:S]:1!,ll.?_;S _v!'.e~ ~f!ep _C(!.121~~ ~ !.1'!.0!.l!!i!Y..e?P.!l~l.!1 _3!1!,0!",!l _ -~ _ ~ 
and other te11ns that differ from the terms of the plan fur which they arc auolled. 

Commented 1BE(l8): I~- du• is pal cin:w:astaalial 
erideiice, but we sbould at lew ad:mowledge &e Sleding 
~ tlm people d®'l 'IUe IN cat:lfo l>tuUJt ltoey don't 
pit! qu.fi.fied fQ< •IIWl!h cn,di1 10 covu tbe pw<.hale 111.cy 
'nlll tomabe(if-.addtt.s, it below we sioolddtopanFN 

dffl~~-dttu~t -....) -----~· 

Commented ( :9J: As above, ii wculd be helpfnl eo get 
...,... specific iafo-icro ~16~ v~ of •ompkioia 
obo•t 6i, pnicJic:e,, P""" s.....,. .• _..... t.bot .. .... 
relying on isolaled iccidenk 

Sterlintt stores generally offer interest-free promotional fi.11ruicing for periods of 6, I 2, and 18 
montl1-. to customers who meet a m.inimwn purcb.ase amount and pay a 20% down paynicnt. 
t::;oll$UlllC1' complaints and interviews of employees i.ndic:atc that, in many casc4, customers who ___ , , -[ Commentltd ( :30): s-...,.,,..,... 
expected to receive interest-free financing were actually given regular, interes.t-bearing 
financing. This typically happcucd for one of two reascos. First; if a customer could not make a 
down payment at the rime of purchase: and lhu.s did not meet the eligibility requiremcn" f01· 
imcresr-.frce financ ing, he wouJd in many instances he signed up for a rcgul:u- financing plan 
imrcad wil11out being told by die employee of the switch. Second, if a coos111ncr indicated that be 
could not afford the monthly payment aU10u11t t11a1 was calculated based on the promotio11al 
period for ihe intere<.t-lree plan. he would in many in.~i:mce~ be given a lower payment amou111 
that was calculated based on a longer repayment tcm1 l!lld regular interest-bearing financing, also 
without having the changed tcnns explained. [In both scenarios, Sterling employees explained the 
availability of interest-free finailciug nod collSUn'W'S believed they would t'eccive it, but didu 't 
clearly inform coos1.11ners that they would not after it became clear that they didn't qualify for or 
couldn' t afford the payments i:cquircd for the: interest-nee promotion~ _ • _ •• __ • _ • ____ •. , •• ~ ~ -

Interviews with fom1Cf employees corroborate consumer complaints alleging misinfonnation aod 
chan~,d c:redit-canl financiug tc:m.1S [Fonner ~!1!P!O.Y~ _t~'IC_n!i~'!C.d _tl~a_! .~er .'"..0!1td_u}~~i~i~ ••• 
customers to open accounts by pr·omising "12-Jll()Oths interest-fi:ce''-though this required a ~~ 

nllllUIIIlm purchase am01u1t, which th.ey did not disclose-and -no down payment,·• which voids 
imercst-frce financing options. Fol' example, one fonncr employee said tha t for item\ below 
$500 t.hei-c was oot an interest-free financing option. but employees would pitch '·uo iutc:te!.t" in 
the hope that no one would notice. 

C. Payment Protection Plan 

C-0mmooted [BE(31): (Hopiog ,iu.;,, - .. .,, low) Do 
-plUt to • eekttJd1111ticm forllltiepnch<:es7 If so. how do 
>« 14i~ih, sed: illufl'i,ettd,,..,ula1loo g/Wn ih11 •D o f the 
&kged deapti .. _.,.,-. made coDy wd IIM:rdo.., 
ditto wcald be llO ....,.,,61 
Comm~ ned [BE'~32); Olo1,ol - t1ovp - in otber 
places, Mll!n we 1111:itwu sta1lelaellls to bmei' emplaytts 
- tblJllld ,.la, it cltar 1h11 we talked lo pe<>flle i.o difl'l!ttlll 
--.ol"'gioas so du, we have legitimaR 1-u to believe that 
lliie cQQ!ud is compmy-wide ..Snot mnded in sccpe 

Similar to the credit-card-application. quota Sterling employees wc1·e ~c:qoi.rcd to enroll L __ . _ . __ ~ .. ~~~;-11 ii 
customers in optional PPP insurance to meet pctlormancc standard~. PPP is a crcclit-in.su.rancc l~~ DIPP....c..c_00 11_1111• _4_~.c...· _doc_ . .-_ ·_~ __________ ..J 

program that was offered to Sterling credit customers to help those customers make their 
moufuly payments ii:1 tile evcn.t of death. disability. loss of propcny due to burgbuy or perils, 
leave o f absence. job retraining. 0 1· involuntary loss of employment. Because the w.surancc 
protected consumers ' credit payments, it was directly related to the credit financing that Sterling 

6 
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offers, and it provided a direct benefit to Sted ing by protecting its account~ receivable from lo\~ 
due to non-payment. 

Stetting stores sold PPP to credit customers through Assurant,' a state-licensed in1.1.uance 
company. from at least 2009 to October 20 17. PPP was offered at the point-of-sale in 33 states. 
The cost of PPP varied depending on the- type of coveJ11gc and state, but it was lypically around 
$.78 cents per $100 purcb.%e amouut. 'Th.is amo1int' was charged monthly on the co1ts1lffler's 
credit-card billing statement based Oil the acoomlt balance. Although Assurant administered PPP. 
Sterling was n:spon;ibte for the marketing and sale of PPP. 

Customers wen: routinely enrolled in PPP insurance at the time of their credit application or 
p1u-cha~e transaction withom knowing tliey were doing so and \\'ttho111 ever viewing the 
insurance te1ms. and conditions or costs. Cu~toruers in many instances "agi'ced" to e1u-oll in PPP 
a t Sterling stores by elcctmnically co11senti1lg to coverage on the PIN-pad they used to complete 
their purchase tran~ction .. tnu: cmtorucr-acko.owledwncnt was presented on the PIN-pad device, 
but th tenns and co11ditions and costs for PPP were not displayed. ~1~ ~ e_i~~~-c~s" c__<)~l!C~ ,.. 
may have been shown a brochure detailing. in general toms. the PPP benefits; however, many 
consumers did not see any disclosm-es, patticularly those constmlCl'S who eurnllcd in PPP wid10U1 
their knowledge or consent. 

Ac.cording to Sterling ', training mau:1ial.s, c115,tomcrs were prompted 10 indicate, on the PIN-pad, 
'jY es" or "No" hs,.t<_> }\jl!;t,!i~r-~e:Y. \~'.o.'-~~ ~i½_e_l? Pl:ll:c~x,: _d1_c _P_Pf: ~~1.u:_~_te_ly ~ e! _t1!_c _s!o_r~ .... __ ~ ,. 
employee swiped the customei-'s credit card. If the customer selected "Yes,'' the employee was 
imtmctcd to enter the customer' s birthd a.te , aod the c11.~mer was then prompted to sign tlie PIN-
pad . If a customer selected "No:' they wen: still n:.quircd to sign the PIN-pad. confirming that 
they ,vere opti11g-ollt of covet-age. Tbe PIN-pad sequence nun'Ored a iypical retail t.rru1saction 
where. after providing payu1ent, the cons11m.er indicates "Y cs" as to the purchase amount. or form 
o f paynieut, before signing the PIN-pad to complete the transaction. He.re, consumers did not 
rea lize that they were ilecting lo p11rcl111se c1·cdit insurance, often noting that tl1ey assumed they 
were ~ g11ing in connection with the p1.trcha.~e. special crder. or. if they were awai·e of it, the 
credit application. which occur:rcd at the same tuue and as pa,t of the ~rue transaction. 

Commented (BE(l4): Att we ~- - llw? Diel._ 
- in Ille illvesugsioo li>r screembots ol illfi>tmaliioa 
dhplay,ed llO PIN pails to cClll&in7 Or ill tis oo.ty baffil OD 

CBS1omer/employoe state,nenis? 

-------------~ 
Commented [8Ej35): In the""'" pa,11g1111p h well.Ok w1 
11,,o.pin pad duplay,,dmor• thas >. simj>I• Y...tNo ·w .. 
Jioulcl 11p,hit tbJ.a ddcoptioo."' more ac:<s11Co14!ly llO!kd lbt 
~ providecl lo 1he cmlomot• 

There is uo indication that employees; necessarily provided the customer with any written terms 
and conditions or co~ts of the PPP. Sterling'~ internal materials state that stol'C employc:cs "1nay~ 
present product henefit:s, co\•crnges. and mte infonnation to c11Sto1.uers. A!, noted above. thel'e 
was a hard-copy brochure. But (I) employees were oot required to pro\'ide the brochure to 
cons.1w1ers: (2) the a1,plicnble irnmrance tcm1.,; were i.11 small. vciy fine print: and (3) the terms 
rcfermced th.e various types and cos-ts of insurance but did not provide any specific: coverage or 
cost for the individna.l consmner. ~terling'. s PP)' materials indicate that tile PIN-pact~iw l:iyed:_ ••• _ , { Commented (B~ J: Relevnce7 --···-------····-·--J 
"Yes, .I would like to pul'l::hase optional Payment Protection Plan Credit Ins1mu1Ce." p ut there 
were no !>pecific tcllllS and coodt'tion:s 01· costs displayed 011 the PIN-pad, and the tut that was 

.l Sterling Jewelers Insurance Agency , Inc., a wbolly--owned subsidiary of Signet, provided 
insurance licensing fonction.s for StCt'.ling's crcdit-i11s11JaJ1ce programs. 
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displayed was in small font aod not ensily visible due to the limited clarity and contnut of fuc 
PIN-pad screen. I_ __ •• __ • ______ • _. __ ___ _____ • _ .• ____ • ___ • ________ • _ • _, _ - Commented [ 37): Dowebav•acy6oalm.eavor 

pktnus ..i.o:oing bow 111,e PlN-pl cext appeu,,d to 

Fonner Stel'ling employees i.11dicated that cusromers would be hl1.t1-ied through the point-of-sale 
transaction and told to ~initial hcre''-encouraging the customer to elll'OIJ in PPP.6 One fom1er 
cm1>loy« explained: ')'ou dichi't tell people about the product, youju.,1 put it on there .~ Tliat is, 

CDD"""""3? 

sales associates signed people up for PPP insurance without as.Icing. and if som~ne noticed and 
~omplaine~, -~Y'..d .. r~ Y,e_ i_t. .A:notl~!: f O!,l!l~ .. S!O!~. ~gl!t:_ ~td __ t~~~ _!i!s!Jic_t !ll!}1!3.J:~ JO.If! __ .. _ .. .... -f Comrmmted [BE138]: DtclmNI? 
ston: managers to ched. "Yes·• for PPP even if customers didn't ask for it. noting that the: store 
could always cancel it lhe next day but t.hat the store would be •·c.rcditecf' for it even if it was 
later canceled so "always check 'Yes.''' Based on this evidence, it seems it may be possible for 
store. em_ployees lo select "Yes'' for the c11>1omeJ· and add PPP to consuruer~' accounts without 
the COtlS\Uller affmuativcly selectu1g "Yes. ~1 

~ or.lSUlliers complain lrp~t_ PJJ _ ~ !!c!~g !O_ t!i~it !!CS!?!!'!! JVjt!J~\!;l Jllcjr_lglp1v!eilg~ <_!I·_ cp~ettt.:. .. ____ , -1 Comm:emtd [ JS): .conlol 1" ljleC\j)' t11t 111~ of 
Some cous11lllC1S complain that Sterling employees asked them to sign up for PPP to help the eompwntu ela11.11g10 Ibis wve? 

employees meet their quotas: the employees promised that they would cancel the insurance 
before the customer would be cluuged, but they failed to do so. In one complaiJl.l; the ccnsumc-r 
reported that he was told by the salesperson to select "'Yes~ aud sigu the PIN-pad to receive an 
inS\ttlUlCc packet to gauge his imcreSt and then discovei-ed when the packet arrived that he had 
agrccd to purch.'lse the msuraoce. In response 10 mcb a complaint. Sterling·~ intcmal account 
notes indicate: that the ~ore: ap<>logized for putting PPP on without the: co11s1uucr's knowledge:. 
canceled the PPP, and refunded charges. In other cas~. consumers alkge that they belii:ved tl1ey 
wen: rushed through the trans.Ktion at the point-of-sale: and later discovered that thc:y had 
inadvc:rtcntly signed np for PPP. Most commonly, consumers discovered that th.cy were being 
charged for PPP only after noticing ii on their billing statements. 

Het'c are a few co11Slunci· complai.uts about PPP: 
• ' 'I s.ign.ed up for a credit card with Jal'ed. Whe.n I pnid off tJ1e pro:n1otion.,l, ' I year no 

interest' balance in just 3 months, I learned that a credit protection fee bad been being 
asses.sed/adde.d lo my balance. After call(ing] lo question it. the associate, Lila #3666 . 
insi.~tcd U1at I bad.u't questioned it· eai·ly enough, so she would only remon 4$ of the $224 
assessed. Only after speaking with a manager did they p11ll up my agreement, 
acknow:ledge that I had never agreed to p1u-d1asc die insurance, and agree to reimbm-i.e 
me for the fees charged. Rcsc:arch needs to be dotle/lcgal action takc(n a Jgainst Jared for 
charging me and otb;er consumt'l'S fees for services they did not agree to,'"8 

6 Sterling's training document instructs: "Use an assumptive close when dosing PPP." 
7 In addition, Sterling's PPP enrollment proccdtu"ts spec-ify steps the employee must take "[i]f 
you do not have a customer 's signature eiiher via the PIN-pad or oil the sales slip," whk.h 
suggest~ it wa, techn ically possible enroll a cons1uner without obtaining a signature. 
8 Sterling responded: "'In your case, ~en though our ~stem indicates dial PPP bad bec.u 
accepted at die t ime of sale. we were UJ1able to lo.:atc a signature confuniation of cnrolllllent. In 
light of the missing signanire. a supervisor authorized a retum of$224.20 that your account had 
been billed iu total for PPP.·• 

8 
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III. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

• '·[The ,tore c1nploycc) lried to jllet me lo enroll i:11 thei1· 'PPP' or pe-1·\.0oa.l payrmml 
protcction plan (i.e. credit and life di,ability i1m1r11nc;:) all at mt obscene n'lle .... He toLd 
me to sip;n it and he would have it removed before the fn·st statement. in order for him to 
1·eceive credit for ,dling it .... I told him [1] would not sigu it and if he ,,,.·ar11e,1 credit for it 
he would ha\:e tto do that 011 hi, own. Much to my ,rnpn,e _{ month, into the account 
heing opcncd I hiul Already 11ccmed an enol'mon~. 11n1m111t 11.f inlere\t .11ml fee,_ bec.1m\e my 
rnte Wtt\ 111 21 % and t.lu: PPP wa\ 011 my acco11nl. I c11lled [ the: ~1orc] and they told me !.hat 
[I] signe-d fo1· it I ,pe111 the llext 1 112 yr\ tryi.t1i lo have them remove it., I rc,quc~ted 
u1y siillaturcs in July.,., They fi11aJly removed the PPP and g~ve a $] 00 towards !he PPP 
fees .... By the time the signature, ~ot here l[]]I realized tfo,t it wa, not my signature: I am 
disgusled with the proce,s. I al,.o do nol know how to pmc,eed. I feel I have an obviou'> 
folJ'geiry and mo~t likely need lo ,ee a la.wyell' .. '' 

• "I recently pwdrn~,cd ,evel'l'tl item, on my key c11rd alld was told my ~.ignann-e for I.he 
i:rmmmcc w11, ~in1ply to receive 11 packet to gauge my interest Thi, w11, a bold face[ d] 
le, I received a packet today indicatin~ that I agi:ccd lo \igu up for the imnmn:ce:' 

• "I purdu, .. cd [an] cniap;cment ring fro111 fared and the side, pcrrnn ~is;ncd me up for a 
payment protection pl1m without my koowlcdic:, This is the fir~t time [I] noticed this fee. 
which its $88.97 each month.'"' 

Lega[ Ana[ysh 
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To l'CS:Oh ·'C thi~ matler throullh ~ lement, etlfuree.fltffi~'(>l~1t,i<r'~llgth¢ Bur;;w ~hotold 
~e~k rcd1-e~s. mjw1ctivc: relief. and a penalty. 

A. )Redi·ess to Coowmer~ .... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. __ ..... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ ... _ .. _ ... _ .... _ ...... -

As part of a scttlcmenl, the Buccau should require n:.dress for c-005u11x-rs who wen: enrolled in 
paymt21!.-pl'otttt,011 insurance ai !he poir,t-of~1.le-<!x~i. for those constnuers who ,·eeeived a 
benefit from the insuram:c covenge-from. at least Fcbroruy 20 13 through the date a consent 
o rder is entered. fo1· these· consumers, Et1fo~<!mei,!._1t,~tJw«1l~l"ill:"--ilis..Bur.:a,Li)tould 
r~guire Ste.d ing t~) refuncl all feei: charged in connection with co.nsu~rs.' PPP. 11us i~ s.imilar to 
the redress ordered in the Bureau's othercredit-<:ard add-on matter,. such as the Bureau's ac tion 
agai.n~t Capital One.24 Sterli.ug's revenue from optional cn:dit insmancc was ovo· $50 million for 
each fiscal year from 2014 to 2017. Because the Bureau does not yet have the data to calculate 
the total proposed redress. Enforcement recommends requiring tl:tat Sterling. v.-ithin 60 days of 

· Capital One was ordered t.o pay $140 million in reclres~ to about two million conS111mr. , which 
included com plete repayment plus i11tc1-cst. and a $25 million penalty. 

17 
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Co m-led [BE(14): Given mat \ft - two causacion 
i>oues ('4•11o~rtl,e,..._,,, woold have pu>chtsed i1o, 

iasuracu anyway, md wbemu lt.e WStccm:t utual.ly ,,.., 
illlf.ormed by the emplio)'tto abed lbe imurnce optioo), I 
lllln.l: dispg,,,uat It tlit m<>tUflp!O(>ti...,wnedy 
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settlement, provide II s:edress plm for the Bu1-eAu's approval that iclcntifies all affected cou~u1J1en 
and calculates redt~s according to approved measure1"i. This is how the Bureau proceeded in the 
Wells Fargo Sales Practices matter. 

Enfarnement w ~,1ltl:'lfa· Bmcau ~hould not. as part of a negotiated resolution. !.Cek redress for 
consumer~ who bad uoautborized credit-card a~ounts. opened. While tb.ose C,OJ1S111nc1-s may have 
suffered ha1m in the form of negative impacts on their credit report and related isS\1es, that h .. , 1-m 
would be very difficult.. if not uupossible. to identify and quantify in any ~ystematic way. 

FHf.e1>e•!l'li!nt 11lsei ·\·e1~IEiThe Bureau also ~houkl not seek to ob1au1 redress for consumers who 
were misled into thinking they would receive the benefit of promotional financing. but did not. 
These conS\UllCl'S, while they likely ~llffered identifiable ha.i111, are noc 1.il..--ely to be readily 
identifiable. There a.re no records of Stel'ling 's employ~' imlividlk'1l mis.repre~1tation~ to 
consumers. and consumers affecled in this way would appear in Sterliug's records in the same 
way as. constllllcr, who were nc,·e r offered promotional financing. 

B. Injunctive Retid 

Ii:Hfuwe.nem 1eselc-, e111~•~r.;fi~• 1e 11epll.iAU El ~M,!,e,.,1 <.•nl~r !lrnt \'r~ulol.__1.uy 1,1ceotiatcd c~~ 
oder -,hould prohibit Sterling from engaging in the ~~wfttl·practices described berein. 

C. Ch·il Mo.uey P eoalty 
The CFPA provides tbn:e tiers of statutory pellalties. Eft'e(:ti,e January 15, 2018, those amounts 
are up to $5,6.J9 for ordinary violations, $28,195 for reckless. violation~, and $1.127,799 for 
knowing vio.lations.25 Jn this case, Sterling's violations were at lca~t ordinary, if not rcckks.s. 

Sterling's culnw and perfomwncc standards inccntivizc. its employees to deceive consumers into 
compkting credit-card applications and to tt.nfai,~N~~l'f·ope:n credit acco\lnts on conswucrs' 
behaJve~ without thei.r lmowled e or con~e11t. TD otheJ· in~tnnces, Sterling employees nudead 
consumers about the financing tenns -~ t9111_c~9!_1 sgs!ly __ • -
payment-protection insurance .. Sterling has received thousands o.f complaints about these 
practices. which should at leas1 have put it on notice that its employees are commilting ,~-fut 
JJlllll'QPCC practices at the point-of-sale; but the company has not taken significant com::ctive 
act.ions and continues to maintain th~e pe1formance standards. 

Sterling has conmutted thousands, and likely hundreds of 1bousaods, of violation, of the kinds 
de~crit1ed above. Even at the: lowest pc::nalty tier, these violat:ion'i would justify a sigui6cant 
penalty, before consideration of mitigating factors. Among the mitigating factors the Bureau 
must con.sider are the gra,ity of the 1;;0Iations. the severity of the risks to or losses of the 
con,umers, tlie financial resow:ccs of the pe1·M)Q charged, and "such other matt.en ~ j ustice may 
require. •..l6 For cons.luners who were enroll eel in credit-card accounts without their knowledge or 

25 12 U.S.C. § 5565(cX2): 12 C.F.R. § I083. l. 
26 12 U.S.C. § 5565(cX3). Another mitipiting factor is the history of previous violations. Here, 
we are oot awa.rc that Sterling: has been $Ubject to any prior credit-related actioDSH¼e'•'ie',if'. 'A1U't¼ 
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consent, there is potentially adverse impact to their credit; however, it is difficult to quantify this 
harm, and harm may not occur in every instance. In fact, there may be cases in which a 
consumer's creditworthiness is positively affected by the account. For consumers who were 
misled about financing ten11s, the harm is also hard to quantify but because the conduct at issue 
resulted in a higher cost of credit than consumers were anticipating, it likely left certain 
consumers w1able to make monthly payments, and may have subjected them to late fees, charge
offs, and ultimately debt collection, with additional consequences for their c.redit histories. As to 
violations regarding PPP, the ham1 to consumers who unknowingly or unwillingly were signed 
up for insurance is likely to roughly equal the amount of their payments for the service. This 
practice likely negatively impacted hundreds of thousands of consumers. 

The Bureau must also consider, as a mitigating factor, Sterling's financial resources and the 
financial impact on Sterling of a penalty levied here. Signet, Sterling's parent company, reported 
l.6.4 billion in total revenue in Fiscal Year 2017. Sterling accounted for about l>3.9 billion of this 
total, with more than 60% attributable to credit sales. Over the past four fiscal years, Sterling's 
annual revenue from credit products averaged more than $300 million, and its amrnal revenue 
from optional credit insurance products averaged $60 million, so the company has reaped 
significant financial gain from its credit-related business. Signet's dividends paid to conunon 
shareholders and repurchase of common shares also support the fact that Sterling's parent 
company is well-capitalized. In Fiscal Year 2017, Signet issued roughly $75.6 million in 
dividends paid to common shareholders and repurchased roughly $1 billion worth of common 
shares. Over the past three fiscal years, Signet's dividends paid to common shareholders and 
repurchase of common shares totaled about $1.35 billion. As Signet's la rgest operational 
segment and highest revenue-earning company, Sterling has sufficient financial resources to pay 
a penalty. 

/1..s described, Sterling's violations could potentially justify a significant penalty based on the 
statutory factors. For the reasons described above, some mitigation is appropriate. But even with 
such mitigation, the potential penalties could total more than what the company would be willing 
to pay to settle the Bureau's claims. The CFPA allows the Bureau to compromise or modify a 
penalty before it is assessed,27 and the Bureau should do so here to help resolve this case. 

The most recent, comparable Bureau matter to draw from in determining an appropriate penalty 
amount is the action taken against Wells Fargo for its sales practices in 2016. In the Wells Fargo 
Sales Practices matter consumers were similarly subjected to unauthorized credit-card accounts 
and Wells Fargo paid a penalty ofl>lO0 million. At the time that penalty was determined, the 
bank disclosed approximately 2,065,000 fake accounts. Dividing the total penalty of$100 
million by the 2.1 mill ion fake accounts results in a :&48.43 penalty per account rate, or roughly 
2.1 to 2.2%. The Office of Enforcement, ~pplying a discount to Sterling's total number of 
accounts without purchases, estimates about 800,000 potentially unauthorized credit-card 

eur i1wesfiga1iefl v,·11s 0i:ie11@EI \W l@11rReEI !hat Ille .NY,'\:G liaEI a 11aF111lel-Hwe;,#g&ttetH1t1.J~~. 
. . . . &tte~-as 

well as 1dass aelieRS asseFiiflg viel11ti0Rs ef~Elernl see1;1ri1ies la,,.,<s. 
27 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(4). 
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l!CCOUOt4 _T.:!~i»Jl t!_1~eer:a~~.0-11!!1.P..C~ll_!l!Y. r£1t~~ ~1·~=~ ~ l}l _tl}e_ !.V:IJ~_ 1:,i.yg~t!l:!'!~ yLe~ J •• - - -- - -i· Com,-,tiod ( T6): CouJdyuu cl"'"-fyllc,wdu!t Mtim•-- I 
penalty range of approximately of $12.9 million to $38.7 million.. Ob"iously this precedent i1; not ... ,_~ __ u.e_soo_.o_oo_tigme ____ •_. ________ _,_ 
perfect became Sterli~ and Wells Fargo are different kinds of cntitie,, and rhe claims against 
each ffl! different. 

In Bureau credit-card add-oo matt.en,, which did uot involve uomJthocizcd accounts or misleading 
fmanciug te1ms. the penalties range widely because they arc tailored to the specific 
circumstances of each case and ti1e assessment of mitigating factors. for exa.rnple. in 2012 the 
Bun:au impo~.d a $25 million penalty on Capital One: i11 201 .S the: Bureau ordered Citibank to 
pay a $35 million penalty: in 2016 First Natio.nal Bnnk of Omaha was ordered to pay $4.5 
million. In each of th~ mafias the entity was found to have deceptively or unfairly charged 
consumers for cn:dit~d add-on products. 

Herc, based on the UJ.1l\utho1izcd acc0110ts. deceptive financing. and unfair PPP claims. and 
taking into accotmt tbe precedcnl di~ 1.Lsscd above, the Buri:au should seek to settle tlti!> matter 
for a penalty of at least $10 mi.Ilion. A penalty in this amount would sufficicudy deter similar 
violations and would impress upon the company the seriousness oftlie conduct at isme. 

V. Assessment of Risks of •he Rttommended Appl'oach 

VI. Conduslon 

The Bul'ean ~M'.lltld settle this matter uodel' the panunctcrs described in Section IV. Further, if 
settlemrot neg;otiations are unsUA:cessfut the Bureau should file suit ap.i.n5t Sterling. 

Attachments 

Tab I: Drnft Decision Memorandum from the Acting Di.rector. 
Tab 2: Draft Complaint 
Tab 3: Signet's NORA Transmittal Letter. 
Tab 4: Signet's NORA Rcspon~. 
Tab 5: Exhibit A to Signet's NORA Respon~e. 
Tab 6: Signet's Certificate of Factual k sertions in NORA Response. 
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1700 G Street NW, 
Washington, DC 2 0552 

October 29 2018 
' 

Recommendation Memo:randum for the Acting Director 

FROM 
Redacted by the Committee eff 

Eric Blankenstein, SEFL Policy Director; Chris D' Angelo, ,. · ~ , .. 
SEFL Associate Director 

-
-s=u=s=JE=CT=· ======Al=u=th=o=r_1-'ty==to=S=e=tt-,--le=- =w=it=h=S=.te=r=lin=g=-J-e=w=e=le_---r=s;=1_n--c=._---an=·· _<l-_-to=F_:_1_·-1e=-=== f O 

, ~,,~ Suit-ENFMatterNo. 2016-1 806-02 

THROUGH 

Ehrlich, and Kristen Dono ue, Office ofEnforcement I 

Recommendation 

The Office of Enforcement recommends that you authorize it (1) to settle with 
Sterling Jewelers, Inc. (Sterling) under the parameters described in Section IV 
below; (2) if settlement negotiations are successful,. to file an administrative 
consent order or a complaint and consent order in federal court effectuating the 
settlement; and (3) if settlement negotiations are unsuccessful, to commence an 
enforcement action either administratively or in federal court, consistent with the 
attached complaint. 1 This investigation. was conducted in partnership with the New 
York State Attorney General's Office, and, if authorize~ the Bureau would file a 
joint complaint with that office. 

L Overview 

Sterling operates roughly 1,500 jewelry stores in malls and off-mall locations in all 
50 U.S. states under national banners that include Kay Jewelers and Jared The 
Galleria of Jewelry, as well as a variety of mall-based regional stores such as J.B. 
Robins,on, Marks & Morgan, and Belden Jewelers. Sterling is a, wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Signet Jewelers Limited (Signet), the largest specialty-jewelry 

1 Enforcement also seeks authority to make non-material changes before filing. 
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retailer in the United States, United Kingdmn, and Canada. Sterling entities 
provide over 60% of Signet's total sales of about $6. 4 billion. Since 1990, and until 
recently, Sterling has had a centralized consumer-fmancingprogram through 
which it has extended credit directly to consumers. 2 As part of its in-house credit 
program, Sterling has offered "interest-free" and interest-bearing financing, subject 
to certain conditions, and, in most states, it also offered third-party credit 
insurance. Roughly 60% of Sterling's total sales are credit sales, and the fees and 
charges from Sterling's credit-fmancing programs have totaled roughly $300 
million on average for each of the past three years. As part of the investigation, 
Enforcement (i) interviewed 20 former employees and 32 customers; (ii) 
supervised 10 secret-shoppingtrips to Sterling stores in California, Florida, and 
Virginia to observe sales practices and techniques; (iii) reviewed Sterling's internal 
training materials and employee-incentive structure; and (iv) analyzed thousands of 
consumer complaints from consumers all over the country, across Sterling's 
different store brands ( see complaint map below). 

As described further below, the Office of Enforcement has concluded that from at 
least January 2014 through October 2017 Sterling employees signed consumers up 
for credit cards without their authorization or consent, misrepresented credit 

2 In October 2017, Signet, through Sterling, sold a portion of its consumer-lending portfolio-$ I 
billion of its prime-credit business-to Alliance Data Systems. In March 2018, Signet announced 
that it would sell the remaining portion, Sterling's non-prime receivables, to investment funds 
managed by CarVal Investors. 
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financing terms and conditions to consumers, and enrolled consumers in optional 
payment-protection insurance without their knowledge or consent. 

The Bureau has authority to address Sterling's conduct because it offers credit to 
consumers. Sterling is not subject to the CFP A's "merchant exemption" because it 
regularly extends credit subject to a finance charge and is significantly engaged in 
offering or providing consumer-financial products or services. 3 

This matter would best be resolved through settlement. Because the specific terms 
of any consent order will be subject to negotiation and ongoing modification, a 
draft consent order is not attached to this memorandum. The Office of 
Enforcement will discuss any proposed order with the Legal Division before 
submitting it to you. If settlement negotiations fail, the Bureau should file suit, 
either administratively or in federal court, consistent with the attached complaint. 

II. Factual Background 

Customers report in complaints 4 and interviews that they were given credit cards 
that they did not want. In some instances, consumers knew they were being offered 
credit but claim that Sterling employees presented them with certain terms-a low 
monthly payment or interest-free period-that were then not honored. These 
consumers received credit cards and billing statements that did not match the 
representations made by the salespeople at the time consumers applied. Consumers 
were also enrolled in Payment Protection Plan (PPP) insurance and claimed it was 
without their knowledge or consent. In many instances, consumers report that they 
were asked to "sign here" in order to hold an item, process an order, or verify their 
information, when in fact these consumers were signing up for PPP. 

The Bureau's investigation focused on three issues related to Sterling's credit 
business: ( 1) whether credit card accounts were opened without consumer 
knowledge or consent; (2) whether credit-financing terms and conditions were 
accurately disclosed; and (3) whether consumers were enrolled in payment
protection insurance without their knowledge or consent. 

A. Account Opening 

3 See 12 U.S.C. § 5517(a)(2)(B)(iii), (a)(2)(C)(i). 
4 Consumer complaints include those filed with the Bureau, the Better Business Bureau, the 
Federal Trade Commission's Sentinel Network, and those filed directly with the company. 
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When a consumer applies for credit in one of Sterling's stores, Sterling store 
employees request personal information from the consumer, complete the 
application on the consumer's behalf, and serve as the primary source of 
information for the consumer. In fact, Sterling's training materials, which are used 
to train store employees across all of its regional and national brands, instruct 
employees to complete the credit application on behalf of consumers. Because the 
employee holds the application, consumers often do not see that it is an application 
for credit, nor do they see the applicable credit disclosures, which are displayed in 
general terms, e.g., APR 5% to 24. 99%, in fine print on the back or folded portion 
of a paper application and, for electronic applications completed on a tablet, are not 
provided on any screen shown to consumers. 5 There does not appear to be any 
process or requirement for consumers to receive written or oral disclosures at the 
time of the transaction, 6 and many consumers specifically describe not receiving 
any oral or written disclosures. In complaints and interviews, consumers report that 
Sterling employees do not show consumers the credit application and misrepresent 
the reason for which they are requesting consumers' personal information. In many 
instances, consumers unknowingly and without giving consent, apply for Sterling's 
store-brand credit cards. 7 

Consumers allege that Sterling sales representatives offered to see whether the 
consumer was qualified for a line of credit but then proceeded to submit a credit 
card application for the consumer. These consumers indicate they did not intend to 
apply for a credit card and only thought the sales person was gauging their 

5 The Bureau requested from Signet in a civil investigative demand issued in November 2016 all 
information relating to the credit application process, including all disclosures given to 
consumers in connection with that process. The tablet screenshots Signet produced do not show 
that any credit terms and conditions are displayed. Moreover, Sterling's training materials, which 
apply to employees at all its regional and national stores, state that store employees should 
complete credit applications for consumers, and statements from consumers who claim they did 
not see, or were not made aware of, credit terms provide evidence that these statements are 
representative of the process in most, if not all, of Sterling's stores. 
6 When paper applications were used, employees typically controlled and held the application so 
consumers did not see the credit card agreement and terms. With credit applications completed 
via tablet, Sterling did not produce any documents or screenshots showing that consumers were 
shown credit card agreement terms. 
7 Signet produced roughly 50,000 consumer complaints over a three-year period. The manner in 
which the complaints were produced-raw, shorthand/abbreviated notes with inconsistent 
descriptions of the consumer's complaint/inquiry-make it difficult to accurately report the 
number of complaints relating to certain claims. That said, Signet reported there are 1,359 
complaints associated with accounts without purchases. Currently, 382 complaints about 
unauthorized credit cards have been reviewed and tagged in Relativity. 
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creditworthiness. Bureau investigators conducting undercover store visits also 
noted that in some instances Sterling's salespeople offered "to run [their] credit for 
approval" and stated it would only be a "soft inquiry" on their credit report. One 
Jared store employee told a Bureau investigator, "Jared has its own bank and 
therefore the credit approval process is done in-house and doesn't affect your 
credit report." Consumer complaints corroborate the experience of Bureau 
investigators, and describe similar statements from store employees about how the 
store card is "in-house" and won't affect consumers' credit. Although consumers 
must actually apply for credit in order to verify how much they are qualified to 
spend in the store, they may not understand-and Sterling employees usually did 
not inform consumers-that by agreeing to have a store employee assess their 
credit-worthiness, they were in fact applying for credit. Moreover, as discussed 
further in Section III, alleged misrepresentations by Sterling's would not be cured 
by statements on the paper credit application because Sterling consumers often did 
not see the actual credit application. In some instances, Sterling employees 
explicitly assured consumers that because the store offers "in-house" credit, it does 
not have any impact on consumers' credit reports. In other instances, employees 
simply offered to check consumers' credit without informing them it will result in 
a card being issued. 8 

Consumers also claim that they were asked to provide personal information to sign 
up for the store "rewards card," newsletter, or mailing list, when the information 
was in fact used to apply for a credit card. In at least 35 consumer complaints, 
consumers alleged that they believed they were providing information for a 
"survey" and only later learned they were applying for credit. Consumers 
consistently report that they were never given written disclosures or any indication 
that they were applying for credit. For example, here is how a consumer described 
the process during a chat inquiry with a Sterling representative: 

2016-07-09 20:33:27 [customer]: Hi [Sterling representative]. I was at the 
Brookfield square mall last week and I was told that I was filling out a form for a 
survey to win $xxxx but when I got home from work today, there was a Kay credit 
card in my mail box 
2016-07-09 20 :34 :03 [customer]: I never consented to being signed up for a 
credit card and I am very upset; not at you, but at the sales person that was in the 
mall; 

8 Consumer complaints, consumer interviews, and direct observations through undercover store 
visits support these facts. 
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2016-07-09 20:35: 19 [Sterling representative]: The form the associate in store 
had you fill out, did it ask for your personal information along with your social 
security number? 
2016-07-09 20:36:52 [customer]: Yes it did. She filled it out for me, so I never 
[saw] it. But as she read from the paper, she asked for my social security number, 
my home address and previous address, she also asked for a family members name, 
phone number, and city of residence. 
2016-07-09 20 :3 7 :00 [customer] And she asked about my employment 
information 
2016-07-09 20:37:37 [customer] She did this with both me and my fiance and the 
only time we [saw] the form was when she had us sign the bottom 
2016-07-09 20:38:56 [customer] Also, we asked why she needed our social and 
she said so they could verify that we are who we say we are. And when she handed 
us the paper to sign, she had it folded and said it was for security reasons because 
our social security numbers were on it 
2016-07-09 20:40:39 [Sterling representative] The form that was filled out for 
you in store was a credit application for a Kay Jewelers card. By signing the form, 
you gave us permission to run the application for credit approval. I apologize you 
were not told by the associate you were applying for a Kay account. 

Although it may seem that providing such personal information for a rewards 
program, store card, mailing list, survey, contest, etc. is not reasonable, when 
assured by a store employee that the information is necessary consumers relied on 
store employees' representations and complied with employees' requests. A 
consumer acting reasonably under the circumstances would not expect that a store 
employee is attempting to open a credit card on behalf of a consumer. The 
significant volume of complaints - 1,359 relating to unauthorized accounts- is 
evidence that reasonable consumers were not aware that they were completing 
credit-card applications and that these practices are widespread and affected more 
than a handful of consumers. 

Representative consumer complaints include: 
• "I bought an engagement ring from Jared the Galleria of Jewelry. I stated 

from the beginning I would be paying for the ring and all charges with my 
American Express Card. The salesperson then filled out forms to open a 
credit card for me without my knowledge. When it was time to close the 
sale, they presented the form to me, saying it was required to order the 
diamonds/ring that I wanted so I signed it. They had the paper form folded in 
such a way that I could not see that it was for a credit card .... [T]hey opened 
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a credit card in my name without my consent via deceptive sales practices 
and outright manipulation .... " 

• "I was told that I was signing up for an employee loyalty program at JARED 
Jewelry that would send me coupons and cash back on further purchases. I 
explicitly asked multiple times if they were setting up a credit card, and the 
sales representative assured me he was not. I became suspicious once he 
asked for more personal information such as employment history and my 
Social Security Number. I asked again if this was signing me up for a credit 
card, and the sales representative told me no. He stated they were only doing 
an internal background check but no credit would be opened. A few days 
later, I went to sign up for a credit card from a company I actually wanted a 
credit card from, and I was declined. They stated the reason was that I had 
too much credit open in my name ... A few days later, I received in the mail a 
credit card from JARED .... " 

• "I would like to file a complaint against Kay Jewelers. They signed my 
fiance and myself up for a credit card without telling us ... the sales 
representative ... said we were signing an agreement for the custom ring they 
were going to design for us .... We were signed up for not one, not two, but 
THREE cards which were received in the mail a week after starting the 
process with them. They just tell you it's a contract for the custom ring, if we 
had known it was a credit card application we would have refused to fill out 
the paperwork." 

• " [A] Kay Jewelry saleswoman wanted me to fill out a form so that I can take 
care of some kind of 'promotional coupon' that would be sent in the mail .... 
I received a letter from the Kay Jeweler's Credit Operations Division which 
stated that they turned down my application to open some kind of credit 
account because I do not make enough money. First, respectfully, the 
saleswoman took my social security number because she told me that it was 
only to prevent fraud and that they would not use it for anything else (I have 
no idea how it would prevent fraud, but she seemed honest)! Second, she 
never took my income information down ... so I don't even know how Kay 
Jewelers was able to find out how much I make without me divulging that 
information unto them. This dishonest tactic may lower a great credit score." 

• "The representatives I worked with, Patricia and Katrina, said they would 
like to screen my credit in order to determine the price range of rings we 
could qualify for. I insisted repeatedly that I did not want a credit card as we 
had not yet determined where we would be buying a ring, but they stated 
explicitly that they would be doing a preliminary screening of my credit 
only. They said they would not be issuing a credit card, and this was a 
standard procedure to see what amount someone can qualify for. After the 
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"preliminary screening," I was told I was approved for a $10,000 credit 
limit, and that any questions I had would likely be answered with the 
paperwork that would be coming with my credit card in the mail. I reminded 
them that I did not want a credit card, and that they said this was supposed to 
be preliminary screening, and they replied saying it was fine because if I 
didn't want the card, it would be closed in 2 years if I don't use it. I did not 
want the credit card, and was lied to in order for them to set up an account in 
my name." 

Interviews with former store employees further substantiate consumers' 
complaints. Specifically, 20 former employees at various stores across 12 states 
indicated that they were trained to mislead customers into applying for credit 
cards-telling consumers they were signing up to be "preferred customers," 
specifically refraining from using the term "credit card" and instead asking 
consumers to open a "rewards card," and asking consumers to help the employee 
"win a contest" by filling out a form for a "customer account." Former employees 
said they would off er discounts on jewelry for opening a card-even where items 
were already discounted without opening an account-or offer free watch-battery 
replacement to consumers if they open an account. 

Sterling's companywide, formal performance standards require its store employees 
to sell credit cards to consumers. Mall-store employees are required to obtain one 
credit-card application a day, while standalone-store employees are required to 
obtain one credit-card application every two days. Employees who fail to meet 
these thresholds receive counseling and additional training from store managers 
and, in some instances, are terminated. Interviews with former employees suggest 
that there was intense pressure to meet Sterling's goals. Hundreds of anonymous 
employee reviews on www.glassdoor.com, a database of employee-authored 
company reviews, reiterate employees had trouble meeting their credit-card quotas. 

Representative G lassdoor. com reviews state: 
• "One of the major downsides is the push to get guests to open a credit card. 

Each sales associate is expect[ ed] to get 1 credit application a day." 
• "Upper management care more about you opening up credit cards then they 

do actual sales. I've seen employees do some really shady things in order to 
maintain their credit standard. Everything from using underage candidates to 
making up social security numbers and names. They get all the praise 
because they 'met' the standard. Then the associates who try to do it 
ethically get reprimanded." 
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• "Credit Apps can be a problem. You are expected to sign people up for these 
every day and that is challenging at best. Many people are very wary about 
opening a credit card and rightfully so. So it should be an incentivized bonus 
if you do sign up someone for a credit card rather than a daily req." 

• "Not a particularly pleasant work environment between disgruntled 
employees and customers and unrealistic credit card goals made it seem like 
we were scamming to make a quota." 

• "Must open 1 new credit card everyday, people do not want another 
specialty card but management doesn't want to hear that." 

• "Also, the credit card is supposed to be a tool to help us close sales. Not 
pressure us to break company policy and in some cases the law." 

• ""Very high pressure to get people to fill out credit apps. All the add-ons like 
the warranty and credit app were emphasized more than the actual selling of 
jewelry." 

• "If you don't make all of the 5 standards 9 they'll terminate you after 6 
months ... Emphasis is placed solely on having sell credit card apps, not 
jewelry." 

• "You must be 6/6 standards (sales, addons, repairs, PPP, esp, and credit 
apps) at all times to be even be acknowledged you exist by upper 
management. They expect you to walk around the mall and harass people for 
credit apps. Upon getting hired, they expect you to also harass your friends 
and family to fill out a credit app. If you don't get your credit apps, you must 
go to weekly meetings or even call your district manager and tell him/her 
why you do not care about your job at the end of every shift. They will offer 
you a promotion, then give it to someone else the next day ... Upper 
management sweeps unethical and illegal behavior under the rug as long as 
you have your numbers in." 

• "Mandatory early morning meetings on Sat. or Sun. (translate that 
punishment) for lack of credit apps. ""This type of job should be fun and 
enjoyable ... instead, it has become a marathon of credit accounts, add-ons, 
ppp' s, esp' s, uwp's, repairs, and the stresses of keeping numbers up to avoid 
write-ups, cuts in hours, and mandatory punishment meetings. The response 
to this kind of constant pressure leads some employees to misrepresent 
things in order to achieve their numbers. Not a good thing for the 
customer ... or the company." 

• "Ifyoudon'thaveyour standard for sales and credit application, then [you] 
can kiss your job Goodbye! I understand the 'trickle down' effect, but there 

9 In states that do not offer PPP there are only five performance standards. 
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needs to be some sort of relief from this stress of losing your job if credit 
isn't at 100% ... and mandatory store meetings at 8am on Saturday morning 
for missed credit for the week has got to be a [form] of abuse [ of] power." 

• "First month not at 6 for 6 standards---verbal/written counseling[.] Second 
month not at 6 for 6 standards---written counseling[.] Third month not at 6 
for 6 standards---termination." 

Former employees reported during interviews that employees who did not meet 
credit-card quotas were "written up," had to go in to the store on their days off or 
before or after work for credit-card meetings, and were lectured on "getting their 
numbers up." At least ten former employees from stores in different states said 
there was a training for "employees not meeting their numbers" that could be a two 
to four-hour drive away from their store's location. Eight former employees 
specified that Sterling employees could be fired for failing to obtain credit-card 
applications. 

In addition to rating employees on their ability to meet or exceed the standard for 
new credit-card applications, Sterling runs an annual four-week credit-application 
contest that awards cash to employees at all levels, including sales representatives, 
store managers, and district managers, who obtain the most credit-card 
applications. 

Sterling's training materials instruct store employees to offer credit early and often 
to every customer. These materials require, in part, facially compliant credit
related practices and procedures that seek to ensure customers understand that they 
are applying for credit as well as the related credit terms and conditions. The 
training materials also include tips such as "offer to clean your Guest's jewelry 
while you fill out the credit application" and "completing the in-house credit 
account application for the Guest on the CASSi tablet allows him/her to focus on 
his/her reason for visiting the Store, and not on completing paperwork." Regardless 
of the type of application, employees are instructed to "[ a ]lways fill out the paper 
credit application or type the credit application into the Graphical POS for the 
Guest" so customers do not see the credit application. Sterling also provides 
guidance to store employees on how to overcome consumers' objections to credit 
accounts and additional suggestions, such as presenting a credit line with a piece of 
jewelry. 

Sterling provided data identifying the number of company credit-card accounts that 
were opened but never used. Sterling stores issued about285,000 credit cards each 
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year that had no activity on them. Over a three-year period, the total number of 
Sterling accounts opened without any purchases made was nearly one million. 

B. Representations About Financing 

Consumers report that Sterling employees provide certain financing plan 
information at the point-of-sale that turns out to be different than the financing plan 
terms they receive. Employees offer, and are trained to promote, "interest-free" 
financing. Numerous consumers indicate that consumers were offered interest-free 
financing in connection with a purchase only to find, once they receive their first 
billing statement, that they were actually enrolled in a regular, interest-bearing 
credit plan. 10 In these cases, the consumers claim that they were often quoted a 
monthly payment amount and other terms that differ from the terms of the plan for 
which they are enrolled. 

Sterling stores generally offer interest-free promotional financing for periods of 6, 
12, and 18 months to customers who meet a minimum purchase amount and pay a 
20% down payment. Hundreds of consumer complaints and interviews of 
employees indicate that, in many cases, customers who expected to receive 
interest-free financing were actually given regular, interest-bearing financing. This 
typically happened for one of two reasons. First, if a customer could not make a 
down payment at the time of purchase and thus did not meet the eligibility 
requirements for interest-free financing, he would in many instances be signed up 
for a regular financing plan instead without being told by the employee of the 
switch. Second, if a consumer indicated that he could not afford the monthly 
payment amount that was calculated based on the promotional period for the 
interest-free plan, he would in many instances be given a lower payment amount 
that was calculated based on a longer repayment term and regular interest-bearing 
financing, also without having the changed terms explained. In both scenarios, 
Sterling employees explained the availability of interest-free financing and 
consumers believed they would receive it, but didn't clearly inform consumers that 
they would not after it became clear that they didn't qualify for or couldn't afford 
the payments required for the interest-free promotion. 

Interviews with former employees corroborate consumer complaints alleging 
misinformation and changed credit-card financing terms. Former employees from 
Sterling's regional and national stores around the country mentioned that they 

10 There are at least 375 complaints that have been reviewed and tagged that concern this claim. 
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would incentivize customers to open accounts by promising "12-months interest
free"-though this required a minimum purchase amount, which they did not 
disclose-and "no down payment," which voids interest-free financing options. 
For example, one former employee said that for items below $500 there was not an 
interest-free financing option, but employees would pitch "no interest" in the hope 
that no one would notice. 

C. Payment Protection Plan 

Similar to the credit-card-application quota, Sterling employees were required to 
enroll customers in optional PPP insurance to meet performance standards. PPP is 
a credit-insurance program that was offered to Sterling credit customers to help 
those customers make their monthly payments in the event of death, disability, loss 
of property due to burglary or perils, leave of absence, job retraining, or 
involuntary loss of employment. Because the insurance protected consumers' 
credit payments, it was directly related to the credit financing that Sterling offers, 
and it provided a direct benefit to Sterling by protecting its accounts receivable 
from loss due to non-payment. 

Sterling stores sold PPP to credit customers through Assurant, 11 a state-licensed 
insurance company, from at least 2009 to October 2017. PPP was offered at the 
point-of-sale in 33 states. The cost of PPP varied depending on the type of 
coverage and state, but it was typically around$. 78 cents per $100 purchase 
amount. This amount was charged monthly on the consumer's credit-card billing 
statement based on the account balance. Although Assurant administered PPP, 
Sterling was responsible for the marketing and sale of PPP. 

Evidence gathered during the investigation suggests that customers were routinely 
enro11ed in PPP insurance at the time of their credit application or purchase 
transaction without knowing they were doing so and without ever viewing the 
insurance terms and conditions or costs. Former Sterling employees indicated that 
customers would be hurried through the point-of-sale transaction and told to 
"initial here"-encouragingthe customer to enroll in PPP. 12 One former employee 
explained: "you didn't tell people about the product, you just put it on there." That 
is, sales associates signed people up for PPP insurance without asking, and if 
someone noticed the charge on a billing statement and complained, Sterling would 

11 Sterling Jewelers Insurance Agency, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Signet, provided 
insurance licensing functions for Sterling's credit-insurance programs. 
12 Sterling's training document instructs: "Use an assumptive close when closing PPP." 
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remove it. Another former store manager said that district managers told store 
managers to check "Yes" for PPP even if customers didn't ask for it, noting that 
the store could always cancel it the next day but that the store would be "credited" 
for it even if it was later canceled, so "always check 'Yes."' Based on this 
evidence, it seems it may be possible for store employees to select "Yes" for the 
customer and add PPP to consumers' accounts without the consumer affirmatively 
selecting "Yes." 13 

At least 175 consumers submitted complaints alleging that PPP was added to their 
account without their knowledge or consent. Some consumers complain that 
Sterling employees asked them to sign up for PPP to help the employees meet their 
quotas; the employees promised that they would cancel the insurance before the 
customer would be charged, but they failed to do so. In one complaint, the 
consumer reported that he was told by the salesperson to select "Yes" and sign the 
PIN-pad to receive an insurance packet to gauge his interest and then discovered 
when the packet arrived that he had agreed to purchase the insurance. In response 
to such a complaint, Sterling's internal account notes indicate that the store 
apologized for putting PPP on without the consumer's knowledge, canceled the 
PPP, and refunded charges. Most commonly, consumers discovered that they were 
being charged for PPP only after noticing it on their billing statements. 

Here are a few consumer complaints about PPP: 
• "I signed up for a credit card with Jared. When I paid off the promotional, '1 

year no interest' balance in just 3 months, I learned that a credit protection 
fee had been being assessed/added to my balance. After call[ing] to question 
it, the associate, Lila #3666, insisted that I hadn't questioned it early enough, 
so she would only remove 45 of the $224 assessed. Only after speaking with 
a manager did they pull up my agreement, acknowledge that I had never 
agreed to purchase the insurance, and agree to reimburse me for the fees 
charged. Research needs to be done/legal action take[ n a ]gainst Jared for 
charging me and other consumers fees for services they did not agree to. " 14 

13 In addition, Sterling's PPP enrollment procedures specify steps the employee must take "[i]f 
you do not have a customer's signature either via the PIN-pad or on the sales slip," which 
suggests it was technically possible enroll a consumer without obtaining a signature. 
14 Sterling responded: "In your case, even though our system indicates that PPP had been 
accepted at the time of sale, we were unable to locate a signature confirmation of enrollment. In 
light of the missing signature, a supervisor authorized a return of $224.20 that your account had 
been billed in total for PPP." 

13 
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• " [The store employee] tried to get me to enroll in their ' PPP' or personal 
payment protection plan (i.e. credit and life disability insurance) all at an 
obscene rate .... He told me to sign it and he would have it removed before 
the first statement, in order for him to receive credit for selling it ... . I told 
him [I] would not sign it and if he wanted credit for it he would have to do 
that on his own. Much to my surprise 3 months into the account being 
opened I had already accrued an enormous amount ofinterest and fees, 
because my rate was at 21 % and the PPP was on my account I called [the 
store] and they told me that [I] signed for it. I spent the next I 1/2 yrs trying 
to have them remove it .... I requested my signanues in July ..... T hey fmally 
removed the PPP and gave a. $100 towards the PPP fees ... . By the time the 
signatures got here [I] realized that it was not my signature; I am disgusted 
with the process. I also do not know how to proceed. I feel I have an obvious 
forgery and most likely need to see a lawyer.'' 

• "I recently purchased several items on my kay card and was told my 
signature for the insurance was simp]y to receive a packet to gauge 1ny 
.interest. This was a bold face( d] lie. I received a packettoday indicating that 
I agr.eed to sign up for the :insurance.'' 

• ~1: purchased [ an J engagement ring from J a-red and the sales person signed 
me up for a paym.ent protection plan without my knowledge. T his is the frrst 
time [I] noticed this fee, which is $88.97 each month .. " 15 

ID. LegalAnalysis 

I 

15 Sterling refunded $626.88 ii1 PPP fees in res1JOnse. to this compfa.iut. 
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IV. Recommendation to SettleorSue 

To resolve this matter through settlement, the Bureau should seek redress, 
injunctive relief, and a penalty. 

A. Redress to Consumers 

The Bureau should not, as part of a negotiated resolution, seek redress for 
conswners who had unauthorized credit-card accounts opened. While those 
consumers may have suffered harm in the form of negptive impacts on their credit 
report and re1ated issues, that hann would be very difficult, if not impossible, to 
identify and quantify in any systematic way. 

The Bureau also should not seek to obtain redress for consumers who were misled 
into thinking they would receive the benefit of promotional financing, but did not. 
These consumers, while they likely suffered identifiable harm, are not likely to be 
readily identifiable. There are no records of Sterling's en1ployees' individual 
misrepresentations to consumers, and consumers affected in this way would appear 
in Sterling's records in the sa1ne way as consumers who were never offered 
promotional fmancing. 

Each of the potential remedies for the PPP claim has drawbacks. 

Normally, where an institution is accused of inducing consumers to enter into 
transactions through unfair or deceptive means, restitution is appropriate. But 
merely identifying the proper restitution population may be impossible, given that 
there are likely no records of which conswners were subject to the specific practice 
ofbemg misled about the PPP product or being enrolled without having provided 
affirmative consent. And even though the Bureau need not prove causation in order 
to secure restitution, there also i,_, the question of whether any specific customer 
would not have purchased insurance but for the unfair or deceptive conduct of a 
Sterling employee. As a result, blanket redress to all PPP consumers would 
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potentially provide a windfall to those who were not proximately harmed by 
Sterling's practices. 

Despite this, as part of a settlement, the Bureau could seek redress for consumers 
who were enrolled in payment-protection insurance at the point-of-sale-except 
for those consumers who received a benefit from the insurance coverage-from at 
least February 2013 through the date a consent order is entered. This would be 
similar to the redress ordered in the Bureau's other credit-card add-on matters, 
such as the Bureau's action against Capital One. 50 Given the low utilization rates 
of the product, 51 this restitution likely would not provide a windfall to consumers, 
as many likely received no tangible benefit from the product. Additionally, the 
Bureau intends to pursue this case jointly with New York. New York likely would 
seek redress for New York consumers who enrolled in PPP, which will both make 
it appear odd that the Bureau did not also seek restitution, and potentially make 
settlement more difficult, as Sterling would not be guaranteeing finality, as other 
state AGs could bring suit seeking restitution under applicable state laws. The 
Office of Enforcement favors this approach. 

Alternatively, disgorgement of the PPP proceeds may be more appropriate. Or the 
Bureau could not order any specific monetary relief for this violation, but rather 
take it into account when determining the penalty amount. 

B. Injunctive Relief 

Any negotiated consent order should prohibit Sterling from engaging in the 
practices described herein. 

C. Civil Money Penalty 

The CFP A provides three tiers of statutory penalties. Effective January 15, 2018, 
those amounts are up to $5,639 for ordinary violations, $28,195 for reckless 
violations, and $1,127,799 for knowing violations. 52 In this case, Sterling's 
violations were at least ordinary, if not reckless. 

5° Capital One was ordered to pay $140 million in redress to about two million consumers, which 
included complete repayment plus interest, and a $25 million penalty. 
51 Seen. 38, supra, 
52 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(2); 12 C.F.R. § 1083.1. 
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Sterling's culture and performance standards incentivize its employees to deceive 
consumers into completing credit-card applications and to open credit accounts on 
consumers' behalves without their knowledge or consent. In other instances, 
Sterling employees misled consumers about the financing terms and tack on costly 
payment-protection insurance. Sterling has received thousands of complaints about 
these practices, which should at least have put it on notice that its employees are 
committing improper practices at the point-of-sale; but the company has not taken 
significant corrective actions and continues to maintain these performance 
standards. 

Sterling potentially has committed thousands, and perhaps hundreds of thousands, 
of violations of the kinds described above. Even at the lowest penalty tier, these 
violations would justify a significant penalty, before consideration of mitigating 
factors. Among the mitigating factors the Bureau must consider are the gravity of 
the violations, the severity of the risks to or losses of the consumers, the financial 
resources of the person charged, and "such other matters as justice may require. " 53 

For consumers who were enrolled in credit-card accounts withouttheir knowledge 
or consent, there is potentially adverse impact to their credit; however, it is difficult 
to quantify this harm, and harm may not occur in every instance. In fact, there may 
be cases in which a consumer's creditworthiness is positively affected by the 
account. For consumers who were misled about financing terms, the harm is also 
hard to quantify but because the conduct at issue resulted in a higher cost of credit 
than consumers were anticipating, it likely left certain consumers unable to make 
monthly payments, and may have subjected them to late fees, charge-offs, and 
ultimately debt collection, with additional consequences for their credit histories. 
As to violations regarding PPP, the harm to consumers who unknowingly or 
unwillingly were signed up for insurance is likely to roughly equal the amount of 
their payments for the service. This practice likely negatively impacted hundreds 
of thousands of consumers. 

The Bureau must also consider, as a mitigating factor, Sterling's financial 
resources and the financial impact on Sterling of a penalty levied here. Signet, 
Sterling's parent company, reported $6.4 billion in total revenue in Fiscal Year 
2017. Sterling accounted for about $3.9 billion of this total, with more than 60% 
attributable to credit sales. Over the past four fiscal years, Sterling's annual 
revenue from credit products averaged more than $300 million, and its annual 

53 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(3). Another mitigating factor is the history of previous violations. Here, 
we are not aware that Sterling has been subject to any prior credit-related actions. 
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revenue from optional credit insurance products averaged $60 million, so the 
company has reaped significant financial gain from its credit-related business. 
Signet's dividends paid to common shareholders and repurchase of common shares 
also support the fact that Sterling's parent company is well-capitalized. In Fiscal 
Year 2017, Signet issued roughly $75.6 million in dividends paid to common 
shareholders and repurchased roughly $1 billion worth of common shares. Over 
the past three fiscal years, Signet's dividends paid to common shareholders and 
repurchase of common shares totaled about $1. 3 5 billion. As Signet's largest 
operational segment and highest revenue-earning company, Sterling has sufficient 
financial resources to pay a penalty. 

As described, Sterling's violations could potentially justify a significant penalty 
based on the statutory factors. For the reasons described above, some mitigation is 
appropriate. But even with such mitigation, the potential penalties could total more 
than what the company would be willing to pay to settle the Bureau's claims. The 
CFP A allows the Bureau to compromise or modify a penalty before it is assessed, 54 

and the Bureau should do so here to help resolve this case. 

The most recent, comparable Bureau matter to draw from in determining an 
appropriate penalty amount is the action taken against Wells Fargo for its sales 
practices in 2016. In the Wells Fargo Sales Practices matter consumers were 
similarly subjected to unauthorized credit-card accounts and Wells Fargo paid a 
penalty of $100 million. At the time that penalty was determined, the bank 
disclosed approximately 2,065,000 fake accounts. Dividing the total penalty of 
$100 million by the 2. 1 million fake accounts results in a $48.43 penalty per 
account rate, or roughly 2.1 to 2. 2%. Adjusting Sterling's total number of accounts 
without purchases, estimates about 800,000 potentially unauthorized credit-card 
accounts. 55 Using the per-account penalty rates derived from the Wells Fargo 
matter yields a penalty range of approximately of $22. 9 million to $38. 7 million. 
But this precedent is not perfect because Sterling and Wells Fargo are different 
kinds of entities, engaged in different kinds of behavior, and the claims against 
each are different. 

54 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(4). 
55 Signet produced data showing that roughly 300,000 accounts without purchases were opened 
each year, totaling about one million such accounts from February 2014 through March 2017. 
Taking into account the explanation that some consumers were "shopping around" and intended 
to open a credit card without making any purchase, a 20% discount was applied to the total 
number of accounts, yielding an estimated 800,000 potentially unauthorized accounts. 
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In Bureau credit-card add-on matters, which did not involve unauthorized accounts 
or misleading financing terms, the penahies range widely because they are tailored 
to the specific crrcumstances of each case and the assessment of mitigating factors. 
For example, in 2012 the Bureau imposed a $25 million penahy on Capital One~ in 
2015 the Bureau ordered Citibank to pay a $35 million penahy; in 2016 First 
National Bank of Omaha was ordered to pay $4. 5 million. In each of these matters 
the entity was found to have deceptively or unfairly charged consumers for credit
card add-on products. 

Here, based on the unauthorized accounts, deceptive financing, and unfair PPP 
claims, and taking into account the precedent discussed above, the Bureau should 
seek to settle this matter for a penahy of at least $10 million. A penalty in this 
amount would sufficiently deter similar violations and would impress upon the 
company the seriousness of the conduct at issue. 

V. Assessment of Risks of the Recommended Approach 

VI. Conclusion 

The Bureau should settle this matter under the parameters described in Section IV. 
Further, if settlement negotiations areunsuccessfuL the Bureau should file suit 
against Sterling. 

Attachments 

Tab 1: 
Tab2: 
Tab 3: 
Tab4: 
Tab 5: 
Tab 6: 

Draft Decision Memorandum from the Acting Director. 
Draft Complaint. 
Signet's NORA TransmittalLetter. 
Signet's NORA Response. 
Exhibit A to Signet's NORA Response. 
Signet's Certificate of Factual Assertions in NORA Response. 
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1700 G Street NW, 
Washington, DC 20552 

Decision Memorandum from the Acting Director 

FROM 

TO 

Mick Mulvaney 

Eric Blankenstein, SEFL Policy Director; Chris D ' Angelo, 
SEFL Associate Director; Kristen Donoghue, Assistant 
Director for Enforcement 

SUBJECT 
Authorization to Enter into Settlement with Sterling Jewelers, 
Inc. or to File Suit - ENF Matter No. 2016-1806-02 

I authorize the Office ofEnforcementto enter into a settlement with or file a 
lawsuit against Sterling Jewelers, Inc. under the parameters recommended by the 
Office of Enforcement on October 29, 2018. 

The Office of Enforcement' s October 26, 2018 recommendation memorandum 
identifies three potential options for the remedy for the PPP claim in a settlement 
(in addition to injunctive relief and a civil money penalty). Of those three options, 
I authorize the following: 

Restitution 
Disgorgement 
Take absence of other monetary relief into account when negotiating 
penalty amount 

Mick Mulvaney 
Acting Director 
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 

Date 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

Bureau of Consumer Financial 
Protection and the People of the State of 
New York, by Barbara Underwood, 
Acting Attorney General for the State of 
New York, 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 

Sterling Jewelers, Inc., 

Defendant. 

COMPLAINT 

Case No. 

Plaintiffs, the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (Bureau) and the People 

of the State of New York (State of New York), bring this action against Sterling Jewelers, 

Inc. (Sterling) and allege as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Sterling operates roughly 1,500 jewelry stores in malls and off-mall 

locations in all 50 states, doing business as Kay Jewelers, Jared The Galleria of Jewelry, 

and a variety of other regional brands, including J.B. Robinson, Marks & Morgan, 

Belden Jewelers, Goodman Jewelers, LeRoy's Jewelers, Osterman Jewelers, Rogers 

Jewelers, Shaw's Jewelers, and Weisfield Jewelers. 

2. Sterling is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Signet Jewelers Limited (Signet). 

Signet is the largest specialty-jewelry retailer in the United States, United Kingdom, and 

Canada. Sterling entities make up over 60% of Signet's total sales of about $6.4 billion. 
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3. Since 1990, and until at least October 2017, Sterling has offered in-house 

credit financing directly to consumers to make purchases in its stores. 

4. Consumers who visited Sterling's stores were typically encouraged by 

Sterling's salespeople to finance their purchases. Roughly 60% of Sterling's total sales 

are financed by consumers using Sterling's in-house credit. From 2014 through 2017, 

Sterling had over three million open credit accounts each year, and Sterling generated 

more than $300 million in net revenue each year from such accounts. 

5. Sterling's company culture, reflected in its training materials and sales-

performance standards, pressures employees to enroll consumers in company credit 

cards and to sell its financing plans and payment-protection insurance. 

6. The Bureau and the State of New York bring this action under§§ 1031, 

1036(a)(1), 1054, and 1055 of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (CFPA), 12 

U.S.C. §§ 5531, 5536(a)(1), 5564, 5565, the Truth in Lending Act (TILA), 15 U.S.C. § 1601 

et seq., and its implementing regulation, Regulation Z, 12 C.F.R. part 1026, in 

connection with Sterling's credit-financing practices, including (1) submitting credit 

applications for consumers and causing credit cards to be issued without consumers' 

knowledge or consent; (2) misrepresenting credit-financing terms and conditions; and 

(3) enrolling consumers in payment-protection insurance without their knowledge or 

consent. The State of New York also brings this action under the General Business Law 

(GBL) § 349. [NY AG to add provisions] 

JURISDICTION ANDVENUE 

7. This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this action because the 

action is brought under "Federal consumer financial law," 12 U.S.C. § 5565(a)(1), 

2 
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presents a federal question, 28 U .S.C. § 1331, and is brought by an agency of the United 

States, 28 U.S.C. § 1345. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the State of New 

York's state-law claims because they are so related to the federal claims that they form 

part of the same case or controversy. 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). 

8. Venue is proper in this district because Sterling conducts business in this 

district. 12 U.S.C. § 5564(f). 

PARTIES 

9. The Bureau is an agency of the United States charged with regulating the 

offering and provision of consumer-financial products and services under "Federal 

consumerfinanciallaws." 12 U.S.C. § 5491(a). The Bureau has independent litigating 

authority to enforce "Federal consumerfinanciallaws." See 12 U.S.C. § 5564(a)-(b). 

10. The State of New York, by its Attorney General (NYAG), is authorized to 

take action to enjoin deceptive business practices under N .Y. G BL§ 349. The NY AG is 

also authorized to initiate civil actions in federal district court to enforce provisions of 

the CFPA. See 12 U.S.C. § 5552(a)(1). 

11. Sterling, an Ohio corporation, maintains its headquarters at 375 Ghent 

Road, Akron, Ohio 44333. Sterling operates jewelry stores and offers credit products to 

consumers in all 50 U.S. states, including in the State of New York. Sterling engages in 

offering a "consumer financial product or service" under the CFP A. 12 U .S.C. 

§ 5481(5)(A), (15)(A)(i). Sterling is therefore a "covered person" under the CFPA. 12 

u.s.c. § 5481(6). 
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FACTS 

12. Sterling offers consumers a credit card that provides a line of credit that 

can only be used at Sterling stores; it is not a general-purpose credit card. 

13. In connection with offering its credit products, Sterling's salespeople 

misrepresented financing terms or omitted information necessary for consumers to 

understand the credit offer. 

14. Store employees failed to inform consumers that they were applying for 

credit and misstated the reasons for requesting consumers' personal information. 

15. In many instances, Sterling's sales representatives offered to check for a 

consumer whether the consumer qualified for a line of credit. In fact, the sales 

representative actually submitted a credit application for the consumer. 

16. In many instances, Sterling's sales representatives told consumers when 

they applied for credit that there would be no "hard inquiry" or negative impact on 

consumers' credit reports because Sterling offered "in-house" financing. In fact, for each 

application for credit from Sterling, Sterling made a credit-report inquiry. 

17. In many instances, Sterling's sales representatives induced consumers to 

provide their personal information by purporting to enroll consumers for a store 

"rewards card," loyalty program, newsletter, or mailing list. In fact, the sales 

representatives used consumers' personal information to submit a credit application. 

18. In other instances, Sterling's sales representatives informed consumers 

that they were collecting personal information for a "survey" or to place a custom order 

for the consumer when, in fact, the information was used to complete a credit 

application. 
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19. Many of Sterling's store managers and district managers encouraged 

deceptive tactics to induce consumers to apply for a credit card, and many turned a 

blind eye to such conduct. 

20. For example, Sterling's store managers and district managers told sales 

representatives not to use the term "credit card" but instead to refer to the credit card as 

a store card, or e.g., a "Kay card," rather than a "credit card." 

21. Sterling's training materials instructed employees to offer credit to every 

customer who visits a store, and they included tips that were designed, at least in part, 

to distract the consumer, such as "offer to clean your Guest's jewelry while you fill out 

the credit application," and "completing the in-house credit account application for the 

Guest on the [in-store] tablet allows him/her to focus on his/her reason for visiting the 

Store, and not on completing paperwork." 

22. Sterling's credit-card applications have been in both paper and electronic 

formats. 

23. Sterling's training materials instruct employees to "[a]lwaysfill out the 

paper credit application or type the credit application into the Graphical POS for the 

Guest." 

24. Because the credit application was usually completed by the salesperson 

on paper or on the employee-operated electronic tablet, rather than by the consumer, 

many consumers never saw their credit-card application or any applicable terms and 

conditions. 
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25. Additionally, in many instances, consumers were never given any written 

or oral credit disclosures or any indication they were applying for credit. In other 

instances, consumers were given inaccurate oral disclosures. 

26. Sterling's employees experienced intense pressure to obtain and submit 

completed applications. 

27. Employees were rated, retained, and compensated based on their ability to 

meet certain performance standards, including for obtaining credit-card applications. 

28. Sterling's com panywide, formal performance standards required 

employees at stores located in shopping malls to complete "one credit card application a 

day." Employees at standalone stores were required to obtain one credit application 

every two days. 

29. Employees who failed to meet the company's credit-application quota 

received counseling and additional training from store managers, were told that they 

could not leave the store until they met their goal, and, in some instances, were 

terminated for failing to meet performance standards. 

30. From 2014 to 2017, nearly a million Sterling credit-card accounts were 

opened based on applications completed and submitted in Sterling's stores and then 

never used by the consumers who had supposedly applied for them. 

31. When consumers knew they were applying for credit, Sterling's employees 

sometimes misled consumers about the type of financing for which they were applying, 

as well as the applicable terms of the financing, such as the interest rate and monthly 

payment amount. 
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32. In such instances, consumers applied for credit from Sterling after 

employees presented them with certain terms-a low monthly payment or interest-free 

period-that were not honored. These consumers received credit cards and billing 

statements that did not match the representations made by the salespeople at the time 

consumers applied. 

33. Sterling's employees offered, and were trained to promote, interest-free 

financing. 

34. In many instances, consumers were offered interest-free financing in 

connection with a purchase, only to find out upon receiving their first billing statement 

that they were enrolled in a regular, interest-bearing credit plan. 

35. Sterling's stores generally offered six, 12, and 18-month, interest-free 

promotional financing to customers provided they met a minimum purchase amount 

and applied a 20% down payment at the time of purchase. 

36. In many cases, Sterling's employees offered customers promotional 

financing but then determined that the customers could not make a down payment at 

the time of purchase and thus did not meet the eligibility requirements for interest-free 

financing, and Sterling's employees instead enrolled the consumers in a regular 

financing plan without disclosing this to the consumer. Consumers often did not learn of 

this until they received their first billing statement in the mail weeks later. 

37. In other instances, consumers were quoted a monthly payment amount 

based on interest-free financing and later quoted a lower monthly payment without 

Sterling's employees explaining that the lower monthly payment was not available with 
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interest-free financing and instead required extending the repayment period on a 

regular, interest-bearing plan. 

38. In these cases, Sterling's employees did not tell consumers that they were 

getting regular financing, rather than promotional financing, and did not disclose the 

changed financing terms to consumers at the time of purchase or obtaining credit. 

39. Until October 2017, Sterling offered to its credit customers Payment 

Protection Plan (PPP) insurance through a third-party insurance provider. PPP 

insurance was offered at the point-of-sale in 33 states. Although a third party 

administered PPP, Sterling was responsible for the marketing and sale of PPP. 

40. PPP insurance was an optional credit-insurance program offered to 

Sterling credit customers to help them make their monthly payments in the event of 

death, disability, loss of property due to burglary or perils, or loss of work. The PPP 

terms varied depending on the customer's state of residence. 

41. PPP insurance was directly tied to the consumer's credit card because its 

function is to make monthly credit-card payments if the consumer meets certain 

criteria. PPP insurance was not offered to customers, and could not exist, independent 

of the credit card. 

42. In states where PPP insurance was offered, Sterling's employees were 

required to enroll customers in it to meet company performance standards. 

43. Sterling's employees enrolled some consumers in PPP insurance without 

their knowledge or consent. In many instances, consumers were asked to "sign here" or 

select "Yes" on an electronic "PIN-pad" in order to hold an item, process an order, or 

verify their information when, in fact, their signature was used to enroll them in PPP. 
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44. Customers enrolled in PPP insurance at the store by electronically 

consenting to coverage on the PIN-pad they used to complete their purchase 

transaction. 

45. The cost of PPP insurance varied depending on the type of coverage and 

state, but it averaged around $0.78 per $100 purchase or balance amount. This amount 

was charged monthly on the consumer's credit-card billing statement. 

46. In many instances, PPP insurance was added to consumers' accounts or 

purchases without their knowledge or consent. 

4 7. Consumers did not realize that they were electing to purchase credit 

insurance on the PIN-pad, often noting that they assumed they were signing in 

connection with the purchase, special order, or, if they were aware of it, the credit 

application, which occurred at the same time and as part of the same transaction as PPP 

enrollment. 

48. Former Sterling employees indicated that customers would be hurried 

through the point-of-sale transaction and told to "initial here"-encouraging the 

customer to enroll in PPP. 

49. One former employee explained: "you didn't tell people about the product, 

you just put it on there." That is, Sterling's sales representatives signed customers up for 

PPP insurance without asking, and if someone noticed and complained, they'd remove 

it. 

50. Consumers often only discovered they were enrolled in, and being charged 

for, PPP insurance after noticing it on their billing statements. 
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51. In some instances, Sterling's employees told consumers aboutthe PPP 

insurance and asked them to sign up so that the employee could meet their quota-while 

promising the consumer that the employee would cancel the insurance before the 

customer was charged. But the PPP insurance was not canceled and the customer was 

then charged. 

52. In other instances, Sterling's employees told consumers that they were 

signing up to receive an informational packet to gauge their interest in PPP insurance, 

when they were in fact purchasing the product itself. 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

Count I - Deception under the CFP A Regarding Credit-Card Enrollment, 
Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

53. The allegations in paragraphs 1-x are incorporated by reference. 

54. An act or practice is deceptive if there is a representation or omission of 

information that misleads or is likely to mislead a consumer; the consumer's 

interpretation of the act or practice is reasonable under the circumstances; and the 

misleading act or practice is material. 

55. In many instances, Sterling's employees have represented to consumers 

that they were completing surveys, enrolling in a store card or rewards card, or checking 

to see how much they would qualify to spend in the store when, in fact, the consumers 

were completing credit-card applications or Sterling's employees were completing 

applications for consumers without their knowledge or consent. 

56. These misrepresentations were likely to mislead consumers acting 

reasonably under the circumstances because consumers believed they were providing 
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personal information for other purposes and consumers relied on store employees' 

representations that consumers were doing something other than opening a credit card. 

57. These misrepresentations were material because many consumers likely 

would not have provided their personal information and signature if they knew they 

were applying for credit, given that they may not have wanted an extension of credit or 

the potential negative impact it could have on their credit file or ability to obtain credit 

in the future. 

58. Furthermore, a reasonable consumer would want to know that their 

personal information and signature could be used to open up a credit-card account at 

Sterling's stores. 

59. The factthat the credit-card application disclosed the actual nature of the 

transaction does not correct the misrepresentations made to consumers. 

60. Sterling's statements or omissions to consumers regarding credit 

applications were false or misleading and constituted deceptive acts and practices, in 

violation of the CFPA. 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531(a), 5536(a)(1)(B). 

Count I I -Unauthorized Issuance of Credit Cards under TILA and 
Regulation Z, Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

61. The allegations in paragraphs 1-_ are incorporated by reference. 

62. TI LA provides that no credit card shall be issued except in response to a 

request or application therefor. 15 U.S.C. § 1642. 

63. Regulation Z states that no credit card may be issued to any person except 

in response to an oral or written request or application for the card. 12 C.F.R. 

§ 1026.12(a)(1). 
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64. Sterling issued credit cards to consumers without their knowledge or 

consent and not in response to an oral or written request for the card. 

65. Therefore, Sterling has violated TI LA and Regulation Z. 15 U.S.C. § 1642; 

12 C.F.R. § 1026.12(a)(1). 

Count 111-Violationofthe CFPA, 
Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

66. The allegations in paragraphs 1-_ are incorporated by reference. 

67. Sterling's violations ofTILAandRegulationZ, described in Count II, 

constitute violations of§ 1036 of the CFPA. 12 U.S.C. § 5536(a)(1)(A). 

Count IV-Deception under the CFPA Regarding Promotional-Financing 
Terms, Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

68. The allegations in paragraphs 1-_ are incorporated by reference. 

69. Sterling's employees misrepresented certain financing terms to 

consumers, including the applicable interest rate, monthly payment amount, and 

eligibility for promotional financing. 

70. In these instances, consumers did not know the terms of the extension of 

credit they received until they received their first billing statement in the mail. 

71. Consumers reasonably relied on Sterling's employees' statements 

regarding the terms of the extension of credit they would receive, and consumers 

opened lines of credit and made purchase decisions on the understanding that they 

would receive the terms represented to them by Sterling employees. 

72. Sterling's statements or omissions to consumers regarding the terms of or 

consumers' eligibility for promotional financing plans were false or misleading and 
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constituted deceptive acts and practices, in violation of the CFPA.12 U.S.C. §§ 5531(a), 

5536(a)(1)(B). 

Count V-Unfairness under the CFPARegarding PPP Enrollment, 
Asserted by the Bureau and the State of New York 

73. The allegations in paragraphs 1-_ are incorporated by reference. 

74. Under the CFPA, an act or practice is "unfair" where the Bureau has "a 

reasonable basis" to conclude that "the act or practice causes or is likely to cause 

substantial injury to consumers which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers," and 

that "such substantial injury is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers 

or to competition." 12 U.S.C. § 5531(c)(1). 

75. Sterling's employees enrolled consumers in PPP insurance without their 

knowledge or consent. 

76. This practice typically occurred when employees enrolled consumers in 

PPP insurance without informing them that they were being enrolled, or misled 

consumers about what they were signing up for. 

77. This conduct was likely to cause substantial injury because consumers 

were charged a monthly fee for the coverage in an amount proportional to their 

purchase or balance amount, which consumers could not reasonably avoid because they 

were not aware that they had the option to accept or decline coverage. 

78. The harm to consumers from being enrolled in and charged for PPP 

insurance without their knowledge was not outweighed by countervailing benefits to 

consumers or competition; Sterling's practice of enrolling consumers in its optional PPP 

insurance without their knowledge or consent did not provide any benefits that would 

encourage legal business practices or competition. 
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79. Therefore, Sterling committed unfair acts or practices, in violation of 

§§ 1036(a)(1)(B) and 1031(c)(1) of the CFPA. 12 U.S.C. §§ 5536(a)(1)(B), 5531(c)(l). 

Count VI-Deceptive Acts or Practices in Violation of New York GBL § 349, 
Asserted by the State of New York 

So. The State of New York realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 

1- . 

81. New York GBL § 349 provides that "[d]eceptive acts or practices in the 

conduct of any business [ ... ] in this state are hereby declared unlawful." 

82. G BL§ 349 authorizes the NY AG to bring an action for an injunction, 

restitution and civil penalties when any individual has engaged or is about to engage in 

deceptive practices in the State of New York. 

83. Sterling's employees have engaged in deceptive acts and practices by 

conduct including but not limited to: i) deceiving consumers about credit-card 

applications and enrollment; ii) misrepresenting to consumers the terms and conditions 

of Sterling's promotional financing; and iii) failing to disclose that consumers are 

enrolling in payment protection insurance. 

84. Sterling has therefore engaged in deceptive acts or practices in violation of 

GBL§349. 

DEMAND FOR RELIEF 

Plaintiffs request that the Court: 

a. enjoin Defendant from committing future violations of theCFPA, Truth in 

Lending Act, Regulation Z, and New York State law; 

b. 

c. 

order Defendant to pay redress to consumers; 

impose civil money penalties on Defendants under the CFPA; 
14 
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d. order Defendant to pay the costs incurred in connection with prosecuting 

this action; and 

e. award additional relief as the Court may determine to be just and proper. 

Respectfully submitted, 

KRISTEN A. DONOGHUE 
Enforcement Director 
JEFFREY PAUL EHRLICH 
Deputy Enforcement Director 

sl Patricia H. Hensler 
PATRICIAH. HENSLER (FL 102303) 
STEFANIE ISSER GOLDBLATT 
Enforcement Attorneys 
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 
1700 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20552 
Telephone (Hensler): 202-435-7829 
Telephone (Goldblatt): 212-328-7011 
Facsimile: 202-435-7722 
E-mail: Patricia.Hensler@cfpb.gov 
E-mail: Stefanie.Goldblatt@cfpb.gov 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 

BARBARA UNDERWOOD 
Acting Attorney General of the State of New Yark 

JANE M. AZIA (NY 1539600) 
Bureau Chief, Consumer Frauds and Protection 
Bureau 
CAROLYNFAST(NY __ ~ 
Assistant Attorney General 
120 Broadway 
New York, N.Y.10271 
Telephone (Azia): 212-416-8727 
Telephone (Fast): 212-416-6250 
Facsimile: 212-416-6003 
E-mail: Jane.Azia@ag.ny.gov 
E-mail: Carolyn.Fast@ag.ny.gov 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
State of New York 
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t TOD G Slteel Nl/v. 
Washington. DC 20552 

Recommendation Memorandum f-or the Acting Director 

FROM 

THROUGH 

SUBJECT 

Redacted by the Committee Jeff Ehrlich, 
and Kristen Donoghue, Office of Enforcerueul 
Eric Blanlrenstein, SEFL Policy Director; Chris D• Angelo, SEFL 
Associate Director 
Antl1ority to Settle with Ster~g Jewelers, Inc, and to File Suit-ENF 
Matter No. 20-16-1.806-02 

Recommendation 

Toe Office of Enforc~ment rec01llll.1ends that you authorize it (i) to settle with Sterling Jewelers. 
Inc. (Siediag) :und.er tbe paunne~'S. described in Se.ction IV below; (2) if s.ettlement aegotiation~ 
aEO successful, to file au administrative consent order or a. complaint 8lld consent ocder in federal 
court effecl:nating the set:tiemeut; and (3) if sdtlement llegotia:tions are unsuccessfid, to 
c,001111encc an enforcement actien either administrati:v.cly or in federal cotlft, consi'>tent ·with tbe 
attached c.omplaint.l This investigation was conducted in partnership with the New York State 
A.ttomey General's Office, and, if authorize.cl, ihe Buteau w:ould file a joint complaint with that 
-office. 

I . Oven iew 

Stwling operates roughly 1,500 j ewelry st-0..:s in m:afl:s au& off~ma.ll l°"atious in all 50 U.S. states 
,u1der ,national ba1U1ers that include Kay Jewclei-s and Jared The Gallei:ia of J.nvefry, as we.ti. as a 
variety of mall~based regional stores such as J.B. Robinson, Matks & Morg;in. and Belden 
Jewelers. Sterling is a wholly'-Owned subsidiaiy of Signet: Jcwde1:s Limited {Signet), the largest 
spe,cia:lty-jewelry retailer iu ·the U1iit.ed States, U11ite.d; Kingdon'1, .andi Canada.. Sterli.r1g enti ties 
provide over •600/4. of Signc.1 's total sales of about S6A billion. Sinc,e l990, and nntil recently·, 
Sterling has had a centralized couswnct'-ffoancing progrant thtcough whicli it has extc11.de& credit 
directly to c:on-,urner11.2 A~ part of its in-house credit program, Sterling has offered •intcre~-.frec" 

1 Enforcement al.so seclcs authority to make non-material changes before filing. 
2 In October 2017. S~gnet, tht-ongh Siei:lmg, sold o portion of its consumer-len:ding portfolio-SJ 
billion of iis prunlXrCdit busine.ss,--!o Alliance Data Systems. 1n March 2018, Signd announced 
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and iutet-est-beacing financing, subject to cc:rtain COlldition~, and, in most states, it also offc:red 
thiFd-pal"ty credit insurance. Rougl1ly 60% of Sterling's .total ~ales. are credit sales, and the fees 
a11d char~. from Sterling's o·edit-f"mancing pr.ograms have totaled Fougluy $300 million 011 

:iver-ag.e- fiu eadt of the past tlu. -ee y.=.· . . As.~ar.t ~ the investi . tion, Enforcemen!.(i) inrervie,wed 
2-0 former cmploye.es and_32 cnstomas; {ii)~:· ·st0\Sfo1'!_in:g 
[i;fiil~i i4:c'alitoriµ'.a';:F'J~r1~ '.~¥iiili:~~al¥/4@nias -~-. je:Sifui§U:~ . 
(i:ii) reviewed Sterling's internal training materials and enl])loyee~inceotjve ,irncture~ and (iv) 
.analyze-d thousands of co1JsUllla· cotnplamts from conswners ail ovet· the c0tmtiy, across 
Skt:ling:'s diffac:nt,sto1-e brands (see complaint 1113p bdow). 

.As described fm1hcr belo.w, the Office of Enforcement h:i:s c.oucluclcd that frotn at least Jant1ary 
2-014 thF011gl1 Octobe.r ?0'17 Sterling employees ~ignede-0ns:i:m1e.rs up for -credit cards withont 
thcir authorization or consent, ruisrepfesalfed credit fmancing km1s and conditions to 
-consumers, and em,olled consumers in optional payment-pt:otection mimance witllout their 
knowledge or c-onsen't.. 

·Tite Bureau has authority to address Sterling's coo duct because it offers credit to consumers. 
Stedin.g is not subject to the CFP A's ''.merchoot c:xenrption" bee.a me it 1•egularly extends .credit 
subject to a finance. chuge and is significantly cngag,ed in .offe1ing or providing coasmne.r-
fi11a1lcial products or sm--ices. 3 

This matter would bes1 be resolved througl1 settlemtnt. Because fire specific teans of any consent 
o.rderwill be mbjec.t to negotiation and ongoing modification, a draft collSellt order is not 
attac.he.d to this memorandum. The Office of Enforcement. \'-ill discuss any proposed order \viih 

that it wourd ·sell the remaining portion, Ster!;ing' s non-prime reccivables, fo iuvcstment fund~-
mauaged by .Ca.Val Jnvcsto1-s. 
1 See 12 U.S.C. § 5517(a)(2)(B}(ili), (aX2)(C)(i). 
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'the Legal Division before· submitting it to you. If scttlem=t ne_g.otiatious fail. the Buteau should 
.file suit, -either adnrinima1ivdy or in federal com1, consistent with the attached complai111. 

IL Factual Background. 

Custome1-s report in complamts4 and interviews that they were given =lit cards that i'hey did 
not want. la some instances, consumers knew ·they were 'being offered credit but claim that 
Sterling cmployee.s presented them with-certain tenll5-,a low mouthly payiuent 01· interest-free 
p.a:iod-that were then not honored. Tl:JCSe consuma:s received credit cai1ds and billing 
statements that did not matdn the repre!;enfations made by the- salespeople a.t the time· consumers 
applii.d. C<lll..SUitteIS were also enrolled in Payment. Protection Plan (PPP) imurance and claimed 
it was withoot .their knowledge or consent. 1n 1nany .i11stauces, collSUillers :report that they were 
asked to «sign here!' in order to .hold an item, process an order, or ve1:ify their infonnation, when 
in fact these •co11.SU1nen were signing 11_p for PPP. 

n,e BW:eau's invei.1igatiou focused 011 wee i.~sues relat-ed to Sterliug's credit bu~i11¢ss: (1) 
whet.her ee-s Aeei•:eEI l'IIWi-lk&l:ii!eEI @l'...li1 e1111Eli,credit ~,rd accounk were we-ned 1.vithout 
con5nmet l-.'l19wl.cdi~ Qf conssnt: (2) w}l$rli« cre.dit-financing:tenns and coudirions were ffflt 
a.ceurately disclosed; and (3) ,Yb.ether consumers ~enrolled in payment-protection insurance 
with.011tilidr hlowledge or consent.. 

When a coBSumer apjflies foI c.redit in one of Sterling's :stores, Sterling store en1_ployees requc,st 
pasona,I infonuation from the cons1.m1cr, ~~ii@4c:.!Hr&pJ}f{~i:pn:tkf~iin~'Si~hl'1lLa!.1<! _,,.., ~ 
sen-e a.~ the pcima.ry source of infcrma:tion for tlte consumer. In faet, Sterling's ,training ..,,,. 
materials, which: .are \Hlf'i'ff'>aD'y 11se.d to train ston~ empl.oyees across all of its .regional and 
national brands., instmct employeC1l to contp{ele the cre<litapplication Oil behalf of coosomc:rs. 
Because die employee holds the appli~tion, c.onsun1ers often do :not see that. rt is an application 
for credit, nor do tbc.y tee the applicabk cre.di:t disc!-0:~11-es, which al'c di:~played in genet'af tenn~, 
-e.g.., APR 5% to, 2:4_99¼, in fine print on the back or folded po1tion of a paper application and, 
fm· electronic application.,; comple.ted on a tablet, arc not provided on any screen shmvn to 
,C<Jnffll.lte1?s .5· Toere does not ap_p.ear to be any process or requireme'!lt. for consumers io' receive 

4 Conswner complaints i11cfade those filed with the. Burea.n, tbe Bette-r Business Bureau, tbe 
'Fc,cferal T's:adc Couunission.'s Sentinel Neh'vork, and those tiled directly with tl1e c-0mpany. 
5 The Bureau requested from Signet in a civil investigative demand issued in November 2016 all 
information relating to the credit application process, including all disclosures given to 
c-OflSumei:s in collltection with that. proc-e.ss. T.he tablet screensbot:s Signet produced do not show 
-that any c~dit iem1S aurl conditions are di.splayed. M<Yreovc:r, Sted.ing's training materials, 'l.\1uch 
apply :lo .employees at all its regional and national stores, state :that stOFe employees should 
complete credit applications for >C01m11ners, and :o,-tatemcnt~-fto.nt e-0n,umcrs who claim they did 
ll~I. see, or were not made a.ware of, c.redit. tenns provide evid~nce that these slatemen.t-s are 
rep1:ese11tative of the process in most, if not all. oJ Sterling's stores .. 
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written or oi-a] <lisclosuce.s at the time of the ft-ansac:tioJ,@f!.d. ~.Y .~1:51'.!.1~-~ific.a!l:t • _ •• 
deson'be u-0tttcciving any oral or written d'isclosure.s, In complaints. and i.urerview.s, consumers 
rcpod 'that Sterling employe.:.s do ndt show consroncrs the credit application and misrepr.escnt tl1e 
reason for which they are requesting consnmers• personal iuforma.ti.on. In many insctances, 
oonsumers unk:no\:vingl:y and \vitb.out giving consent, apply for Sterling's store-brand credit 
-cards.7 

-Consumers allege that Sterling sales representatives offered to •see whether the cotl!>1llller was 
-qualified for a line of c.rcdi.t but thm pnx:ccdcd to submit a. credit card application for the 
-c:oru.-umer. These consumers indicate they did not .intend to apply fur a credit cal'd and only 
thought the sales person was gauging their creditworthiness. Burea11 investigators c:ooduc:!ing 
undercover store visits also noted thah11 some instan.ces Sl'ttling's salespeople offered "to .nl!I. 
{their] credit for approval" and state.d it would only be a "soft inquiry" on their credit report. One 
Jared.store cnipl.oyec to.ld.aBnr.eru.1. im--cstigato:r, ".Jared .ha.~ its -own bank and tl1e1:efure .the. credit 
approval process i~ done. in-l1ousc:. and doesn't affect your ci-edit report.'' Consumer complaints 
coiroborate &tfte ~foy~e~'the e;pgie~ ofBw-eau im,"e'Stiga!ors, and describe ~imiloc 
statements from store empJgyee'f abo11t how the sto1,e -cat-dis «·m~house" and wou 't affe.ct 
cms,uners' credit.. Al'though conS'lmlers must .acmaJly .apply for credit in order to verify how 
much they are quaJified to spend i.u. the store, they ee-mav not unde.11Stand-and Sterling 
,employees !W!!l.!h.did not infomi. e.QDSUm~t by ngrcci.ug to have II store employee assess 
·-their credit-worthiness, they were. in fact applying for credit. Mo.reover, as discussed further in 
Se.ct.ion Ill, al1egedmi-..repi-esentations by tfte ioel liirtt :Steding's would .not be cured bv 
'!rtatcments on the paper ettdit applic.ation states thet it is e er<:tiit iq,pli!/iAtf.01:1 is a.et ~51111-,J,·,e, 
beca1ise Steding ffflllle iifillS mM< i!'!(jfttffiFt fe;j;MSi',i~s 1tt.El1 ffi6£e.entt\ consumers often did 
not. sec th.c actual c-nxlit application. In some instances, Sta;li.ng cmployc,c,s explicitly assured 
C.ons\lfllers that because the store offers "in,lwnse•• credit, it does not have any impact on 
consumers' c.rodil. reports. In oth¢r ins.tane.cs., employees simp¾y offered to ch.eek co.nsu:m.ers' 
ctcdi.t witliout infonning th.em it will resu{t .in a card being issued. 8· 

Co11~1uners al51) cL'l1m tb,i,t tl!ev ·were ~sled to provide personal ui:f.onu.ation t-0 sign lip for 
the slore «rcwairls card," newsletter, .or n:uul.in,i li<;t, wlicu the i.nfonnation was in. fa.ct used to 
:apply for a credit c-ard. 1n at. least 35 consuiner complaints, coru..·umers alleged that they believed 
they were providing i:nfommtio11 fo, a. "survey" and only later leamed they were ap:pfying for 

6 Whe11 paper applications were used, .employees ·typic-ally c.oittrolted and held the application so 
•cotlstuners did not sec the credit cm·d agreement and t,::nns. With credit applications. completed 
v·ia. tablet, Ster:ling did not produce any documen.ts oi: se1•ec11Shots showing that consumers were 
s!lO'wn credit. card agreement tean.s. 
7 Signet produced roughly 50;000 consnm:er complaints over a tlm:e~year pa:iod. The manner in 
which the complaints were produc.ed---1:aw, shorlhand/abbreviatcd notes with i.oc-0nsistent 
dcscri_ptions. ,of the c.onsmner' s complaint/inquiry , make it difficult t.o accurately report the 
number of complaints relating io c.el'tain claims. That said, Signet 1-cporte.d there are 1,359 
complauitc; associated with accolults witl1011t pw·C:hases. -Cum~ntly, 38.2 complaints aboxit 
ima.u!horized credit card,; have been reviewed aud tagged in Relativity. 
't CoI1.SU1ner colllplaints, consumer interviews, and dire.cl observations thfougb unde.rcovei-store 
visils support tliese facts. 
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credit. Consumers consistently report that they were never given written disclosures or any 
indication that they were applying for credit. For example, here is how a consumer described the 
process during a chat inquiry with a Sterling representative: 

2016-07-09 20:33:27 [customer]: Hi [Sterling representative]. I was at the Brookfield square 
mall last week and I was told that I was filling out a form for a survey to win $xxxx but when I 
got home from work today, there was a Kay credit card in my mail box 
2016-07-09 20:34:03 rcustomerl: I never consented to being signed up for a credit card and I 
am very upset; not at you, but at the sales person that was in the mall; 
2016-07-09 20:35:19 [Sterling representative]: The form the associate in store had you fill out, 
did it ask for your personal information along with your social security number? 
2016-07-09 20:36:52 [ customer]: Yes it did. She filled it out for me, so I never [saw] it. But as 
she read from the paper, she asked for my social security number, my home address and previous 
address, she also asked for a family members name, phone number, and city of residence. 
2016-07-09 20:37:00 [customer] And she asked about my employment information 
2016-07-09 20:37:37 [customer] She did this with both me and my fiance and the only time we 
lsawj the form was when she had us sign the bottom 
2016-07-09 20:38:56 [ customer] Also, we asked why she needed our social and she said so 
they could verify that we are who we say we are. And when she handed us the paper to sign, she 
had it folded and said it was for security reasons because our social security numbers were on it 
2016-07-09 20:40:39 [Sterling representative] The form that was filled out for you in store was 
a credit application for a Kay Jewelers card. By signing the form, you gave us permission lo run 
the application for credit approval. I apologize you were not told by the associate you were 
applying for a Kay account. 

Although it may seem that providing such personal information for a rewards program, store 
card, mailing list, survey, contest, etc. is not reasonable, when assured by a store employee that 
the information is necessary consumers relied on store employees' representations and complied 
with employees' requests. A consumer acting reasonably under the circumstances would not 
expect that a store employee is attempting to open a credit card on behalf of a consumer. The 
significant volume of complaints - 1,359 relating to unauthorized accounts -js evidence that 
reasonable consumers were not aware that they were completing credit-card applications and that 
these practices are widespread and affected more than a handful of consumers. 

Representative consumer complaints include: 

CONFIDENTIAL 

• 

• 

"I bought an engagement ring from Jared the Galleria of Jewelry. I stated from the 
beginning I would be paying for the ring and all charges with my American Express 
Card. The salesperson then filled out forms to open a credit card for me without my 
knowledge. When it was time to close the sale, they presented the form to me, saying it 
was required to order the diamonds/ring that I wanted so I signed it. They had the paper 
form folded in such a way that I could not see that it was for a credit card .... [T]hey 
opened a credit card in my name without my consent via deceptive sales practices and 
outright manipulation .... " 
"I was told that I was signing up for an employee loyalty program at JARED Jewelry that 
would send me coupons and cash back on further purchases. I explicitly asked multiple 
times if they were setting up a credit card, and the sales representative assured me he was 
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not. I became suspicious once he asked for more personal information such as 
employment history and my Social Security Number. I asked again if this was signing me 
up for a credit card, and the sales representative told me no. He stated they were only 
doing an internal background check hut no credit would he opened. A few days later, T 
went to sign up for a credit card from a company I actually wanted a credit card from, 
and I was declined. They stated the reason was that I had too much credit open in my 
name ... A few days later, I received in the mail a credit card from JARED .... " 

• "I would like to file a complaint against Kay Jewelers. They signed my fiance and 
myself up for a credit card without telling us ... the sales representative ... said we were 
signing an agreement for the custom ring they were going to design for us .... We were 
signed up for not one, not two, but THREE cards which were received in the mail a week 
after starting the process with them. They just tell you it's a contract for the custom ring, 
ifwe had known it was a credit card application we would have refused to fill out the 
paperwork." 

• "[A] Kay Jewelry saleswoman wanted me to fill out a form so that I can take care of 
some kind of 'promotional coupon' that would be sent in the mail. ... I received a letter 
from the Kay Jeweler's Credit Operations Division which stated that they turned down 
my application to open some kind of credit account because I do not make enough 
money. First, respectfolly, the saleswoman took my social security number because she 
told me that it was only to prevent fraud and that they would not use it for anything else 
(I have no idea how it would prevent fraud, but she seemed honest)! Second, she never 
took my income information down ... so I don't even know how Kay Jewelers was able to 
find out how much I make without me divulging that information unto them. This 
dishonest tactic may lower a great credit score." 

• "The representatives I worked with, Patricia and Katrina, said they would like to screen 
my credit in order to determine the price range of rings we could qualify for. I insisted 
repeatedly that I did not want a credit rnrd as we had not yet determined where we would 
be buying a ring, but they stated explicitly that they would be doing a preliminary 
screening of my credit only. They said they would not be issuing a credit card, and this 
was a standard procedure to sec what amount someone can qualify for. After the 
''preliminary screening,'' I was told I was approved for a $10,000 credit limit, and that 
any questions I had would likely be answered with the paperwork that would be coming 
with my credit card in the mail. I reminded them that I did not want a credit card, and that 
they said this was supposed to be preliminary screening, and they replied saying it was 
fine because ifI didn't want the card, it would be closed in 2 years ifI don't use it. I did 
not want the credit card, and was lied to in order for them to set up an account in my 
name." 

Interviews with former store employees further substantiate consumers' ""!="'l.:!L!.!LUL!£!.!!l.!.i:!

Specifically, 20 former employees at various stores across 12 states indicated that they were 
trained to mislead customers into applying for credit cards-telling consumers they were signing 
up to be "preferred customers," specifically refraining from using the term "credit card" and 
instead asking consumers to open a "rewards card," and asking consumers to help the employee 
"win a contest" by filling out a form for a "customer account." Former employees said they 
would offer discounts on jewelry for opening a card-even where items were already discounted 
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without opening an account-or offer free watch-battery replacement to consumers if they open 
an account. 

Sterling's companywide, formal performance standards require its store employees to sell credit 
cards to consumers. Mall-store employees are required to obtain one credit-card application a 
day, while standalone-store employees are required to obtain one credit-card application every 
two days. Employees who fail to meet these thresholds receive counseling and additional training 
from store managers and, in some instances, are terminated. Interviews with former employees 
suggest that there was intense pressure to meet Sterling's goals. Hundreds of anonymous 
employee reviews on www.glassdoor.com, a database of employee-authored company reviews, 
reiterate employees had trouble meeting their credit-card quotas. 

Representative Glassdoor.com reviews state: 

CONFIDENTIAL 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

"One of the major downsides is the push to get guests to open a credit card. Each sales 
associate is expect[ed] to get 1 credit application a day." 
"Upper management care more about you opening up credit cards then they do actual 
sales. I've seen employees do some really shady things in order to maintain their credit 
standard. Everything from using underage candidates to making up social security 
numbers and names. They get all the praise because they 'met' the standard. Then the 
associates who try to do it ethically get reprimanded." 
"Credit Apps can be a problem. You are expected to sign people up for these every day 
and that is challenging at best. Many people are very wary about opening a credit card 
and rightfully so. So it should be an incentivized bonus if you do sign up someone for a 
credit card rather than a daily req." 
'Not a particularly pleasant work environment between disgruntled employees and 
customers and unrealistic credit card goals made it seem like we were scamming to make 
a quota." 
"Must open 1 new credit card everyday, people do not want another specialty card but 
management doesn't want to hear that." 
"Also, the credit card is supposed to be a tool to help us close sales. Not pressure us to 
break company policy and in some cases the law." 
"Very high pressure to get people to fill out credit apps. All the add-ons like the warranty 
and credit app were emphasized more than the actual selling of jewelry." 
"If you don't make all of the 5 standards9 they'll terminate you after 6 months ... Emphasis 
is placed solely on having sell credit card apps, nol jewelry." 
"You must be 6/6 standards (sales, addons, repairs, PPP, esp, and credit apps) at all times 
lo be even be acknowledged you exist by upper management. They expect you lo walk 
around the mall and harass people for credit apps. Upon getting hired, they expect you to 
also harass your friends and family to fill out a credit app. If you don't get your credit 
apps, you must go to weekly meetings or even call your district manager and tell him/her 
why you do not care about your job at the end of every shift. They will offer you a 
promotion, then give it to someone else the next day ... Upper management sweeps 
unethical and illegal behavior under the rug as long as you have your numbers in." 

9 In states that do not offer PPP there are only five performance standards. 
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• ··M&ndatory early morning meeting~ on Sat. or Sun. (translate that punishment) foe lack 
of credit apps.''"This type of job should be fun and enjoyable ... instead, it l1as become a 
marathon of credit account~. add-om,. ppp''>. esp''>. uwp',;. rcpain., and the strcucs of 
kcepin(! m:a:obcn up to avoid writc-upti. cuts in boors. and mandatory punis.luncnt 
mcetinir,. The n:,;pom.c to thi<; kind of cons.tlmt p.-es,;urc leads s.ome employee,; to 
misrepresent things in c.-d.er to achieve their mnnbers. Not a good thing fer the 
cm,tomcr ... or the company." 

• "If you don't have your ,;timdard for sa!e<i and credit application, then [you] can ki<i'> your 
job Oooll>ye! I under!".tand the 'trickle down' effect. but there need!. to be some !.ort of 
relief from thi!> stress oflosini your job if credit isn't at 100"/4 ... and mandatory store 
meetiniS at 8am oo Saturday morning for missed credit for the wi:ek ha!> got to be a 
[fonn] of abuse [of] power." 

• ''"First mCllth not at 6 for 6 stande.rds--veroaVwritten counseling[.] Second month not at 6 
fot- 6 standards--written counseling[.] Third month not at 6 fer 6 standards
tcrminati.on. ·• 

Fonner c~loyees reported dwing interviews that employees who did not meet credit-card 
quotas were "written up.·• had to l?O in to the -.tore on their clays off oc befort: or after work for 
credit-card meetings. and \\"ere lectured on ··getl:m!t their number.. up." At least ten f<¥mCr 
employees from store<; in different 'itates said thc:n: was a 1raining for •·employees not meetin{l 
their nu:mbcr.. .. that could be a two to fow:-hmr drivi: away from their store's location. Eight 
former employees specified that Sterling employees could be fo:cd for failing to obtain credit
card applications. 

111 addition to rating employees 011 their ability to meet or exceed the standard for new credit-card 
appli.:arions. Sterling nms an annual four-w-cek credit-application cootest that awards ca!'>b to 
employees at all lc:vcls. incluclin,: sales rcprcscntati,-cs. stocc managers. and district manager.. 
who obtain the most crt:dit-card applications. 

Sterling' 5 training material5 instruct store ellljXoyccs to offer credit early and often to every 
customer. These materials require. in part, ,;,:,;gdh complvmt crcdit-rd.atcd practice-. and 
procedures tha · · · . seek to ens,ire customer. 
,mdcrstand that they are applying for credit as ·well as the related credit tcnns and conditions. 
~The :nmin::: urn<!t,,;!<. ali;o include tips web u '·offi:r to clelll your Guest's jewelry ~iiilc 
you fill out the credit application'' and "completiag the :in-house c.rcdit accowit application fm 
the Guest on the CASSi tsblct allow!> him/her to rels on his•hcr reason fOI' \'1.sitinp; the Store. 
and not on completing papcrwcrk .. , ~ aal IIHMl!I• •• ie !ot11•• 111a1 ,.,,1i1111&illB ,, IHM i!o 
latf!,•1¥ ••••'•••• ••~ .. •••I•¥•• a,p•••II .. 11111 at l1a~1,e1111 .a11~11111w,•, H'-• ',H a_iill 
11,tlil Hltl 111,piiH•ie11 11"1 tie tiie,. §H 111,,,lieeW:1 llfllU !!lltl tM!ii,iel\' e. ai 111" ·~-. ~- l _ ------ - ~ 1 ~.-i111d IDfITT: s..c. ... ~--- will! J_:: 

Regardless of the type of application. employees are inm11ctcd to "[a]lways fill ou1 the paper ',, hmit(PA:P.,-11.elad:at--a.-.-.1 

credit application or type the credit application into the Graphical POS fur the Gucsf' so ', .,>-~---1-...---~-----------< 
custcmers do not !>CC the credit application. Sterling also proi.idcs pdance to stare employees ' com,-wd I (IRTJ: o.w..l 

on how to overcome cons1.DJ.1Cr.,' objcctiom. to credit accouots and additional suggestions, such as 
presa1ting a credit line with a piece ofjewelry, p111u1n:11111hly lo m. .. 11111.e! tlte eu.tle1111e1~ 
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'!;1!~<1,11 rufll\0f e•·.id@ue0 !hat ~011rumef!1 •n,1E0 sulij0et ta 1111aulh0Fi,1ed eF0dit earos, lhs i:lu.rlalall 
eb~ai Hi!!.l fr:m, £tJFiiHgSterli ng provided data identifying the number of company credit-card 
accounts that were opened but never used. Sterling st.ores issued about 285,000 credit cards each 
year that had no activity on them. Over a three-year period, the total number of Sterl ing accounts 
opened without any purchases made was nearly one mill ion. R-eeag;fli,,iflg Uta! !hare aFe iHstanaes 
i11 ..,,,l!iek a eoHs11111eF tlflfllii!!s fer ewe.Iii 111~tl tleeiass for awl• A\11110er ofreaso11s ll1at !l11:1r aFe AE~I 

going to make a purehase, it seem. unlil.aly that this e1,planatien jHstifieo near)~, a ruillien open 
seeo11nl~. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

B. DeeefJtf',e Representations About Financing 

Consumers report that S terling employees provide certain fi nancing plan information al the 
point-of-sale that turns out to be different than the financing plan terms they receive. Employees 
offer, and are trained to promote, ' 'interest-free" financing. Numerous consumers indicate that 
consumers were offered interest-free financing in co,mection with a purchase only to find, once 
they receive their first billing s tatement, that they were actually enrolled in a regular, interest-
bearing credit plan. 10 ln these cases, the consumers claim that they were often quoted a monthly 
payment amount and other terms that differ from the te rms of the plan for which they are 

;,. ;;,. "' - - ;;. 

enrolled. 

Sterling stores generally offer interest-free promotional financing for periods of 6, 12, and 18 
month.:; lo cuslomern who meel a minimum purchase amount and pay a 200/4 down payment. 
Hundreds of consumer complaints and interviews of employees indica te that, in many cases, 
customers who expected to receive interest-free financing were actually given regular, interest-
bearing financing. This typically happened for one of two reasons. First, if a customer could not 
make a down payment at the time of purchase nnd thus did not meet the eligibi lity requirements 
for interest-free financing, he ,:vould in many instances be signed up for a regular financing plan 
instead without being told by the employee of the switch. Second, if a consumer indicated that he ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

could not afford the monthly payment amount that was calculated based on the promotional 
period for the interest-free plan, he would in many instances be given a lower payment amount 
that was calculated based on a longer repayment tenn and regula.r interest-bearing financing, a lso 
without having the changed terms explained. Tn hoth scenarios, Sterl ing employees explained the 
availabi lity of interest-free financing and consumers believed they would receive it, but didn' t 
clearly inform consumers that they would not after it became clear that they didn' t qual ify for or 
couldn't afford the payments required for the interest-free promotion. 

Interviews wi th former employees corroborate consumer complaints alleging misinformation and 
changed credit-card financing terms . Fonner employees from Sterl ing's regional and national 
stores around the country mentioned that they would incentivize customers to open accounts by 
promising " 12-months interest-free"-though this required a minimum purchase amount, which 
they did not disclose- and "no down payment," which voids interest-free financing options. For 
example, one funner employee said that for items below $500 there was not an interest-free 
financing option, but employees would pitch "no interest" in the hope that no one would notice. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

10 There are al least 375 complaints that have been reviewed and tagged that concern this claim. 
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C. Payment Protection Plan 

Similar to the credit-card-application quota, Sterling employees were required to emoll 
customers in optional PPP insurance to meet performance standards. PPP is a credit-insurance 
program that was offered to Sterling credit customers to help those customers make their 
monthly payments in the event of de.ath, disability, loss of property due to burglary or perils, 
leave of absence, job retraining, or involuntary loss of employment. Because the insurance 
protected consumers ' credit payments, it was directly related to the credit financing that Sterling 
offers, and it provided a direct benefit to Sterling by protecting its accounts receivable from loss 
due to non-payment. 

Sterling stores sold PPP to credit customers through Assurant,11 a state-licensed insurance 
company, from at least 2009 to October 2017. PPP was offered at the point-of-sale in 33 states. 
The cost of PPP varied depending on the type of coverage and state, but it was typically around 
S.78 cents per $100 purchase amount. This amount was charged monthly on the consumer's 
credit-card billing statement based on the account balance. Although Assurant administered PPP, 
Sterling was responsible for the marketing and sale of PPP. 

Evidence gathered during the investigation suggests that G£ustomers were routinely enrolled in 
PPP insurance at the time of their credit application or purchase transaction without knowing 
they were doing :;o and without ever viewing the insuranc,e ti:-rn1.s and conditions or costs. 
CustemeFs i11 111E111'., i1u,ff1Rel:ls "a8feeEI" lo eftfoll i11 P,PF flt Stefli118 steres Ii~· elseirnnjefllly 
ee11oeRlieg te l:l0Y8FO@:e e11 tlte mr pEtd t:ie:,· used 1e eelll:fll81e lhl:lir rurehElfie 1FansEtetiea. TI1e 
euste111er ~kno•,,ledglfleat woa ii1esei;1ed 01i 1l,e P!;N pot! tle~·iee. 1ml 11,e k>m,a ant! ee11dille11s 
~s-t<:H'-PPP-we-»~ltly~.seme im;ta11ee3-00H~1mers may ha'Je 1,eea fihown a 
breeh~etaiHtt~~ tefffis,tlie-12PJ2-0&1tefif.r,heWeVer.fflMY-OOtt6Uffi8r·S-did-fl-ll8&·tHl3/ 
eli~eleot1res. peFtiet1larl;· t;heoe eenst11i1eP.1 whe emelled i11 PPP v-ilheut their lmewleElge or 
~ 

AeeoFEling le St111linti; '9 tf<1ini11z:, mat:eriflb. e1:1s10,n1:10 v.ei-e 1=1retl'if1ttld ta i11tliea:te , e,1 lhe PIH IMlEL 
"Ye9, r ,,.e11ld lil1e t;e r11reha:9e ar1ieRa.l Jl~menl Prn1eetieR Pla:11 e,edil i119~1m,1ee" er ''l>le, r 
we11ht Aet lil<e te fll!Fellase erl:ienal Payme11t l'Fe!eeli:en Plaii em!ities11ra1iee" efler tbe sleFe 
e1B!lla.1 el! o<'>ijltid !he eusletner's eree:lil e1ml. ff lht! et1slemer selet!!etl ·'Y~s." lhe etHJlleJee ..,.tts 
iRalnteled le @flier lhe et1slo111er's liirlhElote, a!ld the euslemer was lheA rrempteEI le sign the PIN 
rmt If a eusleR1er 8eleeted "~le," 1Jcley were slill reei11ired to sig11 the Pl~l raa, eel!f:irffling tJciat 
lh~f \\er1:1 eiiliHg eut or oo··•tm1g1:i. Ike PfH ptttl se(:juea~e 111ine,eii 1:1 lfpieal t'l,lail lran!lfteiioll 
wheFe, aAer pfO\·idi11g p~·m:etll, !he eo1inumer i1iilieal1:1s "Yes" ft6 ta the 111,1i-eha!ie am.euttt er fenfl 
ef)'!ap11enl, befer0 nigAiAg *he PI~I 11ad te eeFRf!lete the lffln!l&elien. Here. eeiis11R'!0r9 aid flel 
~ali"e thtll lh~y •"ere eleati11g lo 1mnihase er~Elil inb1:1Fa!le@, ofhm Heling i,htll th-,'., assumi,li lhe~· 
were signing ill eo1meetio11 u,ith the purel!ase, speeial eraer, or, if they were a•vare ofit; the 
0~ait !lf!fllieatio11. v,hiet:i, oee11ned at the saAie tiifle a11EI as part of the ~ame 1raflsaetioF1. 

11 Sterl ing Jewelers Insurance Agency, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Signer, provided 
insurance licensing functions for Sterling's credit-insuranc-e programs. 
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' l.1K,,,,. is :ea ie£iuP.~oa thel Mt!fleyn~ IHlHSSl!if!ly p,111"rid11.l 4t, lftl51e!flw wilh MY "?VffltM¼ teft\¼5 
!lll91181!dilitie,gg -er 1o1e~• eftae P!l:P s,~·s ia~eMMmeU'~- ~ml@ !Mt•tM'tl ~bo/@iV "may"' 
tJl!<! "A4.t fl'i'Ba.liit Bl!l!,di.5, hW8'a!8,fL, iiQB f&!f! iefn·~en ia ,a,e•---,,\.;, 1101,118 ,m,11\,'.@; 1liw!.;,e; 

WM II h.&M ~:Y bmemwe, Blit (l) ampl..yees 'iW.fe oet t1el}wed te pt9Yiae the Meelml'f, fe 
eo&i'8ft!ff,J El~ tel! R~!i!,.l'He insweeu ~ W!ff Ml Sifil!l!t ,·efj' ficse ~ l!HE:i (!) ~ ti!f?.l:S 

fi!f.effuee.1 t&i •.ftlfiew; ~·!"•5 tlUiil ee!Ar. ef ~• 0~1 i&itl ae1 JlfO',iti• st~ ,ptei:filii ,-e:r,,Nilge e,r 
ee!H fu1 ~e ittdi,i~ ee11,-ea.~ 6ted-irt::' :; PPP mate1iM,; i:itdieMe ihttt tffll. PIN pad d!!'ll'la,etl. 
'"Yes. I woold filie le ~se !lflli!Ellllll. P-8!fHH)1lt Pfolileff81l Plea Credit la~aaee." 8m: tBi!ff 
.., eu, oo :,,f!eeifu:t lffllb atttl: e0tl.l.b4t6ti!, et1 eor,ts J~I~ ed art .It~ PIN' pad; aad Ifie f;!rl1t ~ \',ar; 
Ji5,ifa-y!ld -~r;ig m -meU ¼at SA«Bet HStly Yir.tlil11 !rul! t9 tae l.imitee ilWit;' 9a.A 09~t efll§!f! 
PliN pad sewr;& Hili't i!. e. ~la ef~a ?lW fl&El !lllEH'II! 

lt!I, •-•U~TG-S( 
~ ,. •. ~ fflo-1'Cn.Clf. f'Ui 

U-Sll' ~ !I.% 

MIJ., l ~ N;fl" t..llCfr ll) ~ 

c,,,rttJWiAt " •·~• •~~ n• ~ 

0'8>l'i !ltllli!4»:i 

Fonne.r Sterling employees indicated duit c11stoniers would be lu.u:ried through the point-of-sale 
transaction and told to ".initial here"---<11cournging the cust.omer to enroll ii> PPP.13 One fonner 
employee. explained: ""rou didn ' -t tell people about the product, y-01l ju.st put it on the-re." That is, 
sales a:s.sociatcs signe,d people up for PPP in.sm:ancc:without aslci:ug,, a:nd if someone noticed the 
charge o.n a o.illmg sta1em-enl: and corup1aincd, St.:rling would. renwve it. Another fonner store 
m.'Ul3gcr said th01 di.strict matl.3g«s told sto.re nlllllll.gers to check "Y cs" for PP-P even. if 
customers didn't ask for it. noting tbat the stoi·e could always cancel it the mcxl day but that the 
store wo1tldi be "CFedited" for it even if ii ""-as :later c11nceled, so "always check 'Yes."' Base.cl on 
!his evidence, it seems it may be pos.~i.ble for 'stori: employees to select "Y e,i." for the cu~t.0111.er 
:md add PPP to cons.utnu'\.' llilCOlllll:!. without the cou~umer affinnafively selecting <--Y es_ "14 

At least. 17 5 -co.tJ.Sutners submitted comJ}laints .alleging that PPP was added to thei.r ac:com1t 
,vifb.out their knowledge or consent. Some consumers complain that Stedmg employees asked 
them to sign op for PPP tl\l hdp the., employees meet their quotas; the employees _promised that 
!hey would c.anc.el the in-.urauce ~ .fore the· customer would be clJ.arged, but they failed to do $0. 
In one complaint, the com,umer .reported that be was. told by1he salesperson to select "Yes" and 
sign the PIN""'.pad to receive e,n ·insunuic-c packet to gauge his interestandtfom discovered when 
the packet arrived drat he had agreed to p-utchase ibe insurance. fu respmt~e to ~idi a c,omplaint, 

~~~~~ttre they weuM net lm$W4.bet P.PP e~ er tefm9 Uiat 
-~I,< •e Gfg HeraBHf, 
~ Steding's training document instructs: '"Use an assu111ptivc clo~-c when closing PPP." 
14 In addition, Sterling's PPP' enrollment procedures 1,pecify steps the e.rnpfoyee must take "[i]f 
yol1-do not have a customer·s sf.gnan1£C either via: me PIN-pad or on the sat.es slip,·' whicb 
suggests it was techuicalfy possible enroll a. consml!ler witltou.t obtaining a sigiiature. 
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Sterling' s internal account notes indicate that the store apologized for putting PPP on without the 
consumer' s knowledge, canceled the PPP, and refunded charges. Ill ether ease!1, eeR9ttfflers 
11,llege tliAet the:, l!leli~11e.l th~· were rnshee llireu~I. Ole 1rftlls!teliei. et lhe rei1it ef a11I~ !tflEI later 
e!r-sA''t1F0.I 11:iat 11:19'/ ilAEI i11ae··0rl0Rliy fi!giiaEl Hf! U!• PP.P. Most commonly, consumers 
discovered that they were being charged for PPP only after noticing it on their bill ing statements. 

Here are a few consumer complaints about PPP: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

"I signed up for a credit card with Jared. When I paid off the promotional,' l year no 
interest' balance in just 3 months, I learned that a credit protection fee had been being 
assessed/added to my balance. After callfing] to question it, the associate, Li la #3666, 
insisted that I hadn't questioned it early enough, so she would only remove 45 of the $224 
assessed. Only after speaking with a manager d id they pull up my agreement, 
acknowledge that I had never agreed to purchase the insurance, and agree to reimburse 
me for the fees charged. Research needs to be done/legal action take[n a]gainst Jared for 
charging me and other consumers fees for services they did not agree to." 15 

"(The store employee] tried to get me to enroll in their ' PPP' or personal payment 
protection plan (i.e. credit and life disability insurance) all at an obscene rate .. . . He told 
me to sign it and he would have it removed before the firs t statement, in order for him to 
receive credit for selling it.. .. I told him (I] would not sign it and ifhe wanted credit for it 
he would have to do that on his own. Much to my surprise 3 months into the account 
being opened I had already accrued an enormous amount of interest and fees, because my 
rate was at 21% and lhe PPP was on my account. I called (the store) and they told me that 
(I] signed for it. I spent the nexi I 1/2 yrs try ing to have them remove it. ... I requested 
my signatures in July .... They finally removed the PPP and gave a $ 100 towards the PPP 
foes .... By lhe time lhe signature~ gol here [I] rcalilc<l that ii was not my ~ignature; I am 
disgusted with the process. I also do not know how to proceed. I feel I have an obvious 
forgery and most likely need to see a lawyer." 
"I recently purchased several items on my kay c.ard and was told my signature for the 
insurance was simply to receive a packet to gauge my interest. This was a bold facc[d] 
lie. I received a packet today indicating that I agreed to sign up for the insurance." 
"I purchased [an] engagement ring from Jared and the sales person signed me up for a 
payment protection plan without my knowledge. This is the first time [I] noticed this fee, 
which is $88.97 each month." 16 

III. Legal Analysis 

15 S terling responded: "In your case, even though our system indicates that PPP had been 
accepted at the time of sale, we were unable to locate a signature confirmation of enrollment. In 
light of the missing signature, a supervisor authorized a return of $224.20 that your account had 
been billed in total for PPP." 
16 S terling refunded $626.88 in PPP fees in response to this complaint. 
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IV. Retommendatlon to Settle 0 1· Sue 

To resolve this matter through settlement, the Bureau should seek redress, mj\111cti\'C tclicf, and .a 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

penalty. 

A. ]lrj' ~-· '" ' - ~ ed'.re.$i b'l]Jiinfum, · _____________________________________ ~-'"' 
\ 
\ 

Ille Bure!lll should not. M 1--.art of .a 11.e$Otiated re~lulion. s.cek redte;;~ for COJISl.llllim who had .\ 
l 

unauihotize:d ~&it...cai:g i!C~ls 1:mo:icd While!~ CQU.,.'rulU.<!1"5 !m!:i have suffered b:mn m !!Jc \ 

form of nee.ative :!!!!£Bets on their credit re122rt and rel11ted i!iSUCS. tluit harm Wll'nld be v~ 
d.ifficnlt, if not in}l!Ql,<iihle, to identi(.y 3Ild 01i.'!!nti~ in anv ci~l:emi!.tic \VllX 

The Bureau al&o should not &eek to obtain redn:s~ for consumeft '-'l'll.O were misled into lhinkirur 
l~ ~lsi J:W:i\'ii: lb!: benefil 2(mmolli'!lll!) ti!l!llSW&:, lmI gjrJ llQt, Tue..; !.211~11llltt<;, :1:"hil, 
~ like!xsuffi:rcd idmtifiableh.arm, Bfl: not likeJ~to be rcadilY: identifiable. There.are no 
:records of Stct§§;'s ei®loyees' individual mis.rgn:e:;entations to COll.'iUlllen, and cons~rs 
a{f$_l!i!l m !.11h w~ lvould lmJ"'--&: iu Stgl.ine;'~ m.;ords iii th£ =:n: 'Eli~ ~'t-"'llllll.!-ll£N ww;i ~":W: 
nev« vficred promotional finara:ing. 

Each of the 2otentia1 =~.dies for the PPP claim has dm·wbacli:s. 

lil.lmlillx, ~hm i"!l in!ilis:wm j,~ jCS!,Eil ofw.gu,;,wa simsumeo; 12 ,m~t :ID!'.£ W!.ll~!ism 
tbroua!! unfais: or de,;!:£tive me3.llS. restitutioa is nmoririate-. ~ merelv identifvina th~ =« 
restitntio.n ~oulation m.av ~ .imvossible, given !hat there are likcly M records of wltich 
== Wc!r.C ~ub~t to lhE "lSYiC Jll'ae~ of t'leirnr mwed ill'.Mlut. the PPP l!!<Jclud llJ' beiua 
enroll~ witbont hm:i!!g J:!O..,ided affirmative coment. And. even thoui!! th.e Bureau need not 
!mlY!: ca,U}llio.o in Ol'tk[ l2 ~lG restinltim:i, l-liet:e ils.9 i~ the gUc<.fum 2f }¥beth~ aGY m"itic 
g1~12ms:r wollll.! ll2t haE ml!2h!!s«t in5.1!1Eli!ll m!! for the unfair QI d~sitiv, £0000~! gt'!! 
Stediml =!lY1loyee. As a resw.t, blaul:et cedress to all PPP con&1.uneis would QOtentialiv m:ovide a 
'\.!Llldf!!H to tlrose Vl-:h!? ;ime n2t Rro:.s:ima!!.lv l!m11!.:--d bv §rsrlma • ~ l!~ll&!:$-

D.\<@!?ite this. a!. ~ of a settlemi:nt. the Bureau could seek 1·edre.!os for cott!.ll1lltt!, woo were 
simlled in ~m1ent•,n!of~Qtl lm!n-AJ1Cc a! !l!~ smil!!•Of-uk Cllt~ fQJ: iho~ !.fil1!fillllml )¥110 
rccavcd a benefit from the mstll'llOOc eovcmgc-from at kastFcbrua:lv 2013 &-ouoh the date a 
i:mmm order ill $1l!ered. Thi~ 1'10Uid hs ~ilru- !O the asd1~i 2nle11:d in tbe ~!!m8!1'~ 21b.e[ 
m4it:2mi add-on Jlliiltm, web 11s the Burcgu•s action a:gainst Cppjtal 9M- 54 Giycn the low 

s,i Cimital One was ordered to~ il4o million itt. redrcs'l to !!houttw,:i million consumers. \\ilicli ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

inclwkd complete n;p1lVlll$U1 piu.'> int~t, and a $25 million penalty. 
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utili,ation ruks (lf the product" this "Cstitution likch· mrnld not pro,·idc a ,,indfoll to 
consumers. as man likclY rc<:ci,cJ no tan ibk benefit fo,m the producL J\JJitionah· the 
H11reH11 intend~ to pursue ·his ca~e jointh ,,ith Ne\\· York Nt:\\· Ynrk likch· ,,rn1ld seek redres~ 
for Ne\\ York t:onsumcrs \\·ho enrolled in l'l'P. ,,hich \\ill hnth make it rppear odd that the 
Bureau did not also seek restitution and potential I) make settlement more ditrcult as Sterlin 
mrnlJ not be 2uarantcci112 final it,. as other state J\Gs could bri112 suit sccki112 restitution under 
applicable ,tatc !J,h The Office of Enforcement favors tbs approach. 

J\ltcmati ,·cl _dis or cmcnt of the l'l'I' proceeds ma, re more approp iatc. Or the l 3urcau could 
net order a:1, spccilic mo:1ct1 rc:icffor this 1·iolation_ hut rath;:r take it into accourt \\hen 
dctcnniniTI' the pcnalt amounL 
A, p,trt nf ,l .,tttlt1mt1nL tho lrnrodu .,hould rnqui1t 1od1~ ;., for 0011 ;umot., ,\ho \\Orn tlflF(ll]oJ in 
P<l'.dFOTL p1otot1tio11 in urant10 Jt tht1 point pf ,<Lio o•<t1opl for tho.,t1 t1011 ·umor. ,\ho rnt1oi•,od J 
bt111olit ftom t:10 :n u1emot1 t10,·t11Jgt1 !tom <Lt loJ.,t J'oh1uJ1Y 201J ,h1trngh tho <l<Lto J t1(111 ;ont 
ordt1r i; onlt1red. I 01 tho.,t1 t1(111.,umur.,, tht1 I urnJu ;hould 10quiro ~lt1rlini! to rnfunl <Lil lut1; 
oh<Lrgt1d in oonnt1t1tion 11 ith t1011.,umt1r;' I 11 . Thi · i; ;11nil,u ti tht1 rndro.,; ordt1rod 111 tht1 
Lmt1Ju'; otht1r 01t1d1t t1Jrd <Ldd nn nMttt11 ;_ •,uoh d, tho Buro<Lu·; Jt11!011 di!d111 ;t C<Lpthll On~."" 
~turlini! ., 1t1,·t1mtt1 !tom optionJI t11odit i:1 ;urJnt10 w,_; cwo1 ~50 millio 1 for O<Lt1h li.,t1,l ,·t1<LF from 
2(' I I to 2017. Leo,Hlitl tho Bure du Jou., not ,·t1t ha,·t1 tht1 ddhl to o<Lloul<Lto tht1 tc,tJI prnpo ,t1d 
rodro ... ,. I :nfo1t1omont 1uoc,mmond; roquirin,:'. th<Lt "te1lin", 11ithi11 0') dJ,·, of ;oulermnt, p1ti,·ido 
d rnd "';, pl,m fo1 tho I rn1 t1Ju·; apprm JI the1t idonti tie; JII .Lflut1lt1d t1on ;u:1101 ; ,.nd o<LloulJlt1; 
10d10.,; ,Lot101di1111; le <LHHO' ed med ,urn., Thi; i., ho1· lht1 l,utudU prnut10dt1d in lht1 \l, ell, J'.11°<1 
>JJ.,, I 1<wtit1"', nhlltt!L ,\lt.,rnflti, .,Jy, dis:-01;·.,m.,,tt ufth., PPP prnt1.,uds m.:r, bu moiu 
dppropri<Lle 

Alli!Fn1tliYi:0l~, .Ii 11 1!fl'i:0llli:011t of'.lie Pl P pF000i:0db 1m1~, 1-e ftl!lfil !!flpF11pFi1tlil. Ln:n though the 
Bureuu need not prove cuc1sution in order t(, secure restitution. there ure t,,u caus1dion questions 
rm i:Ooeh e(m.,umer: wheth .. r lll\ ·•I eeilie eu ,torne1 \\ould not ht· e pureh t ,.,di n.,uro11ee but for 
ttetion., b~, t ',te1lin" i:01ttploy •e. tmd .,.hether ti,., '>,terlinjj; emrlo'.·e.,, oetu 111: did inlt 1m the 
eu.,torne1 oftl'le in,,uronee te11n_ 011d eon litio11,. Blanket re.Ira,,, to oil Pl P eon.,urneL, v ould 
p1.lnti1111~· prn, itle 11 •,•,i11dflil1 to thn. e •,•,ho '•'•t'ft' nn1 pr P(inrnte1'· h mned h,· ''te1lin,:>. _1rnt tit>e. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

The Buremt ,,hould 10L tL> pt 1 t nr a ne 11 otitt1ed 1e,,ol utiPTL ,eek 1 •die.,, fo1 eon. umer,, '•'• ho had 
u11au,ho1i;oed e1edit emd aeenu11t,, opened. ,1,'hile tho.,e eo11,,uner., rntP, lmw ,,ufle1ed hum ir the 
form or neoati,e impact, rn their credit rep01t tmd reltt1ed i.,,,ue ,_ tl'lat lm. m \wuld he , e1~ 
di:'lieulL irnot impo.,,,ihle. to identiP, tmd c ua.1ti1>, in tlfl\ ,N.,tematie \\a\·. 

Tl'le Buteau ttLo ,,hould nnt, eek to oetain 1ed1e,,., for e,m, mner, •,•,ho •,•,ere mi ,led into thinking 
th"''.• ,rnuld 1t1uoi ,o :ht1 hont1tit of p1omotio11JI tin 1min<>, but Jid nc>L The.,t1 t1011.,umor.,, whlo 
tlw, 'ikely .,urt't,rod identili,llJlt1 h<LFm. Jtu not likel,· to 00 ro<LJil: idon,iliJhlo. Th~ro 11t1 no 
roe01d; c1r~tt1rli11i!·, t1mplo,·ut1; indi,·id.1,ll mi.,1ep1t ;ontJ'.ion., to t1on•,umt1r,, e1nd t1on.,t.dHt1r, 
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11ffeeleEI ia $hi~ ,,.11~· "'EH1le llfljel@Rr in ~tsFliag'y r~eerEIY in il=le se8'!~ u'fly ne eensHFR@P-1 whe ,,.ere 
IH.!"@F 0~1@1:eEI 13reme~ie011! f:ina11eing. 

B. Injuncthe Relief 

Any negotiated consent order should prohibit Sterling from engaging in the practices described 
herein. 

C. Civil Money Penalty 

The CFPA provides three tiers of statutory penalties. Effective January 15, 2018, those amounts 
are up to $5,639 for ordinary violations, $28,195 for reckless violations, and $ 1,127,799 for 
knowing violations.;7 In this case, Sterling 's violations were at least ordinary, if not reckless. 

Sterling' s culture and performance standards incentivi.z.e its employees to deceive consumers into 
completing credit-card applications and to open credit accounts on consumers ' behalves without 
their knowledge or consent. ln other instances, Sterling employees ~misled consumers 
about the financing tem1s and tack on costly payment-protection insurance. Sterling has received 
thousands of complaints about these practices, which should at least have put it on notice that its 
employees are committing improper practices at the point-of-sale; but the company has not taken 
signi fi cant corrective actions and continues to maintain these performance standards. 

Sterling potentia lly has committed thousands, and li!;:ely perhaps hundreds of thousands, of 
violations of the kinds described above. Even at the lowest penalty tier, these violations would 
justi(y a s ignificant penalty, before consideration of mitigating factors. Among the mitigating 
factors the Bureau must consider are the gravity of the violations, the severity of the ri sks to or 
losses of the consumers, the financial resources of the person charged, and "such other matters as 
justice may requi re.»;s For consumers "vl10 were enrolled in credit-card accounts without their 
knowledge or consent, there is potentially adverse impact to their credit; however, it is di fficult 
to quantify this harm, and harm may not occur in every instance. In fact, there may be cases in 
which a consumer' s creditworthiness is positively affected by the account. For consmners who 
were misled ahout financing terms, the harm is also hard to quanti(y hut because the conduct at 
issue resulted in a higher cost of credit than consumers were anticipating, it likely left certain 
consumers unable lo make monthly payments, and may have subjected them to late fees, charge-
offs, and ultimately debt collection, with additional consequences for their credit histories. As to 
violations regarding PPP, the hann to consumers who unknowingly or unwillingly were signed 
up for insurance is likely to roughly equal the amount of their payments for the service. This 
practice likely negatively impacted hundreds of thousands of consumers. 

The Bureau must also consider, as a mitigating factor, Sterling' s financial resources and the 
financial impact on Sterling of a penalty levied here. Signet, Sterling' s parent company, reported 
S6.4 billion in total revenue in Fiscal Year 2017. Sterling accounted for about £3.9 billion of this 

57 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(2); 12 C.F.R. § I083. l. 
58 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(3). Another mitigating factor is the history of previous violations. Here, 
we are not aware that Sterling has been subject to any prior credit-related actions. 
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total, with more than 60% attributable to credit sales. Over the past four fiscal years, Sterling' s 
annual revenue from credit products averaged more than $300 million, and its ammal revenue 
from optional credit insurance products averaged $60 million, so the company has reaped 
significant financial gain from its credit-related business. Signet's dividends paid to common 
shareholders and repurchase of common shares also support the fact that Sterling' s parent 
company is well-capitalized. In Fiscal Year 2017, Signet issued roughly $75.6 million in 
dividends paid to common shareholders and repurchased roughly $1 billion worth of common 
shares. Over the past three fiscal years, Signet's dividends paid to common shareholders and 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

repurchase of common shares totaled about $1.35 billion. As Signet's largest operational 
segment and highest revenue-earning company, Sterling has sufficient financial resources to pay 
a penalty. 

As described, Sterling' s violations could potentially justify a significant penalty based on the 
statutory factors. For the reasons described above, some mitigation is appropriate. But even with 
such mitigation, the potential penalties could total more than what the company would be willing 
to pay to settle the Bureau's claims. The CFPA allows the Bureau to compromise or modity a 
penalty before it is assessed,-59 and the Bureau should do so here to help resolve this case. 

;. ;;. "' - - ;;. 

The most recent, comparable Bureau matter to draw from in determining an appropriate penalty 
amount is the action taken against Wells Fargo for its sales practices in 2016. In the Wells Fargo 
Sales Practices matter consumers were similarly subjected to unauthorized credit-card accounts 
an<l Wdls Fargo pai<l a penally of$100 million. Al lhe lime lhal penally wa~ <lelennined, lhe 
bank disclosed approximately 2,065,000 fake accounts. Dividing the total penalty of $100 
million by the 2.1 million fake accounts results in a $48.43 penalty per account rate, or roughly 
2.1 to 2.2%. The Offiee of Enfe.reement, appl~·ing a disee11nt ieAdjusting Sterling's total number 
of accounts without purchases, estimotes about 800,000 potentially unauthorized credit-card 
accounts.60 Using the per-accow1t penalty rates derived from the Wells Fargo matter yields a 
penalty range of approximately of $22.9 million to S38.7 million. Olwiou~ly But this precedent ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

is not perfect because Sterling and Wells Fargo are different kinds of entities. engaged in 
differe nt kinds of behavior. and the claims against each are different. 

Tn Bureau credit-card add-on matters, which did not involve unauthorized accounts or misleading 
financing terms, the penalties range widely because they are tailored to the specific 
circumstances of each case and the assessment of mitigating factors. For example, in 2012 the 
Bureau imposed a $25 million penalty on Capital One; in 201 S the Bureau ordered Citibank to 
pay a $35 mil lion penalty; in 2016 First National Bank of Omaha was ordered to pay S4.5 
million. In each of these matters the entity was found to have deceptively or unfairly charged 
consumers for credit-card add-on products. 

59 12 U.S.C. § 5565(c)(4). 
00 S ignet produced data showing that rougWy 300,000 accounts without purchases were opened 
each year, totaling about one million such accounts from February 2014 tluough March 2017. 
Taking into account the explanation that some consumers were "shopping around" and intended ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

to open a credit card without making any purchase, a 20% discount was applied to the total 
number of accounts, yielding an estimated 800,000 potentially unauthorized accounts. 
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Hei:e, based on tbe unautboriz.ed accounts, deceptive financing, and tinfaic PPP claims, and 
taking into account die pr;ecedent di,cnsstd above, the Bureau shoold seek to settle this mart.er 
fO£· a penally •of at least $'.10. million. A ·penalty in. this runou:n1 wonfd sufficiently dctei· similar 
violations and would impress ·upon the ,company t11e seiioBSness of the conduct 11t in1c1e. 

V. Assessment ofRis.ks ofthe Recommended A.p,pPoacla 

VI. Couclusfon 

The Bw'eau should settle this matter undet· the paramcteN des.cribcd in Section IV. Purtller, if 
settle.m_ent negotiations are unsnccessfol., the Bm-cau should file suit a,gaim1: Sterling. 

Attachments 

Tab 1: Di:aft Decision Mcmorao.chun from il1e Acting Director. 
Tab 2: Draft Complaint. 
Tab 3: Signet's NORA Transmittal Letter. 
Tab 4: Signet's NORA Response. 
T ab 5: EKhibit A to S:ignet's NORA Response. 
Tab 6: Signet's Certificate off'actual Assertions in NORA Res-ponse. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

1700 G Street NW, 

Washington, DC 20552 

Decision Memorandum from the Acting Director 

FROM 

TO 

SUBJECT 

Mick Mulvaney 

Eric Blankenstein, SEFL Policy Director; Chris D' Angelo, 
SEFL Associate Director; Kristen Donoghue, Assistant 
Director for Enforcement 
Authorization to Enter into Settlement with Sterling Jewelers, 
Inc. or to File Suit - ENF Matter No. 2016-1806-02 

I authorize the Office of Enforcement to enter into a settlement with or file a 
lawsuit against Sterling Jewelers, Inc. under the parameters recommended by the 
Office of Enforcement on October 29, 2018. 

The Office of Enforcement's October 29, 2018 recommendation memorandum 
identifies three potential options for the remedy for the PPP claim in a settlement 
(in addition to injunctive relief and a civil money penalty). Of those three options, 
I authorize the following: 

-~A~ 

~5~~~t-:--:-~---:-:--.....:9'::=_ 
J: sence of other monetary relief into accouniT· Wl'wwJi 

penalty amount 

Mick • ulvaney 
Acting Director 
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 

Date 
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